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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
THE ASTRO-1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW COUPLED LOADS ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
The ASTRO-1 Preliminary Design Review (PDR) coupled loads analysis was 
completed in May 1984. The M6.0Y Generic Shuttle mathematical model was used in 
the analysis along with an ASTRO-1 payload mathematical model supplied by McDonnell-
Douglas Technical Support Company. Calculations were made for eleven (11) liftoff 
"hot" cases, eleven (11) liftoff "cold" cases, and five (5) landing cases. The 
analysis recovered ASTRO internal accelerations, ASTRO substructure interface 
forces, ASTRO/Orbiter and PCA/Cruciform relative displacements, and net c.g. 
accelerations for the integrated payload and the Cruciform assembly. These data 
were recovered for an ASTRO payload positioned both forward and aft in the Orbiter 
cargo bay. A comparison between the coupled loads analysis and the PDR design 
loads was also made. This comparison indicated exceedances in the primary and keel 
PCA fittings. 
The results presented here do not include acoustic and random vibration 
responses and have not been adjusted by variability factors. 
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 
The M6.0Y shuttle mathematical models used in this analysis were "Frame" 
models supplied by Rockwell/JSC (Ref. STS81-0641C). A "Frame" model is a model 
of the Orbiter excluding all bridge and keel fittings which interface the payload and 
Orbiter. The lift-off frame model was coupled with a lightweight External Tank (ET) 
model and a "hot" Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) model or a "cold" SRB modeI. These 
three models were also supplied by Rockwell/JSC (Ref. STS81-0641C). The coupled 
models, along with the Orbiter landing model, gave three basic analysis models: a 
liftoff-hot model, a liftoff-cold model, and a landing modeI. A "hot" SRB has 
propellant mass and stiffness characteristics at 90°F and a "cold" SRB model has 
propellant characteristics at 40°F. 
A Craig-Bampton reduction of these three analysis models was conducted with 
a cutoff frequency of 70 hz. These reduced, "Generic," models all have 275 boundary 
degrees-of-freedom available for attaching bridge and keel fittings for various pay-
loads and/or configurations. The liftoff-hot model has 536 cantilever modes, the 
liftoff-cold model has 529, and the landing has 287. 
The ASTRO-1 model used was supplied by McDonnell-Douglas Technical Support 
Company (MDTSCO) (Ref. TM SEAD-84005). This model consisted of models for 
three telescopes, two instrument packages and two support structure assemblies. 
These models were integrated on a Spacelab double pallet and reduced by the Craig-
Bampton method. This reduced model has sixty-nine (69) cantilever modes through 
60 hz and seven (7) Orbiter/ASTRO inter~ace degrees-of-freedom. The mass charac-
teristics are shown in Figure 1 and a listing of the constrainHd frequencies is shown 
in Figure 2. The Orbiter/ASTRO interface degrecs-of-:','nedom a,~e detailed in Figure 
3. The Payload Clamp Assembly (PCA) and Cruc ')'!n s '''port structure models are 






The bridge and keel fitting models used were supplied by Rockwell/JSC (Ref. STS81-0641C). These fittings provide the attachment interface between the payload and the Orbiter. The models provided were Guyan reduced stiffness matrices. The mass of the fittings is small in comparison to the mass of the Shuttle and payload so it can be lumped at a single point when the system is coupled together. 
FORCING FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 
Liftoff forcing functions were supplied by RockweIl/JSC (Ref. STS82-0308). Functions are prOvided for eleven (11) cases designated L0933 through L0943. The conditions represented by each function are described in Figure 4. The conditions contain applied loads due to Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) thrust, SRB thrust, SRB internal pressure, SRB ignition overpressure, SSME side loads, steady-state wind and gusts, and the ground reactions at the base of the SRBs. Each forcing function is applied to both a liftoff-hot model and a liftoff-cold model giving 22 loads cases. 
Landing forcing functions were also supplied by Rockwell/JSC. Functions are provided for five (5) cases designated LB5370 through LB5374. The conditions represented by each function are described in Figure 5. The conditions represented include angle-of-attack, cross wind, horizontal velocity, and sink speeds. Each forcing function is applied to the landing model giving five (5) loads cases. 
SYSTEM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION 
This analysis was conducted using a tandem arrangement of two (2) ASTRa payload',. The placement of each of these payloads is shown in Figure 6. The two ASTRa models, the necessary bridge and keel fitting models and the three Generic Shuttle models, were coupled to form three system models. The mass for each bridge and keel fitting was lumped at the point where the payload attaches to the fitting. 
A modal synthesis was performed on this system model to determine the uncon-strained modes of the system. The cutoff frequency used was 50 hz resulting in 556 modes for liftoff-hot, 527 modes for liftoff-cold, and 340 modes for landing. These numbers include six (6) rigid-body modes for each case. 
Modes through approximately 35 hz were used in the transient response solu-tion of the system. Modal damping of 1% of critical damping was used for all landing modes. For liftoff, damping of 1% of critical was used for modes below 10 hz and 2% of critical for all modes above 10 hz. Modal responses were evaluated at 0.005 sec intervals for each of the 27 forcing functions described earlier. 
For each of the load cases, the analysis recovered ASTRa internal accelerations, ASTRa substructure interface forces, ASTRa/Orbiter and PCA/Cruciform relative displacements, and net c.g. accelerations for the integrated payload and the Cruci-forn assembly. All load sets were computed for the forward and the aft payload bay positions. Load transformations to recover these loads were provided by MDTSCO (Ref. TM SEAD-84005) and computed in this analysis. 
A flow diagram of this analysis is provided in Figure 7. 
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LOAD ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The internal grid point degree-of-freedom accelerations of the Astro payload were computed by transforming the modal coordinate system accelerations back to the original shuttle cartesian coordinate system. Tables of the maximum and minimum accelerations for each grid point degree-of-freedom can be found in Appendix A. 
The net c. g. accelerations are determined by first assuming that the assembly of interest is rigid. The forces applied to the boundary of the assembly are than transformed to forces applied to the c. g. of the rigid assembly. This transformation is simply the result of a summation of forces and moments about the c.g. The net c.g. accelerations are then found by multiplying the inverse of the assembly mass characteristics by these transformed forces . 
For the two sets of net c. g. accelerations computed, the boundary forces were determined two ways. For thE; ~ntegrated payload, the mode acceleration method was used and for the cruciform assembly the mode displacement method was used. Because of modal truncation, displacements cannot ,be computed as accurately as accelerations. Therefore, the net c. g. accelerations for the cruciform assembly are low by approximately 12 percent and should be adjusted accordingly. This 12 percent was determined by looking at the accelerations at time 0 sec. At this time, for a liftoff case, the X direction acceleration should be -1 g but was only a -0.88 g. Tables of these unadjusted accelerations are presented in Appendix B. 
Interface forces were computed for a number of substructures. With the excep-tion of the Astro/Orbiter interface forces, the mode displacement method was used. r The 12 percent upward adjustment should be used to compensate for modal trunca-;(, tion. The Astro/Orbiter interface forces used a combination mode acceleration and mode displacement method and do not require an adjustment. Tables of the unad-jusfed interface forces are presented in Appendix C. 








the Astro/Orbiter interface and the PCA/Cruciform interface. This was done by ; , transforming the modal displacements back to shuttle coordinates for each side of the i } interface and taking the difference. Tables of these values are presented in ! Appendix D. 
Shock spectra were computed and graphed for the net c.g. accelerations for selected load cases. Shock spectra apply the response of interest to a simple mass, spring, and damper system. The spring is then "tuned" through a frequency range and the simple systems' response is computed. This gives an indication of the fre-quency content and resonant frequencies of the response of interest. These graphs are shown in Appendix E. Additional shock spectra can be produced upon request. 
DESCRIPTION OF DATA FILES 
For all the results computed both time consistent and maximum-minimum values for each load case are available. These data are stored in FORMA formatted files located on tape in the MSFC UNIVAC tape library. With the exception of the net cruciform c.g. accelerations, all data for a load case is located on a single tape. All tapes can be accessed with a TF option on the assignment and a G option on the copy. 
, °r-
The run number of a matrix identifies the load case (i.e. LOC933 is liftoff-
cold case 933, LOH940 is liftoff-hot case 941, and LB4370 is landing case 5370). The 
first letter of the matrix name identifies whether the data are for the forward (F) 
or aft (A) payload. A matrix name ending with the letter "M" represents the 
maximum-minimum data for that matrix and load case. Those names without the "M" 
represent the time consistent data. The remainder of the matrix name describes the 
load set represented, as indicated in Figure 8. 
The net cruciform c. g. acceleration data for all load cases are located on a 
single tape with the same matrix name and run number conventions. In addition, the 
second letter of the run number also identifies the forward or aft payload (i.e., 
LFC933 is the forward liftoff-cold case 933). The time point matrix for each net 
cruciform c.g. case is the same as the time point matrix on the individual load case 
file. 
Figure 9 shows a list of load case run numbers and the tape numbers where the 
data are located. An example listing of the matrices for one load case is shown in 
Figure 10. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A comparison between the coupled loads analysis r,lsults and the PDR design 




comparison indicates exceedances in the X, Y, 6x ' and 6y directions for liftoff. ','1;,',1 
Shown in Figure 12 is a comparison of PCA latch force values. The coupled loads 
analysis results are adjusted to account for the modal trunc?tion effect (12 percent) 
and a 20 percent weight growth in the cruciform. This comparison shows exceedances (-J' 
in the primary X load and the keel Y load for liftoff. ".-
In addition, the impact of changing the fundamental frequency of the PCA keel 
latch was requested. This "keel" mode is characterized by a Y translation and a 6
z 
rotation. This fundamental frequency is 9.06 hz in the PDR model; dropped to 8.2 
hz in the CDR model; dropped to 6.3 hz in the current model; and can only be 
brought up to 7.8 hz at a cost of 200 lb. 
Based upon a shock spectra analysis, the graph of the PCA keel Y load versus 
PCA keel frequency shown in Figure 13 was constructed. Shock spectra analysis is 
very imprecise and can only show trends adequately. From the graph in Figure 13 
and experience, the latch forces for different frequencies were estimated and are 
shown in Figure 14. As can be seen, the loads will continue to exceed the design 
loads and the current frequency of 6.3 hz is the worst case. 
In regard to the primary X load, the exceedance will not be significant. On 
the primary fitting the design driver is the resultant of the X and Z loads. Since 





It is apparent from the above discussion that the PCA keel mode frequency 
cannot remain at 6.3 hz. The graph in the figure suggebts two possible solutions. 
One solution is to lower the frequency to approximately 3 hz. This would lower loads 
below design limits but also increase the Y displacement to about 1. 5 in. This causes 
concerns about clearance as well as the friction problem of actually realizing such 
displacements. The other solution is to increase the stiffness of the keel. The 
proposed change to 7. 8 hz would lower the load from that estimated for 6.3 hz sig-
nificantly. The keel latch load capability will still need to be increased from the 
design value. 
The latter approach is recommended because of the problems associated with 
large deflections. In addition, another less extensive coupled loads analysis should 
be run using the newest PCA and cruciform models available. This will provide more 
up-to-date information and inputs for a new pall<at assessment incorporating the 
higher PCA loads. 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 
MASS (in.) WEIGHT 
SUBSTRUCTURE (lb •• eel/in.) X Y Z Ob) 
IGLOO 3.7941 644.24 0.40 358.61 1464.86 
FWDPAL 8.0915 730.97 -10.39 365.88 3124.04 
AFTPAL 4.3980 866.17 - 0.61 360.57 1698.00 
IPS 4.9555 743.71 0.60 390.32 1913.26 
PCA 3.6249 837.01 - 0.03 376.64 1399.53 
CRUCIF 7.7266 819.47 6.45 398.50 2983.17 
HUT 3.7040 819.16 -16.54 431.43 1430.06 
WUPPE 1.9341 824.29 -24.53 389.56 746.73 
UIT 1.8451 822.39 24.80 432.41 712.38 
TOTAL 40.0738 784.58 - 2.38 385.16 15472.03 
Figure 1. ASTRO-l pallet mass breakdown. 
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REFERENCE POINT = 0 
~O - RIGID BODY HASS MATRIX IN BASIC COORDINATE SYSTEM 
0.007377+01 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 10 50 30 55< Do 
0.000000 q 000737 7+01 0.000000 -1.S43~6S.oq 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 '.00 7377+01 -9.540060+01 -3.1QoI20.00 
0.000000 
-10503'65< 00 -9.540064,01 6·o4040b+06 6.115294,0. 
I.S0346S'Oo 0.000000 -3.144120+04 ~.1IS294'00 3.08 3914,07 
9.54006'UOI 3.14412:0"04 0.0~0000 -1.213014+07 3.1073~S·04 
5 
- TRANSFORHATION MATRIX'FOR SCALAR HASS P6RTIT 101' 
••• ••• 
.. 1.000000000 0.000000 0.000000 • 
.. 0'000000 1.000000000 0.000000 • 
.. 0.000000 0·000000 1.000000+00 .. 
••• . ... DIRECT ION 











" MASS X-C.G. V .. C.G. 
4.0073 77-01 0.000000 
-2.380625'00 
'1.001317·01 1.805830*02 0.000000 
4.007377-01 7.845B30+02 -~.3BD62s000 
liS) - INERTIAS RELATIVE TO C.G. 












- PRINCIPLE INERT~AS 
$; 2."07513-9'05 • 
• 2.265603+05 • 
• 9.213297·04 • 
g - TRANSFORMATION HATRIX -- JIg I = QhIlS'oo 
.... 
• -1.413590-01 





• •• 9.807319-01 • 
-5.710359-02 .. 
-1.363634-01 • 
••• e:J. •• 
Figure 1. ASTRO-l pallet mass summary_ 
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48 591 7,987949'0" 2.BZ1:.22ll.J:2 _____ -L.!L2.1L!2.c.C1. I .ODDD!ln.'.ClL_ .. __ 1~9.5l.9SC.CQ __ _ 
99 590 8.006490.C4 2.6299Z8'02 9.S03970+Cl I,DoOoOO-M 6.C08490-04 
SO 589 8.1H~5uQ!L _--',B57SS2.tCL _______ -11.546-'12;.OL ______ .1,OODOOO"-OC. ____ ._ O.1613ShC'L_._ 
51 se8 8.805992'04 2,967989,[2 9,722906+1:1 1,000000'00 8.805992_09 
S2 S81--_ .. _§.'1.Il5.l IT:!.O'L ___ . ___ 2 .'1.84 B8 !C2.__ _ __ . __ -'I, 7~9 41 eo Cl __ .'_ 1.000~00!00._. ____ ---"'8~9D5137- 04 .. 
53 586 9'0476~r~4 3.007981-C2 .4.787!50'01 1.000000_CO 9.1:47948+04 
511 SBS 9,3E.5 of" 3 .. .Df:lU31uC2 It,670E.73.C' 1 ... 100DDllliln 9.'It;5il.b..t[!t __ O 0 
55 564 9.S75140.0~ 3.094372+C2 ~.924e47'Cl 1.0"0000'00 9.S7S1~C.Cq ..... :g 
li1! 5el ______ .2..~979B~"_ll4.. _3.106121.[2 q.9~3!q~'01 1.0uOooO'00 - 9.~q7986'0q "IJ '" 
57 562 9.909926.~~ 3.146004.02 5.010~OQ_Ol l.o01l000-Co 9.~09927·oq 0:2 
__ 58 581 .1.OZl65D.05 .. _ 3,199453,C2 5.C92(67.(1 1.000000+00 I.C2365CoCS _ 0 ~ 
59 seo 1.062(76-05 3.25~954.C2 5.16~787'rl 1.00oo00-VO I,C~2C76+C5::O I"" 
6Q 579 1 • Q9S454 .05 3 ,~0916.4-t.l" 5, 267b.S3t_1:.1 1.1l00oSD.t:0 1...t!l5~SQ· 05 .0 "IJ 
61 576 1.142663.05 3 •• 6of.~6'C2 S'3BO.33'r! 1.00000-00 1.142863'05 C,.. 
_-1>2 __ ~1.L...... ___ .l~l2B~79'-!l5 . _3.461~!5·.C2 _._. _ S.S09793'CI I.OooOOO'CO 1.19S479<C5 ~,., 
63 576 1.236601'05 3.51937""L< 5.6oH62.rJ 1.000000'00 1.238601.05 C I'iI 
__ ..£!!.._.-3.15_____ 1.2£8491.05 ~.597S2:'-C2. 5.646[56+01 l.cooooe,co 1.25849 1'05 -1m 65 574 1.269190'C5 ';;"90E2,·+C2 5.714£OS-CI I.00000e.co 1.28919[.C5-< 
! "l 
.. ....,.,?' 
66 5H 1. 3~.a.g~_9.!Q5 . ____ . __ .3..§~!!i .. !I.!L2__ 5!Bu~~~'rL ____ .. J .~CPODOtOo.. __ .. __ . 1. 3'L1D99~CS • __ 
67 572 1.364775+05 3.69426s.r2 5 879636,rl I.CooOoD.OO 1.364774'rS ~L_. ___ 5?'! __ ._._J~.~gHg+85 . ___ . 3.7!S06!'C, .5;912704'Cl I.Cocooo.eo 1.380HS'f5 
69' 570 1.427360' 5 3.776042'C2 6.012940,CI 1.000000'0c 1'427360+05 
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GRID POINT DOF DESCRIPTION 
200 X FORWARD LEFT TRUNION 
200 Z 
160 X FORWARD RIGHT TRUNION 
160 Z 
480 Z AFT RIGHT TRUNION 
192 V KEEL FITTING 
520 Z AFT LEFT TRUNION 
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•• ii£SCRiPTIOH Of UPDATED fIG,' AUAU LIFTOFF FORCING FIJIICTlOIIS 
SRI SSIIE 
THllUST IUSilLIGIt THIIUST nlSALICil 
o P 
U R • T S E E U I U D I R S A D I 1'1 E 1 AD D PEAl( 5 Ii E L I XGlt C R 
" E E IUI~D flIS- U UECTOR CO 10 D" COO T E lOt L UP PERF flATCH SlII R DIREC- L U 10 Il£!.IIV o C L D COHO noDEL RATE LEUEL 1111100 (KIPS) TYPE E TlON E P (SEC I R T E 5 
LOII4I l16.e FAST HIGH LATE e HPII STSil -PITCH 0.5 EHCS EIIG ItO. I -2 '.2 II L'1UT Si!HF 1 .. 2.3 fl.24 P 
.Ill' 1-2S-11i! EARLY ENG 00. 2 T 
.. eye 8.12 A o.p. EtIC ItO. 3 
I •• 
Lil1l33 FAST HIGH LATE 2S? 
LOO3 .. FAST LOll LATE i!87 
LOO35 SLOW HII:lI LATE alrl 
LOO36 SLOW LOW LATE i!S? 
LOOl? FAST HIGH EARLY as? 
LOl!3Il FAST LOll EARLY i!87 
LOO39 SLOII HIGH EARLY e87 
LO!141 SLOil LOW EARLY IlB7 
LOO4ii! FAST HIGH LATE 287 /tOIl 
FREG 
-2511 
j L0043 FAST HIGH LATE 287 HOPI 
F~EQ 
"!5~ 
IIOTE I ALL CI\5£S IIA\IE SR» IGNIT100 III::LA\'IED TO 1S.3t1 SECotliIS FROII 5S11£ IGNITIOIt COllWtll. 
Figure 4. Description of updated M6.0AY IAU liftoff forcing functions. 
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r CAI;:GO C. G. I ANGLE 
1 =====0,=, ,=~===========,-===,,,= 1 OF 
1 X I '( 1 Z 1 ATTACI( 





HIJR[Z. I SINH 
VEL. I SPEED (Ins.) 1 (FT/SEC) 
CONDITION 
O[SCRIPTlm~ 
r =:"~::::="":;';::::::"'C"';====='::=::+'=====;:':=== I'======::::'''+=====:::==+=:==~======'''=======:::: t·:=",,·:::=:====-t=======::'+=========1·=======~;=;"·:-::~;==========:==============1 
I I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 
l_U5~l7(;) I ASnW-l I 36,6341 977.(131 -Z.15 1 ~18.lo79 1 15.21 0 I 1b6 3.0 UU:.iL t';[l1r~ SLAP OU~·N I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
l.US:I?1 I I I 1 I 1 I I I I 16.89 0 1 l.~i8 9.6 IIIGIl r~L.PHA MAIN GEAR SYHHElRIC I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
Ll;5:1?~!' I I I I J I I I I 8.2'1 0 I 2~!0 9.6 LUW AU·oHA MAIN GEAr~ OYMHElRl:C I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 
l.I:5d73 I I I I I I I I I 16.69 ;~O I l~)B 6.0 HIGH (--\LPHA CROSSW1:ND I 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
, I ::",]7,{' I V I V V I V V I 8. 1.6 :;"() I 220 6.0 LOI-! ALPIIA CROSSWINI) I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
-":,,"~"~""=;:=====I::===I:'=;:=;::=:""==""====:::~ ::=;:===""=::::========:=====;:==:::,,,,=:=:::::=:;=~,.,:::::==============,========::::=======:::.;,:=====::.:======,,;=============== 
Figure 5. Summary of landing conditions. 
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ORIGINAl. PAG! mr 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DESCRIPTION 
TIME CONSISTANTTIME POINT DATA 
INTERNAL ACCELERP.TIONS FOR INTEGRATED ASTR0-1 PAYLOAD 
INTERNAL FORCES FIJR IGLO SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR FORWARD PALLET 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR AFT PALLET 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR IPS SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR I'CASUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR CRUCIFORM SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR HUT SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FOF.Gr:S FOR UIT SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERNAL FORCES FOR WUPPE SUBSTRUCTURE 
ORBITER/PALLET INTERFACE FORCES 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD NETC.G. ACCELERATIONS 
ORBITER/PALLET AND PCA/CRUCIFORM RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS 
CRUCiFORM ASSEMBLY NET C.G. ACCELERATIONS 










































NET C.G. ACCELERATIONS 02610 
Figure 9. Load case data tapes. 




ORIGINAL PAGE !~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
() LISTING OF ftATRICES ON LOGICAL UNIT 10 , --------------------------------------------------------
NO. RUN NO Ni\~E HROUS NCOlS DATE DEliSlTY 
-------
I lBS371 TIM?TS 1 ~OO a41784 100) 
e LBS371 FC~CC 645 400 a'1784 100) 
3 LES371 FGAeell 645 4 a41784 100) 
4 U;~371 FI GlO 52 <a0 041784 100) 
S LES371 FI GLOII 52 • !H1784 IGO) 6 US3:'1 FFUDP 16~ 400 04178' 1oe) 
• t95371 FFUDPn 162 • a4178' 
lee) 
S !..B5371 F,:,rTP 142 .eo 041784 100) 
9 LSS371 FAHPn 142 < 041784 100) Ie LPS371 FIPS !28 400 (?o~17g. 100) 
11 LBS371 FlPSI'! 128 4 a41784 1Oe) 
12 US371 FPC'1l 124 _eo 041784 loe) 
J3 LBS371 FPCAM 124 4 04178' loe) 
14 LOS371 FeRUC 138 '00 041784 lOS) 
15 LB5371 FCRUCI'! 13S • "4178' :G~!) 16 LeS3n FHUT 27 .ae e<17S4 lOS) 
17 US371 FHUTA 27 • 941784 lOS> 18 LBS371 FU!T 26 .00 0<178' 100) 
19 LBS371 rul1'1'1 26 4 e.q17B~ lOS) 
~o US3,! FUUPE 30 4se 04178' 1O~) 
21 LBS371 rUUPEI'I 3e • e<l7e. 100) 22 LES371 nmDF" 7 .00 041784 100) 
2:3 US371 rSNDFI'I 7 • a'1784 100) 24 lBS371 fCCAC E 40e "417S' 100) 
25 US371 rCGACII E 4 MI7S' 100) 
26 LBS371 FRHD 4e ·eo "'4118' 100) 
27 L&S37! FPELon 4e • l'I417S. 100) 
28 LBS371 A~ACC 645 .ee 'H17841 lee) 
29 LeS371 FlGACCR 6.S • 0_178' lOS) 3e LBS3?1 AIGW S2 .se 04: iB" leo) 
31 LBS3?1 AIGLOr. S2 • e4178' 100) 32 US371 AFUDP 162 .oe 0117B. leo) 
33 US3?1 AF'UDPM 162 4 0.17B" loe~ 
3. US3?1 AkF'TP . 1042 <oe 0"17Bo4 lee) 
r 3S LBS3?1 A~F'TP'" 142' • 0.,7841 lee) 36 Lf!5371 AlPS 12B • oe 004178 • leG) 37 LBS371 AlPS" 128 4 e4178. 10e) 
38 LBS371 APCA 124 • oe a.178 • 100) 
39 LBS371 APCA" 12. • e.178. Ice) 
.e LBS371 ACRUC 138 .oe a4178' 10e) 
.1 LBS371 ",CRucn 13B • 04178. loe) 42 L&S371 AHUT 27 .ee 0<4.1784 100) 
.3 LBS371 "'HUTI'I 27 • e4178' lee) 4' LBS371 AU IT 26 '00 e4178. 100) 
.5 LBS371 AUlTlI 26 4 04178. 10C) 
46 LBS3?1 AUUPE 30 .oe e41784 10e) 
LISTING or ~ATRICES Oli lOGICAL UNIT 19 ,COIiTI HUED) 
--------------------------------------------------------
liO. RUN I!C) NAnE liROI/. liCOLS DATE DENS lTV 
-------
.7 tB5371 AUUPEM 3e • a4178' 190) 48 LBS371 ABHDF 7 .00 0<178' 190) 
.9 LBS371 AeliDFM 7 4 "4178' 100) 
se LBS3?1 ACGAe 6 .oe a4178' 100) 
51 lBS371 HCCACM 6 • "'1784 100) S2 LBS3?1 ARrtD <e <ee 9.q1784 10e) 
53 US3'1 f<RrtDr. • e 4 "4178 • loe) 
Figure 10. Listing of matrices on logical unit 10. 
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ORiGINAL PAGE r~~ 
OF POOR QUAUn 
g~g""ll""'O", MARSHALL 'PACE FLIGHT CENTEft ........ I'W4'11J1! Hol.l. 4uD 
AS7RO -I i.ol/DS DAVE Hct5J1Ft!' I""" · Cio", MA Y II, 196" 
• F/I:lST Cbuft.ED LanDS ,t/pAJ, 'IIslS CcHPLETE 
-tJSES 
Mt..o Y .:sJ/UTTtE HoDG/. 
PCR. Mo/)£~S J:"Q12 A:Jmfb-1 
TMJ'Jti:M AS~'.S .IJJ Ft'lYJc.qD MY 
PD/e ,"'op4L. - CRtJ"~'" ~PcA WR~J.I T 'C' 7.:1::2: L.S 
. 
kc;a. FAE~JI= £0," Nil 
• CRuCIFCRH· NaT AcCElE,eAT~a.vs 
DIRkTJA(} !L.Fr~;: (.t!J.AJD,.cI!1. 
DESIcSA./ ~ OE.sTe;u c 
~ }~ .3, -.3../ .. 1.2/.3.' ·=Z.7 ~2.1 :t.8 :!/..:r'* =/./ . ~.'2. 
1.' =2.7 zZ.Z &.S~·3.0 5.4, -1.1 
~}~. :.s.z :ti.,,/fo t5.1 til.' "12..5 tls." .... ~.a.z ~/s:/ 
tao fz/? :tll.~ =7.7 
.... CLA £)(CGEAS DES161J VIlWe: 
Figure 11. 
0 .. " .. "" ..... 0'" MARSHALL PACE FL1GHT CENTER .. ..... ·'WAV.vF ~p 
AS 7Ro-/ LOADS ~AVEMc6#&C ... 
· 
, OATI, 
H/IY /1, 118" 
• PcA lllTcH r"oR<ES 
CLA 
LlllI:II FITl1N6 DESIGIJ L/FTOFF fAI/DING 
PRIMARY X-LoAO .... 11,800 .La /~/9:1.5 ~IJ 9,o/2..U! 
Z-LOIJD 26,750 1\""" 15,zs4 
. STIlBllIrE/? 'i-i.OAD 1t..)Bco 5,757 1';;07.5 
KEEL Y-LOAD 7..5S0 /0 Sr!" 4. 919 
"'CiA EXt:EGDS DESI<SA} VALl/E 
.. 
NoTe.' CtA R~s(/~T:S WE..l'e R,q'»oElJ qp 70 Act:t%W7 .rr:<.-
(J) CJ;1(t~R>eM WEIGHT 6RtJW7H 
;:(19710 ~ B~8" 0::.. /. 2. 
7"'22 
(';l) MODAl. TRitUC/lTJbAJ £FFG~7 
RFl7;o:; /dZ. 










ORIGINAL PAGE ~S! 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MARSltAl.t. UACE FUQtrr UHlEft NAJIo1<MIYPE 
As7Ro-1 ~ol1PS Dltll~ Nd511.!& 
04T1. 
!olAV II, 1981' 
• 




allO ..... 'Z"lOaN' 
, 
o VAR,ATION of 
5 /0 IS 
PCA KEEL. HoDt5" FeM;UE'N<:.Y (Hc:.) 
(CCdJ~rRAINS kA /CI?tI~~,q,AI''') 
Figure 13. 
MARSHALL "'Ace FUGKT CEHTER N ...... 'WAy.vt'" /t'aL.i.IlU(J 
flS7Ro-/ JpAPS 
DAve He 1!f1lEi!" 
OAT" 
NAY II, /98'1 
F>:A KEEL lATcH A:¥«E 
• ~Tl!"II7E 811SGD ,,/aM ssb:K SP5m?/i /Il/dLVS/S oF CUI R£;sQtTS 
RA K£Gt K.Ga·NaIIE KEEl. LAT~ V- LolJD (U) 
HaDEl. Fi<'RI (,v .. > LI;'ToFF .I..,tlUO/.VG 
. POR. '1~ /OJ5/~ 'I,~9 
COR. 1.2- 12,300 5~SOO bl!~s(A" = "T :ssul.: 'YA\1J.E' • 
CLlRf<FJJ7 '-3 !i.I,coo 7;OOD 
tlEFFm-UP CdRmn: 7.8 1~~6co 5 asa 
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SUMHARY or PSEUDOSTRUCYURE CONN(CTIVIJIES eo~ •• o ••••• ao~ •••••• ~. P 5 [ U DOS T RUe T U R [ N A H £ S ••• ! ••••••••• PALLETS PAYLOAD IPS IGLOO 
B06S 
3 -.--~---~--------------------~-------------------------~.--------;---.----~.~------~------------------------ ----. IGLOO 8071 
1i?3 
----------~-------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------~---------------3 6 1i?3 IGLOO B093 
-------------------~--------~-------------------------------------------------------~-~------------------------~ 9 123 IGLOO B09~ --~--~----~-------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 Ii! 3 IGLOO 








--- ... ----.. ----------.. ------------------~---.---------~----~-------~~--~--~---------------------------------- ---B 19 3 IGLOO 
BI~3 
--~--------------------------------------- ... ---------------~------------ .. ---~--------.------------~-------------9 i?O Ii! IGLOO BI71 ________________ .. __________ ... _G_~ __ . ______________________________________ ~ ____________________________________ _ 
10 i?i? Ii? IGLOO 
al7i? ___ ... __ ... ______ ... _ .. ________ ... _____ .. ___ ... ___ ...... _____ .. ____ .- ____________________ -:- ____ .. _____________________ .. _.-- "''P __ - - --\I i?~ Ii? IGLOO 
8175 
----------- .. _------ ..... _--------------_ .. _ .. _--- .. --------------~---------------------------------------.---------~ ... 12 i?6 Ii? IGLOO 
8176 _____________ ..... ____________________ • _____________________________________________________ ... _; _____________ w ____ _ 13 i?B 1i?3 IGLOO 
BIBi? 
-... -------~------------------------------------------------------------------ .. --~--------------- ... ------- ... -------I~ 31 1i?3 IGLOO 
BIB3 _________ ... _____________ ... ______________________________ ___________________________ t ... ___ .. ________________ ~ ______ _ 
15 3~ Ie] IGLOO 
B19i? 
------------------ ... _-------_ ... _--------------- ... ------------------------- ...... _------_ ... _----------------------------
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.JANUARY 6. 1984 
SUMMARY or PSEUOOSTRUCTURE CONNECTIVITI£S 
•••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• P S [ U 0 0 5 T Rue T U R E 
PALLETS PAYLOAD IPS 
IGLOO 
8206 
NASTRAN 8/1~/80 PAGi: 
N A M E 5 ••••••••••••• 
--------------------------- .. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17 40 12~ IGLOO 
8210 
-----------~--~-----~--------------------------------------------.---------.-.--~----.-----.---~---------------18 43 123 IGLOO 
8220 
----------.-----------------------------------------------------------~------------------.-.------.------.-----19 46 IGLOO 
8250 








-----------------------------------------------------~------------~----------------------------~---------------22 !II IGLOO 
9230 
riO/OPAL 
, ,6116 . , . . 
--------------------------------------------------------------.---------~ ... -----------------------------------~-




... - - - -- ... --- ---- ..... - - ... _- ... -- - -'!' - - -'-- - - _ ..... -- --- - _ .. - --- -_ .. -- ---------- - - ---------------- ...... --- - .'--.--'" ---.o- __ .. __ ~.:. .. __ _ 
a4 53 246 rWOPAL 
200 
... --------------------------_._---------------------------- ... --------------~--------------------------- .. ---.. -----
as 56 123 rWOPAL 
6004 
.. -.-----~---- ... ~-----~----------.------------.---------~------------~--------------~---------- .. ~-------- .. -------as !i9 123 rWDPAL 
41 
............... _----_ .... -_:.._---_ .. _--- - -- .. --_ ..... ----- ------------ ... ": ... _----------------- --- _ ... -- -- -- ---- .. -. -_ .. -.-- -...... _-_ .... 
( • '·1 " , 
'-- ... 
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JANUARY 6. 19B~ 




NASTRAN 8/15/80 PAG!: 
N A H £ 5 ••••••••••••• 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<18 65 123 rWOPAL 521 " 
~---------------------------------------------~---'.--------------------------------------------~---------------29 6B 123 'WOPAL 5076 
----------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------.-----~----------------p---30 71 123 rWOPAl 6075 ---------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------31 7~ 1<13 flolDPAL 60<12 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3i1 77 121 .WOPAL 
60~0 
'80 I " 
---3;-----:..-------------------------------------·---------------------~-----------------------------------------fWOPAL 
3022 _._---------------------------------------------------------.---~-------------------------------------------~--~ BI 1<13 rWOPAL ~7 --------------------------------------------------------------~--------------~------------~--------------------35 B~ 1<13 rwOPAL 207 
_ .. _--_ ... _---_ ..... -.. _-_ .. _---_ ... --.. _----------------------... ---------------- ... _- ..... ---_._---------------------_ .. __ ... ------36 B7 123 rWDPAL 
BI<18 
-----------~--------------------------- .. ----------------------·-----~-------------------------~----7-----~-----37 90 123 .WOPAL BI<13 
~--------------------------------------------- .. ----------------------------.... _------------------------- .. -------38 93 1<13 .WDPAL BII8 
.. --- _ .. ------------------ -----.-------_ .. -~------- ... -.... -_ .. -------_._---- --..--:------_ .. --.;. .. -------... --------.... ----;_ .. _ .... 39 96 la3 rWDPAL 
56 
------------------------------------------.. ------------------------.. ---------------------- .. --------------------
~D 99 " .WOPAL 
3018 
----------------------------------------------------- .. ------------- ... --~----------------.--------~--------------'+1 100 123 rWDPAL 
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.JANUARY 6. 19B~ NASTRAN BIISIBO PAGE: 
SUMMARY Of PSEUDOSTRUCTURE CONNECTIVITIES 
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.~-----------~---------------------------------------------------~-----~------------------------------------ ---2"8 630 123 IPS 
"2" -----------------------~------~---------------~----------------------------------------------------------------0' .. 9 633 10'3 IPS 
"~3 
---------------------.--------------------------------------~----------~---------------------------------------250 636 10'3 IPS 
"50 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- .. _-------------------------------------. 
24 639 13 FWDPAL 
200 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
51 641 13 FWDPAL 
160 . . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
100 643 3 AFTPAL 
-------------------------~~Q_----------------,---------------------------------
110 644 2 AFTPAL 
192 
-~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE LTF 1C 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IN SU""ARY 
~ 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS' GIS/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAUE BEEN LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH948 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 























































7.2388+88 LFC942 6.8880+88 LFC942 
7.7258+88 LAH938 
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TABLE LTF lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUA"ARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN ~OR"ING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 lFC934 LFC935 lFC936 I:.FC937 LFC938 lFC939 LFC940 
lFC941 LFC942 LfC9",3 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
lFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFHS-11 LFH942 LFH~i3 LAC933 LAe93-1 
LAC935 LACS36 LACS37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LACS41 LACS42 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAHS39 
LAH940 LAHS4!. LAH9 .. 2 LAH943 
I'IAXII"IUI"I MXNII'IUI't 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII"IE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUfiNO 
20 1.7605+130 6.8890+00 LFCS42 -4.7623+ft0 6.7958+00 LAH9 .. 2 
21 1.4169+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -1.5099+1:10 8.2800+00 LAH935 
22 2.2128+00 6.8800+00 LFC942 -5.28101+90 6.9300+00 LFC942 
23 1.6630+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -1.7646+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
24 2.5336+00 6.5950+00 LFH936 -5.2104+00 6.6300+00 LFH933 
25 1.4490+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -1.5661+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
26 2."'528+09 6.8800+00 LFC942 -5.5791+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
27 1.695-1+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -1.8201+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
28 2.7984+00 6.8800+00 LFt942 -6.2"1162+90 6.9300+00 LFC942 
29 2.13~4+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -2.2609+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
30 2.8002+010 7.1200+00 LFC939 -2.9237+00 7.3200+00 LFC942 
31 2.8348+09 6.8800+00 LFC942 -6.2355+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
32 2.1467+00 7.7250+00 LAH938 -2.2808+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
33 2.8041+00 7. H!00+00 LFC939 -3.0904+00 7.3200+00 LFC942 
34 a.6323-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.5343+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
35 1.0"127+00 7.0450+00 LFH942 -1.1313+00 6.9250+00 LFH94a 
36 7.5778+00 6.7250+00 LFC937 -5.5269+00 6.?750+0e LAC939 
37 4.2200-01 6.8750+00 LFC942 -3.66801+00 6.7950+00 LACS .. 2 
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TABLE LTF lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAV " 
i THE FOttOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt II. ' LFe933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFCS37 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
[', :: LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
i'i l.ACS35 l.AC93G LAC937 l.AC938 LAC!1I39 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LAC!:}43 LAHS33 tAH934 LAH935 LAHS3!) tAH9S7 tAH938 LAH939 , !) LAH940 LAH941 LAH9042 LAH943 
i 'I I ' AAXH1Uti MINIMUM I I ! ~ ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
al NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNHO ~ I 
! ~I 39 2.8713+00 6.7200+00 LFC93S -2.8979+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 ii! 040 3.5727-01 8.8700+00 LFC934 -3.1359+00 6.9500+00 LFH935 . ' 41 1.0501+010 7.0450+00 LFC942 -1.0781+90 7.8850+00 LAH935 ! I 00 
<42 7.6503+00 6.9300+00 LFH934 -8.0586+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 "fI:u 
~ 43 1.4335-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -3.3637+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 "05 0-0' 44 1.0302+00 7.0450+00 LFH942 -1.05904+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 Of; t< 
'A, 45 2.4212+00 7.2300+00 tFH942 -2.1997+00 7.6250+00 LFC939 ::Or-46 L4611HlI1 6.7800+00 tFC938 -3.3173+00 6.9450+pe tFC935 O'tl ~y 47 4.S21!HH 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.5245+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 C;!l> ~Q 
,I 48 1.U9S+0@ 7.0450+00 tFC942 -1.1968+00 6.9250+00 LFH942 C f'Ol ! t! 49 1.0269+00 7.0450+00 lFH942 -1.0564+00 7.88S0+00 LAH935 =<l~ 
, w 50 2.2936+00 7.2300+00 LFH942 -2.1626+00 7.6250+00 LFC939 
It: 51 2.6591-01 6.870~+0e LFH93G -3.5318+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 52 3.5461-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -3.1343+00 6.9500+00 LFH935 53 3.6889+00 6.6000+00 LFC934 -4.3192+00 6.5650+00 LFH936 i' 54 2.2021-01 6.4650+00 lAC939 -1.7041-01 6.4900+00 LACS37 
55 1.6348-01 6.6300+00 LFC934 -1.576';"-01 6.5950+00 LFH936 
56 1.3427-01 6.5350+00 LAC940 -3.1156+00 6.8459+00 LFC939 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-nIN SUAMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> FORWARD/AFT BA~ 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 tFCS3? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 tFH93~ LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH93S LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93? LAC938 LACS39 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAMe33 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAM93? LAH938 LAH939 

















































































































































TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-~IN SUM"ARY 
/= 
I 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCElS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOlLOYING RUN NU~BERS HAYE BEEN 
lFC933 LFC93~ lFC935 LFC936 
LFC9~1 LFe942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC93S LAC936 LACS37 LACS38 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAMS4! LAH942 LAH943 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFH934 lFH935 LFH936 LFH93'1 
LFH942 LFH9~3 LAC933 LAC934 
LACS39 LAC940 'LAC941 L~C942 
LAH936 LAH937 LAM93a LAH939 
f1AXH1UI'I rUNIMUM 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE 'i!i'lE RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUNNO 
?7 1.9879+00 6.7150+00 LFH934 -4.8434+00 6.7900+00 LFH933 
78 2.1673+00 6.6200+00 LAC940 -2.B283+00 6.5~50+00 LAC940 
79 2.3138+136 6.7250+99 LFH938 -2.2922+09 6.6590+99 LAC939 
89 1.6973-91 6.7759+99 LFC938 -3.2887+99 6.8550+99 LFC937 
81 2.3244-91 G.786iHe0 LFH938 -3.3533+09 6.8559+99 LFC937 
82 1.5743+910 6.6396+99 LFC938 -1.8598+99 6.4959+99 LFC938 
83 1.97513+139 7.2259+09 lFH942 -1.9730+96 6.76139+109 LAC942 
84 1.8678-91 6.7800+013 tFH938 -3.3161+99 6.B550+0e LFC937 
85 1.6748+00 6.6909+99 LFC934 -i.92t10+e0 604950+09 tFC938 
BS 1.8483+09 7.5400+0G tFH940 -1.7940+190 7.63913+99 LFH939 
87 3.13138-01 6.7899+00 LFH933 -3.3694+90 6.8559+09 LFC937 
88 1.1929+00 6.61050+09 LFH943 -1.4216+010 6.4956+013 LFC938 
89 2.0048+09 7.5509+09 LFC938 -1.9301+00 7.6390+69 LFH939 
90 3.1503-01 6.'7800+00 LFH938 -3.~3S0+00 6.8559+00 LFC937 
91 1.7293+00 6.6000+00 LFC943 -1.7955+08 6.4950+00 LFC938 
92 1.9515+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8254+00 7,6309+00 LFH939 
93 1.9~71-0i 6.7890+00 LFH938 -3.2973+09 6.8550+00 LFC931 
94 1.3918+00 6.6000+00 LFC943 -1.1558+90 6.5650+00 LFH936 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
CORPOSITE "AX-AIM SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPCINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOlLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC93S LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 
LAC935 LAC93S tAC931 LAC938 LAC939 LA0940 LAC9~1 
!.AC943 LAH933 LAH934 tAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 





























UALUE TIME RUNNO 
3.9469-01 6.1896+00 LFC938 
9.a081-0l 7.9799+90 lAH935 
Cl.1H7+00 7.5500+99 LFC938 
2.la12-ln 6.7890+00 LfC938 
2.3081-61 6.8796+130 LFH936 
9. 'i'iH9-0l 1.6456+00 LFH94Cl 
2.2164+00 1.2390+90 LFH!iI42 
2.3121-01 6.8799+06 LFH93S 
7.2S41-01 1.7250+09 LACS37 
1.8929+60 1.2469+66 LFH94Cl 
".000Cl-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 
3.1582-91 6.87913+90 LFH93S 
9.9959-01 7.e~50+e0 LFC942 
2.21058+013 7.2300+00 LFH942 
2.3113-91 6.8700+00 LFH936 
2.8179+00 6.5850+00 LFH934 
2.'1569+00 6.4959+09 LAC940 
2.4136-91 6.8790+09 LFH936 




VAWE TIl'll:: RUNNO 
-3.2970+66 6.8550+913 LFC931 
-1.0152+90 7.8856+69 LAH935 
-2.0615+96 6.6599+00 tAC£l39 
-3.2778+00 6.8550+69 LFC937 
-3.2824+06 6.8606+66 LFC931 
-9.9S9iHH 1.8860+90 LAH935 
-Cl.1448+00 7.6256+60 LFC93~ 
-3.2689+00 6.9350+00 tFC935 
-1.8950-01 7.8850+613 LAH935 
-1.8561+00 7.3400+139 LFC94a 
-3.3644+06 6.9459+09 LFCS35 
-3.4641+90 6.9450+00 tFC935 
-1.0255+00 6.9259+00 LFH942 
-1.9826+910 7.6259+90 LFC939 
-3.2253+010 6.9409+010 LFC935 
-2.3312+00 6.4959+00 LAC940 
-2.2958+00 6.5959+910 LFC941 
-3.2824+00 8.9409+00 LFC935 
-2.2905+00 6.4950+90 LAC9'1e 
'-








































TABLE LiF 1C (CONTINUED) 






ASiRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFi JAY 
THE FOLLO~IHG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLES 
LFC933 LFC93<4 LFC935 LFC936 tFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 tFH94$2 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 L~C93e LACS:';? LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 tAC94! LAC942 
LAC943 LAM933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH931S tAM931 tAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 tAH94!. tAH942 LI1H943 
I'IAX I I'IUI1 MINII'lUM 
ROId 
_._-------------------------
_________________ 4 •• _________ 
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUI'INO 
U5 2.1112+00 7.2300+00 LFH942 -L8752v'0 1.6250+00 tFC939 00 116 2.3021-01 6.5100+00 LAC939 -2. 8686+&;9 8.9495+00 LFC93S 
"";0 
117 6.1803+00 6.5850+00 LFH934 -5.0249+0~ 6.5800+00 LFC93S 
-015 
118 3.5645+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 -3.5455+100 6.5850+00 LFH934 0-0:2 
U9 2.4088-01 6.8700+00 L.FH936 -3.3i1!H00 6.9400+00 LFC935 ::oF: 
120 2.4809+00 S.S9S0+ee LFC941 -2.1545+00 8.4950+00 LAC940 .o'Yj 
1G1 1.99182+00 7.2350+00 LFH942 -1.7185+00 7.6250+00 tFC939 c:~ 
122 2.5992-01 6.8100+00 LFH936 -3.2073+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 1>" r.: r.!'l 
123 2.3214-01 6.8100+00 LFH93S -3.2307+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 :am 124 2.7611+00 6.5850+00 LFH934 -2.3701+90 6.4950+00 LAC940 
125 2.1871+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 -2.0'768+00 6.5950+00 tFC941 
126 5.5306+00 6.5850+180 LfH934 -4.5867+00 6.58180+00 tFC936 
la? 1.4812-01 6.6600+00 LAC939 -1.8622-01 6.4850+00 tFC938 
128 1.5725-01 6.5500+00 LFC938 -1.6812-01 6.5250+00 tFC939 
129 3.0005-01 6.5700+00 LAC939 -E!. 94S0+ge S.940S+00 LFC935 
130 5.5366+00 6.5850+00 LFH934 -4.594'1'+00 6.5800+00 LFC936 
131 3.i912+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 -3.2123+00 6.5850+00 tFH934 
132 2.6475-01 6.5760+06 LAC939 -2.948S+00 6.9400+00 tFC935 
133 o4.0S'?!H-00 6.5950+00 LFC941 -3.5727+00 6.5i06+00 tFe93? 
, ~ U: .. ~.:'" ·~L~"';;:;;!;T .. ~~·· .. ~ ,_, &£'''' '''''' ••• , '.'<"".,,,... '" '·~··iu ,... "' ,,~ • .., ; ":.>~.->.~-'~_"".:" ..!..c~.~~"", .... ~ _~ .......... t5 ~ 


























TABLE LfF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SU""ARV 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S , GIS/IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYIMG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
lFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC94~ LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH93B LFH939 lFH940 LFH941 lFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC93S LAC93S LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~0 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 lAH933 LAH93~ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 tAH941 LAH942 lAH943 
I"IAXI I'IU!'l f'il N I I'1U PI 
ROLl --------------------------- ----------~----------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUliNO VALUE TII'IE fWNtlO 
134 2.5519+09 6.5100+09 LFCS3? -2.5866+00 6.595~+e0 LFC941 
135 LS9"l?-CH 6.1750+00 LFC938 -3.29113+00 6.B550+00 LFC937 
13G i .61347+013 6.6009+00 LFC943 -1.4811+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 
137 1.8211+010 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8328+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 
138 2.11396-01 6.1800+00 LFC938 -3.2611+00 6.8550+00 tFeS37 
139 7.2378-01 7.7250+00 LACS37 -?897IiHli 7.8850+00 ~AH935 
140 1.8759+100 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8614+00 7.3400+00 tFC942 
I'll 3.9469-01 6.8700+100 LFH936 -3.3960+100 6.9450+00 LFC935 
142 7. 39HH!1 7.7250+00 LACSS7 -7.7381-01 7.8850+00 LAH935 
143 1.8604+00 7.2~50+0e lFH942 -1.8184+00 7.3350+00 lFC942 
144 il.S242-01 6.8706+00 LFH936 -3.2388+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 
145 c.0271+00 6.5950+00 LFC941 -1.6339+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 
146 1.7609+00 7.a350+ee LFH942 -1.7485+00 1.3350+00 LFC942 
147 1.3617+00 6.6000+00 LFH933 -1.09-49+00 6.5650+00 LFH936 
148 1.8021.+00 1.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8792+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
149 6.7450-01 7.1250+00 LAC937 -7.3578-131 1.8100+130 LAe937 
150 1.8298+00 7.5400+0~ LFH940 -1.9474+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
151 7.0545-01 7.7250+00 LACS3? -7.3925-01 7.8100+00 LAeS37 
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TABLE LTF lC (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE flAX-MIN SU~MARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~IN.) FORWARD~AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROY 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH93S LFH937 LFH938 I.FH93S LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 lAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LACS39 LAC940 LAC941 LAC94Fo LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXlflUI'I nlNIMUI'I 
--------------------------- -------------------~-------NUMBER VALUE TII"lE RUNNO VALUE TINE RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT JAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 tFC93S LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH946 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
tAC935 LAC936 LACS3? LAC938 LAC939 LAC94~ LACS41 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LA~1939 
LAH94G LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXU1Un IUNU1UI'l 
ROM 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-~IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING ,'HI5 TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 ~FC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC~39 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC94a LFC943 L~H933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH~36 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC93~ 
LAC935 LAC936 LACS37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH931 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXlrlUI"l I'IIHII'1UI'1 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUHHO VALUE TII'lE RUNNO 
191 1.8406+00 6.8~00+00 LFC942 -1.6732+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
192 4.0484-01 6.8550+00 LFC936 -3.5483+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
193 2.4679-01 6.8650+00 LAC936 -3.5160+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
194 3.3632-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2773+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
195 :1..5014+00 6.7500+00 LAC942 -1.4295+00 6.7009+00 LFC941 
196 1.9489+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.2049+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
197 5.042EHU 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.3891+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
198 4.5503+00 6.65~0+00 LFC941 -".737<4+00 6.5500+00 LFC939 
199 1.8335+00 1.5400~00 LFH9~~ -2.0549+00 1.3400+90 LFC942 
200 7. H185-01 6.7750+00 lFC938 -3.513<4+00 6.8009+00 L~H943 
201 9.92710+00 6.6059+00 LFH933 -1.0123+01 6.5250+00 LFC938 
202 3.8838-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.4082+00 6.9450+06 LFC935 
203 6.4309-01 7.7250+00 LAC937 -6.7869-01 7.8100+00 LAC937 
204 1.7209+00 7.2400+00 LFH942 -1.9158+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
205 2.58S2-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2481+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
206 1.1517+09 6.5950+00 LFC941 -1.0894+00 6.5100+09 LFC937 
207 1.6S66+00 7.5350+00 LFH94.0 -1.8189+06 7.3350+00 LFC942 
2013 1.9757-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2099+00 6.8550+00 tFC937 
299 6.1814-01 7.7250+00 LACS3? -6.76S2-fa 7.8100+00 LAC937 
l~: ., , . . - . ihzw: ,;;,;,;;;,,0, .... > . "-,,;;~..;.; -so,, C' _-
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TABLE LTF it (CONTIN~£D) 
COMPOSITE AAX-MIN SU~MARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 I..FC940 
LFC941 LFC94a LFC94:'3 LF'H933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LF'H937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH94a LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LACS37 LAe938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC94i LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 ~AH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAHS4! LAH942 LAH9"3 
1'1 A)( HI U 1'1 I'IINII'IUM 
ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
al0 1.8161+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.9<400+00 7.3400+00 tFC94a 
a11 1.8197-01 1i.7750+00 LFC,938 -3.aaa7+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
ala 1.1680+00 6.7450+00 LAH933 -1.ea76·1-/i)0 6.7~50+00 LAC935 
a13 1.7959+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8660+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
214 1.6120-01 6.5700+00 LAC939 -3.0329+00 6.7700+00 I..FC942 
215 2.1793+00 6.7650+00 LAC941 -2.1617+00 6.5100+00 LAC938 
216 1.98.110+00 6.6700+00 LFC941 -1.8339+00 6.6300+00 LFH936 
217 2.5529-02 6.5100+00 LFC938 -2.7925-02 6.5900+00 LFC943 
218 6.9699-02 6.5100+00 LFC937 -7.0628-0E: 6.6150+00 LFC943 
219 1.4499-01 6.7150+00 LFC938 -3.2836+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
220 2.5787+00 6.6400+00 LAC939 -2.2598+00 6.7050+00 LAH936 
221 1.1493+00 6.6600+00 LFH943 -1.9516+00 6.5700+03 LFH939 
222 2.1118-02 6.5000+00 LFC939 -2.0747-02 6.6000+00 LFC341 
223 7.9856-02 6.5100+00 LFC939 -1.8439-02 6.6100+00 LFH936 
224 2.1223-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2776+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
225 5.9C!05-01 7.5350+00 LAH937 -6.4151-01 7.8100+00 LAC93? 
226 1.9532+00 6.8400+00 LFC942 -2.10359+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
227 1.0850+00 6.7750+00 LAC936 -9.5336-01 6. 8450+0~1 L~'!'1933 
228 1.7451+00 6.6700+00 LFC941 -1. 8698-l-00 7.3350+00 LI'C942 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMAARY 
..-
I 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYA~D/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC9~1 LFC942 l~C9~3 LFH933 LFH934 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LAC935 LAC936 LACS3? LACS38 LAC939 LACS~3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH940 LAH94! LAH942 LAH943 
IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH943 LAC933 LAC93~ 
LAC940 LAC94! LAC942 
LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
I'lAXII'IUPl IUNIAUI'I ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF iC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~IN.) FORYARD~AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LFC933 ,LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC941 LFC942 LFC94~ LFH933 LFH934 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC943 LAH933 tAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH940 LAH94! LAH942 LAH943 












!'IAXIMUI'I MINIPlUI'I ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TUIE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF 1e (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIH SUn"ARY 
~, 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH940 LAH94! LAH942 LAH943 












MAXInUI'1 I'IINlnUI'1 ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-~IH SUI'I"ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 
LFH938 tFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 
LAC935 LAC93e LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 








ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUliNO 
286 9.9664-01 6.6150+00 LFC943 -8.7168-01 6.8700+00 LFH935 
287 3.6874+00 6.5550+00 LFC939 -3.6845+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 
a8S 1.4048-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2908+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
289 2.0136+00 6.6150+00 LFC943 -1.5160+00 6.7050+00 LAC935 
290 3.4122+00 6.5550+00 LAC940 -3.4461+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 
291 l.naS-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2612+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
292 1.2959-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2876+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
293 3.4005+00 6.6100+100 LFC941 -2.7098+00 6.4950+90 LFC938 
294 i.7490+00 7.5460+00 LFH940 -1.9696+00 6.5700+00 LFH939 
295 1.5924-01 S.7750+00 LFC938 -3.3008+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
296 2.2791+00 6.6150+00 LFC943 -1.6620+00 6.5350+00 LFC937 
297 3.3429+00 6.5650+00 LFC938 -3.2786+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 
298 1.2712-01 6.5500+00 LFC938 -3.3360+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
299 4.6097+00 6.6150+00 LFC943 -3.5657+00 6.5850+00 LFC941 
390 3.0016+00 6.5650+00 LFC938 -2.8194+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 
301 1.0770-91 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.3274+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
302 3.8008+00 6.6150+00 LFC943 -3.2714+00 6.5850+00 LFC941 
303 2.4768+0!iJ 6.5650+00 LFC938 -2.4262+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 
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TABLE lTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE nAX-~IN SUMMARV 
,-=0. 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAe936 LACS37 LAeS38 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
SEARCHED IN FORMING TiUS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 
LFH942 LFH943 LAesa3 
LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 
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TABLE LTF iC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE AAX-"IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC946 
LFC941 LFC942 LfC94~ LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 tFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LACS33 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LACS41 tAC942 
LACS43 LAH933 LAMS34 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH93B LAH939 

































































VALU!:: rUlE RUNNO 
-3.6680+90 6.94510+00 LFC9Jl2 
-3.?199+ge 6.93510+08 LFC935 
-3.7904+60 6.9359+09 LFC935 
-1.2185+06 4.22510+99 LAC936 
-3.3614+010 6.9990+96 LFC942 
-1.1819+90 7.6850+90 LAH935 
-1.1844+99 7.6859+60 LAH935 
-4.2546+90 6.9350+90 LFC935 
-2.1038+00 1.3359+09 LFC942 
-4.1699+90 6.9450+60 LFC942 
-4.3078+99 6.9259+99 LFC935 
-1.1885+09 7.6850+90 LAH935 
-2.10634+00 1.3350+09 LFC94C! 
-3.9456+99 6.9359+90 LAC935 
-1.42SC!+00 7.6900+09 LAH935 
-5.0570+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
-1.02~5+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
-2.3201+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
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TABLE LTF lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOrM~ ACCELS. (GIS & G'S~IN.) FORYARD~AFT BAY 




, ' ROY 
--------------------------- --------------------------- 00 
l I 




0-1~ 343 1.2447+00 6.6150+00 LFC939 -1.3273+00 6.7100+00 LFC943 o~ 
\1 
344 1.8719+00 7.5350+60 LFH940 -i:!.0Cl00+00 7.3300+00 LFC942 ::0,-345 5.4661+00 6.7100+00 LFCS"1 -7.5379+00 6.6550+00 LAH936 ..0" C::;:. 346 1.q~36+00 7.5350+00 LAH937 -1.0376+00 7.68510+00 LAH935 l>G:I 347 1.9684+00 6.8590+00 LFC94a -2.4238+06 7.34199+00 LFC94a I: it"l II 348 1.3341+09 6.8790+106 LAC94Cl -3.8900+1019 6.94010+100 tAC935 ~il r. 349 1.1885+99 7.5350+00 tAH937 -1.2268+60 7.6850+100 LAH935 '1 I 350 1.9809+00 6.8450+100 tFe942 -2.0464+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 ; 351 1.3378+09 6.8709+99 LAC942 -3.8918+06 6.9409+09 LAC935 , 352 1.2213+010 7.53910+90 LAH937 -1.2867+00 7.6850+00 tAH935 i J 353 2.1044+96 6.8459+010 tFC942 -2.157-1+00 7.34919+60 LFC942 I, ; . 354 1.0723+00 6.87109+09 LACS42 -3.6564+06 6.9256+010 LFH935 , , i, 355 1.1898+00 7.5356+69 LAH937 -1.2278+190 "1.6850+06 LAH935 Iii 356 1.7758+60 7.15109+06 LFC938 -8.1436+06 7.3350+09 LFC942 : 357 1.9726+99 6.8700+010 LAC942 -3.6568+100 6.9250+09 LFH935 I i' 358 1.2220+60 7.5399+00 LAH937 -i.ClS72+00 7.6859+00 LAH93S 
, 

















TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSliE "AX-MIN $UP.~ARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHE" IN FORMING iHIS TABLEr 
LFC933 LFCSJ34 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC94Cl LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH9"l1 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH9041 LAH94;: I.AH943 
MAXIMUM 










































LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC939 LAC940 "LACS41 LACS"";: 
LAH93S LAH937 LAHS38 LAH939 
f1IINIPlUi'l 
--------~------------------VALUE TIPIE RUtlNO 
-;:.4896+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 
-5.5061+00 6.9450+00 tAC935 
-1.2291+00 7.6300+00 LAH937 
-4.5126+00 6.6400+00 LFH938 
-3.9442+00 6.9400+00 LAC935 
-1.4620+00 7.6900+00 tAH935 
-4.5195+00 6.9450+00 tFH933 
-1.2848+00 7.6900+00 tAH935 
-2.1209+00 7.3200+00 tFCS42 
-3.6563+00 6.9250+00 tFH935 
-1.3373+00 7.6850+00 tAH935 
-2.1822+00 6.8400+00 tFC939 
-3.8928+00 6.9400+00 tAC935 
-1.3371+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
-2.2507+00 7.3400+00 LFCS4Cl 
-3.6122+90 6.9359+00 LFC935 
-1.2870+00 1.5850+100 \AH935 
-2.1145+00 7.3300+0,a LI"C942 
-Cl.1538-02 6.6950+100 LFC941 
'--
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TABLE LTF iC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE ~~X-MIN SUA"ARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 











LAH93£! r ~; 
i~ 
it 
FOLLOYING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 tFCS37 LFC941 LFC94~ LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 tFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH94a LAC935 LAC936 LACSa7 LAC938 LAC939 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH940 LAH941 LAH94a LAH943 
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TABLE LTF it (CONTINUED) 
COftPOSITE "AX-MIN SUI'II'IARY .' 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'lBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROY 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935. LFH936 LFH93? 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93? LAC938 LAC93~ tAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH93S LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'iAXII'IUM I'IINli'lUI'I 
--------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI1BER VALUE TII1E RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
4013 1.5312+013 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
~ 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'$;IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN MU~8ERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED I~ FOR"I~G THIS 
LFC933 LFC934 LFl':935 LFC936 LFC937 ~,fC938 LFC939 
LFC941 LFC942 ~FC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH93S 
LFH938 LFH939 I.FH~14e LFH941 LFH9"Cl LFH943 LAC933 
LAC935 LAC936 LACSS7 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 
LAC943 LAH933 LAM9.34 LAH935 LAH936 LAH931 LAH938 









NUI'IBER VALUE TIPlE RUfiNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
419 1.3293+00 6.8756+00 LAC942 -3.S25Nee 6.9350+00 LFC93S 
<i20 1.5909+00 7.7709+00 LAC935 -1.5649+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
<lilt 2.3852+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.2896+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
42a 2.7735+00 6.7050+00 LFC934 -5.3161+00 6.6000+00 LFC937 
'"lit3 l.G947+00 7.5300+00 LACS3? -1.8065+00 7.6150+00 LACS37 
424 2.3904+80 7.5450+00 tFH940 -2.3876+00 S.7800+ee LAH942 
425 2.1008+00 6.8750+00 tAC942 -4.6980+00 6.9350+00 LFH942 
426 1.6928+00 7.5300+00 LACS37 -1.3067+00 7.6150+00 LACS37 
427 2.3645+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.3043+00 7.3200+00 LFC942 
428 2.3252+00 7.5500+00 LAC940 -2.4048+00 7.3359+00 tFC942 
489 1.C!816+00 6.8790+00 LAC942 -3.6798+00 6.9450+00 LFC942 
430 1.5349+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 -1.5497+100 7.6900+00 LAH935 
431 2.2903+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.2111+00 7.3Cl50+00 LFC94Cl 
432 1.1805+00 7.5350+00 LAMS3? -1.2103+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
433 2.3484+00 6.9100+00 LFC93? -2.1112+00 7.3350+90 LFC948 
434 1.6799+00 6.8700+00 LAC94Cl -4.2923+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
435 Cl.4674+00 6.7000+00 LFC941 -8.5071+00 6.7050+00 tFH933 
436 3.3895+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -3.4430+00 6.8600+00 LFC938 
437 1.3407+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.7305+100 6.9450+00 LFC942 


























TABLE LTF 10 (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOIdII'IG RUN NUMBERS HAUE IIEEtl 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
tFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
tAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAeS38 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
SEARC~iED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
tFH934 LFH935 LFH936 
LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 
tAC939 tAC940 tAC941 





























---------------------------VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.9~79+00 6.7100+80 LFH934 
2.2613+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
1.9522+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 
1.6915+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 
1.6082+00 7.5300+00 tAC937 
2.2421+00 7.5450+00 tFH940 
1.5297+00 6.8700+00 tAC942 
1.5361+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 
2.2433+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 
1.83~4+00 7.6150+00 LAC937 
1.9710+00 6.8750+00 LFC942 
2.2654+00 7.3300+00 LFC942 
1.4838+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 
1.3988+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 
3.4263+00 6.9900+00 LFC942 
1.2619+00 6.6950+00 LFH941 
1.6847+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 
2.2716+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 
1.3447+00 6.8650+00 tAC942 





VALUE TIflE RUNHO 
-1.8356+00 6.7000+00 LFC941 
-2.5315+00 6.8500+00 tFC942 
-4.6813+00 6.9400+00 tFC942 
-4.3004+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
-1.6583+60 7.6150+90 LAC937 
-2.2678+00 7.3300+00 LFC942 
-3.7840+00 6.9400+00 tAC935 
-1.5507+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
-2.2623+00 7.3300+00 LFC942 
-1.9911+00 6.9500+00 LAH942 
-5.0167+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
-2.2445+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 
-1.5141+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
-3.6759+00 6.9400+00 LAC935 
-3.4080+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 
-1.6346+00 6.7050+00 LFH934 
-4.2949+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
-2.3542+00 7.3200+00 tFC942 
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TABLE LTF lC (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUM"ARY 
,.=. 
.. ~1 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
































LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
LFH934 LFH935 LFH93S 
LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 
tAC939 LAC940 LAC941 
LAH93S LAH937 LAH938 
1'1 I N IflUI'1 




















1.6099+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 -1.6962+00 7.6150+00 LAC937 
2.2951+00 7.5400+00 LFH9~0 -2.2332+00 7.3250+00 LFC942 
1.3880+00 7.5200+00 LAC937 -1.3255+00 7.6850+00 LAH933 
2.4198+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -2.2762+00 5.8450+00 LFC939 
1.4458+00 6.7650+00 LFH938 -4.4452+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
1.3974+00 6.8600+00 LAC942 -4.4889+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
1.3213+00 6.7650+00 LFH938 -4.4427+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
1.4283+00 7.5250+00 LAC937 -1.4816+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
2.0226+00 7.5490+00 LFH940 -2.0836+00 7.3250+00 LFC942 
1.3325+00 6.7550+00 LFH938 -4.4495+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
2.0366+00 6.8000+00 LAC935 -1.8929+00 6.7250+00 LFC943 
3.3028+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -3.2513+00 6.7000+00 LFH942 
1.3363+00 5.7650+60 LFH938 -4.4521+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
3.7694+00 6.8000+00 LAC935 -3.5708+00 7.0900+00 LAC943 
5.7107+00 6.5850+00 LFH938 -6.3441+00 6.7000+00 LFH942 
1.9389+00 6.7650+00 LFH938 -$.5209+00 6.9350+00 LFC94a 
1.6096+00 7.5300+00 LAC937 -1.6828+00 7.8150+00 LAC937 
2.0441+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.0954+00 7.3250+00 LFC942 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-nIN SUMMARY Ab:RO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S LFC937 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH938 LFH939 lFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LAC935 LAC936 LAeS37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 tAH943 













---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO 
476 1.4100+00 7.5200+00 LAC937 477 1.9655+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 478 1.4656+00 6.7650+00 LFH938 479 1.7745+09 6.7809+09 LAC9~~ 480 2.8631+00 6.9190+00 LFC9:;;( 481 2.0649 Jr99 7.5450+010 LFH9~0 482 1.18613+00 6.8709+00 LAC942 483 1.3453+00 7.7759+09 LAH93~ 484 2.1123+09 7.5499+00 LFH940 485 1.0990+90 7.5359+00 LAH937 486 a.4824+00 6.9190+00 LFC937 487 1.6776+00 6.8750+00 LAC942 488 1.5535+90 4.2859+00 LAC939 489 5.8811+00 6.8580+100 LFC942 490 1.4048+010 6.87510+80 LAC942 491 1.1255+00 6.6899+00 LFC943 
'192 3.3988+90 6.8500+99 LFC942 493 1.3735+09 6.8750+90 LAC942 494 1.1292+00 6.6899+09 LFC943 
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6.8590+09 LFH937 6.9390+99 LFH935 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 










































































7.5450+00 LFH940 6.8750+00 LAC942 7.7750+00 LAH935 
7.5450+00 LFH940 6.7800+00 LFC938 
7.9700+00 LAH935 
7.5500+00 LFC938 
P1 I N nlUI1 
VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-3.0146+00 6.8550+00 LFH937 
-4.0638+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
-1.0631+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
-3.0705+00 6.8500+00 LFH937 
-3.9234+00 6.9300+00 LFH935 
-4.2933+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
-1.4083+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
-4.5274+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-1.5643+00 6.8750+00 LAC936 
-2.3363+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
-4.6538+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-1.7762+00 6.8950+00 LAH933 
-2.2500+00 6.7800+00 LAC942 
-4.2260+00 6.9300+00 L7H935 
-1.4155+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
-2.2164+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
-3.2796+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-9.5540-01 7.8850+00 LAH935 
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TABLE LTF iC (CONTINUED) 
COl'tPOSITE MAX-I1ItI SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABLE: LFC933 LFC93 .. LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9 .. 0 LFC94i LFC94a LFC943 LFH933 LFH93 .. LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFM941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC93 .. LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9 .. 0 LAC94! LAC94a LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH949 LAH9 .. 1 LAH9 .. 2 LAH943 
AAXII'IUI'l I'IINII'IUI'I ROb! 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIl'll:: RUNNO VALUE TIflE RUNNO 
514 2.90105-01 6.8709+99 LFH936 -3.2869+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 515 8.8710-01 7.0450+90 LFC94e -9.2824-01 7.8850+00 LAH935 516 2.0[186+90 7.2359+00 LFH942 
-1.9329+90 7.6259+00 LFC939 517 3.6913-91 6.8100+00 LFH93S -3.3936+99 6.9459+00 LFC935 518 9.2003-91 1.0450+00 LFC942 -8.948G-01 7.8899+001 LAH935 519 2.9589+010 7.2350+00 LFH942 -1.8285+99 7.6259+0~ LFC939 529 2.0811-01 6.8709+00 LFH936 -3.a805+99 6.9359+09 LFC935 521 7.9994-01 7.7250+90 LAC937 -7.5386-01 7.8100+99 LAC937 522 1.8084+00 7.2490+00 LFH94a -1.9345+99 7.3350+00 LFC942 523 3.23()4+90 6.9350+00 LFC935 -3.9430-01 6.8659+00 LFH936 524 1.-4354+00 6.7450+99 LFC936 -1.5641+00 6.5959+00 LAH936 525 1.a280+0e 7.5359+00 LFH940 -1.9148+00 7.3499+99 LFC942 526 3.2402+100 6.9359+00 LFC935 -3.8881-01 6.8650+09 LFH936 527 1.:1.271+00 6.7450+130 LFC936 -9.8804-91 6.5950+90 LAH936 528 1.9489+00 7.5450+09 LFH938 -1.9349+00 7.3459+00 LFC942 529 3.3016+00 6.8690+130 LFC937 -3.4805-91 6.7859+99 LFH938 530 1.4038+00 6.7459+00 LFC936 -1.5727+99 6.5959+00 LAH936 531 1.8616+00 7.2359+90 LFH942 -2.0135+99 7.3490+09 LFC942 532 3.3139+130 6.8600+00 LFC937 -3.4988-01 6.7850+90 LFH938 
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!ABLE tTF lC (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 tFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH93S LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH93S LAH936 t~H937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I1AXII'1UI'1 I1INIMUi'1 ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
CONPOSITE ~AX-"IN SUMMARV ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE~ LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LACS37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 'LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH93? LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAM94! LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM PI IN II'IUI'I ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER UALUE TIME RUN NO UALUE TII''1E RUNNO 
ssa 1.9370+00 7 .5450+00 tnl938 -1.9328+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 553 3.2868+0~ 6.8600+00 LFC937 -3.9662-01 6.?8S0+00 LFH938 554 1.0446+00 6.7450+00 LFC936 
-9.a47IHU 6.6350+00 LFC936 555 1.9740+00 7.5400+00 LFH939 -2.0957+00 7.3450+00 LFH942 556 3.3025+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 -4.341SHU 6.7850+00 LFH938 557 1.0616+00 6.6550+00 LAC93 .. -9.2141-01 7.7300+00 LAH937 558 2.0602+00 7.5500+00 LFC938 -1.8919+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 559 9.2060+00 6.9500+99 LFH9~2 -6.1878+00 7.0800+90 LFC942 560 2.9486+00 6.6850+00 LAC936 -2.2237+100 6.6156+90 tAC939 561 2.9533+00 6.6990+90 LFC941 -3.7046+09 6.5600+00 tAC940 562 7.1136+00 6.8600+90 LFC942 -4.7345+00 6.9100+09 LFH942 563 2.10633+09 6.67510+09 LAH943 -2.31064+90 6.5600+90 LAmil37 564 2.1444+00 6.5750+00 LACS37 -2.7865+90 6.5600+09 LFH939 565 4.6326-02 6.6150+00 LAC939 -4.5968-02 6.66100499 LFC941 566 3.7577-91 6.8359+90 LFC935 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
CONPOSITE MAX-MIN SU~~ARY 
-, 
'': ~ I 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 







MAXII'lUM f1I N II'IUI'I ROt.! 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI"IBER VALUE TIME RUliNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC9"3 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH94S lFH9"1 
LAC935 LAe936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC9"3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 













































LFC937 LFC938 tFC939 LFC940 
LFI-I934 tFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH942 LFH9<f3 LAC933 LAC93" 
LAC939 LAC9"0 LAC941 LAC942 
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TABLE LTF 10 (C~NTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-nIH SU"MARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORfUNG THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAM937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH946 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXII'1Ufl FlINII'1UI"i 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE 'I'HtE RUHNO VALUE TIME RUliNG 
609 2.7851-02 6.7650+00 LAC!:!"'2 -3.9015-92 6.7950+00 LAC942 
S10 9.1196-02 6.5590+00 LAC940 -8.3095-102 6.6750+00 LFC941 
611 4.5938-02 6.6150+00 LAC939 -4.31074-02 6.6600+00 LFC941 
612 1.1104-01 6.6500+00 tFC935 -1.0530-01 6.6759+00 LAce34 
613 3.917'9+00 8.9600+00 LFC942 -7.1167-01 6.8050+00 LAC940 
614 2.2304+00 6.6650+00 tAC936 -2.1337+00 6.5800+00 LAC937 
615 2.0132+00 7.2400+00 LFH942 -1.8620+00 7.3450+00 tFH942 
616 3.9240+00 6.9650+00 LFC942 -7.8806-01 6.6050+00 LAC940 
617 2.2381+00 6.6650+00 LAC936 -2.1428+00 6.5800+00 LAC937 
S1B 2.0146+00 7.2400+00 LFH942 -1.9018+00 7.3450+00 LFH942 
619 4.3719+09 6.7850+00 LFC942 -9.9213-CU. 6.7300+00 LAC942 
620 1.4038+00 7.8800+00 LAH935 -1.2547+00 7.7350+00 LAMS37 
sa! 2.1181+00 6.5750+00 LAeS37 -2.9444+00 6.5800+00 LAC940 
622 4.3715+00 6.7850+00 LFC942 -9.9259-01 6.7300+00 LAC942 
623 1.3945+010 7.8800+00 LAH935 -1.2300+00 7.7350+00 LAH937 
624 2.0052+90 7.5450+00 LFH938 -2.2933+00 6.5600+00 LAC940 
SEl5 4.1~02-02 6.5200+00 LFC939 -3.7254-02 6.5200+00 LFC937 
6213 7.5035-02 6.6550+00 LAC934 -6.775IH~2 6.6700+00 LAH934 
S27 4.2883+00 6.7850+00 LFC942 -9.1452-01 6.7300+00 LAC942 
~ .-- . - - -- . __ :.,~._nl'_ .•. _ •. __ _, _. _ ,..... __ ."'Q~_ 
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TABLE LTF 1C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE "AX-MIN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOXNT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT DAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUNBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROI:! 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC93S LAC93? LAC938 LAeS39 LAC940 LAC941 LAC94a 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
"AX UiUI'I MINU'lUfl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI"lBER UALUE TII"lE RUNMO VALUE TIPIE RUfiNO 
S2S 1.3489+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 -1.2107+00 7.7350+00 LAH937 
629 2.@183+00 7.5400+00 LFH939 -2.6993+00 6.5600+00 LAC940 
630 4.2388+00 6.9650+00 LFC942 -1.4841+0e 6.5450+00 LFH939 
631 2.8081+00 6.5650+00 LFC939 -2.1205+00 6.5900+00 tFCS37 
632 a.0239+00 7.2400+00 tFH942 -1.9672+00 7.3450+00 LFH942 
633 4.1793+90 6.7850+00 LFC942 -9.2559-01 6.6050+00 LAC940 
S34 a.1186+00 6.6650+00 LACS36 -2.0183+90 6.5809+00 LAC93? 
635 2.0231+00 7.a400+00 LFH942 -1.9664+80 7.3450+00 LFH942 
636 4.aU6+e~ 6.9650+00 LFC942 -1.1772+00 6.5450+00 LFH939 
637 1.91377+00 6.5650+00 LFC939 -1.9294+09 6.6400+00 LFC939 
638 2.004"9+00 7.5450+00 LFH938 -2.1767+00 6.5600+00 LAC94G 
639 -2.0987-01 6.5258+00 LAC940 -2.6330+00 6.8800+00 LFH939 
640 1.8592+00 S.46~~+00 lAC94e -2.3726+00 6.5850+00 LFH933 
641 -6.1647-02 6.~cl50+ee LFC939 -a.7503+00 6.6150+00 LFH933 
642 2.9562+00 6.6000+010 LFC943 -3.35101+90 6.5850+00 LFH934 
643 2.3835+00 6.41609+00 LFC939 -3.0087+06 6.5850+90 LFC941 
644 5.3141-131 6.61510+00 LFC938 -4 • 5889-(U 16.9450+00 tFC943 
645 2.1612+100 6.4600+00 LFC939 -3.6978+00 6.5850+00 LFC941 
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TABLE LAN 1C 
CO~IPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMI'IARV 
ASTRG-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/XN.) FYD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 LA5372 
LA5373 Lt~5374 
MAXIMUM I"II N mufti 
ROId ------------------------ ---------------------------
NUi'lDER VAWE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.8311+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -2.5058+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
e 1. 137S+0e 5.2000-01 LF5371 -1.0099+00 3.9500-01 LAS31~ 
3 1.1823+00 3.6000-01 LFS311 -2.4635+00 3.4000-01 LAS311 
,4 1.1652+00 5.2000-01 LF5371 -1.0332+00 5.5500-01 LF53?:! 
5 -4.8222+00 2.1000-01 LA5371 -2.3485+00 4.0000-01 LA53n 
6 2.0835+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -2.1143+00 3.4000-01 I..A5312. 
7 1.2287+00 5.2000-01 LFS371 -1.0666+00 5.5500-01 LF537\ 
8 5.6730+00 2.1500-01 LAS371 -2.0319+00 4.0000-01 LA53'"n 
9 1.8475+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -2.5542+00 3.4900-@1 LASJ71 
10 1.2725+00 5.2000-01 LF5371 -1.0949+00 5.5500-01 LF5371 
11 6.U)5S+00 2.1500-01 LAS37! -2.0141+09 6.C!S00-01 LF5371 
12 5.4787+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -2.9589+00 ... 0090-01 LA53'?'1 
13 8.2770+00 2.7501iH1I1 LF5371 -8.9059+00 2.4009-01 LF5371 
14 1.9346+130 3.3008-01 LF53?3 -1.6380+00 2.SI!.l00-01 LFS373 
15 S.29ss+ee 2.1500-01 LA5371 -2.7871+60 ... 00610-Cli1 LA5311 
16 8.7836+00 2.75®0-el LF5371 -9.3S8IHGl0 2. -4060-611 LF53'?1 
17 2.18289+00 ::I.3"0-CI)1 LF5373 -~.7755+ee 2.800e-81 I.F53'.i'3 
18 5.7'72~+e8 C!.15r00-01 LA5371 -1.8117+00 o4.6He-el 1.8\5311 
19 5.8e9~+90 2.150&-01 LAS3I71 -1.8271+00 ... eeee-81 l.AS3?1 
20 5.1521.+08 2.7500-91 LF5371 -5.3835+00 2."0~e-el 1.F53171 
21 i.1Ui?+e" 3.3509-01 LF5313 -6.5100-101 1.(IlI55€1+ee l.A5371 
a2 6.4929+80 2.7560-61 LF5371 -7. U:l91+09 2.40100-91 LF53?1 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LF5370 LF5311 LF5312 LF5313 
LAS373 tA5374 
MAXIMUM 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 





















































VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-6.9015+90 2.4000-101 LF5371 
-7.4951-01 1. 0550+00 LA5371 
-1.5056+00 2.40010-01 tF5371 
-9.6950-01 2.85010-01 LFS373 
-8.9319+00 2.4000-101 LF5371 
-1.6519+90 2.8000-01 LF5313 
-2.1638+100 4.0000-01 LA5371 
-8.9632+100 2.4900-01 LF5311 
-1.6619+010 2.8900-91 LF5313 
-1.9635+00 8.25100-01 LF5371 
-2.1185+08 3.29100-01 tF5371 
-8.0639-01 6.2500-01 I.F5311 
-4.3960+100 4.6000-61 LA5371 
-3.04245+1000 2.4000-01 LF5371 
-1.5030-01 3.95e0-01 LA537i 
-2.7157+09 4.0000-01 LA5371 
-2.1682+00 3.150&-01 LF5371 
-8.23S0-ell 3.9560-01 LA5371 
-3.0242+00 ... ee0llHu, LA53'71 
-2.3872+00 3.1500-01 LF5371 
-7.a:illl;6-01 6.2500-C1I1 LF5371 
-2.6974+00 ... eG00-e! LAS::!?! 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRG-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FYD & AFT BAY 
-=-, 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
,1 
:, 














































VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.8583+00 305500-01 tF5371 
1.0241+00 5.2000-01 LF53?1 
7.3060-01 4.35010-011 LA5373 
5.3648+O0 2.4000-01 LF5371 
a.e61C!+00 3.55001-01 lF53?1 
1.9932+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 
a.2964+00 4.01000-01 LA53?1 
1.0523-01 7.0500-01 LF5371 
1.4006-01 ~.2150+00 LF5370 
1.3885+00 7.a000-01 LA5371 
2.6569+00 6.5500-01 LA5371 
5.0506+00 2.4500-01 lA5371 
1.5594+00 7.2000-01 LA5371 
2.65'117+90 6.5500-01 LA5371 
4.8599+00 2.4500-01 LA5371 
1.5985+00 7.2800-01 LA5371 
2.2894+00 4.0000-01 LA5371 
4. 31!!>4+0e 2.4000-01 LF5371 
1.5! :;8+00 7.2013&-01 LAS371 
a.ta5S+ltO 6.1300+00 LF53?0 
3.7598+00 2.<4000-01 LF5311 
2.8117+ge 6.2990+00 LF5370 
7.U2s+ee 6.2980 .. 00 LF53?0 
I'IINII'IUM 
---------------------------
VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
-2.2702+00 3.4500-01 tA5371 
-9.1356-01 3.95001-01 LA5371 
-7.2254-01 6.2500-01 LF5371 00 
-a.5678+00 4.0000-01 LA5371 .,,~ 
-2.ua7+00 3.219010-01 LF5311 "t18 o .~ .. 
-2.1594+0101 3.1500-01 LF5371 0"'-
-2.3677+00 7.0500-01 LF5371 ';'O~ 
-1.3928--01 4.0000-01 LA53?1 0"0 C:P 
-1.3432-01 6.1900+00 LF5370 F!~ 
-1.7867+00 2.1500-01 tA5371 
-a.8835+00 2.2000-01 LA5371 ~~ 
-2.0362+09 5.6090-01 LA5371 
-1.98710+90 2.1500-01 LA53?1 
-2.8638+019 2.2000-01 LA5371 
-1.9308+00 5.6000-01 LA53?1 
-2.0126+00 2.2000-01 LAS3?i 
-2.3625+00 7.0590-01 LF537i 
-1.5644+00 5.S09~91 LA53?1 
-1.9309+00 2.1500-01 LA53?i 
-2.18'75+60 6.1590+09 LF5379 
-1.0323+00 5.909e-01 LA5371 
-2.8745+019 2.aeG0-01 LA5311 
-6.4757+00 6.2650+00 LFS3?0 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUI'lPlARV 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS I\. GIS/IN.) FWD &. AFT BAY 
THE FOLLObJING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMhiG THIS TABLEs 


































































7. 9~00-01 t.A53?1 
2.4090-01 LF5371 
3.S0e0-01 LF'5371 
S .1500-01 LF'53?1 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ·G ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FUD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LFS370 LF53?1 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROI.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUt'INO 
93 1.6354+00 3.5509-01 LF5371 -1.8794+00 2.2909-91 LA537! 94 6.6582-01 5.1509-01 LF5371 -7.06410-01 4.7509-01 LF5371 00 95, 4.2268+100 2.4000-101 LFS371 -1.2155+09 5.6599-91 LA537i "11;0 96 1.8937+09 3.5590-91 LF5371 -2.10005+00 3.2900-01 LF5371 "015 0-97 7.5693-91 5.20010-101 LF5371 -7.10645-01 4.8999-91 LF5371 0 2 98 5.3349+99 2.4909-01 LF5371 -2.9846+09 4.0090-91 LA5371 ;o~ 99 1. 7158+09 3.5500-91 LF5371 -1.8847+00 3.4500-91 LA5371 g ~ 100 1.7479+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -2.0995+00 3.4900-91 LA5371 ~ " 101 7.0650-91 4.3500-91 LA5373 -7.2311-01 3.9509-01 LA5371 ~ f"l 192 5.3630+00 8.4099-91 LF5371 -8.5266+00 4.9900-01 LA5371 ~ 103 1.7462+90 3.5590-01 LF5371 -2.9156+90 3.4599-91 LAS371 10.01 5.9249-91 4.3000-01 LA537! -6.4676-01 6.3090-01 LF5371 105 4.1114+00 2.4500-01 LF5371 -9.0727-01 5.6500-01 LA5371 106 1.7828+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9389+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 107 1.9563+60 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9773+09 3.2000-01 LF5371 108 7.6393-01 4.3000-01 LA53?1 -8.9449-01 3.9500-01 LA53?! 109 5.1140+00 i:!.4000-01 LF5371 -i:!.0639+0e 4.00180-01 LA537! H0 1.6267+00 3.6000-91 LF5371 -1.8591+00 3.4990-81 LA5371 111 1.3757+00 4.9000-01 LA5371 -1.7571+00 3.9500-01 LA537! 112 4.1906+00 i:!.4000-01 LF5371 -1.3386+00 3.9590-01 LA5371 113 1.74142+00 3.5509-01 LF5371 -1.8528+90 3.4000-01 LA5371 114 1.1526+00 4.900e-01 LA5371 -1.45105+00 3.9500-01 LA5371 
. '
115 4.9877+00 2.4900-01 LFS371 -1.7149+00 4.0000-01 LA5371 , 
'oj 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS ~ G'S/IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAV 
































































































- .... 5 ... 21-01 
-1 • e049+00 
-9 .:31 08-01 
-1.0370+00 
-1.8965+09 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWWG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 




---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUtUIO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
139 5.5575-01 2.S500-01 LFS373 -S.S53C!-01 6.3000-01 LF5371 
140 4.0639+00 2.4500-01 LF5371 -1.0428+00 5.6500-01 LA5371 
141 1.7395+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9423+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
142 6.7537-01 4.3000-01 LA5371 -6.4379-01 6.3000-01 LF5371 
143 4.0018+00 C!.4000-01 LFS371 -7.1198-01 5.SS00-01 LA5371 
144 1.S438+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -1.8C!SS+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
145 9.910S-01 4.3000-01 LA5371 -9.4466-01 4.0000-01 LAS371 
146 3.878S+00 C!.4000-01 LFS371 -5.S387-01 S.6500-01 LA5371 
147 9.6921-01 6.1750+00 LFS370 -9.8841-01 6.1500+00 LFS370 
148 3.6333+00 C!.S000-01 LF5371 -8.1864-01 5.6000-01 LAS371 
149 6.2892-01 C!.6500-01 LF5373 -6.901C!-01 6.3000-01 t.FS371 
150 3.7038+00 C!.5000-01 LF5371 -7.8C!89-01 5.6000-01 LA5371 
151 6.6611-01 2.6500-01 tFS373 -6.4190-01 6.3500-01 tfS371 
152 3.6522+00 C!.5000-01 LF5371 -5.3503-01 6.1500-01 LA5372 
153 B.8510-01 4.3500-01 LAS371 -B.71H-01 6.2550+00 LF5370 
154 3.5627+00 2.4500-01 LF5371 -4.7173-01 6.1500-01 LA5372 
155 1.5846+00 7.2000-01 LA5371 -1.9259+00 2.1500-01 LA5371 
156 2.1528+00 6.1750+00 LF5370 -2.2165+00 6.1500+00 LF5370 
157 3.6118+00 2.5000-01 LF5371 -8.6818-01 6.0500-01 LA5372 
158 1.5143+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -1.6993+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
159 1.9658+00 6.1500+00 LF5370 -1.8903+00 6.1250+00 LF5370 
168 3.5588+00 2.4500-01 LF5371 -5.0679-01 5.8500-01 LA5372 
161 1.5151+00 7.0500-01 LA5372 -1.4335+00 ".6500-01 LF5371 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> FWD & AFT BAV 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING TH!S fABLEs 
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TABtE tAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRG-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/!N.) FYD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 
LAS373 LA5374 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 













































































VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-7.7415-01 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.9238+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 
-6.9495-01 6.3000-01 LF5371 
-9.1690-01 6.0500-01 lA5372 
-1.0398+00 6.9500-01 lF5371 
-8.8047-01 6.0500-91 LA537a 
-1.8993+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
-1.5530+00 6.2600+00 LF5370 
-9.1225-01 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.9'158+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 
-7.7741-01 6.3500-01 LF5371 
-1.0833+00 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.9425+00 3.'1500-01 LA5371 
-7.8231-01 6.3500-01 LF5371 
-1.1688+00 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.9119+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 
-8.4932-01 6.9500-01 LF5371 
-1.1113+00 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.8457+00 2.2000-01 LA5371 
-1.4913+00 6.9500-01 LF5371 
-9.5953-01 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-1.8425+00 3.3500-01 LA5371 
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TABLE LAN 1e (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. {G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
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TABLE tAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMAR V 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUIHG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 




NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
277 3.6707+00 2.5500-01 lF5371 -7.0753-01 5.8500-01 LF5371 
278 1.7767+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9474+00 3.4500-01 LAS371 
279 1.0310+00 2.6500-01 LF5373 -9.0001-01 1.0950+00 LF5371 
280 5.4400+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.4084+00 6.2600+00 LF5370 
281 2.1622+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -2.2967+00 3.1500-01 LF5371 
2S2 4.0037+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -8.3864-01 5.8500-01 LF5371 
283 4.4892-02 4.6500-01 LA5371 -4.9076-02 4.3500-01 LA5371 
2S"i 2.1651-02 3.1000-01 LF5371 -2.4395-02 3.9500-01 LAS371 
285 1.7182+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9148+013 3.4500-01 tA5371 
286 9.8384-01 7.2000-01 tA5371 -9.7234-01 1.0900+00 tF5371 
2S? 5.3183+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.2253+00 5.9500-01 tA5372 
288 1.6103+00 3.6000-01 LFS371 -1.8669+00 2.2000-01 tA5371 
2a9 1.2777+00 6.6500-01 LF5371 -1.4461+00 6.95013-01 LF5371 
a90 ~.9942+00 2.7000-01 tF5371 -1.1105+00 5.9500-01 LA5372 
291 1.5322+00 3.6090-01 LF5371 -1.8299+1'00 2.21000-01 tA5371 
El92 1.5238+00 7.2000-01 tA5371 -1.8834+00 2.2000-01 LA5371 
Cl93 2.1953+00 6.17510+00 LF5370 -2.2569+00 6.1500+00 tF5370 
294 3.6005+00 a.5000-01 tF5371 -8.7318-01 6.05100-01 LA537a 
eg5 1.5363+00 3.6000-101 tF53?1 -1.8514+00 2.20100-01 tA5371 
296 1.4455+00 6.6000-01 LF5371 -1.6620+00 6.95010-01 tFS371 
297 5.01945+130 2 .6S00-CU. tF5371 -1.0431+100 5.9500-1211 LA5372 
298 1.5423+00 7 • 2900-01 tA5371 -1.8732+010 2.2000-01 tA5371 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
.f"" • J .'i-cFI:i.I 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 





























VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
4.8547+00 2.6500-01 LF5371 -8.7195-01 5.9500-01 LF5372 
1.5439+00 7.2000-01 LA5371 -1.8696+00 2.2000-01 LA5371 
2.8466+00 6.6000-01 LFS371 -3.0504+00 6.9000-01 LF5371 
4.4991+00 2.6000-01 LF5371 -7.6441-01 5.9500-01 LF5372 
1.6099+00 7.2000-01 LA5371 -1.8688+00 2.2000-01 LA5371 
2.8531+00 6.6000-01 l.F5371 -3.0569+00 6.9000-01 l.F5311 00 
1.3344-01 2.8000-01 LF5371 -1.3530-01 3.1500-01 LF5371 ~3 
1.3016-02 8.3000-01 LA5371 -1.3453-02 8.0000-01 LA5371 ~e 
4.6439+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.1219+00 6.53013+00 LF5370 g $ 
4.6704+90 2.70010-01 LF537i -1.11108+00 6.5500-101 LA5371 ~~ 
1.2327+010 5.70100-01 LF5372 -1.3639+1010 5 • 105100-01 LF5373 .0"0 
4.2342+00 2.65010-101 l.F5372 -1.9251+910 5.85019-01 LF5371 ~ ~ 
6.2803-01 2.701010-01 LF5373 -4.8334-91 5 • 6000-101 LA5373 C i'il 
1.4345+100 5.85010-101 LF5372 -1.4691+90 2.3900-81 LF5373 -J1~ ~~ ,f~ 
4.8533+99 2.6599-91 LF5372 -1.1485+09 5.8590-01 LF5371 
4.a792+00 3.8500-81 LF5371 -4.6667+09 3.5000-01 LFS371 
6.9713+109 1.0359+100 LF5371 -6.8208+010 1.9650+00 LFS3?1 
l.e252+01 6.44510+00 LF5370 -1.10422+101 6.4650+100 LF5370 
1.8627+91 6.4909+109 LF537e -1.8877+91 6.4200+09 LFS370 
8 .... 828+00 6.3959+08 LF5370 -7. 24C!3+00 6.42100+00 LF5370 
9.6510+100 6 .... 2010+09 LF5370 -7.9051+00 6.3550+100 LF5370 
1.8626+01 6 .... 000+00 LF5379 -1.8876+01 6.4290+00 LF5310 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LFS373 LF5374 LA5370 LAS37! LA5372 lA5373 LA5::!?4 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
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TABLE LAN iC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. CG'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE SEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LFS373 LF5374 LA537e LA5371 LA5372 
LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROI.! --------------------------- -_._-----...... _-----------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO \)ALUE TIME RUNNO 
346 5.72105-101 2.75100-101 LF5373 -4.7090-101 6.510510+010 LF537e 
347 4.4332+1010 2.6500-101 LF5372 -1.2406+1010 5.90100-101 LF5371 
348 1.97910+1010 3.9000-101 LF5371 -1.8088+00 1.80100-011 LA5371 
349 5.3883-101 4.3000-01 LA5374 -5.8784-101 6.5800+00 LF537e 
350 4.310103+100 2.7000-101 LF5371 -1.1071+100 5.8500-101 LF5371 
351 1.9829+"10 3.9000-101 LF5371 -1.8115+1010 1.81000-01 LA5371 
352 5.68108-01 4.~e00-01 LF5373 -5.3622-01 6.5800+00 LF5370 
353 4.3356+100 2.70010-101 LF5371 -1.01050+1010 5.91008-01 LF5371 
354 2.0581+00 3.95010-01 lF5371 -1.5558+100 5.105100-01 LF5373 
355 5.3874-101 4.3101010-01 LA5374 -5.9502-91 6.5800+010 LF53710 
356 4.2583+010 2.710100-01 LF5311 -1.09107+00 5.90100--01 LF5371 
357 2.10597+010 3.951010-101 LF5371 -1.5564+00 5.10500-01 Lf'5373 
358 5.6714-01 4.4000-01 LF5373 -5.4037-01 6.5800+00 LF53?0 
359 4.41023+100 2.70100-01 LF5371 -9.2665-01 5.8500-01 LF5371 
360 3.6518+00 3.9500-01 LF5371 -2.9994+09 4.3000-01 LF5371 
361 1.1201+00 6.5109+90 LF5370 -1.06042+00 6.5300+09 LF5370 
362 4.7571+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -9.2211-01 6.5000-01 LF5371 
363 3.6598+00 3.9500-01 LF5371 -3.0908+00 4.3ee0-~1 LF53?1 
364 :1.7376+00 6.5550+00 LF5379 -1.7406+00 6.5300+00 LF5370 
365 5.8867+00 e.7500-01 LF5371 -1.7919+00 6.50100-01 lF5371 
366 1.9869+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.8535+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 
367 9.1768-01 3.3ee0-01 LF53?3 -4.8389-01 8.2500-01 Lf5371 
368 3.0939+80 3.9500-01 LFS371 -2.2656+00 4.30e0-01 LF5371 
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TABLE lAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRo-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLlOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHE~ IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
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TABtE tAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLES 




NUMBER VAtUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNi'lO 
415 5.4915+09 2.7599-91 tF5371 -1.2143+00 6.5999-91 tF5371 
416 2.9201+99 3.9999-91 tF5371 -1.5819+00 1.8000-01 tA5371 
417 8.9922-91 3.3999-91 tF5373 -4.4073-91 6.5899+90 tF537e 
418 5.5918+09 2.7500-91 LF5371 -1. 2217+901 6.5999-91 tF5371 
419 1.9849+99 3.9000-91 tF5371 -1.5929+99 1.8999-91 LA5371 
429 1.2444+901 3.39019-91 tF5373 -7.3912-011 3.8900-01 LFS374 
421 6.3201+00 2.7599-01 tF5371 -1.4950+010 1.3059+00 tA5371 
"'22 a.4577+99 7.9599-91 tA5372 -2. 77C!9+99 6.5909-91 tA5372 
"'C!3 1.3796+99 6.53019+99 tF5379 -1.3989+99 6.5199+90 tF5379 
4C!4 6.4077+99 2.7509-91 tF5371 -1.6524+99 1.3959+99 tA5371 
425 2.4362+99 7.9599-91 tA5372 -2.3158+90 6.5999-91 tA5372 
426 1.3852+0101 6.5309+09 tF5379 -1.4949+09 6.5199+99 tF5379 
427 6.1484+99 2.7909-01 tF5371 -1.5376+99 6.49019-91 tF5371 
"'28 6.9541+001 2.750EH01 LF5371 -1.5049+00 6.60100-01 LA5371 
429 1.9091+00 3.99010-91 tF5371 -1.6226+99 1.8990-91 LA5371 
4301 1.94"101+00 3.3090-01 LF5373 -6.4918-01 9.4500-01 LA5371 
43! 6.0771+00 2.7590-01 LFS371 -1.3975+00 6.4590-011 LF5371 
432 6.9971-01 5.050&-01 LA5373 -5.9376-01 5.5500-01 LA5373 
433 4.6853+00 2.650&-01 LF5372 -1.5878+00 5.8500-01 LF5371 
434 2.1145+00 5.75010-91 LF537C! -2.0735+00 6.5000-011 LA5372 
435 1.5185+80 5.a500-el LA5373 -1.3229+00 5.5500-011 LAS373 
436 5.9519+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.7173+00 5.8500-01 LFS371 
437 1.9494+00 3.9000-01 tFS371 -1.6563+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV ill 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 t~S371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
438 ~.4259+00 2.6500-01 LF5372 -9.3803-01 5.8500-01 LF5371 439 1. 7198+00 6.0000-01 LA5372 -4.3509+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 00 
"'=0 440 2.5076+00 7.0500-01 LA5372 -2.4956+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
"lli5 441 2.1184+00 5.7500-01 LF5372 -2.0778+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 0-0'2: 442 1.0634+00 4.4000-01 LF5373 -1.0330+00 4.3500-01 LF5371 :.tIf! 443 5.9404+00 2.7500-01 LF5371 -1.2864+00 6.5000-01 LF5371 
.o"U 444 1.9740+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.8755+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 c;o;:. 445 1.0446+00 3.3000-01 LF5373 -6.4297-01 9."1500-01 LA5371 J:o Gl 
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TABLE LAN lC <CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRQ-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUM NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 




NUI"IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
461 2.0016+00 5.7000-01 LF5372 -1.9381+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
462 1.9606+00 5.6500-01 LF5372 -2.1798+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
463 1. 9281+00 5.7000-01 LF5372 -2.0583+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
46'4 9.6839-01 4.4000-01 LF5373 -1.0214+00 8.3500-01 LF5371 
465 5.1243+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.1770+00 6.5000-01 LF5371 
466 1.9303+00 5.6500-01 LF5372 -2.0623+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
467 3.0396+00 6.7550+00 LF5370 -2. 995e+00 6.7800+00 LF5370 
468 5.6709+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.6969+00 5.9000-01 LF5371 
469 1.9313+00 5.6500-01 LF5372 -2.0639+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
470 6.0420+00 6.7550+0~ LF5370 -5.9863+00 6.7800+00 LF5370 
471 7.6981+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -4.7198+00 5.9000-01 LF5371 
472 2.7646+00 7.0500-01 LA5372 -2.9352+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
473 2.6054+00 6.5350+00 LF5370 -2.6109+00 6.5100+00 LF5370 
474 5.1876+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.1883+00 6.4500-01 LF5371 
475 1.9527+00 5.6500-01 LF5372 -2.0974+00 6.5000-01 LA5372 
476 1.0369+00 8.7000-01 LF5371 -1.0785+00 1.2350+00 LF5371 
477 4.9750+00 2.7500-01 LF5371 -1.1772+00 6.5000-01 LF5371 
478 1.9528+00 5.6500-01 LF5372 -2.0975+00 6.509e-01 LA5372 
479 2.4621-0-00 6.7550+00 LF5370 -2.<4203+00 6.7800+00 LF5370 
480 5.3175+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.3380+010 5.9000-01 LF5371 
481 4.80"9+00 2.7000-01 LF53?i -1.0891+013 6.5500-01 LA53?1 
4sa 2.2012+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.5989+90 1.8000-131 LA5371 
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TABtE tAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.l FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE bEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LF5370 LF5371 LF537C! LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 tA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROiJ ----------------------------
---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
484 5.5831+00 C!.7500-01 LF5371 -1.2203+00 6.5000-01 LF5371 485 9.5411-01 2.8000-01 tF5373 -8.5895-01 6.3250+00 tF5370 
"186 5.1353+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -1.9872+00 5.8500-01 LF5371 487 C!.4248+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -2.0044+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 488 2.2C!82+00 2.8000-01 LF5373 -1.8322+00 5.5500-01 LA5373 489 7.6296+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -4.1662+00 5.9000-~1 LF5371 490 2.9197,.00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -2.0669+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 491 1.0023+00 6.3450+00 LF5370 -1.0727+00 6.3250+00 LF5370 492 5.i176+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.1965+00 5.8500-01 LF5371 493 2.9081+00 3.9500-01 LF5371 -2.0501+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 494 1.1803+00 6.3500+00 LF5370 -1.1972+00 6.3250+00 LF5370 495 5.6957+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.4584+00 5.8500-01 LF5371 496 2.5761+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.8826+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 497 9.171)7-01 2.8000-01 LF5373 -8.2838-01 6.3250+00 LF5370 498 5.4526+00 2.7000-01 LF5372 -2.2a6h00 5.8500-01 LF5371 499 2.5296+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.7522+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 50e a.6804+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -2.0136+00 1 .8000-01 LA5371 501 9.938EHU 3.3500-01 LF5373 -5.8951-01 6.5800+00 LF5370 502 3.2577+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -a .... 216+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 503 1.6679+00 3.3500-01 LF5373 -1.0797+00 3.8500-01 LF5374 584 5.2991+00 2.7000-01 LF5371 -1.2a22+00 6.6000-01 LA5371 50S 3.5a98+00 3.9500-101 LF5371 -a.6893+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 506 1.8335+08 3.3580-81 LF5373 - L 2242+00 3.8500-01 tF5374 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING 'rHIS TABLE: 
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, co TABLE LAN IC (CONTINUED) 0 




ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------I JI NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO j i 530 7.1934-01 8.0000-01 LA5371 -7.4290-01 2.70100-01 LF5373 ! ' 531 4.0350+00 2.4500-01 LF5371 -9.2542-01 5.6500-01 LA5371 
! 
I 
532 2.3967+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -1.7838+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 
, 
, 
• 533 5.0212-01 6.2450+100 LF5370 -5.7481-01 4.3000-01 LA5371 534 4.7413+00 2.40100-101 LF5371 -1.4067+00 5.6500-01 LA5371 535 2.4402+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -1.7941+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 , 536 6.7044-01 3.9500-01 LA5371 -6.6826-01 4.3500-01 LA5373 0 
!I 
." 
r: 537 5.1462+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -2.2350+00 4.0000-01 LA5371 1J' 538 2.3788+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -1.7770+00 3.6000-01 LF53?1 0 " 539 6.5904-01 3.9500-01 LA5371 -6.6809-101 4.3500-01 LA5373 0,_ I ;;0" 540 5.2052+00 2.410100-01 LF53?1 -2.1066+00 4.0000-01 LA53?1 , ,Q .. I 541 5.0879+00 3.21000-01 LA5371 -4.3571+010 3.9000-01 LF5371 c:: l 542 2.2569+01 3.15100-01 LA5371 -2.229h01 2.8500-01 LA5371 :z;,. r- '"\ r. 5~3 1.3243+01 6.4000+00 LF5370 -1.3079+01 6.3750+00 LF5370 -' ~ ,,; 544 6.27!J3+00 2.41000-01 LA5371 -5.21?0+00 8.6000-01 LF5371 ., 
\ 545 7.2876+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 -5.8473+00 3.1590-01 LA5371 546 6.2839+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 -5.9714+00 5.4090-01 LA5371 
!i 547 2.6241+99 3.4090-101 LA5371 -1.7759+09 3.691010-01 LF5371 548 5.8636-01 3.9500-91 LA5371 -6.1360-01 4.3509-91 LA5373 549 5.0699+09 2.4090-101 LF5371 -2.9987+09 4.9090-91 LA5371 550 2.5942+09 3.4990-101 LA5371 -1.7642+99 3.61090-91 LF5371 551 5.0566-101 6.29510+010 LF5370 -5.4436-91 3.6500-101 LF5374 552 4.5621+100 2.410100-101 LF5371 -9.51532-01 4.00910-91 LA5371 
® p ~ I ~ \..;' ,._ ,.. . ~ .. __ c'....'.~-
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i TABLE LAN 1t (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 LA5372 
LA5373 LA5374 
I· MAXIMUM MINIMUM , ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------~ , 
a ' NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO I ~ 
2.5087+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 ' . 553 -1.8995+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 ' ' 554 5.1748-01 6.2950+00 LF5370 
-5.5092-01 3.6500-01 LF5374 
; I, 555 4.7100+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 
-1.4206+00 5.6500-01 LA5371 
; ) 556 2.5396+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -1.9521+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 . ' ! 557 5.9083-01 1.9000-01 LA5371 -6.1334-01 4.3500-01 LA5373 , i~ 558 5.1600+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -2.0115+00 5.701210-01 LA5371 
t I, 559 1.5448+01 3.1500-01 LA5371 -1.5120+01 2.8500-01 LA5371 \~ 560 3.0071+00 6.6000-01 LF5371 -2.8131+00 7.0000-01 LF5371 561 5.1704+00 6.1450+00 LF5370 -1.9927+00 6.1200+00 LF5370 
t,\ 562 7.3517+00 3.1500-01 LA5371 -7.2046+00 2.8000-01 LA5371 563 3.1656+00 6.6000-01 tF5371 -2.9400+00 7.0000-01 LF5371 j' 
564 5.1420+00 6.1450+00 LF5370 -2.0059+00 6.1200+00 LF5370 .~ , 565 4.2440-02 6.2500-01 LF5371 -4.2248-02 6.6000-01 LF5371 Il 566 5.0422-01 3.1500-01 LA5371 -5.1019-01 2.8500-01 LA5371 
, ... 1 567 3.5824-01 3.1500-01 tA5371 -3.6662-01 2.8500-01 LA5371 I ,I 568 1.8262+00 3.7500-01 tA5371 -2.7363+O0 3.4000-01 LA5371 ~I 569 5.8563-91 3.0590-91 lA5373 --4.3897-91 1.31010+109 lA5371 !W I·, 570 4.7497+010 2.4990-101 LF5371 -1.3799+00 4.9090-91 LA5371 
.1" 571 6.5493+100 3.1500-01 tA5371 -6.4457+09 2.8990-91 LA5371 I, 572 7.4735+010 3.1500-101 lA5371 -7.6996+910 2.80109-91 lA5371 
573 2:.3814+98 6.610010-01 LF5371 -2.2724+09 7.01099-01 LF5371 
574 5.2069+" 2.41000-91 LAS371 -1.9999+90 6.12109+09 LF5370 




































TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FUD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLlOI.JING RUN NUNBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 




NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
576 6.2878+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 -5.4397+00 6.3750+00 LF5370 
5"''' . , 4.1368+00 3.4000--0 i LA5371 -4.6279+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 
578 4.3743+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -4.1375+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 
579 2.7891+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -1.8802+00 3.7500-01 LA5371 
580 5.7407-01 5.7500-01 LA5371 -5.9244-01 3.1000-01 LA5373 
581 4.5651+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -9.6171-01 4.0000-01 LA53?1 
582 2.7743+00 3.4000-01 LA53?1 -1.8662+00 3.7500-01 LA5371 
583 5.6133-01 1.9000-01 LA5371 -5.8183-01 3.0500-01 LA5373 
584 5.0720+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -2.1101+00 4.0000-01 LA5371 
585 2.7201+00 3.4090-01 LA5371 -2.2337+00 5.4000-01 LA53?1 
586 5.4765-01 5.7500-01 LA5371 -5.8781-01 3.112100-01 LA5373 
587 4.7146+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -1.4237+00 5.6500-01 LA537! 
588 2.6893+00 3.4000-0i LA5371 -2.1985+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 
58S 5.5414-01 1.9000-01 LA5371 -5.Sa25-01 3.0500-01 LA5373 
590 5. 16LlC!+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 -2.0209+00 5.7000-01 LAS37i 
591 3.1856+00 :3.4080-91 LA5371 -3.4059+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 
ssa 1.9154+00 6.6000-01 lF5371 -1.8687+88 7.8000-01 LF5371 
593 5.0773+00 6.1450+180 LF5370 -1.9029+00 6.1a00+00 LF53?0 
594 4.1783-02 6.a500-01 LF5371 -4.2022-02 6.6000-01 LF5371 
595 1.3049-01 3.1500-01 LA537! -1.2311-01 3.9000-01 LF5371 
596 7.9310-02 3.1500-(1)1 LA5371 -7. 3698-0a 6.2950+00 LF5370 
597 4.3702+08 3.4000-01 LA5371 -3.9261+00 3.7000-1211 LA5371 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
I 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMAR V 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 




" I ROLl L --------------------------- ---------------------------!; NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
i 599 5.1362+00 6.1450+910 LF5370 -1.9594+£..0 6.12100+1010 LF5370 , 690 3.3226+00 3.4000-101 LA5371 -3.3343+1010 5.410100-01 LA5371 i ~ 
l) 601 1.7748+910 6.6000-01 LF5371 -1.7488+1010 7.01000-01 LF5371 6102 4.8057+00 2.4900-101 LF5371 -1.2809+1010 5.71000-01 LA5371 
1 ~ 603 3.0961+90 3.4909-01 tA5371 -2.5326+010 3.710100-101 LA5371 
i~ 604 7.8013-101 6.6900-101 LF5371 -9.4233-01 7.00100-01 LF5371 6105 4.9388+00 2.41000-101 LF5371 -1.6252+00 4.001010-01 LA5371 
II' 6106 3.0751+00 3.40100-101 LA5371 -2.5899+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 607 7.7819-01 6.60100-01 LF5371 -9.4036-101 7.01000-01 LF5371 J 6108 4.9313+100 2.41000-01 LF5371 -1.6505+00 5.6500-101 LA5371 
'I', 
U 609 4.0818-02 4.01000-01 LAS371 -3.3705-02 3.10100-01 LF5371 6110 5.4207-102 6.3250+00 LFS370 -5.3577-02 6.3500+00 LF5370 
"JI 611 4.1878-102 6.2500-01 LF5371 -4.19109-02 6.6000-01 LF5371 
,I 612 4.6462-02 6.85109-01 LA5371 -4.5138-102 6.5500-01 LAS371 
: 10' 613 3.2273+00 3.4000-101 LA5371 -2.6815+109 5.410100-91 LA5371 I ,(I 614 7.2611-01 6.6000-£11 LF5371 -8.9993-101 7.10090-91 LF5371 II' 
i, 615 4.9385+00 2.40190-01 1.F5371 -1.6251+00 4.e000-01 LA5371 i :f, 616 3.2305+00 3.4000-01 LA5371 -2.7949+00 5.4080-01 LA5371 
, " , , 617 7.2752-01 6.S00e-01 1.F5371 -9.0140-01 7.0000-01 LF5371 , 
i 618 4.9833+$0 2.400e-01 1.F5371 -1.6457+00 5.6500-01 LA5371 
I: 6151 3.3680+010 3.4000-61 1.A5371 -3.1614+00 5.4000-01 LA5371 Gae 1.7368+00 6.6000-01 LF5371 -1.7210+0£1 7.0900-01 LF5371 
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TABLE LAN 1C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT DAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN lC (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE ~AX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 






VALUE TIME RUNNO 
4.7955+00 2.5500-01 LF5371 
MINIMUM 
---------------------------
VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-1.8845+00 6.2500-01 LF5371 
-- --- --. 
C 
.." 
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TABLE LTF iF 
conpOSITE "AX-AIM SU""ARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. CG'S & G'$/IN.) FORYARD BAY 

























---------------------------VALUE TIfiE RUNNO 
6.3782-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 1.1815+00 7.0450+00 LFC942 4.7506-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 1.1777+00 7.0450+00 LFC942 2.6812+00 7.1299+90 LFC939 2.3327+00 6.5900+00 LFC9~0 1.2918+00 6.6200+00 tFC936 2.7966+00 7.1200+00 tFC939 5.9055-01 6.8700+00 tFH936 1.3750+00 6.6200+00 tFC936 2.8210+00 7.1200+00 tFC939 2.7523+00 7.2300+00 LFC942 2.7626+00 6.8800+00 lFC942 1.6197+00 7.2950+00 LFH935 2.7075+00 7.1200+00 tFH939 3.0159+00 6.8800+00 LFC942 1.6900+00 7.22~0+00 LFH935 2.6982+00 7.1200+00 tFC939 2.7558+00 7.1200+00 lFC939 1.7605+00 6.8800+00 LFC942 1.0868+00 7.0400+00 tFH933 2.2128+00 6.8800+00 tFC942 











































7.3200+00 tFC942 6.6308+00 LFC934 
1.5058+e0 LFC942 6.9308+80 LFC942 
.... :.: ~ ""-< 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUPI"ARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE~ 
LFC933 LFC9341 LFC935 LFC936 tFCS37 LF'C938 LFC939 LFC949 
LFC941 tFC942 LFce43 LFH933 LF'H934 LFli935 LFH93S LF'H937 
LF'H938 LF'H939 LFH949 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
fIIAXIMUPI I'tIHlftUI"I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI1BER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO UALUE TInE RUNtlO 
23 1.1299+00 7.2960+09 LFH935 -1.2047+00 7.5000+00 LFC942 
24 2.5336+00 6.5950+019 LF'H936 -5.2194+00 6.6390+00 LFH933 
25 1.2042+00 7.0400+e0 LFH943 -9.9734-01 7.5050+00 LFC942 
2S 2.4528+00 6.8800+90 LFC942 -5.5791+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
27 1.2381+90 7.0400+00 LFH943 -1.2231+00 7.5000+00 LFC942 
28 2.7984+00 6.8800+09 LFC942 -6.2462+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
29 1.6088+00 7.2950+60 LFH935 -1.7589+00 7.4950+00 '.FC942 
30 2.8902+09 7.1290+90 LFC939 -2.9C!37+00 7.3200+00 LFC942 
31 2.8348+00 6.8800+00 LFC942 -6.2355+00 6.9306+00 LFC942 
32 1.5956+00 7.2950+100 LFH935 -1.7535+00 7.49510+00 LFC942 
33 2.8841+08 7.1200+00 LF'C939 -3.0904+00 7.3269+09 LFC942 
34 2.6323-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.5343+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
35 1.0427+90 7.0450+00 LFH942 -1.1313+00 6.9250+00 LFH942 
36 7.5778+910 6.7250+00 LFC937 -5.5262+00 6.7200+00 LFH942 
37 4.2200-01 6.8750+00 LFC942 -3.4989+00 6.9500+00 LFC935 
38 1 .0378+(lI0 7.9450+00 LFH942 -1.0105+09 6.9250+00 LFH942 
39 2.8713+00 6.7200+00 LFC938 -2.8979+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 
40 3.5727-01 6.8700+00 LFC934 -3.1359+00 6.9500+90 LFH935 
41 1.0591+00 7.0450+00 LFC942 -9.7363-01 6.9250+010 LFH942 
42 7.6503+00 6.9300+00 LFH934 -8.0586+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 
43 1.4335-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -3.3637+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
44 1.0302+90 7.0450+00 LFH942 -1.03C!S+0e 6.9250+00 LFH942 
--... - . ~ ... :.:-- .!' "' •• - -
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CO TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURSERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONYINUED) 
COPIPOSITE PlAX-~IN SUMRARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FOR YARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 































VALUE TII'IE RUtlNO 
1.7532+90 7.5400+00 LFH9-4e 
2.5588+00 S.7156+00 I.FC9304 
5.8552+00 6.8750+00 LFC943 
4.2566+00 6.6700+00 LFC934 
2.0338+00 6.7150+00 LFH943 
2.4840+00 6.6200+00 LFC939 
2.3066+00 6.7300+00 LFC938 
4.2888-01 6.7850+00 LFC940 
1.8882+09 6.6200+00 LFC940 
2.4881+00 6.7250+00 LFH937 
1.9879+00 6.7150+00 LFH934 
2.1673+00 6.6200+00 tFC940 
2.3138+90 6.7250+90 LFH938 
1 .6973-4i11 6.7750+99 LFC938 
2.3244-01 6.7800+00 tFH938 
1.5743+00 6.6300+00 LFC938 
1.9750+00 7.a250+00 LFH942 
1.8678-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
1.6748+00 6.6000+00 LFC934 
1.8483+00 7.~400+00 LFH940 
3. IU88-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
1.1929+00 6.6050+00 LFH943 
I'lINlf1UI'I 
---------------------------
VALUE TII'lE RUNHO 
-1 .8260+(,0 6.5700+00 LFH939 
-5.6628+00 6.7900+90 LFC943 
-5.9553+00 6.7450+00 LFC934 
-5.2800+00 6.7450+06 LFH934 
-4.8758+00 6.6650+00 LFH937 
-2.2784+00 6.72510+09 LFH935 
-2.1830+00 6.7~06+90 LFH934 
-3.3886+00 6.6700+00 LFC937 
-1.9181+00 6.5450+90 LFC940 
-2.5607+00 6.7400+00 LFH934 
-4.8434+00 6.7900+00 LFH933 
-2.2283+00 6.5450+00 LFC940 
-2.2392+00 6.5609+00 LFC937 
-3.2887+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-3.3533+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-1.B598+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 
-1.9161+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 
-3.3161+00 6.8550+00 tFC937 
-1.9E!80+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 
-1.7940+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 
-3.3694+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
-1.4E!16+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 




































'" o TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE MAX-PIIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFe9SS LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 

























--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TI"E RUN NO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
2.0048+00 7.5500+00 LFC938 -1.9301+09 7.6300+00 LFH939 
3.1503-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -3.4360+08 6.8550+00 LFC937 
1.7293+00 6.6000+00 LFC943 -1.7955+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 
1.9615+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8254+09 7.6300+00 LFH939 
1.9471-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -3.2973+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
1.3018+00 6.6000+00 LFC943 -1.1558+90 6.5650+00 LFH936 
1.8856+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.8378+00 7.3450+00 LFH942 
3.0469-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -3.2070+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
9.0278-01 7.0450+00 LFH942 -8.9270-01 6.9250+00 LFH942 
2,1117+00 7.5500+30 LFC938 -2.0299+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 
2.1212-01 6.7800+0& lFC938 -3.2778+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
2.3087-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2824+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 
9.7249-01 7.0450+00 LFH942 -9.8079-01 6.9250+00 LFH942 
2.2764~00 7.23ee+0~ LFH942 -2.1448+00 7.6250+00 LFC939 
2.3121-~1 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2689+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
6.9191-01 7.0450+00 LFC942 -6.0922-01 6.7450+00 LFC936 
1.8920+00 7.2400+00 ~fH942 -1.S567+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
4.0002-01 C.S700+00 LFH93ti -3.3644+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
3.1582-01 S.8700+00 LFH936 -3.~~47+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
9.9950-01 7.0450+00 LFC942 -1.0255+00 6.9250+00 LFH942 
2.2058+00 7.2300+00 LFH942 -1.9826+00 7.6250+00 LFC939 
2.3113-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2253+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 
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TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COflPOSITE flAW-flIN SUflflARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUflBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC9J9 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AK-"IH SU""ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN HUnBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 





IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEs 
LFC~38 LFC939 LFC940 
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T~BLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIM SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFH934 LFH935 tFH936 LFH937 
LFH942 LFH943 
PIAl< utUI'l 1'1 I N UIUI'I 
ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------tlUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUHNO 
155 7.8139-02 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.3171+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
156 3.5963+00 6.6100+00 LFC941 -2.9101+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 
157 1.7543+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.9680+00 6.5700+00 tFH939 
158 -3.6793-02 6.5350+60 tFC940 -2.9359+00 6.7700+0i LFC942 
159 3.2012+00 6.5950+00 LFC941 -3.4801+00 6.5100+00 LFC937 
160 2.2206+00 6.5100+00 LFC937 -2.0872+00 6.6390+00 LFC936 
161 3. 485EHlU 6.8500+0& LFC936 -3.3292+00 6.9500+00 LFC942 
IS2 1.0142+01 6.6250+00 tFC941 -1.0238+01 G.66S0+0e LFH933 
163 4.7309-01 6.8700+60 LFH936 -3.3544+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
164 3.8778-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.1811+00 6.9350+00 LFH935 
165 4. 10Bl-01 6.B700+00 LFH936 -3.3655+00 6.9450+00 LFH935 
166 4.2515+00 6.6600+00 tFC941 -4.0289+00 6.5350+00 LFC939 
167 1.7364+00 7.1500+00 LFC938 -2.0391+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
168 4.3872+00 G.S90e+00 LFC941 -4.0405+00 6.6400+00 LFH933 
169 4.7507-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.5168+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
170 1.5956+00 6.5850+00 LFC939 -1.6055+00 6.7200+00 LFC942 
171 1.8720+00 7.5350+00 LFH940 -1.9448+00 7.3250+00 LFC942 
112 ".1453-01 6.8700+00 LFH93G -3.3755+00 6.9450+00 LFH935 
173 1.9248+80 6.6100+00 LFH936 -1.9504+00 6.5590+00 tFC938 
174 1.7278+00 7.1400+00 LFC938 -2.0020+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
115 1.0501-91 6.7850+0~ LFH93S -3.3214+00 6.8690+00 LFC937 


































TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE nAX-"IN SU""ARY ASTRO-l QRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 











































































6.8400+00 LFC942 6.8550+00 LFC936 
6.7860+00 LFC938 
6.7750+00 LFC938 6.6100+00 LFC941 



























6.9550+00 LFC9 ... 3 
6.9400+09 LFC93S 
6.5800+00 LFC9 ... 0 
6.6550+90 LFC936 










6.8550+00 LFC937 6.8558+88 LFC931 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-nIN SU"'"ARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORRING THIS TABLE: 
ROW 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC9~3 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 tFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I'IAXIf'lUf'I I'll N I i'lun 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIflE RUNHO VALUE TIi'lE RUHNO 
199 1.8335+00 7.540e+00 LFH940 -2.0549+00 7.3480+00 LFC942 
200 7. 1885-el 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.5134+00 6.8000+00 LFH943 
201 9.9270+00 6.6050+00 LFH933 -1.0123+CU 6.5250+00 LFC938 
202 3.8838-01 6.8700+00 lFH936 -3.4022+00 6.9459+00 LFC935 
203 5.2418-01 7.0500+00 lFH942 -5.3335-01 6.9300+00 lFC942 
204 1.7209+00 7.2400+00 LFH942 -1.9158+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
205 2.5862-01 6.8700+00 lFH93S -3.2481+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
206 1.1517+00 6.5950+00 lFC941 -1.0894+00 6.5100+00 LFC937 
207 1.6266+00 7.5350+00 lFH940 -1.8189+00 7.3350+~0 lFC942 
298 1.9757-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2099+00 6.85S0+0e LFC937 
269 5.2693-01 7.8459+00 lFH942 -4.3601-IU 6.7500+90 LFH935 
210 1.8161+00 7.5400+00 lFH940 -1.9400+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
211 1.8197-01 6.7750+00 lFC93~ -3.2227+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
212 1.1558+00 6.6100+00 LFH941 -8.9393-01 6.7700+00 LFH939 
213 1.1959+80 7.5409+00 LFH940 -1.8660+00 7.3400+00 lFC942 
214 1.0382-01 6.5350+00 LFC940 -3.03a9+00 6.7700+00 LFC942 
215 2.0730+00 6.8200+00 LFC938 -2.044C1+00 6.7600+00 lFC941 
216 1.9840+00 6.6700+00 LFC941 -1.8339+00 6.6300+00 LFH936 
217 2.5529-02 6.5100+00 LFC938 -2.7925-02 6.5900+0e LFC943 
218 6.9690-02 6.5100+00 LFC937 -7.0628-02 6.6150+00 LFC943 
219 1.4499-01 6.7750+00 lFC938 -3.2836+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
220 2.1295+00 6.8400+00 LFC935 -1.9396+90 6.7850+00 LFC938 







































TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED~ 
COMPOSITE AAX-P1IN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S LFC936 i.FC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC94a LFC943 l.FH933 l.FH934 l.FH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
P1AXlnUI'1 fUHlnUn 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------HUnBER VALUE Tl"E RUliNO VALUE TIRE RUliNO 
221 1.1493+00 6.6600+00 LFH943 -1.9516+00 6.S7ee+e0 LFH939 
a22 2.1118-02 6.50ee+00 LFC939 -2.9747-02 6.6000+80 LFC941 
223 7.9856-02 6.5100+00 LFC939 -7.8439-02 6.6100+00 LFH936 
224 a.la23-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2776+180 6.9350+00 LFC935 
225 4.4510-01 7.0560+00 tFH942 -4.3506-01 7.1800+00 LFH934 
226 1.9532+00 6.8400+00 LFC942 -2.0359+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
aa7 9.4a34-01 6.8850+00 LFC941 -9.a480-01 6.7200+00 LFH942 
228 1.1451+00 6.6700+00 LFC941 -1.8698+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
229 3.9658-01 6.810e+ee LFH936 -3.3398+00 6.9400+00 LFC93~ 
230 5.1551-01 7.0200+00 tFH943 -4. 7378-(U 7.1850+~0 LFH934 
231 1.7909+60 6.8400+00 LFC942 -1.9920+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
232 1.5281-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2626+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
233 4.2947-01 7.0500+00 LFC942 -4.1924-01 6.7500+00 LFH935 
234 1.8728+00 6.8400+00 LFC942 -1.8876+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
235 9.0S20-CU 6.8400+00 LFC935 -8.3334-01 6.7300+00 LFC943 
236 1.7176+00 6.8400+00 LFC942 -1.8550+00 6.5700+00 LFH939 
237 2.8097-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2261+00 6.9490+00 LFC935 
238 1.3626+00 7.0200+00 LFC934 -1.0992+00 6.7150+00 LFH942 
239 2.1780+00 6.5550+00 LFH939 -2.3205+00 6.6250+00 LfH935 
240 4.0300-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.3559+80 6.9450+00 LFC935 
241 8.5389-01 1.0200+00 LFH943 -7.2386-01 6.7500+00 LFC941 
242 2.6414+00 6.6000+00 LFH937 -2.9560+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-AIN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUADERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 lFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC~41 LFC942 i.FC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 lFH94e LFH94i LFH942 LFH9 .. 3 
I'IAXII'1UI'I i'IINIf'lUPI ROId 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUPfBER VALUE TUIE RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
243 2.1507-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2385+00 6.9350+08 LFC935 244 7.4414-01 6.8890+00 LFH941 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COFlPOSITE "AK-A'M SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD B~Y 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING tHIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC94i LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 


























--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TInE RUHNO 
2.8671-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.2225+90 6.9400+00 LFC935 
1.5746+60 6.5550+00 LFH936 -1.3232+00 6.7500+00 LFC941 
2.6693+09 6.5550+00 LFH939 -2.6769+00 6.6550+00 lFC935 
2.8644-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.1877+00 6.9400+0e LFC935 
1.3445+00 1.020e+ee LFC934 -1.1363+00 6.1500+00 LFC941 
2.8853+00 6.5550+00 LFH939 -3.2299+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
2.6509-01 6.8100+00 LFH936 -3.1985+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 
4.1123-01 6.8100+00 LFH936 -3.3603+00 6.9450+00 LFC935 
1.8092+00 6.8800+00 LFH941 -9.1129-01 6.1500+00 LFC941 
3.1215+00 6.5550+00 LFC939 -3.4023+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
2.2114-01 6.S100+00 LFH936 -3.2804+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
5.2651-01 7.0450+00 LFH942 -4.6443-01 6.9300+00 LFC942 
1.7913+00 1.2400+00 LFH942 ··1.9484+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
2.2586-91 6.8100+00 LFH936 -3.2312+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
9.2373-01 6.8800+00 LFH941 -8.4641-01 6.8900+00 LFC934 
3.6989+00 6.5550+00 LFC939 -3.8442+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
6.7645-01 6.8100+00 LFC936 -3.6810+00 6.9500+00 LFH935 
1.9412+00 6.8400+00 LFC942 -2.0109+00 6.6550+00 LFC936 
4.1738-02 6.1200+00 LFC942 -4.4435-02 6.8000+00 LFC934 
3.2213-02 6.5200+00 LFC937 -3.3131-02 6.5550+00 LFC939 
1.6972-01 6.1150+00 LFC938 -3.2503+00 6.8550+00 LFC931 
9.9664-01 6.6150+00 LFC943 -8.7168-01 6.8100+00 LFH93S 
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TABLE LTF 1F (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-niN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAING THIS TABLE' tFC933 tFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFCQ43 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 tFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFHIJ42 LFH943 
I'IAXIAU" IUNI"UA ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUflBER VALUE TIrIE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
287 3.6874+00 6.5550+00 LFC939 
-3.6845+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 288 1.4048-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 
-3.2908+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 289 2.0136+00 6.6150+00 LFC943 -1.4999+00 6.5350+00 LFC937 290 3.4122+180 6.5550+00 LFC940 -3.4461+00 6.6550+00 LFH936 291 1.7328-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 -3.2612+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 292 1.2959-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 
-3.2876+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 293 3. 40e5+00 6.6100+00 LFC941 -2.7098+00 6.4950+00 LFC938 294 1.7490+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.9696+00 6.5700+00 LFH939 295 1.5924-01 6.7750+00 LFC938 
-3.3008+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 296 2.2791+00 6.6150+00 lFC943 -1.6620+00 6.5350+08 LFC937 297 3.3429+00 6.5650+00 LFC938 -3.2786+09 6.6550+00 LFH936 298 1.2712-01 6.5500+00 LFC938 
-3.3360+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 299 4.6097+00 6.6150+80 LFC9~3 
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TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COPIPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIH SU"I'IARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUH NUI'IBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED I~ FORI'IING THIS TABLEt 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC94e 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH931 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 'I.FH941 LFH9dJS LFH943 
I'IAX II'IUI'I I'll Ii I i'lU PI 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUi"IBER "AWE TII'IE RUHHO UALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
309 2.8887+00 7.54S0+80 LFH940 -2.3682+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 
l10 S.8499-01 6.8600+06 LFH936 -3.4022+00 6.9300+00 LFC935 
311 1.727S+88 6.84S0+08 LFC942 -2.1043+08 7.3350+00 LFC942 
312 5.7959-01 6,S0S0+ee LFC937 -S.8862-01 7.1600+00 LFH935 
313 5.5488-01 6.8SS0+00 LFC936 -3.6357+09 6.8450+00 LFC939 
314 1.83S1+88 6.8450+88 LFC942 -1.9468+00 7.3408+00 LFC942 
315 2.4563+88 6.7200+00 LFC934 -6.4827+00 6.8050+00 LFH942 
316 a.4276+88 6.6393+88 :';;C939 -2.0e67+e0 6.7200+00 LFH934 
317 4.2049+00 6.7190+00 LFC939 -5.2704+00 6.8000+00 LFH942 
318 7.2378+00 6.7100+00 LFC936 -9.1942+88 5.6450+00 LFH939 
319 3.6783+00 6.7100+00 LFC935 -4.3835+00 6.7550+90 LFH941 
320 3.7489+00 6.6950+00 LFC936 -3.6613+00 6.6350+09 LFC938 
321 7.2375+00 6.7100+00 LFC936 -9.1940+00 6.6450+0e LFH939 
laa 6.1419+88 6.6450+00 LFC9l9 -6.a231+0e 6.6400+90 LFC938 
323 3,,6173+00 6.7600+00 LFC940 -3.6974+00 6.6400+00 LFC940 
324 6.5779-01 6.8600+00 LFC936 -3.~680+00 6.9450+00 LFC942 
325 7.3371-01 6.8700+99 LFH936 -3.7199+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
326 7.1819-01 6.8650+00 LFC936 -3.7004+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
327 8.1141-01 7.0700+00 LFH942 -9.9358-01 7.1750+00 LFC934 
322 3.3<413+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -3.3614+80 6.9900+00 LFC942 
329 6.5503-01 7.0850+00 LFH936 -8.2989-01 7.1700+00 LFH934 
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TABLE LTF 1F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIN SUI'IPIARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (e's & G'S/IH.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9~0 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH93~ LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 





VALUE TII'IE RUNI'IO 
"11'11I'1UI'I 
---------------------------
VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
331 1.2662+00 6.8700+00 LFH936 -4.2546+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 
332 2.2745+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -2.1038+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
333 9.3375-01 6.8758+00 LFC9~2 -4.1099+00 6.9~50+00 LFC9~2 
334 1.3937+00 6.8750+00 LFH936 -4.3078+00 6.9250+00 LFC935 
335 8.2642-01 6.6550+00 LFC939 -1.0586+00 6.7100+00 LFC943 
336 1.7929+00 7.5350+00 LFH9~0 -a.063~+00 7.3350+00 LFC9~2 
337 7.3597-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -3.7787+00 6.9~00+00 LFH935 
338 7.8~75-01 6.8150+00 LFH943 -7.2895-01 7.1500+00 LFH935 
339 1.9552+00 6.8750+00 LFC936 -~.g354+0e 6.8500+00 LFH937 
340 7.0298-61 6.6500+00 LFH936 -6.8715-01 6.7100+00 LFC9~3 
341 1.8~e2+00 6.8550+00 LFC9~2 -2.3201+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
3~2 1.6~14+00 6.8750+00 LFH936 -~.~872+00 6.9450+00 LFH93J 
3~3 1.2~47+00 6.6150+00 LFC939 -1.3273+00 6.7100+00 LFC943 
3~4 1.8719+00 7.5350+00 LFH940 -2.0200+00 7.3300+00 LFC9~2 
345 5.4661+00 6.7100+00 LFC941 -7.4238+00 6.9480+00 LFH933 
346 6.096~-01 6.6500+00 LFH940 -6.8038-01 6.7100+00 LFC943 
347 1.9684+00 6.8500+00 LFC942 -2.4238+00 7.3409+00 LFC942 
3~8 7.2500-01 6.8700+00 LFC942 -3.7816+00 6.9400+09 LFH935 
349 6.5493-01 ?0850+00 LFH936 -8.0003-01 7.1700+00 LFH934 
350 1.9809+00 6.8~50+00 LFC942 -2.0404+00 7.3400+00 LFC9~2 
351 7.2617-01 6.8700+e0 LFC942 -3.7834+00 6.9400+00 LFH935 
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TAB~E LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARV ASTNO-1 GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IH.) FORWARD BAY 


























---------------------------VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
2.1e44+e0 6.8450+00 LFC942 -2.1574+08 7.3400+00 LFC942 6.8846-01 6.8650+80 LFH936 -3.6564+80 6.9250+80 LFH935 6.6336-01 7.0858+0e LFH936 -8.8055-01 7.1700+08 LFH934 1.7758+00 7.1508+00 LFC938 -2.1436+88 7.3358+08 LFC942 6.8980-01 6.8658+00 LFH936 -3.6568+88 6.9258+00 LFH935 6.7399-01 7.0850+00 LFH936 -7.5933-81 7.1700+00 LFH934 1.7826+00 7.5350+00 LFH940 -2.1952+00 6.8400+e0 LFC939 2.8910+00 6.8750+00 LFC936 -4.9218+00 6.8500+08 LF~937 8.5321-01 6.6500+00 LFH936 -7.8794-01 6.7408+00 LFH934 1.8668+80 7.5350+00 LFH940 -2.4096+00 6.8400+00 LFC939 a.0839+0e 6.8750+00 LFC936 -4.99S8+00 6.8500+00 LFH937 1.3698+00 6.6500+90 LFH936 -1.1398+00 6.7250+80 LFC936 4.8805+00 6.7250+80 LFH941 -4.5126+00 6.6400+00 LFH938 7.5996-81 6.8700+88 LFC942 -3.8157+00 6.9480+00 LFH935 8.2~42-01 7.0880+88 LFH934 -7.3588-01 7.1500+88 LFH935 1.6665+00 6,8758+00 LFH936 -4.5195+00 6.9450+00 LFH933 8.7559-01 6.8200+00 LFH942 -9.4307-01 6.7200+80 LFH936 2.1058+00 7.5400+80 LFH940 -2.1209+08 7.3200+00 LFC942 6.9034-01 6.8650+00 LFH936 -3.6568+00 6.9250+00 LFH935 6.9832-01 6.8150+08 LFH943 -7.4737-81 7.1588+88 LFH936 1.8569+88 7.5358+00 LFH940 -2.1822+00 6.8400+08 LFC939 7.2672-81 6.8700+00 LFC942 -3.7844+00 6.9400+00 LFH935 
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TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IN SU"HARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S l G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUflBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFCg34 LFC935 LFC938 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 ~FH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 



























VALlIE TIflE ~UNHO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
6.9371-01 6.8150+00 LFH943 -7.4705-01 7.15e0+00 LFH936 
2.1457+00 6.8450+00 LFC942 -2.2507+80 ?3400+00 I~C942 
6.7208-01 6.8650+80 LFC936 -3.6122+00 6.9350+00 LFLq35 
6.7202-01 7.0850+00 LFH936 -7.5939-01 7.1700+00 LFH9~4 
2.0556+00 6.9180+80 LFC937 -2.1145+80 7.3380+80 LFC9'i2 
2.1245-02 6.5700+08 LFC948 -2.1538-02 6.6950+80 LFC911 
3.3215-82 6.8800+00 LFC942 -3.7526-82 6.9358+08 LFC942 
8.7221-83 7.1480+00 LFC943 -1.2888-02 7.0850+00 LFC943 
7.2786-01 6.8708+80 LFC942 -3.7852+80 6.9480+00 LFH935 
7.4822-01 6.8150+80 LFH943 -7.4173-01 7.1580+00 LFH935 
2.8707+00 6.8500+00 LFC942 -2.3259+80 7.3480+08 LFC942 
6.9782-81 6.8650+00 LFH936 -3.6916+00 6.9258+80 LFH935 
8.2409-01 ?0880+00 LFH934 -7.3674-01 7.1580+00 LFH935 
6.9152-01 6.8650+00 LFH936 -3.6567+00 5.9250+00 LFH935 
7.5112-01 6.8150+00 LFH943 -7.4208-01 7.1500+00 LFH935 
1.9514+0e 7.5350+0e LFH940 -2.0074+a0 6.8400+00 LFC939 
2.0909+00 6.8750+e0 LFC936 -4.9207+00 6.8500+00 LFH937 
1.1419+00 S.6500+00 LFH9a8 -1.1260+00 6.7200+00 LFC93S 
8.2912+00 6.7250+00 LFH941 -5.7894+00 6.6400+00 LFH938 
2.1400+00 6.8750+00 LFC936 -5.0761+00 6.8500+00 LFH937 
1.1401+00 6.6500+00 LFH936 -1.1278+00 6.7200+00 LFC936 
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TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIH SUI'I"ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINY ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN HUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LF •• 940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS ';ABLE I 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9 .. 9 
LFH93.. LFH91S LFH936 LFH937 


















































TI .. E RUNNO 









7.9750+99 LFH93 .. 
6.8659+99 LFC936 
6.8159+99 LFH9 .. 3 

























































7.3398+08 LFC9 .. 2 













































TABLE LTF 1F (CONTINUED) 
CO"~OSITE "AX-I1IN 5Uft"ARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S. G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORftING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 tFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 lFH935 LFH936 tFH937 




TI"E RUN NO 
ftINI"UI1 
VALUE TUtE RUNNO 
419 8.3317-01 6.8650+00 LFC936 -3.8257+80 6.9350+00 LFC935 
420 1.0095+00 7.0800+00 LFH934 -8.2076-01 6.7250+00 LFG936 
421 2.3852+00 7.S450+0G LFH949 -2.2896+00 6.9300+00 LFC942 
422 2.7735+00 6.7058+80 LFC934 -G.3161+00 6.600e+00 LFC937 
423 1.1389+00 7.0750+00 LFH93< -9.2988-01 6.7550+00 LFH940 
424 2.3904+00 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.3446+00 7.2400+00 LFC939 
425 1.8328+00 6.7550+00 LFC940 -4.6980+00 6.9350+00 LFH942 
426 1.1379+~0 7.0750+00 LFH934 -9.2533-01 6.7550+00 LFH940 
427 2.3645+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.3043+00 7.3200+00 LFC942 
428 2.3252+80 7.5500+00 LFC940 -2.4842+08 7.3350+88 LFC942 
429 6.6~09-01 6.8600+00 LFC936 -3.6798+00 6.9450+00 LFC942 
43e 9.6880-01 7.0800+00 LFH934 -7.6210-01 7.7350+00 LFH93~ 
431 2.2903+e0 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.2111+00 7.3250+00 LFC942 
432 6.7787-01 7.0750+00 LFH942 -8.6420-01 7.1700+00 LFH934 
433 2.3484+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 -2.1112+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
434 1.3540+00 6.8750+00 LFC942 -4.2923+00 6.9490+09 LFC942 
435 2.4674+00 6.7900+00 LFC941 -2.5071+00 6.7050+90 LFH933 
436 3.3895+00 6.9199+00 LFC937 -3.4430+00 6.8600+00 LFC938 
437 7.0646-01 6.8709+00 LFC942 -3.7385+00 6.9450~ee LFC942 
438 1.9479+00 6.7100+00 LFH934 -1.8356+00 6.7689+09 LFC941 
439 2.2613+00 7.349~+e0 LFC942 -2.5315+00 6.8500+00 LFC942 
440 1.8004+00 6.8750+00 LFC942 -4.6813+00 6.9400+00 LFC942 
, . 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AX-I'IIH SUn"ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S l G'S/IN.> FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 lFH933 





IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE I 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COI'lPOSITE "AX-I'IIN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS' G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUM NURDERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORRING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-AIN SU"AARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~IH.) FORYARD BAY 





I~ FORMING THIS TABLEr 
LFC938 LFC939 tFc94e 












































































































6.85130+00 LFH937 6.9300+00 LFH935 
6.93e0+00 LFH935 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-ItIN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & C'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEtRCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93!S LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941i LFH942 LFH943 
"AXI"Uf1 
"INII'IUf1 ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'tBER VALUE TII"iE RUNNO VALUE TIftE RUNNO 
507 2.2933+09 7.5450+00 LFH940 -2.2164+00 1.2400+00 LFC937 508 1.1533+00 6.8650+00 LFC936 
-".2260+00 6.9300+00 LFH935 509 1.0129+00 6.6600+00 lFH936 -8.6807-01 6.7000+00 LFC9 .. a 510 2.0976+80 7.5450+00 LFH94e 
-2.21604+00 7.3350+00 tFC942 511 a.39S1-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -3.2796+00 6.8550+00 tFC937 512 8.3482-01 7.0458+00 LFH942 
-7.6863-01 6.9250+00 LFH942 513 C!.0181+08 7.5508+00 LFC938 -1.8979+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 514 C!.0005-81 6.8768+00 LFH936 -3.2369+90 6.8608+00 LFC937 515 8.8710-01 7.0450+00 LFCS42 -8.45S5-01 S.9C!50+eO tFH942 516 2.0986+00 7.2350+00 lFH942 -1.9320+00 7.6C!50~e0 LFC939 517 3.6913-01 6.8700+00 LFH93E -3.3936+08 6.9450+00 LFC93S 518 9.2003-01 7.9450+00 lFC942 -a.SleJa-Ell 6.9250+00 tFH942 SUi! 2.0589+00 7.C!350+e0 lFH942 -1.8285+08 7.6E~e+0e LFC939 520 2.8Bl1-01 6.8700+00 LFHS36 
-3.aS05+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 521 5.6874-01 7.0458+00 lFC942 -6. 6667-(U 6.7450+00 lFC936 522 1.8084+00 7.a400+0e LFH942 -1.9345+00 7.3350+0e LFC942 523 3.C!3E!4+ee 6.9350+00 lFC93S -3.9430-01 6.8650+00 lFH936 524 1.1354+e0 6.7450+00 LFC936 -1.3637+100 6.8250+00 LFC936 525 1.8280+8e 7.5350+00 LFH940 -1.9148+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 526 3.2482+00 6.9356+00 tFCS35 -3.888:1.-81 6.8650+6e LFH93S 527 1.1271+901 6.7450+80 LFC936 -9.U~22-el 6.8450+06 LFH934 528 1.9489+00 7.5450+0e LFH938 -1.9349+09 7.345e+00 LFC94C! 
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.... TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) .... 
<:> 
COI'IPOSITE HAx-nIH SU""ARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN,) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN HUI'IBERS HAUE ~EEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IIHG THIS 'ABLE& 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC93S LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 I'.FH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH94a LFli943 
I'IAXInUI'l I'IUm'Uft 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
r NUI1BER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 529 3.3016+190 6.8600+00 LFC937 - 3. 4SGS-tU 6.7S50+ee LFH938 j I S3e 1.4938+100 6.745~+ee LFC93G -1.3566+00 6.SaSe+e0 LFC936 i , 531 1.8616+00 7.2350+111\'9 LFH942 -2.0135+00 7.3400+00 LFC942 , \ 53a 3.3139+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 -3. 4988-IU 6.7850+09 LFH938 t} ~ 533 1.1174+018 6.7450+00 tFC936 -9.09218-01 6.8450+00 LFH933 
" 534 1.9721+00 7.5400+010 LFH939 -a.0531+00 7.3450+00 LFH94a 1 ~ 535 3.a3S6+00 6.9350+00 LFC935 -3.8758-01 6.8650+00 LFH936 00 Ii "':0 536 8.5214-01 6.9200+00 LFH942 -8oS83~HU 7.0450+00 tFC942 -05 537 a.0667+00 7.2400+00 LFH94a -1.8710+09 7.6250+00 LFC939 0-0 2 h 538 3.3087+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 -3.3aSa-en 6.7850+00 LFH938 :o~ 539 8.57Sa-01 6.9200+00 LFH942 -8.9092-01 7.0450+00 LFC942 
.Q"O [' 540 a.073S+00 7.5500+90 LFC938 -1.8944+00 7.6300+00 LFH939 C~ 'l\ 541 7.54'17+00 6.83e0+00 LFC939 -4.7673+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 ):>0 I fk'l l 542 1.2240Hll 6.9500+00 LFH942 -9.6689+00 7.0890+00 LFC942 :lili ":43 1.3116+01 6.6750+00 LFH943 -9.3539+00 6.6900+00 LFH943 
,J 544 9.Sa43+00 6.6750+00 LFH943 -6.5819+00 6.6750+00 LFH935 I" 
" 
545 8.1120+00 6.6880+00 LFC941 -6.2869+00 6.7700+00 LFH940 
I ~. 546 6.4457+00 6.6850+00 LFH941 -3.3449+00 6.6009+00 LFH938 I·, 547 3.2111+09 6.8650+00 LFC937 -3.7339-01 6.8650+00 LF~g36 !I-I 
\ ;' 540 8.9445-01 6.5699+00 LFC939 -9.7433-101 6.6300+00 LFC936 
549 a.0406+0& 7.a4ee+0e LFH942 -1.r.516+0e 7.6250+00 LFC939 
5519 3. HIBS+ee 6.8650+00 LFC937 -3. ti4G3-fH 6.8650+00 LFH936 
,." 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE HAX-HIH SU""ARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUnlERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAIHG THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC938 LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 


























VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
1.0255+00 6.7450+00 LFC936 
1.9370+00 7.5456+60 LFH938 
3.2868+00 6.8608+00 tFCg37 
1.0446+09 6.7450+00 LFC936 
1.9140+80 7.540e+0e tFH939 
3.3025+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 
8.0691-01 6.9200+00 LFH942 
2.8602+00 7.5500+00 LFC938 
9.2060+00 6.9500+00 LFH942 
1.8634+00 6.5800+00 LFH939 
2.9533+00 6.6906+00 LFC941 
7.1186+00 6.8600+00 LFC942 
1.8977+00 6.5800+0e LFH939 
2.1378+00 7.2250+00 LFC942 
4.4560-02 6.5750+00 LFC938 
3.7577-01 6.8350+00 LFC935 
1.9983-01 6.7050+00 LFC941 
3.5866-01 6.8650+00 LFH936 
1.0147+00 6.6300+00 LFC936 
1.9651+00 7.5450+00 LFH938 
5.8104+00 6.9500+00 LFH942 
5.7394+00 6.9550+00 LFC942 
f'lINIHUr. 
~--------------------------VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
-9.6051-61 6.6350+00 LFC936 
-1.9328+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 
-3.9662-01 6.7850+00 LFH938 
-9.8476-01 6.6350+00 LFC936 
-2.0957+00 7.3450+00 LFH942 
-4.3419-01 6.7850+00 LFH938 
-8.8358-01 6.6300+00 LFC936 
-1.8919+00 7.6300+~0 LFH939 
-6.1878+00 7.0800+00 lFC942 
-1.8229+00 6.6500+00 LFH936 
-3.7046+00 6.5600+00 LFC940 
-4.7345+00 6.9100+00 LFH942 
-1.9009+00 6.6500+00 LFH936 
-2.7865+00 6.5600+00 LFH939 
-4.5968-62 6.6680+00 LFC9~1 
-3.6203-81 G.8~e6+00 LFH934 
-2.2111-01 6.9780+00 LFC941 
-3.3169+00 6.96e0+ee LFC942 
-9.5981-01 6.5650+00 LFH939 
-1.8514+00 7.3450+08 tFH942 
-3.4625+00 6.9160+00 LFH942 
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) ..... 
"" 
conpOSITE "AX-filM SUp/nARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NunBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLE' tFC933 LFCSl34 LFC93S LFC931S LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH94e LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
PlAXHIUfI 1'1 IN IflUI'I i', ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUHBER VALUE TIRE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
n 573 1.2471+08 6.5880+00 LFC939 -1.2817+09 6.6258+80 LFC94e 574 3.8742+801 6.690&+80 LFC941 -3.8936+80 6.5680+08 LFC94e i 575 5.2905+08 6.9798+013 LFC942 -1.3102+08 6.8580+00 LFH936 , 576 5.2718+88 6.9700+00 LFH943 -3.4239+88 6.7000+00 LFH938 • I, 577 5.1069+00 6.9780+00 LFC942 -2.2975+0e 7.9400+00 LFH936 ~ } 00 'i 578 4.1936+00 6.790e+e0 LFC942 -1.4553+80 6.7850+00 LFC938 "::0 ~ lv 579 3.3409+00 6.9600+00 LFC942 -4.3!)13-01 6.6050+0e LFC940 13;;; SS0 1.0955+90 6.5358+08 LFC940 -1.1182+00 6.6350+ee LFC936 0-~ I. 0 2 II 581 1.9383+90 7.5450+00 LFH938 -1.9366+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 :u~ 582 3.3321+80 6.9600+00 LFC942 -3.8560-01 6.8650+00 LFH936 
.0'"13 l 583 1.0999+00 6.5600+00 LFC939 -1.1692+00 6.6300+00 LFC936 CP I \ 
»>0 
.~ 58<4 2.9418+00 7.2400+00 LFH942 -1.8516+00 7.6250+00 LFC939 !: r~1 r~ 585 3.3971+90 6.9600+00 LFC942 -4.5366-01 6.7850+00 LFHS38 =i -, 586 1.0702+00 6.5358+00 LFC940 -1.1021+00 6.6350+80 LFC~36 ~J I: 587 1.9751+00 7.5480+00 LFH939 -2.0996+00 7.3450+00 LFH94a 588 3.3869+010 6.9600+00 LFC942 -4.0818-01 6.7850+86 LFH938 589 1.1185+00 6.5600+00 LFC939 -1.1928+08 6.6388+80 LFC936 590 2.8622+88 7.S5e0+88 LFC938 -1 • 8!iU !Ne8 7.6300+00 LFH939 591 4.<4319+00 6.9650+80 LFC942 -9.1756-01 7.0350+80 LFH936 592 9.2576-01 6.9600+00 LFH942 -8.8899-01 6.625e+90 LFC948 593 2.3876+00 6.6900+00 LFC941 -3. 1394+0e 6.S6ee+ee LFH939 , 594 4.1623-02 6.65e0+00 LFH93S -4.1757-82 6.6Sle+ee LFC941 I., 
I I. 
; ,,,I \~ ... 
1...---; n~ 



























TABLE LTF IF (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AX-AIN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOrNT ACCEL5. (G'5 & Q'5/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUPlDER5 HAVE BEEN 5EARCHEn I" FORPlIHG THIS TABLE' LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFCSl3!i1 LFC940 tFC941 LFC942 LFC943 '.FH933 LFH9304 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 tFH938 LFH939 LFH9 .. e LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
ftAXIPlUI'1 PlIHIPlUf'l ROId 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUnBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIRE RUHNO 
595 9.9310-92 6.9350+0e LFH933 -9.2425-02 6.56ee+ee LFH939 596 9.5663-02 6.7808+90 LFH938 -9.0153-82 6.8780+00 LFH935 597 4.3934+00 6.9700+00 LFC942 
-S.1934-e1 6.7800+06 LFC938 598 8.3493-01 6.9550+00 LFH934 -7.7997-01 8.2500+00 LFH9 .. 2 599 2.6355+00 6.6900+00 LFC9~1 
-3.3861+00 6.5600+00 LFC9 .. e 600 ..... 467+00 6.9650+00 LFC94a -7.4453-01 7.0350+00 LFH936 1301 1.0148+00 a.9SllIe+ee LFH942 -1.e788+00 7.esee+ee LFH9 .. a S02 2.0201+0e 7.2400+0e LFH942 
-2.2494+0e 6.5see+ee tFC948 S93 3.8045+e0 6.9S00+00 LFC942 -5.6645-91 S.60ee+ee LFH940 S04 1.7868+e0 6.5650+06 LFC939 -1.6845+0e S.630e+00 LFH93S 60S 8.0101+00 7.2400+00 LFH948 -1. 8592+0e 7.3450+00 LFH942 60S 3.7913+00 6.9se0+e0 LFC942 
-6.3237-01 6.6050+8e LFC940 S07 1.7782+00 6.5650+00 LFC939 -1.6795+00 6.6300+00 LFH935 S0S 2.0141+00 7.2 .. e0+00 LFH942 -1.gee6+ee 7.3450+ee LFH942 se9 2.3325-62 7.1300+00 LFC9 .. a -2.3855-e2 7.eeee+0e LFC942 6181 9.1196-02 13.5500+00 LFC940 -8.3095-02 6.6750+00 LFC941 611 4.2586-02 6.6500+0e LFH935 -4.3074-02 6.6600+00 LFC941 612 1.11i4-01 6.6500+00 LFC93S -1.0497-01 6.5900+00 LFC938 613 3.9179+00 6.9600+00 LFC942 -7. 1167-4U B.6GSe+e0 LFC940 614 2.1352+00 6.5650+00 LFC939 -1.9909+08 6.690e+00 LFC941 SIS 2.0132+1.)0 7.2400+e0 LFH942 -1.8623+ee 7.3450+00 LFH942 616 3.9248+00 6.9650+00 LFC942 -7.8806-e1 6.6050+0e LFC940 
. 
-
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TABLE LTF iF (CONTINUED) 
CO!'lPOSITE !'IAX-AIN SU~"ARY 
~STRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S LFe936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 





IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC93S LFC939 LFC940 
LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH943 
"AXlr.U" I'IINI"Un 
ROI.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUFIBER VALUE TIRE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
517 2.1428+80 6.5659+00 LFC933 -1.9997+08 6.6900+018 LFC941 
618 2.0146+08 7.2400+018 LFH942 -1.9018+00 7.34S9+80 LFH942 
619 4.3719+80 6.78510+00 LFC942 -6.aa37-01 6.8608+1818 LFH936 
sae 8.9872-181 6.9688+180 LFH942 -8.2127-01 8.25818+80 I.FH942 
621 2.1821+90 6.6980+88 LFC941 -2.9 .... 4+180 6.S608+80 LFC948 
622 4.371S+80 6.78S9+08 LFC942 -6.2849-81 6.8698+88 LFh936 
623 8.7576-81 6.9600+89 LFH942 -9.1133-01 6.63S8+08 LFC9 .. e 
624 2.81052+618 7.S450+88 LFH938 -2.2933+180 6.5608+00 LFC940 
625 4.1002-02 6.S200+00 LFC939 -3.7254-02 6.5208+00 LFC937 
626 5.7787-82 6.78S8+00 I.FC941 -6.0157-02 6.6980+00 LFH941 
IilE7 4.2883+00 6.7858+00 LFC942 -7.6107-81 6.6~50+00 LFC948 
628 1.0297+00 6.5200+08 lFC937 -1.1080+90 6.6ee0+ee LFC934 
629 2.0183+0e 7.5460+0e lFH939 -2.6993+00 6.5600+0e LFC940 
G3e 4.2388+80 6.9650+08 LFC942 -1.4841+08 6.5450+0e LFH939 
63:1. 2.8087+0e 6.S65e+08 LFC939 -2.7285+08 6.5988+e0 LFC937 
632 2.001351+00 7.2400+0e LFH942 -1.9672+08 7.3458+00 LFH942 
633 ".1793+00 6.7858+06 LFC942 -9.2559-61 6.6050+00 LFC940 
634 2.0896+00 6.S650+00 L.FC939 -2,0001+80 6.6400+00 LFC939 
635 2.0231+00 . 7.2"00+00 LFH942 -1.9664"00 7.3458+00 LFH942 
836 4.2116+00 6.9650+00 LFC942 -1.1772+00 6.5450+00 LFH939 
637 1.9677+00 6.5650+00 LFC939 -1.9294+00 6.6400+00 LFC939 
638 2.131044+00 7.5450+88 LFH938 -2.1767+013 6.ssee+0e LFC940 
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T1\81.E L TF 1 F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE FlAX-I'IIH SUI'II'IARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. CO'S & O'S/IH.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NURDERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'lIHG THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S LFC936 LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC949 
tFe941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFHg35 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH93S LFH939 Lf· ... !il4~ LFHSl41 LFH942 LFH943 
FlAXII'lUI'I I1INli'lUI'1 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUf'lBER VALUE TIPiE RUNNO VALUE TlPlE RUHI'fO 
639 -2. 99S'l'-CU 6.5aSI3+e0 LFC940 -2.6330+00 6.8800+00 tFH939 
S"/Ill 1.8592+09 6.4650+00 LFC940 -2.3726+00 6.5859+09 LFH933 
1};41 
-6.1047-92 S.5250+1ll8 LFC939 -2.7593+99 6.6150+09 LFH933 
642 2.9562+09 6.6e0e~ee LFC943 -3.359H90 6.5850+00 LFH934 
643 2.3835+00 6.4609+00 LFC939 -3.ee87+~0 6.5850+00 LFC941 
644 5.3741-81 6.6150+60 LFC938 -4.5889-01 6.9450+00 LFC9t3 
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TABLE LAN iF 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
LBS370 U5371 LBS]7£! LB5373 U53?4 
MAX UtUI'1 11 I IiI !'lUI'! 
~I ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TUIE RUtlNO UALUE TU'E RUNNO 
~I 1 1.8311+00 3.6900-01 US371 -1.8214+00 4.5500-01 LI5371 i ~ 8 1.1375+00 5.2800-01 t»S371 -9.9381-01 5.5500-91 L85371 P :3 1.7823+00 3.6000-01 US37! -1.8550+00 4,5590-01 LI5371 
~ 4 1.165iH00 5.2000-01 LB5371 -1.0332+00 5.5500-01 LB53?1 
~ , 5 4.736?+00 8.4500-01 U5371 -8. 211 EHI 1 1.5500+00 LB53?1 
1) I) 2.0635+00 3.6000-01 US371 -C!.eC!S6+00 4.5500-01 L85371 7 1.228?+00 5.2000-01 LB53?1 -1.0666+00 5.5500-01 LB53?1 I' 1ft 8 4.6693+00 2.3000-01 LBS372 -1.5505+00 6.2500-01 LB53?1 00 .1 
l~ 9 1.8475+00 3.6000-01 L3537i -1.8703+00 4.5500-01 tB5371 ";u 10 1.2725+00 5.2000-01 LI53?! -1.0949+00 5.5500-01 tB5]71 "!I 5 o-il 4.6S24+00 2.3000-01 tBS372 -2.0141+09 6.2500-CH tB5371 OZ 
I \ 12 5.4787+00 2.4000-01 U5371 -9. 951iHU 3.4500-01 LB53?1 :o~ ii 13 8.2770+90 2.7500-01 LB5371 -8.9059+00 2.4000-01 LBS3?1 O"tl 14 1.9346+00 3.3000-01 LD5373 -1.63S0+0G 2.8000-01 LB53?3 C::J:>o ):0 (., 15 4.915"'+00 2.45010-01 tB5371 -9.4018-01 6.1000-01 LB5372 ' I~·l l 16 S.783GH~0 2.7500-1211 t.B5371 -9.3886+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 ~ ?~ 
! :: 17 2.0289+010 3.3009-61 LB53?3 -1.7755+00 2.8000-01 L~5373 18 4.6328+00 2.3000-01 LBS372 -1.6884+00 6.2500-01 LBS371 ii 19 .... 6504+00 2.3000-01 LB5372 -1.7328+00 6.2500-01 LB5371 IV 20 5.1521+90 2.1500-01 U5371 -5.8835+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 I'· I~'.I 21 1.1161+09 3.3500-01 LB531~ -6.4435-01 6.2500-01 U5371 
! 22 6.4929+00 2.1500-01 LB53?1 -7.1691+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 ; 83 1.3946{'00 3.3500-01 U5373 -9.5627-01 2.8500-01 LB5373 
Ii 24 5.2484+6i 2.7500-01 LB5371 -6.0015+00 2.4000-01 LBS311 
,. 
" : ...... 
L(!; 
. -' ,-. 
... 
,. _ >l",_.(i 
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TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE MAX-"IH SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLE. 
LB5370 U5371 LB5372 LB53?3 U53?4 
MAXIMUM MIHlnUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUHHO VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
25 1.1457+00 3.4000-01 U53?3 -6.9392-O1 6.2000-01 LB5371 
26 6.8097+00 2.750e-01 LB5371 -7.5056+0O 2.4000-01 LB53?1 
27 1.4010+00 3.3500-01 LB5373 -9.6950-01 2.8500·~1 LB53?3 
28 8.3063+00 2.7500-01 L153?1 -8.9319+00 2.4000-01 LB53?1 
29 1.9325+00 3.3000-01 LB5373 -1.8519+00 2.8000-01 LB5373 
30 4.6637+00 2.2500-01 tB5372 -1.5229+00 6.2500-01 LB5371 00 
'TI;:O 
31 8.3"09+00 2.7500-01 LBS3?1 -8.9632+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 "tI15 
3e! 1.9288+00 3.3000-01 LB53.3 -1.:0619+00 2.8000-01 LB5373 0;'; 
33 4.6810+00 2.3000-01 LB5372 -1.9635+00 6.2500-01 LB537! o :t;-; 
;:0 " 3" 2.0658+010 3.5500-01 LBS371 -2.1185+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 .0 -A 
35 7.4012-01 3."560-01 LBS373 -8.0639-01 6.2500-01 LB5371 
., 
c: 7'"" 
36 6.54341+010 2."000-01 LB537! -1.7786+00 3.4000-01 tB5371 ;!» " r" f·J 
37 2.7032+00 3.5000-01 LB5371 -3.4245+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -. 
38 7.2624-01 3."500-01 LB5373 -6.9968-01 6.2500-01 LB537l ~ii3 
39 5.4663+00 2.4500-01 U5371 -1.1670+00 5.1000-01 LB5371 
40 1.9976+00 3.5500-01 LB537! -2.1682+00 3.1500-01 LB53?1 
-91 7.2742-01 3.4500-01 LB5373 -6.5905-01 6.2500-01 LB53?1 
42 5.9488+00 2.4500-01 LB53?1 -1.9535+00 5.1000-01 LBS371 
43 2.1562+09 3.5500-01 LB537! -2.3872+00 3.1500-01 LB53?1 
44 7.2541-01 3.4500-01 LB5373 -7.2366-131 6.25~O-01 LB5371 
45 5.3952+0~ 2.4000-01 LB5371 -8.6650-01 3.4500-01 LB5371 
46 2.0837+90 3.5500-01 LB5371 -2.2473+00 3.1500-01 LB5371 
47 1.8583+00 3.5500-01 LB537! -1.8St96+00 4.60e0-~1 LB5371 
.. 8 1.0241+00 5.2000-01 LB5371 -8.9654-01 5.5500-01 LB5371 
!""'. 
t", ~. '* 























TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE ~AX-MIN SUI'II'IARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD B~V 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUnBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COI"IPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARV 
AaTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (a'S l G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAV 
T~E FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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... TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
'" 0 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SU~MARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S l G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS T~IBLE; 
I LB5370 LB53?1 LB5372 LB5373 LB53?4 MAXIMUM MINII1U~ ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------g 
NUMBER VALUE TIME. RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO I', 9? 7.5693-01 5.2000-01 lB5371 -7.0645-01 4.8000-01 LB5371 L 98 5.3349+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -6.8416-01 ~.1000-01 LB5371 , . 99 1.7152+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.8449+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 f I 100 1.7479+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.8059+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 i 
• 10i 6.8572-01 5.9000-01 LB5371 -6.9965-01 6.2500-01 LB5371 i~ 102 5.3630+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -8.1811-01 3.4500-01 lB5371 103 1.7462+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.8033+00 4.6000-01 lB5371 
104 5.6811-01 2.6500-01 ~B5373 -6.4676-01 6.3000-01 lB5371 00 1 ~ "";:0 105 4.1114+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -5.2473-01 5.8500-01 lB5371 
"015 l~ 106 1.7828+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.7841+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 Oz 107 1.9563+00 3.5500-01 lB5371 -1.9773+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 §i} il= 108 7.2497-01 5.9000-01 lB5371 -7.4090-01 6.2500-01 LB5371 .0 "0 ~ 109 5.1740+00 2.4000-01 lB5371 -7.0564-01 3.4500-01 LB5371 c> 
j. 110 1.6267+00 3.6000-01 lB5371 -1.5817+00 4.6000-01 lB5371 ):0 '" 
\i 111 9.2916-01 7.1500-01 lB5371 -8.3818-01 6.2500-01 lB5371 eM \. :100 l 112 4.7906+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -4.1758-01 8.2000-01 lB5371 
,I 113 1.7"'42+00 3.5500-01 lB5371 -1.7117+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 114 7,5"167-01 6.3700+00 LB5370 -7.8946-01 6.2500-01 LB5371 
" -~'1 115 4.9877+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -5.3298-01 3.4500-01 LB5371 
w 116 1.4033+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.4134+00 2.6000-01 LB5371 
" 117 i:!.3771+00 7.1000-01 LB5371 -i:!. 0052+00 1.3000-01 lB5371 '!., 
U8 4.3577+00 2.4000-01 lB5371 -1.7391-E111 8.1500-01 LB5371 
119 1.7118+00 3.5500-91 LB5371 -1.6860+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
120 7.4354-01 6.3700+00 lB5370 -7.9625-01 6.3450+00 LBS370 
l~ 
~ .. --. -.- ~ ___ !;I;II!f;i.n:~"IIt'!I _______ '!!mI~ __________________ •• 
,.-" :: ". . ~_ ... -.= S 
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TABLE lAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCElS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 






















































































































































TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COI1POSITE "AX-A IN SU""ARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEz 
LBS370 LBS3?1 LBS37S LBS373 LB5374 
i"IAX I IlIUI'I I'lINII'tUM 
ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME. RUNNO VALUE TIRE RUNNO 
145 8.S381-IU 6.3200+00 LB53?0 -9.1105-01 6.3450+90 LBS370 
146 3.8725+061 2.4000-01 L1537! -2.3966-01 6.0000-01 LB53?2 
147 9.6921-01 6.1750+00 LB5370 -9.88<41-01 6.1500+00 LB53?0 
148 3.6333+00 2.5009-91 LB5371 -5.6262-91 5.90610-01 LBS3?! 
149 6.2892-01 2.6500-01 lBS373 -6.9012-01 6.3000-01 LB5371 
150 3.7038+00 2.5000-01 LB5371 -6.7037-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 
151 6.6S11-01 2.6500-91 LB53?3 -6.-4190-01 6.3500-01 LB5371 
152 3.6522+00 2.5000-01 LB5371 -5.0507-01 5.8500-01 LB53?1 
153 8.0954-01 6.3200+00 LB5370 -8.7111-01 6.2550+00 LB5370 
i54 3.5627+00 2.4500-01 LB537! -3.3118-01 5.9000-01 LB5372 
155 1.4111+00 3.6000-01 L1S537! -1.5600+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
156 2.1528+00 6.1750+00 L35370 -2.2165+00 6.1500+90 LB53?0 
157 3.6118+90 2.5699-61 LB537! -4 ..... 54-61 5.9000-01 LB5371 
158 1.51043+100 3.6606-91 LBS371 -1.4273+00 2.6600-01 ~B5371 
159 1.9656+69 6.1590+06 LB5376 -1.8903+60 6.1250+69 LB53?0 
160 3.5588+96 2.4509-01 LBS3?1 -3.9176-01 6.6600-01 LB5372 
161 1.2i?86+66 5.7060-91 LB53?2 -1.4335+00 4.6500-01 La5371 
162 2.4663+09 6.1596+60 LBS370 -2.5212+06 6.1256+60 LI5370 
163 1.8429+00 3.5569-0\ LI53?! -1.9856+66 3.2066-61 L1537! 
164 1.1940+60 3.5500-0! LB5371 -1.6880+010 4.6000-01 LIS3?1 
165 1.6882+90 1.5006-01 LB5312 -1.1512+99 4.6900-01 LI5371 
166 2.6308+00 6.2356+00 LB5370 -2.5718+99 6.2600+00 LB53?0 
167 4.172@+00 2.71000-01 LI53?! -8.7548-61 5.8506-01 L153?1 
168 2.8948+00 6.2350+00 LB5310 -3.1976+00 6.26100+06 LB5370 
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TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IH SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & G'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
I'IAXIMUI'i IUNI"UI'I 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME flUtiNO VALUE TUIE RUNNO 
169 1.2942+00 1. 6000-01 LBS372 -1.3205+00 2.3000-01 LBS372 
170 2.2187+00 6.1450+00 LB5370 -2.1762+90 6.2950+00 LB5370 
171 4.2771+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -7.0971-01 6.4500-01 LB5371 
172 1.0998+00 1.5500-01 LII5372 -1.1506+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
173 2.0523+00 6.2400+00 LB5370 -2.3008+00 6.2600+00 LBS370 
174 4.4731+00 2.6500-01 LB5372 -1.0697+00 5.7500-01 LB5372 
175 1.7551+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.8157+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
176 4.1424+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -8.5332-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 
177 1.7126+09 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.6439+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
178 1.8148+00 3.5500-01 LBS371 -1.7953+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
179 7.7573-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 -6.3395-01 1.0900+90 LB5371 
180 4.5436+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -9.5300-01 6.2600+00 LB5370 
181 1.7256+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.8550+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
182 7.7579-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 -6.3326-01 1.0900+00 LBS371 
183 4.5593+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -9.2549-01 5.8500-01 LB537! 
184 1.8371+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.7766+00 3.2000-~1 LB5371 
185 8.5809-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 -7.9509-01 1.0900+~0 LB53?! 
18S 4.8327+00 2.7000-01 LB537! -9.4695-01 6.2600+00 LB5370 
187 1.5726+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.7634+00 4.6000-01 LB53?1 
188 2.4768+00 6.1300+00 LB5370 -2.5367+00 6.1550+00 LB5370 
189 1.2264+00 5.9000-01 LB5372 -1.2869+00 2.3000-01 LB5373 
190 1.4611+00 6.1300+00 LB5370 -1.5072+00 6.1500+00 LB5370 
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TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COM~OSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 LBS3?! LB5372 U5373 LIS374 
MAXIMUM 1'1 INIi'lUt"I 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RutmO VALUE TIf'lE RUliNO 
193 1.3112+00 3.5500-01 L153?1 -1.5374+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 
194 1.1984+00 1.5500-01 LBS3?2 -1.4465+00 4.6009-01 LB53?! 
195 2.2922+00 6.1250+90 LB53?0 -2.2919+00 6.1500+00 Li53?0 
196 4.3066+010 2.?000-01 US371 -8.6795-01 5.9000-01 LB5311 
197 1.2403+00 5.9000-01 U5372 -1.2917+09 2.3000-01 LB53?3 
198 i:!.4046+00 6.1750+00 LBS370 -2.5724+00 6.1500+00 LB53?0 00 
"1'I;U 199 4.2532+00 2.?000-01 LB5371 -9.5778-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 
-0£5 200 1.4126+00 5.9000-01 LB5372 -1.2483+00 2.3500-01 LB5373 0-
0 2 201 2.8427+00 6.1~S0+00 LB53?0 -2.9383+90 6.1500+00 LB53?0 ;o~ C!02 1.7341+00 3.5500-01 LB53?1 -1.7097+00 3.2000-91 LB53?1 
.0"'0 203 6.3837--01 2.6500-01 LB53?3 -6.0750-01 6.3500-01 LB53?1 Cl;o 
20.1j 3.7132+00 2.G50e··01 LB53?! -S.83i3-01 5.8500-01 LI53?! l"G> oM 205 1.5492+00 3.6e~0-01 LB53?1 -1.5328+00 4.6000-01 LB53?1 :lm 296 9.18115-01 6.2350+00 LB53?0 -9.4769-01 6.2550+00 U53?0 
207 3.6695+00 2.6500-01 LBS3?! -4. 432iHU 5.8000-01 LB53?2 
208 1.6942+00 3.5500-01 LB53?1 -1.8634+00 4.6000-01 LB53?1 
209 6.0990-01 2.6500-01 L153?3 -6.1346-01 6.3000-01 LBS371 
210 3.6847+00 2.6500-01 LBS3?1 -?3241-001 5.8500-01 LBS3?1 
211 1.4955+00 3.6000-01 LOS3?! -1.7211+00 4.6000-01 LB53?! 
212 9.8459-01 6.1750+00 LBS3?0 -1.0122+00 6.1500+00 LB53?0 
213 3.6353+00 2.6500-01 LBS371 -5.9374-01 5.8500-01 LB53?1 
214 1.6220+00 3.6000-01 LI5371 -1.5332+00 4.5500-01 LB5371 
21S 2.113?+00 6,2350+00 LBS3?0 -2.2563+00 6.2600+00 LB53?0 
216 3.7855+00 2.6500-01 LB5371 -5.4313-01 5.9500-01 t85372 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUADERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LB5370 L0537! LB5372 LB5373 L153?4 
I'IAXI I'IUI'I I'lINI I'IUr1 ROl.! 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUN NO 
21? 1.0992-02 5.5500-81 LB5371 
-1.0124-62 5.1500-0i L053?1 2i8 2.1950-02 6.2000-01 L853?1 
-2.1244-02 3.1000-01 L153?1 219 1.4624+00 3.6000-01 LIS37! -1.6485+00 4.5500-01 L053?1 220 1.99404+00 6.1750+00 LB5310 -2.0820+00 6.1500+00 LB5370 221 3.83<10+00 2.6000-01 LB5371 
-4.6188-01 5.9000-01 LB5372 222 1.19";29-02 6.0800+00 LB5370 
-1.2238-02 2.6500-81 LB537! 223 2.0527-92 3.1500-01 LB53?1 
-2.1659-02 2.8080-01 LIS37! 2ill4 1.7771+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 
-1.8220+00 4.6000-01 LBS3?1 225 6.9502-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 
-5.8988-01 6.3500-01 LB5371 226 4.0144+00 2.71300-01 LB53"1'i 
-8.4737-01 5.8500-01 LB53?1 22? 1.0704+00 6.2350+00 LB53?0 
-1.1269+00 6.2600+00 LB5370 228 3.8553+00 2.6500-01 LB!'3?1 
-5.1494-01 5.8000-01 LBS3?2 229 1.7975+00 3.5500-01 LBS37! 
-1.7767+190 3.2000-01 LB537! 230 ?6930-01 2.6500-01 LB53?3 -6.1237-01 6.3500-01 LB537! 231 3.9526+00 2.7000-01 tB5371 -7.0233-01 5.7500-01 LB5372 232 1.7353+00 3.5500-01 LB53?1 
-1.8548+00 4.6000-01 LB537! 233 6.7370-01 2.165130-01 LB5373 
-6.949EH1l1 6.3000-131 LB537! 234 3.9699+00 2.7090-01 LB53?! -8.7109-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 235 9.5977-01 6.5750+00 LB5370 
-1.0398+00 6.9500-01 LB537! 236 3.8751+00 2.6500-01 LE53?! 
-6.4598-01 5.8500-01 LB537! 237 1.6607+09 3.6000-01 LB53?! -1.60?0+00 4.6000-01 LBS371 238 1.3897+00 6.2400+00 LB5370 -1.5530+00 6.2600+00 LB5370 C!39 4.5102+00 2.6500-01 LB53?l -7.0898-91 5.9500-01 LB5372 240 1.7798+00 3.5500-01 LBS3?! -1.7520+00 3.2000-~1 LB537! 
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~ TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
"" 
'" COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMAR V 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IH.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I r' 
LBS370 LBS371 LBS372 LB5373 LBS374 
I'IAXI I'lUi'I MINII'IUI1 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TUII:: RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
241 9. 866cHH 2.6500-01 LB5373 -7.7741-01 6.3500-01 LBS371 
242 4.8162+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -9. 14e6-01 6.2600+00 LB5370 
243 1.7720+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.8131+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
244 9.2476-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 -7.8231-01 6.3500-01 LBS37! 
245 4.9907+00 2.7000-01 tB5371 -1.1355+00 6.2600+00 LB5370 00 246 1. 7159+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.8396+00 4.6000-01 LBS37! "":0 
247 8.7963-01 2.6500-01 LB5373 -8.4932-01 6.9500-01 LB5371 1')Q 0-248 4.8767+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -9.6991-01 5.8000-01 tB5371 O~ 249 1.5405+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.7341'00 4.6000-01 LB537! :0 r-
250 1.3136+00 6.6000-01 LBS371 -1. 4913+"10 6.9500-01 LB5371 .0"0 
251 4.6197+00 2.6500-01 tB53?1 -7.4659-~1 5.8500-01 LB5372 c:'" ~~ 252 1.5074+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.4289+00 2.6000-01 LBS3?1 
:!-253 2.8357+00 6.2400+00 LB5370 -3.0663+00 6.2600+00 LB5370 t11 
254 1.3408-01 3.1500-01 LB5371 -1.3023-01 2.7000-01 LBS372 
255 1.3039-02 6.2900+00 LB5370 -1.2694-02 6.l150+00 LB5370 
ass 1.6132+09 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.5142+00 4.5500-01 LB5371 
257 2.8'324+00 6.2400+00 lB5370 -3.0631+00 6.2600+00 LB5370 
258 4.3533+00 2.G001iHU LB5371 -8.Se!34-01 6.0000-01 LBS372 
259 1.5878+00 3.6000-01 LOS371 -1.4860+00 4.5509-01 LOS371 
260 2.9526+09 6.2409+010 LB5379 -3.1550+09 6.2600+00 LOS370 
261 "l.6575+90 2.6500-01 LB5371 -9.6937-01 6.0000-01 L05372 
262 1.5548+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.4619+00 4.5500-01 LB53?1 
aS3 2.0058+00 6.1500+90 LB5370 -1.9436+00 6.a609+00 LB5370 
264 3.5314+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -4.4055-01 6.0000-91 LB5372 





























TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-MIN SU~MARV 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING TH!S TABLE' 
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"" 00 TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-~IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 U53?! L85372 LB5373 U53? .. 
MAXII"IUI'I 1'I1NII"lUf'I 
ROl.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TInE RliNNO 
aS9 1.2777+09 6.6500-01 L85371 -1.4461+100 6.9500-0t LB5~71 
290 4.9942+00 2.7000-01 L85371 -9. 0341H:'I1 5.S000-01 LB5371 
L a91 1.5322+100 3.6000-01 L85371 -1.7314+00 4.60100-01 L85371 a9a 1.41089+00 3.6096-01 L85371 -1.5916+00 4.5506-01 LB5371 00 
r.} 293 2.1953+60 6.1750+010 L85370 -2.2569+90 6.150~+00 LB5370 "TI;?l 294 3.60105+00 2.5006-01 L85371 -4.1047-91 5.9600-01 LB5371 "0(;) I. 295 1.5363+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.7313+00 4.60010-01 L85371 o~ o -1 ~ a9S 1.-4455+00 6.6000-01 1.B5371 -1.6620+60 6.9500-01 L85371 :;op ; 1. 
i~ 297 5.0045+00 2.6500-01 L85371 -8.5637-01 5.9000-01 LB5372 10 '·~tl 298 1.4129+00 3.6000-91 L85371 -1.6085+00 4.5500-01 LB5371 c: ".' 
f ' 
299 2.8918+00 S.600G-01 L8S37! -3.1453+00 6.9000-01 LB5371 ?;..-; ~ .. ~ 1 • = ~ 300 4.S541+00 2.6500-01 1.B5371 -S.7195-91 5.9500-01 LB5372 :7i .. ~n 301 1.4326+90 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.6339+90 4.5500-01 LB5371 ~.~. <~ 302 2.8466+00 6.6000-01 LB5371 -3.0504+00 6.9000-01 LB5371 I,' 303 4.4991+00 2.6000-01 tB537! -7.6441-01 5.9500-01 LB5372 304 1.2230+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -1.5613+00 4.5500-01 LB5371 
I " 305 2.8531+00 6.6000-01 LB5371 -3.0569+010 609000-01 LB5371 , . 
1·\ 306 1.334"1-01 2.8000-01 L85371 -L3530-0t 3.1500-01 LB5371 
! ~ 307 1.1117-02 3.1500-01 tBS371 -1.256"1-02 8.1000-01 LB5371 I 
I' 308 4.5439+180 2.7000-01 L85371 -1.1219+00 6.5300+00 LB5370 '~ , 
I ' 
309 4.6704+00 2.7000-01 tB537! -7.8622-01 6.5500-01 L8537! 
, 310 1.2327+00 5.7000-01 LB5372 -1.3639+00 5.0500-01 L85373 ; 
I: 
311 4.2342+00 2.6500-01 L85372 -1.0251+00 5.8500-01 tB5371 
3i2 6.2803-01 2.7009-91 L85373 -4.590S-01 6.9500-01 1.B5371 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"!N SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLEs LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537<4 
JIIAXIMUI'! I"IINII'tUI'I ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMDER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
313 1.4345+00 5.8500-01 LB5372 -1.4601+00 2.3000-01 LD5373 314 4.2533+00 2.6500-01 LB5372 -1.1485+00 S.8500-0! LB537! 315 4.2792+00 3.8500-01 LB5371 -4.6667+00 3.5000-01 LB537! 316 6.9713+00 1.0350+00 LBS37! 
-6.8208+00 1.0650+00 LB5371 3i7 1.2252+01 6.4450+00 LBS370 -1.0422+01 6.4650+00 LB5370 318 1.8627+01 6.4000+00 LBS370 -1.8877+01 6.4200+00 LB5370 319 8.4S1:!8+00 6.3950+00 LB5370 
-7.2-i23+00 6.4200+00 LB5370 320 9.6510+00 6.4200+00 LBS370 -7.9051+00 6.3550+00 LB5370 321 1.8626+01 6.4000+00 ~BS370 -1.8876+01 6.4200+00 LB5370 322 1.4268+01 6.4200+00 LB5370 -1.2795+01 6.4000+00 LB5370 323 1.2060+01 6.4000+00 LBS370 -1.1119+01 6.37 50+00 LB5370 324 1.8862+00 3.9090-01 LBS371 -1.3525+00 4.9000-01 LB537i 325 2.1782+010 3.9000-91 LBS37! -1.4878+00 7.5000-01 LB537i 32S 2.1344+00 3.9000-01 LIS37! 
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TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMI'IARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LD5310 U537! LB5312 LB5373 U5374 
MAXIMUM IUNII'lUI'I ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------NUNBER VALUE TInE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
337 2.2082+00 3.9000-01 LI5371 -1.6709+00 2.3000-01 LB5373 338 9.5492-01 3.3500-01 LB5373 -4.4990-01 6.3000-01 LB5373 339 3.i999+00 3.9500-01 LB5371 -2.8117+00 ".3000-01 LBS37! 3-40 6.9124-01 3.3500-01 LB5373 -5.2531-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 341 4.5393+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -1.0283+00 5.9000-01 LB5371 342 3.0560+00 3.9500-01 LB5371 -2.2127+00 4.3000-01 LB5371 343 8.0049-01 3.3500-01 LB5313 -6.6171-(U 6.5800+00 LB5370 344 ... 7050+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -9.5145-01 6 .... 500-01 LB5371 00 345 3.6612+00 3.9500-01 LI5371 -2.8935+00 4.31000-01 LB5371 "::0 348 5.7205-01 2.7500-01 LB5373 -4.7090-EU 6.5050+00 LB5370 ""tiC; 347 ..... 332+00 2.65018-01 LB5372 -1.2406+00 5.9000-01 LB5371 0-02: 348 1.9790+00 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.6382+00 2.3000-01 LB5373 ::oF! 349 4.9535-01 6.5600+00 LB5370 -5.818-4-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 O'tJ 350 4.3003+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -1.1071+00 5.8500-01 LI5371 c:,.. 
'" C) 351 1.98£!9+00 3.9000-01 LBS371 -1.6394+00 2.3000-01 LB5373 r r."j 352 5.61308-01 4.4000-01 LB~3?3 -5.3622-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 ~ •• r ;:,u 353 4.3356+00 2.1000-01 LBS371 -1.0050+00 5.9~00-01 LB53?1 354 2.0581+00 3.9500-01 t~5371 -1.5558+00 5.0500-01 LB5373 355 5.0298-01 6.5600+00 LB5370 -5.9502-01 S.5800+00 LB5370 356 4.2583+00 2.7000-01 LIS371 -1.0901+00 5.9000-01 LB53?1 357 2.0597+913 3.95~0-01 LB5371 -1.5564+00 5.0500-01 LB5373 358 5.6714-01 4.4000-01 LB5373 -5.4037-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 359 4.4023+00 2.7000-01 LB53?1 -9.2665-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 360 3,6518+00 3.9500-01 LB5311 
-2.990"+00 ".3000-81 LB5311 
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TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
co"rOSITE "AX-MIN SUMM~RV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACC~LS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LB53?0 U53?1 LB53?2 LB53?3 LB537 .. 
I'1AXIMUA MINIMUM 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
361 1.12101+96 6.5196+00 LB5370 -1.9642+09 6.5396+610 LB5379 
362 ".7571+109 2.7998-91 LB5371 -9.2211-91 6.5999-91 LB5371 
363 3.6598+86 3.95610-01 LI5371 -3.9998+96 ".39100-91 LB5371 
36 .. 1.7376+69 6.5559+96 LB5379 -1.7"96+69 6.5399+06 LB537e 
365 5.8867+09 2.?599-91 LBS371 -1.7919+99 6.5609-91 LB5371 
366 1.9869+69 3.96910-91 LBS371 -1.7378+99 2.3999-01 LB5373 
367 9.7768-CH 3.3999-81 LB5373 -".8389-91 8.2599-91 LB5371 
368 3.9939+99 3.9500-01 LB5371 -2.2656+88 ".3999-91 LB5371 
369 1.24017+98 3.3599-91 LB5373 -1.1165+99 6.5399+96 LB5370 
379 5.2622+99 2.7999-91 LB5371 -1.2971+910 6."599-91 LB5371 
371 2.9615+99 3.95910-91 LB537! -1.5571+99 5.95109-91 LB5373 
372 6.5394-91 ..... 999-61 LB5373 -4.9"77-91 6.5866+69 LB5379 
373 4."699+09 2.7990-91 LB5371 -9.7156-01 6.53610+69 LB5376 
374 1.9852+69 3.9990-61 LB5371 -1.6491+69 2.3999-61 LB5373 
375 6.5"52-61 4.4999-91 LI5373 -4.9225-91 6.5899+99 LB5379 
376 4.3865+610 2.7999-91 LBS371 -9.3922-91 5.9999-91 LBS371 
377 2.9199+99 3.9999-91 LBS371 -1.3853+99 7.5999-91 LBS371 
378 5.6788-101 4."9109-91 LB5373 -5.378"1-101 6.5899+99 LB5379 
379 4.9233+010 2.75910-91 LB5371 -1.1555+99 6.59910-91 LB5371 
389 2.6981-92 1.2359+910 LI5371 -2.7529-92 6.53510+109 LB5379 
381 3.1096"-92 3.2599-91 LB5372 -3.9695-92 3.15910-91 LB5371 
382 1.8198-92 2.7599-91 LB5373 -1.7"87-102 3.3999-91 LB537 .. 
383 1.9872+99 3.9999-101 LB5371 -1.6~96+90 2.3999-91 LB5~7~ 
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TABLE LAN 1F (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSlfE AAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 




























































































































































TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE PlAX-MIN SUPIMARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLEI LB53?0 LB53?1 LB53?2 LB53?3 LB537 .. 
MAXlPiUM I'll N I PlUI'I ROI.I 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER V~LUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
.. 09 5.0988+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.1900+00 6.5000-01 LB5371 .. 10 2.0194+00 3.9000-01 LBS371 
-1.3856+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 .. 11 6.5433-01 ".4000-01 LB5373 -4.9338-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 412 5.1878+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 
-1.1855+00 6.5000-01 LB5371 413 2.0253+00 3.9000-01 LB5371 
-1.3976+00 2.0500-01 LBS371 41-4 7.9979-01 3.3000-01 LBS373 -4.3980-01 6.5800+00 LB5370 .. 15 5."015+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.21-43, )0 6.5000-01 LB53?1 416 2.0201+90 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.3861+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 417 8.0022-01 3.3000-01 LB5373 
-4."073-01 6.5800t00 LB5370 418 5.5(U8+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2217+00 6.5000-01 lBS371 419 1.9849+00 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.3684+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 420 1.24""+00 3.3000-01 LBS373 
-7.3012-01 3.8000-01 LB5374 421 6.3201+00 2.7500-01 lB5371 
-1."892+00 6."500-01 LB5371 422 2.3646+00 3.2000-01 LBS372 -2.1603+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 423 1.3796+00 6.5300+00 LB5370 -1.3989+00 6.5100+00 LB5370 424 6.4077+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.5685+00 3.1500-01 LB537! 425 2.1-488+00 5.7000-01 LB5372 
-2.0153+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 426 1.3852+00 6.5300+00 LB5370 
-1."040+00 6.5100+00 LD5370 
-427 6.148"+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -1.5376+00 6."000-01 LB5371 428 6.9541+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2879+00 6.5000-'01 LB5371 429 1.9091+00 3.9000-01 LB537! 
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TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMAR V ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. CG'S & G'S/IN.l FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'tBERS HAIlE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'tING THIS TABLE: LB5379 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537~ 
I'tAXIMUI't MINII'1UI'I ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIAE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
~33 ~.6853+90 2.6500-01 LB5372 -1.5878+00 5.8500-01 LB537! ·43~ 2.11~5+00 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.7519+00 ~.850e-01 LB537! "i35 !.45~1+e0 2.8500-01 LB5373 -1.1929+00 1.2350+100 LB5371 436 5.9519+010 2.71000-01 LB5372 -a. 7173+010 5.85100-101 U5371 ~3'7 1.9~94+e8 3.90010-01 LB537! -1.4034+00 4.9009-01 LB537! 438 2.~259+08 2.6580-01 LB5372 -9.3803-81 5.8508-81 LB5371 439 1.51110+810 5.851010-01 LB537! . -4.3509+00 2.7000-101 LB5372 4410 2.3664+1010 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.9736+00 4.8598-01 LI5371 441 2.1184+00 5.751010-101 LB5372 -1.7560+00 4.8500-01 LB5371 4<12 1.10634+00 4.40010-01 LB5373 -1.0330+010 4.35010-101 lB5371 
.... 3 5.948"+100 2.7508-01 LI5371 -1.2864+08 6.5008-01 lB5371 444 1.9749+810 3.9101010-101 LB537! -1.5282+90 2.3500-01 LB5373 445 1.0'146+00 3.3900-01 LB5373 -5.9607-01 8.3000-01 LB5371 446 5.9294+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2758+00 6.5000-01 LB5371 447 1.7886+00 6.5100+00 LB537e -1.7864+00 6.5300+00 LB537e 448 2.4332+1010 5.7509-01 LB5372 
-2.16"8+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 449 1.2823+00 6.5000-01 LI5371 -5.9400+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 450 9.9"62-01 3.3000-101 LB5373 -5.5471-01 8.301010-101 LB5371 451 1.990"+100 3.9000-01 LB537! -1.49101+00 4.91000-101 LB5371 ~52 2.7748+010 5.8500-01 LB5371 -6.0156+109 2.710010-01 LB5372 453 1.4855+90 2.8590-01 LB5373 -1.1775+100 1.2350+010 LB5371 454 2.1151+00 5.7500-101 lB5372 -1.7523+09 ".851010-01 L55371 455 5.857<4+100 2.7000-01 lBS371 -1 ..... 85+1010 6."10010-01 LB5371 456 1.9818+100 5.70100-01 LB5372 -1.7065+00 ... 85010-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUIHG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB53?4 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUI"I ROU 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII"IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUHNO 
457 1.1273+60 4.4000-01 LB5373 -9.0045-01 6.5050+00 LB5370 458 5.9751+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -1.4381+00 6.4500-01 LB537! 459 1.6810+00 6.7550+00 LB5370 -1.6807+00 1.2350+00 LB5371 460 4.7522+00 2.7000-01 LB5372 -1.7272+00 5.8500-01 LB5371 461 2.0016+00 5.7000-01 LB5372 -1.7246+00 4.8500-01 LB5371 462 1.9606+00 5.6500-01 LB5372 -1.8746+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 463 1.9281+00 5.7000-01 LB5372 -1. 7731+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 464 9.6839-01 4.4000-01 LB5373 -1.0214+00 8.3500-01 LB5371 465 5.1243+00 2.7000-01 LB537! -1.1770+00 6.5000-01 LB5371 466 1.9303+00 5.6500-01 LB5372 -1.7758+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 467 3.0396+00 6.7550+00 LB5370 -2 • 995e+(~0 6.7800+00 LB5370 468 5.6709+00 2.7000-01 LB5372 -2.6969+00 5.9000-01 LBS371 469 1.9313+00 5.6500-01 LBS372 -1.7769+00 4.8000-01 LI5371 470 6.0420+00 6.7550+00 LD5370 
-5.9863+00 6.7800+00 LB5370 471 7.6981+00 2.7600-01 LD5372 -4.7198+00 5.9000-01 LDS371 472 2.4376+00 5.7000-01 LB53?2 -2.3981+00 4.8000-01 LI5371 4?3 2.6054+00 6.5350+00 LBS370 -2.6109+00 6.5100+00 LB5370 474 5.1876+00 2.7000-01 LB53?1 -1.1883+00 6.4500-01 LB53?1 Jl75 1.9527+00 5.6500-01 LB5372 -1.7992+00 4.8000-01 LB5371 
.. 76 1.0369+00 8.7000-01 LB53?! -1.0785+00 1.2350+00 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE~ 
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TABLE tAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (Q'S & G'S/IN.> FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLES 
LB5370 U5371 LB5372 LB5373 U5374 
I'IAXI I'1Ui'I I'IINII'IUI'I 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
505 3.5298+00 3.9500-01 1.B5371 -2.6893+09 3.5500-01 1.B5371 
506 1.8335+00 3.3500-01 LB5373 -1.2242+00 3.8509-01 LB5374 
507 6.0619+010 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2853+00 6.4506-01 L85371 
508 2.9408+00 3.9000-01 1.B5371 -2.0934+00 3.5500-01 1.B5371 
509 1.2034+00 3.3500-01 1.B5373 -6.4952-01 6.5800+00 tB5370 
510 5.2489+00 2.7500-01 tB5371 -1.0672+00 6.5000-01 1.B5371 00 511 1. 8126~'00 3.5500-01 t85371 -1.9086+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 ""::0 
512 6.1978-01 5.2000-01 tB5371 -6.3491-01 4.8000-01 tB5371 1I r:5 
513 4.9880+010 2.4000-01 tB5371 -5.9573-01 6.6500-01 1.B5371 c~ ;:; 
SiAl 1.7548+00 3.6000-01 1.B5371 -1.8084+00 4.6000-01 1.B5371 ( : c.' {--
SIS 6.2318-01 5.9000-01 1.B5371 -6.5645-01 6.2500-01 1.B5371 , ' . 516 5.1040+00 2.4000-01 1.B5371 -4.9621-91 8.2590-91 1.B5371 
517 1.8609+90 3.5500-01 1.85371 -1.8534+09 3.2000-91 1.B5371 
518 6.29H-01 5.9090-01 U5371 -6.6873-01 6.2500-01 LB5371 
519 "1.8781+00 2.4000-01 tB5371 -4.3790-01 3."1500-01 tBS371 
520 1.7486+00 3.5500-01 tB5371 -1.8061+00 4.6000-01 LBS371 
S21 6.6254-01 2.6500-01 1.B53?3 -6.2043-81 6.3000-01 LB5371 
522 3.7381+00 2.5000-01 LBS3?! -6.6626-01 5.8500-01 L85371 
523 1.7669+00 3.2500-01 LB5371 -1.7995+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 
524 7.0153-01 6.2950+00 1.B5370 -7.5055-01 2.7000-01 LB5373 
525 3.8129-1-60 2.4500-61 L85371 -4.2950-01 5.7500-el LB5372 
sas 1.7689+06 3.2500-01 1.B5371 -1.8019+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 
527 5.0380-01 1.0300+00 LB5371 -5.6500-01 3.6500-01 1.B5374 
5a8 4.6387+00 a.4000-01 1.B5371 -5.aI04-01 6.1250+00 L85370 
~ 






TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLGWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD BAV 
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TABLE LAN IF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAV 
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TABLE LAN iF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SU"~ARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAV 
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; COMPOSITE MAX-AIM SUMMARV j ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCEtS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAV 
, 
! THE FOLLO~ING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs I e 
! US3?0 LBS37:l LBS3?2 LBS373 US3?"! 
I 
I I'IAXIrIUM IUNli'lUM 
• ROLl , --------------------------- ---------------------------I I NUMBER !JAW::: TII'lE RUNNO UP.l! :c: TIPlE RUNNO ! 
I' ! 625 8.67St-03 6.2750+00 LB5370 -9.7001-03 5.1500-01 LB5371 
, , 626 3.8738-02 6.2000-01 LB5371 -3.5070-02 5.9000-01 LB5371 
: : 627 2.1771+00 9.0500-01 LBS37! -2.2107+00 6.3700+00 lB5370 62S 1.41576+00 6.6000-01 LB537! -1.4945+00 7.0000-01 LB5371 
629 4.7927+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.5762+00 6.1200~~0 LBS370 
630 1.8916+00 2.RS00-91 LB5371 -2.3768+00 6.2750+00 LB5370 
J 
G31 5.6499-01 6.6000-01 LB5371 -7.6341-01 7.0000-01 LB537! 00 632 4.9072+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -6.3252-01 6.1250+00 LB5370 ~" 
633 2.13866+00 2.6500-01 LB537! -2.1888+00 6.2750+00 LB5370 ""iii 
834 8.0686-01 6.6000-01 LB537! -9.6175-01 7.0000-01 LB5371 O;z 0;::. 635 4.9075+00 2.4000-01 LB53?! -6.2992-01 6.1250+00 LB5370 ;Or'" 
636 1.9898+00 2.6500-01 LB537! -2.2861+00 6.2750+00 LB5370 .0-0 
S37 1.0038+010 6.6009-01 LB5371 -1.1243+00 7.0600-101 LB53?! c:;o. :l>' I:, 
638 ~.8343+00 2.4900-101 LB53?1 -1.1239+09 6.12010+1010 LB5370 ,... 1'1 -, 
639 1.51038+09 6.3900+00 LB5370 -L3737+eIU 2.79010-101 LB53?1 '"1 ,-. <&~ 
649 3.'1593+100 2.3500-91 Li5371 -2.7617-101 6.100100-01 LB5371 
641 1.7256+1010 6.2690+90 LB5370 -1.3883+00 2.70910-01 LB53?1 
642 3.:3549+09 2.3090-01 LB5371 -9.9672-92 5.00910-01 LB5371 
643 4.6923+99 2.55109-01 US371 -1.8703+010 6.21000-91 LB537! 
644 7.0584-01 2.5599-01 LB5373 -4.12109-01 6.3500-91 LB5371 
645 4.7955+00 2.5500-91 LB5371 -1.8845+69 6.2590-91 LB5371 
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TABLE LTF 1A 
CO"POSITE "AX-nIH SUAnARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G·S~IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NunBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEr 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LACS37 LAeS38 LAC939 LAC940 
LACS4! LAC942 LAC943 LAHS33 LAMS3.. LAH935 LAH936 LAH93? 









































































---------------------------VALUE TII'lE RUNNO 
-3.3436+00 6.8450+09 LACS37 
-1.2364+00 6.5280+80 LAC948 
-3.3087+90 6.8500+89 LAC940 
-1.2881+00 6.5290+00 LAC9"'8 
-2.4458+00 7.6250+00 LAC949 
-5.1131+88 6.8480+90 LAC939 
-1.3538+88 6.5209+00 LAC948 
-2.6080+08 7.6250+00 LAC940 
-3.3639+00 6.8450+80 LAC937 
-1.4092+00 6.5200+90 lAC940 
-2.7370+00 7.6250+08 LAC940 
-2.2797+08 7.6258+88 LRC940 
-5.2195+90 6.7958+80 LRC942 
-2.2353+00 8.280e+80 LAH935 
-2.3781+00 7.&208+00 LAC948 
-5.3454+00 6.7958+8e LAC942 
-2.352e+88 8.2888+00 LAH935 
-2.6396+00 7.6258+ee LAC940 
-2.6516+00 7.6258+88 LAC948 
-4.7623+00 6.7950+88 LAH942 
-1.5899+08 8.2880+80 LAH935 
-4.9798+08 6.7958+08 LAC942 
....... ""._ ..IIN'P 11f'!lI11EItl IE\!:! =-:a 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COP'lPOSITE MAX-RIH SU""ARV 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S & G'$/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NURDERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORHING THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACS36 LAC93? LAC938 LAC939 LAC94e 
LACS"1 LAC942 LAC943 LAHSl33 LAHSl4 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 











































































VALUE TII'IE RUHHO 
-1.7646+00 8.2800+00 LAH935 
-S.02aS+0e 6.79S8+00 LAC942 
-1.5661+0e 8.2800+00 LAH935 
-S.2418+00 6.80ee+0e LAC942 
-1.8201+00 8.2800+00 lAH93S 
-5.2186+00 6.7950+00 LAC942 
-2.2609+00 8.2883+00 LAH93S 
-2.5817+00 7.6250+00 lAC940 
-S.2a43+00 6.7950+00 LAC942 
-2.2898+00 8.2880+00 lAH935 
-2.7354+00 7.6250+00 LACS4e 
-3.1792+00 6.7950+80 LAH942 
-1.0484+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
-5.S269+00 6.7758+00 LAC939 
-3.6682+00 6.79S0+00 LAC942 
-1.0663+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
-2.8302+00 6.8400+00 LAC940 
-3.0687+00 6.7958+00 LAC942 
-1.0781+08 7.88S0+00 LAH935 
-7.9804+08 6.8400+00 LAC940 
-3.a30S+00 6.7950+08 L~C942 
-1.0594+00 7.8850+80 LAH935 
!O-." • ~, 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COI'lPOSITE !'lAX-"IN SUMMARY ASTR~-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (O'S & G'S'IN.) AFT BAY 
FOLLOYING RUN NU"DERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED LAC933 LACS34 LACg35 LACg36 LAC937 LACS41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 
PlAXI PlUI'l 
IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEr 































































6.7659+00 LACS"0 6.6290+00 LAC940 6.7a00+00 LACS40 6.7650+00 LACS"0 6.5990+90 LAC934 





































6."850+00 LAC9 .. & 6.1690+00 LAC9 .. 2 
6.8"50+09 LAC94e 6.4850+00 LAC940 6.7609+00 LAC942 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-AIN SUMMARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUftBERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 LAC9~1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 


































































7.5~00+00 LAC9~0 6.7650+00 LAC9~8 6.5700+00 LAC935 
7.5400+00 LAC9~0 6.7650+80 LAC9~0 6.7750+80 LAC9~2 
I'lINI"Uft 







































6.8~50+00 LAC948 6.4850+08 LAC948 6.7680+80 LAC942 
6.8458+00 LAC948 6.4850+88 LACS48 
7.6388+88 LAC9~e 6.8458+88 ~AC9~8 6.4850+00 LAC948 
00 
"':1:1 
.,,15 Oz 0"" ;:0.-
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-nIH SU""ARY 
ASTRO-1 G~IDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S, G'S/IH.) AFT lAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"IERS HAVE ~EEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LAe934 LAC935 LACS36 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAMS"0 LAMS41 LAH942 LAH943 
"AXI"UP. "INI"U" ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------HUffiER VALUE TInE RUNNO VALUE TInE RUHHO 
89 1.9363+08 7.5400+00 LAC940 -1.8919+00 6.6500+00 LAC939 
90 1.9662-61 6.7650+00 LAC940 -3.1829+00 6.8456+00 LAC940 
91 1.3618+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 -1.6488+00 6.4850+00 LAC940 
92 1.9213+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 -1.7606+00 7.6250+00 LAC940 
93 1.3F72-01 6.7653+00 LAC940 -3.0453+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 
94 9. 847iHU 6.495!iH80 LAC940 -1.0495+00 6.4800+00 LAC940 
95 1.8391+00 7.5400+00 LAC9"0 -1.5866+00 7.6250+00 LAC940 
96 2. 322C:HU 6.7650+09 LAC940 -2.9994+00 6.8350+0~ LAC939 
97 9.2081-01 7.9700+00 LAH935 -1.0152+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
98 2.0075+9& 7.5400+00 LAC9'l0 -2.0615+00 6.6500+00 LAC939 
99 1.3364-81 6.1650+00 LAC9"0 -3.0176+06 6.8450+90 LAC940 
108 9.6088-02 6.7858+00 LAC940 -3.0322+00 6.9350+00 LAC943 
101 9. 1882-GH 7.7208+00 LAC938 -9.9692-01 7.8800+00 LAH935 
102 2.0961+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 -2.1114+00 7.6250+00 LAC940 
103 9.6114-02 6.7S50+e0 LAC940 -3.8318+100 6.8350+00 LAC939 
104 7.2941-01 7.7250+00 LAC937 -7.8850"01 7.8850+00 LAH935 
105 1.8100+88 7.5400+06 LAC940 -1.5795+&~ ?2250+00 LAC940 
186 2.0138-01 6.7850+00 LAC940 -3.0666+00 6.9358+08 LAC943 
187 9.7943-02 6.7850+00 LAC940 -3.1049+88 6.8608+00 LAC940 
168 8.8788-01 7.7150+00 LACS38 -9.3929-01 1.8800+"'0 LAH935 
le9 1.9143+00 7.5409+00 LAC940 -1.9505+08 7.6258+00 LAC940 
U0 2.91368-02 6.7850+00 LAC948 -2.8947+80 6.9350+00 LAC943 
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'r,'/li))LE UF !A (CONTINUED) 
COMP~SITE MA~-"IN SUMMARY ASTRO-I GRIDPOINT ACCELS, (G'S & ~'S;IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC93S LACS36 LACS4! LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH949 LAH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs LAC937 LACS38 LAC939 LAC94e LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH942 LAHIiI43 
MAXIMUM 
"INIrlUI'I ROId -=~------------------------ ---------------------------NUI'UIER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
111 i'l.3893+e0 6.5850+90 LACS41 -2.3312+00 6.4959+99 LAC949 112 2.4569+9& 6.4959+00 LAC9 ... 9 -1.9163+09 6.4759+90 tAC939 113 5.8996-92 6.7850+00 LAC940 -2.9762+00 6.8559+00 LAC949 114 2.2997+00 6.5850+00 LACS4l -2.2905+00 6.4950+99 LAC940 115 1.8457+00 7.5350+00 LAC940 -1.8425+09 7.6250+00 LAC940 116 2.3921-91 6.5709+00 LAC939 -2.7918+00 6.6590+00 LAC941 117 5.1631+90 6.4859+00 LAC940 -4.8324+00 6.4950+00 LAC940 118 3.5645+00 6.495»+00 LAC940 -3.0711+00 6.4850+00 LAC940 119 6.0574-02 6.7859+00 LAC940 -3.9928+09 6.8550+00 LAC940 120 2.1538+08 6.4859+80 LAC949 -2.1545+00 6.4950+90 lAC940 121 1.7826+09 7.S359+e0 lAC940 -1.6841+00 7.6250+00 LAC940 122 5.1570-02 6.7850+09 LAC940 -2.8972+09 6.9350+00 LAC943 123 3.1180-02 6.7859+00 LAC940 -2.8981+99 6.8550+90 lAC940 124 2.3813+00 6.4850+00 LAC940 -2.3701+00 6.4959+80 LAC940 125 a.IS?1+99 6.4950+90 LAC940 -1.8281+99 6.4859+00 lAC940 126 4.67351+00 6.4890+90 LAC949 -4.4559+00 6.49S9+09 lAC940 127 1."812-0t 6.6600+99 LAC939 -1.8126-91 6.4759+00 LAC940 128 1.4Sat-It 6.5~e0+ee LACIiI49 -1.6785-01 6.5250+09 LACS40 la9 3.0005-01 6.5709+00 LAC939 -a.6a2s+eo 6.6560+00 LAC9 .. 1 130 1.6785+00 6.4880+00 LAC910 -4.4646+80 6.4950+00 LACS40 131 3.1912+00 6.4950+00 LACS10 -2.S535+00 6.4850+08 LAC940 132 2. 6115-(U 6.5700+00 LAC939 -2.1033+00 6.6500+00 LAC94! 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE I'IAX-AIN SUAAARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACS36 
LAC941 LACS42 LACS43 LAHS33 




LAHSI .. 2 
IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LAC938 LACS39 LACS .. 0 































































6.7850+00 LAC9 .. 0 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-HIH SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LAC94! LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LAeS37 LAC938 LAC939 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "A~-nIN SUn"ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
• 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUnBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEs LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAtSl38 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LACSl43 LAH!il33 LAHSl34 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH94! LAH942 LAH943 
nAXlnUPI PlUmtUFI ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUi'lBER VALUE TInE RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
177 1.4103-01 6.5400+00 LAC94e -3.0427+00 6.9350+90 LAC943 178 1.S824-01 6.78S9+00 LAC949 -3.e986+09 6.SS50+90 LAC948 00 179 9.4538-01 6.S899+80 LAe934 
-S.1898-81 7.6S58+0e LAH935 ":0 1S0 2.4693+ge 6.5550+0e LACSl40 -2.6653+00 6.5700+08 LAC940 ,Ii;; 181 1.4963-01 6.7709+00 LAC9 .. 8 -3.1537+90 6.8450+00 LAC9 .. 8 O 2 o;t> 182 9.4889-01 6.80ee+ee LACS3 .. -8.1776-01 7.6800+00 LAH935 ;:Or-183 2.6113+98 6.5550+00 LACS .. 0 -2.6208+00 6.5708+09 LACS4' .0" 1S4 2.8364-01 6.7858+98 LAC94' -3.1897+0e 6.8550+00 LAC940 C:;J-:t> C' 185 1.0968+00 6.8000+e0 LAC934 -9.7765-01 6.5880+08 LAC940 r: n; 186 2.6303+90 6.5559+00 LACS40 -2.6518+90 6.5780+00 LAC948 :c! ~1 187 3.4201-82 6.5488+09 LAC94e -3.1667+80 6.8450+00 LAC94e 188 4.9948+00 6.6408+00 LAC939 -4.2217+00 6.5500+0e LAC94e 189 4. HlS4-01 6.7650+00 LAC94e -3.1925+00 6.8450+08 LAC949 190 2.3731+00 6.7888+80 LAH934 -2.8835+08 6.6288+08 LAC939 191 1.6097+88 7.5358+80 LAC948 -1.5585+0e 6.8688+80 LAC94e 1!112 3.5996-81 6.7780+00 LAC94e -3.3275+0& 6.8450+90 LACS48 i93 2.4679-81 6.8658+e0 LAC936 -3.3226+80 6.8450+88 LAC948 194 2.4340-81 6.7658+98 LAC948 -3.8585+08 6.8598+89 LAC948 195 1.5014+00 6.7580+99 LAC942 -1.2888+08 6.6858+08 LAC934 196 1. 987S+80 7.5450+89 LACS4' -1.8288+08 7.2388+80 LACS4' 197 4.2112-01 6.7658+98 LAC948 -3.2068+98 6.8458+88 LACS4' 198 4.3516+0e 6.6488+98 LAC939 -4.6809+88 6.5588+88 LACS4e 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COI'1POSITE "AX-nIH SUn"ARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S l G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'1BERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LACS41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 












"A)(II'IUn I'll NII'1UI'I 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUHIER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
199 1.7668+00 7.5488+0e LACS40 -1.6336+00 7.2300+ee LAC940 
200 6.4977-81 6.7650+80 LAcs .. e -3.3443+00 6.8458+00 LAC948 
201 9.2924+00 6.5258+0& LAC940 -9.9406+00 6.5150+00 LAC940 
aea 1.9824-01 6.7850+00 tAC940 -3.0696+00 6.9359+00 LACS43 
203 6.430S-01 7.7250+08 LAC937 -6.7869-01 7.8100+00 tAC937 
204 1.6618+00 7.5350+00 LACS40 -1.7056+00 7.2250+00 LAC940 
205 5.4499-02 6.7850+00 tAC940 -2.9006+00 6.8550+00 tAC940 
ae6 9.9268-01 6.7750+00 LAH936 -1.0135+00 6.5000+00 tAC940 
207 1.5674+00 7.5359+00 LAC940 -1.6338+00 7.2a50+00 LAC948 
20S 1.2779-81 6.7650+88 LAC940 -3.0073+09 6.8350+00 LAC939 
209 6.1814-01 7.7258+00 LAC937 -6.7652-01 7.8100+08 tAC937 
210 1.7634·HI0 7.5480+00 LAC940 -1.5691+08 7.2300+80 LAC948 
211 1.1603-01 6.7658+00 LAC940 -2.9849+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 
212 1.1680+08 6.7450+00 LAH933 -1.0276+00 6.7050+ee LAC935 
213 1.7399+80 7.5480+08 LAC940 -1.4886+88 7.2300+08 LACS48 
2i4 1.61a0-01 6.5708+00 LACS39 -2.8607+00 6.6850+00 LAC939 
a15 2.1793+80 6.7650+00 LAC941 -2.1617+00 6.5180+00 LACS38 
216 1.8871+00 6.5600+80 LAC940 -1.6672+80 6.5456+00 LAC940 
217 2.2731-02 6.500e+e0 LAC940 -2.6154-02 6.4850+00 LAC940 
21S 6.5158-02 6.5250+08 LAC940 -6.9237-02 6.5180+00 L~C940 
219 6.7508-02 6.7650+00 LAC940 -3.0780+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED> 
COf'lPOSITE "AX-AIN SUI'II'IARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUf'lBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAIHG THIS TABLEr 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LACS4e 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH93S LAH939 LAH94e LAH941 LAH9"2 LAH943 
I'IAX I f'lUIt "'INH'IUn 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIltE RUNNO VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
221 1.6652+8e 6.4658+88 LAC949 -1.8679+e0 6.5799+00 LAC949 
222 2.1966-82 6.58ee+09 LAC949 -1.6773-92 6.4990+00 I.AC940 
223 7.9791-92 6.5190+09 LAC940 -7.5793-02 6.5256+00 LAC949 
22 .. 7.9093-92 6.7858+00 LAC940 -3.8 .... 7+60 6.9350+00 LAC943 
2a5 5.9205-01 7.5350+80 LAH93? -6.-4151-01 7.8180+08 LAC93? 
226 1.674iH80 7.1388+88 LAC949 -1.9358+88 6.5780+09 LAC940 
227 1.8S58+88 6.7750+88 LAC936 -9.5336-81 6.8450+90 LAH933 
228 1.6979+99 6.5808+0e LAC939 -1.6534+08 7.2250+09 LAC94' 
229 ~.8964-81 6.7850+88 LAC948 -3.0633+08 6.9350+09 LAC943 
230 6.0959-91 7.7256+99 LAC937 -6.3919-91 7.8190+09 LAC937 
231 1.6893+00 6.5899+88 LAC939 -1..8661+90 6.7859+99 LAC942 
232 8.5422-92 6.7659+90 LAC949 -a.9956+90 6.8450+90 LAC948 
233 5.7212-91 7.7258+88 LAC937 -6.3688-01 7.8188+80 LAC93? 
234 1.6S85+08 7.5358+88 LAC948 -1.8238+80 6.8689+90 LAC940 
235 1.2559+88 6.648e+88 LAH949 -1.1531+00 6.7055+90 LAC935 
236 1.6351+08 7.5~dO+08 LAC940 -1.7992+00 6.5780+90 LAC949 
837 7.7640-02 6.7850+00 LAC940 -2.9?06+90 6.9350+00 LAC943 
238 1.3615+90 6.6250+00 LAC949 -1.8171+00 6.7~00+ee LAC939 
239 8.3517+00 6.5890+00 LAC939 -2.'416+00 6.57514+89 ;.,I\C94e 
248 2.1634-91 6.7859+ge LAC94e -3.0517+00 6.~359+eO LAC~43 
241 8.5879-91 6.7550+00 LAC942 -7.3452-~:l 6.8800+00 LAH9~3 









































TAILE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COPIPOSITE "AX-PlIH SU"'"ARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFi BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUPIBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLE' LACSl33 LAC934 LAC935 LAClii36 LACY37 LAC938 LAC93S1 LAC940 LAC941 LAC9"'2 LACSI"'3 LAH933 LAH934 LAHSl35 LAH936 LAHSl37 LAH938 LAH939 LAH9"" LAH941 LAH942 LAH9"'3 
PlAXIf'iUJII Plli'fIPiUPI ROI.I 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUPIBER VALUE TIfiE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUfiNO 
243 8. 1981-ea 6.7850+00 LAC9 .. e -3.8867+00 6.9350+08 LACS43 2 .... 8.e478-CH 6.7550+80 LAC9 .. 2 -7.1839-01 6.8750+00 LAH9l .. 2 .. 5 3.0613+00 6.5558+80 tAC9 .. 0 -3.8548+00 6.5708+00 LAC9",e 246 9.6309-02 6.7650+00 LAC9 .. , 
-2.9716+00 6.8450+00 LAC94e 247 8.5438-01 6.6400+00 LAH939 -7.5118-(U 6.8550+00 LAH936 2"'S 3.(H93+00 6.5550+00 LAC9 .. 0 -2.9215+00 6.5700+00 LACS .. 0 249 1.0839-01 6.1650+00 LAC9 .. 0 
-3.0686+00 6.8450+00 LAC9 .. 0 250 1.S13S+00 6.5100+00 LAC94e -1.4352+08 6.7050+00 LAC935 251 2.6883+00 6.5550+90 LAC9 .. e -2.5586+08 6.57e0+00 LAC9",e 252 2.9301-01 6.5700+00 LAC939 -2.8133+00 6.6850+06 LAC939 253 3.2375+00 6.4780+08 LAC9 .. e 
-3.3"23+00 6.51ee+8e LAC9",e 254 1.8082-01 6.5108+00 LAC940 -1.65S5-(U 6.4700+60 LAC94e 255 3.33130-02 6.4100+90 LAC9 .. 0 -3.2214-92 6.4858+90 LAC940 256 3.3515-01 6.5358+00 LAC9 .. e -2.9493+00 6.6850+00 LAC939 257 3.2287+80 6."700+09 LAC940 -3.3324+00 S.5100+ee LAC940 258 2.1750+00 6.5800+00 LAC939 -1.9068+00 6.5750+00 LAC9 .. e 259 3.2"'20-01 6.5350+00 LAC940 -2.9475+00 6.6850+00 LAC939 268 3.7820+08 6.4700+00 LAC940 -3.5198+80 6.5100+00 LAC940 261 2.5604+00 6.5800+00 LAC939 -a.1211+00 6.575e+00 LAC9"0 262 1.8990-01 6.5700+00 LAC939 -2.7954+98 6.6850+00 LAC939 2S3 2.7923+00 6.4850+08 LAC940 -3.2321+00 6.50ee+ee LAC94e 264 1.8954+00 6.5600+00 LAC940 -1.9530+00 6.5450+98 LACS4. 
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TABLE LTF tA (CONTINUED) 
conpOSITE AAX-~IN SUAAARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS l GIS/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORf1ING THIS TABLEt 
LACS33 LAC9::!4 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LACS4' 
LACS .. 1 LAC942 LAC943 LAHS33 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXIf1UI'I IUNUIUI'i 
ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIRE RUNNO 
265 8.3536-02 6.7856+00 LAC940 -2.9624+88 6.9350~00 LAC943 
266 1.5715+00 6.6250+08 LAC948 -1.2921+00 6.7400+1110 LAC939 
267 2.7045+80 6.5S00+88 LAC939 -2.3081+68 6.5758+00 LACS4' 
268 1.'453-81 6.7850+00 LAC94e -3.0119+80 6.9350+00 LAC9 .. 3 
269 1.3383+00 6.6250+00 LAC9 .. " -1.1153+80 6.7400+80 LAC939 
270 2.8334+00 6.5550+00 LAC9 .. 0 -2.8514+00 6.5700+00 LAC9 .. 0 
271 6.0617-82 6.7858+08 LAC940 -2.9263+08 6.9350+00 LAC9 .. 3 
272 2.3074-81 6.7850+00 LAC940 -3.0597+00 6.9350+00 LAC943 
873 9.6982-01 6.7550+00 LAC942 -8.0892-01 6.g800+00 LAH933 
274 3.1090+00 6.5550+00 LAC940 -2.9994+00 6.~70&+00 LAC940 
275 8.5668-02 6.7850+00 LAC940 -3.0413+00 6.9350+&8 LAC9 .. 3 
276 6.3779-01 7.7250+00 LAC937 -6.8679-01 7.8190+00 LAC937 
277 1.7291+08 7.5350+00 LAC9 .. & -1.6831+08 6.7850+00 LAC942 
278 9.2211-02 6.7850+80 LAC940 -3.8069+00 6.9350+00 LACS43 
279 9.220S-01 S.7!;S0+00 LAC94a -8.2725-81 6.8758+00 LAH934 
2Be 3.S929+0e 6.5550+ee LAC940 -3.5126+00 6.5700+00 tAC94e 
281 5.0488-01 6.7850+00 LAC949 -3.3394+00 6.8650+00 LAC940 
282 1.6674+00 7.130e+00 LAC940 -1.9114+00 6.5700+00 LAC940 
283 4.7193-02 6.6550+00 LAC935 -4.4751-02 7.5400+00 LAH937 
284 3.1185-02 6.5100+00 LAC940 -3.3680-02 6.5550+00 LAC94e 
285 9.7264-02 6.7650+00 LAC940 -2.9819+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-HIN SUI'I"ARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 




LAHS .. 2 







"AX I PlIJI'I I'I1NII'IUI'I ROIoi 
--------------------------- ----------._----------------NUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
287 3. 627iHe0 6.5550+08 LACS4e 
-3.3857+80 6.5700+89 LACS .. 8 288 6.7908-02 6.7650+00 LACS48 
-3.9"64+88 6.8458+80 LAC948 289 1.770S+&0 6.5100+08 LACS .. & 
--1.5160+89 6.70S0+8e LAC935 298 3.4122+80 6.5550+80 LAC948 
-3.1651+00 6.5780+09 LAC940 291 1.0629-91 6.7650+00 LAC940 -3.8273+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 2ge 7.1017-82 6.7650+00 LAC9 .. 0 
-3.0898+00 6.8450+80 LAC940 293 2.8280+08 6.5008+oe LAC9 ... 0 
-2.5059+80 6.7708+00 LAC949 29 .. 1.6877+00 7.5489+00 LACS .. 8 -1.7451+80 6.5700+8e LACS4e 295 9.8662-02 6.7650+00 LACS40 -~.86S3+ee 6.8450+08 LAC9 .. 0 296 2.8789+08 6.5190+00 LAC948 -1.5391+00 6.5250+00 LAC9 .. 0 297 3.2804+00 6.5558+00 LAC94e -2.9391+00 S.S7e8+ee LAC9 .. 8 298 1.858<4-01 6.5359+88 LAC940 -3.1451+00 6.8"50+80 LAC940 299 ..... 692+08 6.5100+00 LAC948 -3.E!S73+89 6.5250+90 LACS49 380 2.8342+09 6.5550+90 LAC948 -2.4921+08 6.5408+90 LAC940 391 1.9609-91 6.S350+ge LAC940 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-I'IIH SUI'II'IARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> AFT BAY 







































































































6. 625e·- S0 LACS40 
6.6450+00 LAC940 
6.6309+00 LAC940 6.6400+00 LAC94e 6.9400+00 LAH935 6.9400+00 LAC935 
6.9400+00 LAC935 
4.22S0+00 LAeS36 6.8580+80 LIICS40 
7.6SS0+00 LAH935 
7. S8S0+eo LlQHSl35 









































TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-AIN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUABERS HAUE BEEN LAC933 LAC93~ LAC9a5 LAC936 LACS41 LAC9~2 LAC9~3 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH9~8 LAH9~1 









































































---------------------------UALUE TIME RUNNO 
-~.117~+eo 6.9350+00 LAC935 
-1.9719+80 6.8450+00 LAC9~0 
-3.7537+60 6.7958+06 LAC9~3 -~.0919+0e 6.9~50+00 LAC935 
-1.1885+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
-1.9665+80 6.8400+00 LAC940 -3.9~56+88 6.9358+88 LAC935 -1.~262+88 7.6908+88 LAH935 
-5.8578+88 6.9~58+80 LAC935 -1.82~5+88 7.6850+08 LAH935 
-2.1997+00 6.?900+e8 LAC942 -~.32?7+80 6.9~5e+08 LAC935 
-1.1788+80 7.6858+08 LAH935 
-1.8768+08 7.2200+00 LAC9~0 
-7.5370+00 6.6558+80 LAH936 
-1.8376+08 7.6850+00 LAH935 
-2. 2850+e0 6.?980+88 LAC9~2 
-3.8988+09 6.9~88+80 LAC935 
-1.2268+00 7.6858+00 LAH935 
-1.6566+00 7.2259+00 LAC9~8 
-3.8918+00 6.9~00+00 LAC935 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "A~-"IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMI~S THIS TABLE I 
LACSaa LACS34 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LACS39 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LACS43 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 



























VALUE TI"E RUNHO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.8140+08 7.5400+88 LAC940 -1.7514+00 6.8358+00 LAC940 
1.0723+80 6.8788+00 LAC942 -3.5885+00 6.7888+88 LAC935 
1.1898+08 7.5358+08 LAH937 -1.2278+88 7.6850+88 LAH935 
1.6782+08 7.1450+08 LAC948 -2.8618+88 6.8480+00 LAC948 
1.0726+88 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.5893+00 6.?808+80 LAC935 
1.2220+80 7.5300+00 LAH937 -1.2872+00 7.6858+00 LAH935 
1.7386+88 7.5350+88 LAC948 -2.1487+00 6.8~88+88 LAC948 
1.6686+08 6.7908+08 LAC948 -5.1820+00 6.9450+88 LAC935 
1.8298+08 7.5158+00 LACS38 -1.8550+08 7.6850+88 LAH935 
2.1885+08 6.5708+88 LAC937 -2.3632+88 6.8488+88 LACS48 
1.6627+88 6.7908+88 LAC948 -5.5861+08 6.9458+88 LAC935 
1.5844+88 6.9780+88 LAH933 -1.2291+00 7.6388+80 LAH937 
4.3610+08 6.6158+88 LAC948 -4.3628+00 6.5950+00 LAC940 
1.3686+80 6.878~+88 LAC942 -3.9442+80 6.9400~00 LAC935 
1.4216+08 7.7708+08 LAH935 -1.4620+00 7.6900+08 LAH935 
1.2851+00 6.7980+08 LAC940 -4.4673+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
1.3033+08 7.7700+80 LAH935 -1.2848+00 7.6900+00 LAH93S 
2.0688+89 1.5400+80 LAC940 -t.8716+00 7.2200+00 LAC940 
1.0722+00 6.8788+08 LAC942 -3.5987+00 6.7800+00 LAC93S 
1.2J61+00 7.5250+00 LACS37 -1.3373+00 7.6850+00 LAH935 
1.8184+00 7.5358+00 LAC940 -2.1261+00 S.8400+eO LAC940 
1.3398+08 6.8788+80 LAC942 -3.8928+00 6.9400+80 LAC935 
00 
"Tt;:o 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE ~AX-"IN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) A~T BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NunBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 LAC9~3 LAH933 




LAH9 .. 2 

































VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
1.2557+88 7.5250+80 LAC937 
1.8788+08 7.5~58+88 LAC9 .. 0 
1.2872+88 6.8788+80 LAC9 .. 2 
1.2217+88 7.5388+88 LAH937 
1.868"+88 6.988e+88 LACD48 
2.1245-82 6.5788+88 LAC948 
2.9263-82 6.9988+88 LAH9 .. 2 
1.2389-82 ~.8758+00 LAC936 
1.3~1S+08 6.8780+88 LAC9~2 
1.3287+80 7.7700+88 LAH9JS 
1.9833+88 7.5458+88 LAC9~8 
1.0~96+8e 6.8788+88 LAC9~2 
1.~273+80 7.7788+88 LAH935 
1.8719+88 6.8788+88 LAC9"~ 
1.3286+88 7.7788+88 LAH935 
1.9213+88 7.5358+88 LAC9~0 
1.6685+88 6.7980+88 LAC9~8 
1.8165+88 6.9788+88 LAH933 
5.6632+88 6.6188+88 LAC9~8 
1.7288+00 6.7908+80 LAC9~8 
1.811S+88 6.9708+08 LAH933 
".3~85+e8 6.6150+88 LAC9~8 
"IMI"UPI 
---------------------------
VALUE TI"E RUMMO 
-1.3371+80 7.6850+88 LAH935 
-1.835§+88 7.2380+88 LAC949 
-3.5881+88 6.9~88+88 LAH935 
-1.2878+88 7.6858+88 LAH935 
-1.8641+88 7.220e+88 LAC948 
-1.9773-82 6.6188+88 LAC939 
-2.6613-82 6.9408+88 LAH942 
-1.3278-82 ~.1388+88 LAC936 
-3.8936+08 6.9~80+88 LAC935 
-1.3967+88 7.6858+00 LAH935 
-1.9318+88 7.2388+88 LAC9 .. 8 
-3.6158+88 6.7888+88 LAC935 
-1.4617+88 7.6988+88 LAH935 
-3.5917+88 6.7888+88 LAC935 
-1.3968+80 7.6850+88 LAH935 
-1.9~93+88 6.8"88+88 LAC948 
-5.1828+88 6.9"58+88 LAC93S 
-1.3413+08 7.6308+e8 LAH937 
-5.75~9+80 6.5950+88 LAC940 
-5.6~02+08 6.9~58+88 LAC935 
-1.3412+00 7.6388+08 LAH937 






































TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IN SU""ARY ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S , G'S'IN.) AFT BAY 
~"-,, 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COHPOSIT[ "AX-A IN SUA"ARY ASTRO··! GRIDPOINT ACCELS. CG'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN HU"BERS HAVE BEEN tAC933 LACS34 LAC935 ~AC936 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 tAH940 LAH941 
SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEI LAC937 LAC938 LACS39 LAC940 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH942 LAH943 
PlA)(II'fU" 
" ItfI/'IU" ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUnBER VALUE TIRE RUNtfO VALUE TIRE RUNtfO 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IH SU""ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S , G'S/IN.) AFT JAY 
THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NUltBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEs 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH93l LAH9l4 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
rtAXI"U" "INI"U'" ROY --_ .... _-----------------------
---------------------------
MUnSER UALUE TIi'lE RUNNO UALUE TInE RUNNO 
441 1.6915+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.8297+00 6.7950+00 LAH933 
442 1.6082+09 7.5300+8& LAC937 -1.6583+80 7.6150+08 LAC93? 
443 2.2265+00 7.5450+00 LAC940 -2.1635+613 S.7800+00 LAH942 
444 1.5297+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.7840+60 6.9400+00 LAC935 
445 1.5361+0~ 7.7700+00 LAC935 -1.5507+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
.. .. 6 2.2276+0e 7.5450+00 LAC940 -2.150~<~00 6.7800+00 LAH942 
447 1.8304+00 7.6150+80 LAC937 -1. 9~'. '" A.0 6.9500+00 LAH942 
448 1 • 95e3~<'" J 3.8700+00 LAC942 -4.i~97+00 6.9450+00 LAH942 
449 2. 158?,,\ili 6.7800+00 LAH942 -2.2289+09 7.5450+09 LAC9"0 
450 1.4838+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 -1.5141+09 7.6990+00 LAH935 
451 1.3988+08 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.6759+00 6.9400+90 LAC935 
452 3.0B34+00 6.8458+00 LAC940 -2.8096+09 6.9000+90 LAC940 
453 1.2436+00 7.5356+00 LAH938 -1.3942+00 4.2250+90 LAC937 
454 1.6847+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.8233+09 6.7950+~0 LAH933 
455 2.2381+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 -2.2489+09 6.9500+00 LAC942 
456 1.3447+00 6.8650+00 LAC942 -4.0634+00 6.7850+00 LAH935 
457 1.6099+00 7.7700+00 LAC935 -1.6962+00 7.6150+00 LAC937 
458 2.271"'")+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 -1.9"57+&0 7.2600+00 LAH937 
459 1.388.+00 7.5200+00 LAC937 -1.3256+00 7.6850+00 LAH933 
460 ("J '''' ...... +00 6.9000+00 LAC940 -2.2219+00 6.8450+00 LAC940 
461 .r;l+0e 6.8700+80 LAC942 -".1951+80 6.7858+00 LAC93S 
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TABLE LTF !A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 


























VALUE "i'I"E RUNNO 
!.28S8+ee 6.8690+e0 LAC942 1.4283+ge 7.52S9+ee LAC937 I.S877+09 7.5358+96 LAC949 1.292e+&0 6.8Se9+ge LAC942 2.0366+0e 6.8008+0e LAC935 2.9035+00 6.geee+&e LAC9 .. e 1.29 .... +ge 6.86e9+0& LAC942 3.7694+8& 6.8088+&e LAC935 
".6781+8e 6.S7S0+e0 LAC94e 1.7256+8e 6.8650+&0 LAC942 1.69S6+0& 7.5309+9& LAC937 2.9965+99 7.5359+99 lAC9 .. 9 1.36S3+00 6.8690+e9 LAC942 1.4189+09 7.52e&+89 LAC937 1.9368+98 7.S3S8+09 LACS .. e 1.3656+e~ 6.86ge+00 LAC942 1.7745+00 6.78e9+08 LACS .. 2 2.5215+ge 6.gee8+90 LAC9 .. 9 2.0381+ge ?S4S0+8e LACS .. 8 1.1868+89 6.8799+ee LAC942 1.3453+88 7.7758+08 LAH92S 2.0782+99 7.5480+98 LAC~4e 
"INI"U" 
VALUE TI"E RUNHO 
-4. 8484+e0 6.7gee+80 LAC935 
-1.4816+0& 7.6850+e8 LAH935 
-1.888S+88 7.2280+98 LAC948 
-4.8616+8e 6.?988+0e LAC935 
-1.8532+e9 6.9990+00 LAC942 
-2.7818+09 6.8599+99 LAC948 
-4.8664+98 6.7989+8e LAC93S 
-3.5798+09 7.8999+88 LAC943 
-5.1673+80 6.5ge8+e0 LAC940 
-4.4454+08 6.7858+00 LAC935 
-1.6828+00 7.6150+90 LAe937 
-1.8854+00 7.2298+00 LAC948 
-4.2988+0e 6.7909+08 LAC935 
-1."419+98 7.6858+90 LAH935 
-1.8838+8e 7.2208+00 LAC948 
-4.2993+80 6.7ge0+ee LAC935 
-1.5253+88 6.ge80+00 LAC942 
-2.5599+e6 6.8450+08 LAC948 
-1.9552+80 7.2380+ee LAC948 
-3.6938+80 6.9480+0e LAC935 
-1.4842+90 7.6900+90 LAH93S 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-PIIN SUMPIARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT H~~ELS. (G'S , G'S~IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LAC9~4 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 
LAC~41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 



























VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUHNO 
1.0998+08 7.5358+88 LAH937 -1.8498+08 7.6858+80 LAH935 
2.1362+00 6.98ee+ee LAC948 -2.1565+00 6.8450+00 LAC948 
1.6776+88 6.8750+08 LAC942 -4.1975+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
1.5535+00 4.2850+08 LAC939 -1.6513+00 4.2300+00 LAC936 
4.4426+00 6.7950+00 LACS40 -4.7214+00 6.8408+00 LAC948 
1.4848+00 6.8750+08 LAC942 -4.1561+80 6.9450+00 LAC935 
1.0349+00 7.5350+90 LAH937 -1.8566+00 7.6900+00 LAC943 
2.1176+08 6.9100+08 LAC~48 -2.8150+00 6.8400+08 LAC948 
1.3735+80 6.8750+00 LAC942 -4.0432+00 G.9400+00 LAH935 
1.0338+80 6.7800+80 LAH935 -1.0627+80 6.8600+00 LA~934 
2.0695+00 7.1458+00 LAC948 -2.7945+00 6.8488+80 LAC940 
1.5414+00 6.8750+88 LAC942 -4.8638+88 6.9450+80 LAC935 
1.1096+88 7.5358+88 LAH937 -1.0631+88 7.6858+80 LAH935 
2.1537+88 6.9108+08 LAC948 -2.8674+00 6.S4ee+00 LAC94e 
1.4976+00 6.~750+00 LAC942 -3.8763+8e 6.S850+88 LAC942 
1.6172+88 6.8758+00 LAC942 -4.2933+00 6.9458+8e LAC935 
1.JSa0+00 7.7758+00 LAH935 -1.4083+00 7.6900+00 LAH935 
1.3704+00 6.8750+00 LAC942 -4.4680+00 6.9400+00 LAH935 
1.5880+00 7.7750+8e LAH935 -1.5643+00 6.8750+00 LAC936 
2.2683+00 7.5450+00 LAC948 -2.1173+08 7.2350+00 LAC940 
1.2397+8e 6.8750+00 LAH942 -4.2911+00 6.9400+00 LAH935 
1.6929+00 7.7?5e+0e LAH935 -1.7762+00 6.8950+0& LAH933 


































TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE FlAX-FlIN SUMPIARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS ~ GIS/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUFIBERS HAUE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC9S4 LAC935 LAC9a6 
LAC9 .. 1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 
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TABLE LTF lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE FlAX-FlIN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S' G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 




LAH9 .. 2 
IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE. LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
































































6.8158+80 LAC942 6.8200+88 LAC941 6.6550+00 LAC937 6.8280+00 LAH941 
6.9350+08 LAC943 
6.6550+88 LAC934 






































6.7050+00 LAH9J4 6.7653+00 LAC940 6.6200+00 LAC9 .. 0 
6.1350+00 LAH934 6.7950+00 LAC941 
.8.5650+00 LAC939 
7.7300+00 LAH937 
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TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
COKPOSITE "AX-nIN SUnnARY 
ASTRO-l CRIDPOINT ACCELS. (O'S l G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~INO RUN NUPlIERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAe934 LAC935 LACS36 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 













































































6.7508+80 LACD .. 0 
6.8 .. e0+00 Ll ~941 



































7.6250+80 LAC9 .. ' 






































































TABLE LTF lA (CONTIHUED~ 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LACS41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 




LAH9 .. 2 
IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEI 
LAC938 LAC939 LAC9 .. 0 




























VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
1.5454+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
2.8481+e0 6.6800+00 LAC941 
5.8371+00 6.S200+00 LACS4! 
6.4492+00 6.B150+00 LAC94! 
6.2571+0e 6.81S0+00 LAH933 
4.9053+00 6.8200+00 LAH941 
3.0388+00 6.9350+00 LAC943 
1.1070+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
1.8751+00 7.5350+00 LAC94~ 
3.0069+00 6.9350+00 LAC943 
1.3717+08 6.6550+00 LAC934 
1.9667+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 
3.0896+00 6.6700+00 LAC937 
1.1848+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
1.9315+00 7.5400+00 LAC940 
3.0809+00 6.6700+00 LAC937 
1.3807+00 6.6550+00 LAe934 
1.9762+00 7.54&0+00 LAC940 
4.1811+00 6.7650+00 LAH942 
1.4384+00 7.8850+00 LAH935 
2.360S+00 606700+00 LAH933 
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TABLE LTF fA (CONTINUED) I ~ 
..... 
<:> 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-nIH SU"I'IARV ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE I " LAC933 LAC934 LACS35 LACSl36 LACS31 LACSl38 LAC939 LAC940 LAC!ll41 LACS4a LACS43 LAH933 LAHB3 .. LAH935 LAH936 LAH931 LAH938 LAH93S LAMS48 LAHS4! LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXII'IU" 
"IHI"UPf ROLl - ..... _------------------------
---------------------------
[t NUPiBER VALUE TI"E RUHNO VALUE TINE RUHHO 
, 
, 
595 9.8484-82 6.6158+80 LACSI"3 -7.1S18-02 6.8750+00 LAC940 596 7.7947-02 6.5850+80 LACS4., -8.5956-82 6.7850+80 LACS48 597 ".5231+08 6.7650+"8 LAHS42 -1.1283+08 6.7350+80 LACS42 598 1.33S1+08 7.8850+80 LAHS35 -1.2185+08 7.7350+80 LAH937 599 2.5228+80 6.6788+e0 LAH933 -3.3861+80 6.5608+00 LAC940 ~ S0e 4.1756+00 6.7650+09 LAC942 -1.0658+00 6.7300+00 LAC94e 00 .,,~ 691 1.4535+00 7.8S00+00 LAC943 -1.3258+80 6.8150+00 LAHS42 
."ffi ~ S02 1.9463+00 7.5400+00 LACS40 -e.24S4+00 6.5600+00 LAC940 0-
, 
0 2 
I S03 3. 79UHe0 S.7650+00 LAC942 -5.65e0-01 6.6050+80 LAC940 ::oF \ 6e4 1.9546+00 6.6650+00 LAH936 -1.7887+00 6.5800+00 LAC937 O"tl I 695 1.9213+00 7.5480+00 LAC940 -1.7838+00 7.6250+00 LAC94e C j" 686 3.7995+09 6.7650+00 LAC94e 
-6.3237-01 6.6050+00 LACS .. ' l:>Cl 

























TABLE LTF 1A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S' G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHEl IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC9:37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 
LAC9"1 LAC942 LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
tAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH941- LAH942 LAH943 
"AxUtUn "ItU"U" ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TI"E RUNIiO VRLUE TI"E RUNNO 
617 2.2381+00 6.6559+90 LAC936 -2.1428+80 6.5800+80 LAC937 
618 1.9356+08 7.5480+80 LAC940 -1.7962+00 7.6250+00 LAC940 
619 3.9890+08 6.765~+08 LAC942 -9.9213-81 6.7390~0e LAC942 
S29 1.4938+99 1.8S00'Nte LAH935 -1.2547+09 7.7358+09 LAH937 
621 2.1181+8e 6.5759+00 LAC937 -2.9 ..... 4+00 6.5600+00 LAC940 
622 3.9897+00 6.7650+09 LAC942 -9.9259-91 6.7300+00 LAC942 
623 1.3945+80 7.8808+80 LAH935 -1.2388+80 7.7350+08 LAH937 
62 .. 1.9426+80 7.5408+09 LAC940 -2.2933+00 6.5688+08 LAC940 
625 4.8993-02 6.5288+80 LACS4!!) -3.5838-82 6.5S88+88 LAC935 
626 7.5835-82 6.6550+00 LAC934 -6.7758-02 6.6788+88 LAH934 
S27 3.8147+98 6.7658+00 I..AH942 -9.1452-81 6.7300+88 LAC9J!2 
628 1.3489+80 7.8858+813 LAH935 -1.2187+80 7.7358+88 LAH937 
629 1.95"6+00 7.5480+88 LAC940 -2.6993+08 6.5680+80 LAC940 
638 3.7112+08 6.67e8+e0 LAC937 -1.1832+88 6.6858+08 1.AC948 
631 2.7928+00 6.5658+88 LAC948 -2.6956+80 6.5888+80 1.AC937 
S32 1.9334+08 7.5400+08 1.AC940 -1.7793+80 7.6250+00 LAC940 
633 3.7728+00 6.6700+80 LAC937 -9.2559-01 6.6050+00 LAC949 
634 2.1186+00 6.6650+88 1.AC936 -2.0183+00 6.5800+00 1.AC937 
635 1.9334+00 ?5408+0e LAC940 -1.7792+08 7.6250+00 1.AC948 
636 3.7384+08 6.S700+00 1.AC937 -1.8373+08 6.6050+0e 1.AC940 
637 1.9S~g+e0 6.5650+00 LAC940 -1.9181+00 6.6400+00 LAC948 






















TABLE LTF 1~ (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IH SUfI"ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOIHT ACCELS. (G'S , G'S/IH.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEt 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC93S LACg36 LACS3? LACg38 LACg3g LACS48 
LAC941 LAC942 LACg43 LAHg33 LAHg34 LAHg3S LAHg36 LAHg37 










flAX I flUfI AINIflU" 
---------------_ .... _---------
VALUE TIAE RUNNO UALUE TIP!E RUN NO 
-2.8987-81 6.52S8+e8 LAC94e -2.4627+88 6.8898+88 LAC948 
1.8592+88 6.4650+08 LAC9~8 -2.1698+00 6.5750+00 LAH933 
-6.8836-02 6.5250+98 LAC940 -2.7888+08 6.5180+08 LAC948 
2.8849+00 6.4958+00 LAC940 -3.1514+00 6.4880+88 LAC94' 
2.3801+00 6.4600+00 LAC948 -2.7306+00 6.4750+00 LAC948 
4.3843-01 6.6088+80 LAC940 -4.1362-81 6.5388+00 LAC948 
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TABLE LAN lA 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SU""ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IN~ THIS TABLE' 
LB53?e L153?1 LB5312 LB53?3 LB53? .. 
I'IAXII'IUI'I I'lINIPfUH 
ROLl --------------------------- -----------~---------------NUI'IBER VAt..iJ£ TII'fE RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUfiNO 
1 1.52"2+810 1.5000-101 LB5372 -2.5058+100 3.4000-101 LB~371 
2 9.566"-101 2.20100-01 LB5371 -1.0099+100 3.9S0e-01 LBS371 
3 1.5202+010 1.50100-101 LBS372 -2."635+810 3."000-01 LBS371 
.. 1.0006+00 2.2000-01 LBS371 -9.fJ373-el 1.85010-101 LBS371 
5 ".8222+0e 2.1000-01 LB5371 -2.3"85+00 ".0000-01 LBS371 
6 1.620 .. +e0 1.500e-el LB5372 -2.71"3+00 :3. "000-01 LBS371 
7 1.0375+00 2.20e0-el LB5371 -1.0"72+00 3.9500-01 LBS371 
8 5.6730+100 2.1509-01 LB5371 -2.0319+00 ".00e0-01 U5371 
9 1.5379+00 1.5000-01 LBS372 -2.55"2+00 3."000-01 LB5371 
10 1.0683+08 2.2000-01 LB5371 -1.8831+00 3.9500-e1 LB5371 
11 6.1056+88 2.1508-81 LB5371 -1.6269+88 1.9558+00 LB5371 
12 ".6312+08 2.1900-81 LB5371 -2.9589+08 4.0080-01 LB5371 
13 ..... 808+00 ".00e0-01 LB5371 -5.2987+00 ".3000-01 LI5371 
1'1 1.5155+00 ".6000-01 LBS373 -1.4595+00 1.1558+00 LBS371 
15 5.2968+00 2.1500-01 LB5371 -2.7871+100 4.e00e-01 LBS3?1 
16 ".?609+00 ".e000-01 LB53?1 -5.6615+100 ".30010-01 LBS371 
17 1.62?4+00 ".5500-01 LBS3?3 -1.5585+00 1.15510+100 LBS371 
18 5.??2e+00 2.1500-01 US371 -1.8117+00 ... 0000-01 LB53?1 
19 5.8299+00 2.1S00-01 LB5371 -1.8277+00 ".0000-01 LBS3?1 
20 3.16"9+00 3.9500-01 US3?! -3.0675+00 4.3000-01 LB537! 
21 9.516"-01 ..... 500-01 LBS3?3 -6.51100-01 1.05510+1010 LBS371 
22 3.7768+00 ".000e-01 LBS371 -4.0081+00 ".3000-01 LB53?1 
23 1.1035+010 ".500e-01 LBS373 -8.3278-01 6.2500-01 LB5373 
2 .. 3.2112+00 3.8500-01 LIS371 -3.te21+08 ".3806-81 LB5371 
.r; 
,....... 
















.... TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) .., 
... 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI e 





NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNHO 
! 
II 25 1.0329+00 I 4.4500-01 U5373 -7.4951-01 1.0550+00 US371 
, I 26 4.0511+00 4.0000-01 U53?1 -".2366+00 "I • 3000-01 LB5371 
27 1.1810+00 4.5000-01 LB5313 -8.6360-01 6.2500-01 LBS3?3 
28 4.5173+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 -5.3275+00 ".3000-01 LB53?1 
29 1.5400+00 4.5500-01 LB5373 -1.4 .... 2+00 1.1550+00 LB53?1 
30 5.7203+00 2.1500-01 LBS371 -2.1638+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
) 31 ".55"6+00 ".0000-01 LBS3?1 -5.3583+00 4.3000-01 LB5311 32 1.5598+00 4.5500-01 LBS373 -1.4301+00 1.1550+00 US371 oc 
";1) 
~ 33 6.0068+00 2.1500-01 LB53?1 -1.6070+00 1.0550+00 LBS371 \li5 34 1.4854+00 7.9000-01 LBS371 -1.8055+00 3.4500-01 LBS3?1 0== I, 0""-, 35 7.3126-01 4.4000-01 LBS373 -6.6650-01 1. 8500-01 LB5371 ;o~ 36 6.2454+00 2.1500-01 LB5371 -4.3960+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
.0-0 37 1.8706+00 3.9500-01 U53?1 -1.8743+00 7.5000-01 U5371 c .. ""., \ . .:~. 38 7.3561-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 -7.5030-01 3.9500-01 LB53?1 );:>["; r f·, 
: I' 39 4.3651+00 ".8500-01 LB5371 -2.7157+00 4.0000-01 LB53?1 ::i. 1 40 1. 4221+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.8141+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 .... f~ ~.:: 
'll~ "II 7.8567-01 4.3000-01 LB5371 -8.2390-01 3.9500-01 LBS371 
,I 
42 4.9732+00 4.6500-01 LBS371 -3.0242+00 4.0000-01 LBS371 
43 1.5157+00 7.9000-01 LBS311 -1.?101+00 3.5000-01 LB5371 
,I 
.... 7.3239-01 "'.3500-01 LBS373 -7.0473-01 3.9500-01 LB5371 ',\'1 
\i 45 4.2780+00 2.1000-01 LB5371 -2.6974+00 4.0000-01 LB53?1 
:!:. 46 1.4682+00 7.9000-01 U5371 -1.7621+00 3.4500-01 LBS371 
<@? 1.4706+00 1.5000-01 LB5372 -2.2702+00 3.4500-01 LBS371 
48 9.0247-01 2.2000-01 LB5371 -9.1350-01 3.9500-01 LBS371 
~ ~ ~,--__ -,,_&,_ ,,-_ --", ...~ oS ... ~.', ,~ ~ ~..! -~-- - --IF L £LUi! ... R>_~ __________ _ 
I, 
i I ; 
; I, 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE "AX-MIN SUM~ARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G/S~IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TA8LE' 
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. I ~ TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) I 
>-
...., 
0> CO~POSITE ~AX-~IN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-i GRIDP~jNT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SE~RCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM I'lINH1Un 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIf1E RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUtlNO 
Ir 
73 4.8958+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -1.9838+00 5.6000-01 LB5371 
74 9.9246-01 1.1900+00 LB5371 -1.5837+09 3.4500-01 LB5371 
1\ 
75 1.9765+00 7.9500-01 LB5371 -1.2240+09 6.1500-01 LB5371 
76 4.9985+00 2.<4500-01 LB5371 -2.0257+130 5.6009-01 LB5371 
77 1.702<4+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -2.3396+09 2.2090-01 LB5371 
, 78 1.28<48+00 7.9500~01 LB5371 -1.484'7+00 6.1590-01 LB5371 
• 79 4.6843+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -1.8962+00 5.6000-01 LBS371 ~ ~ 80 1.2111+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.8022+00 2.2000-01 US371 !} ~ 81 1.3079+00 7.1&00-01 LB5371 -1.9122+00 2.2000-01 LBS371 
~ ~ 82 1.1241+00 7.950t'iHl1 LD5371 -1.2471+00 6.1500-01 LB5371 1 83 4.4725+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -1.8293+00 5.6500-01 LB5371 ~ I. 
i~ 84 1.2810+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.8825+00 2.2000-01 T.B5371 85 8.5196-01 7.9500-01 LB5371 -9.9155-01 6.1000-01 LB537! i . 86 4.0962+00 2.4500-01 LB5371 -1.5903+00 5.6500-01 LB537i l\ 87 1.2665+00 7.8500-01 LD5371 -1.9081+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 
f-n 
88 7.4631-01 7.0000-01 LB5372 -8.4594-01 6.1000-01 LB5371 
89 4.e286+00 a • .lJ500-01 U537! -1.7439+00 5.6500-01 LB537! I~ 90 1.297<0+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.9859+09 2.2000-01 LB5371 91 6.6033-01 7.0000-01 LB5372 -7.7063-01 6.1000-01 LB53?1 92 3.7491+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.5354+00 5.6500-01 LB5371 , , 
I ij 93 1.2208+00 7.8500-0t LB5371 -1.8794+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 94 5.6187-01 4.3000-01 LB5373 -4.6161-01 6.0500-01 LB53?1 ~ ". 95 3.4951+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.2155+00 5.6500-EH LB5371 ,·r 
. " 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 t.B5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
1'1 AX I I'IUPI PlINII"IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIriE RUNNO VALUE iII'IE RUNNO 
;. ! 
I 
97 7.1632-01 4.3500-91 LB5373 -5.6344-01 3.7500-01 LB5372 
~ . 98 4.0638+00 2 .... 900-01 LB5371 -2.0846+00 .... 0000-01 LB5371 
i 99 1.2656+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.88"7+00 3.4500-01 LB53?i , 100 1.3041+60 7.8500-01 L85371 -2.0995+00 3 .... 000-01 LB5371 , , 
l~ 101 7.0650-01 ".3500-01 LB5373 -7.2311-01 3.9500-01 LB5371 102 4.0326+00 2.1000-01 LB5371 -2.5266+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
1 ~ 103 1.2863+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -2.0156+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 00 I~ 104 5.9249-01 4.3000-01 LB5371 -4.7847-01 1.9000-01 lB537i .." ;.'1 105 3.4191+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -9.0727-01 5.6500-01 LB5371 or; i") 1.2918+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9389+00 3.4009-01 LB5371 C' .". 106 . ,107 1.4078+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8705+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 ~~~ ~ I~ 108 7.6393-01 4.3000-01 LB5371 
-8.94"'9-91 3.9500-01 LB5371 .c~ .'; rf. 109 3.8713+00 2.1500-01 LB5371 -2.0639+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 r··· .'~ ;-i .', 110 1.0279+00 7.9000-01 L05371 -1.8591+00 3.4000-01 L85371 j-- , Il 111 1.3757+00 4.9000-01 L05371 -1. 7571+00 3.9500-01 L05371 -~ " ~ 112 3.5724+00 2.0500-01 L05371 -1.3386+00 3.9500-01 L05371 .~ 
, " 113 1.1386+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8528+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 I il 114 1.1526+00 4.9000-01 LB5371 -1.4505+00 3.9500-01 LB5371 \. 115 3.7083+00 2.1500-01 LB5371 -1.7149+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 ; , 
! :';: 116 8.8339-01 7.0590-01 LB5372 -1.6568+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMAR V 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS ~ GIS/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 L85371 LB5372 L85373 LB5374 
PlAXII'lUM MINIMUM 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
H!l 3.5200+00 2.2000-01 L85371 -1.1204+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
122 1.0168+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8402+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
123 1.0290+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8623+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
124 1.2779+00 4.9000-01 LB5371 -1.5538+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
125 3.4552+00 2.0500-01 LB5371 -9.9383-01 5.6500-01 LB5371 
126 2.8119+00 4.9000-01 LB5371 -3.3835+00 4.0000-01 L85371 
127 1.3407-01 4.0000-01 L85371 -1.1344-01 4.9000-01 L85371 
128 5.8087-02 6.0250+00 LB5370 -7.5554-02 3.3500-01 1.B5371 00 
129 9.2592-01 7.0500-01 LB5372 -1.7119+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 "II ;:>:, 
130 2.8062+00 4.9000-01 L85371 -3.3768+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
-0 ". 0" 131 3.3876+00 2.0000-01 1.B5371 -7.7882-01 5.6500-01 L85371 f6 ~: 132 9.1561-01 7.0500-01 1.85372 -1.6936+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
133 1.6984+00 4.9000-01 1.B5371 -1.6831+00 4.0000-01 t85371 .0 c 134 3.2027+00 2.0500-01 tB5371 -4.5421-01 6.1500-01 t85372 ~ ", 
135 1.2198+00 7.1500-01 tB5371 -1.8049+00 2.2000-01 1.85371 r, 
=\ 136 5.5589-01 2.8000-01 LB5371 -5.6110-01 6.0500-01 tB5371 , "":: 137 3.3636+00 2.4500-01 t85371 -1.0370+00 5.6000-01 1.85371 
138 1.2751+03 7.8500-01 L85371 -1.8965+06 3.4500-01 1.B5371 
139 5.1498-01 1.3000-01 tB5371 -4.6771-01 1.9000-01 1.85371 
140 3.3342+00 2.3500-01 L85371 -1.0428+00 5.6500-01 t85371 
141 1.2787+00 7.9000-01 tB5371 -1.9423+00 3.4000-01 tB5371 
142 6.7537-01 4.3000-01 1.B5371 -5.4838-01 3.9500-01 L85371 
143 3.3926+00 2.2500-01 1.B5371 -7.1198-01 5.6500-01 t85371 
144 9.8978-01 7.9000-01 tB5371 -1.8255+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 



































TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLE: 









































































































































































TABtE tAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCEtS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOttOYING RUN NU"BERS HAVE DE EN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABtEs 
tB5370 tB5371 t85372 tB5373 tB537.o1 
MAXIMUM I'JINIMUI'I 
ROlJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
169 9.6191-01 8.5000-01 LB5372 -1.6740+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
170 1.5093+90 4.3000-01 L85371 -1.2431+03 4.5500-01 L85371 
171 3.6568+90 2.2000-01 t85371 -5.4272-01 5.8000-01 LB5371 
172 9.9431-01 7.1000-01 LB5372 -1.2864+00 3.4000-01 tB5371 
173 1.1281+00 2.2500-01 L95371 -9.7915-01 5.2000-01 LB5371 
174 3.4694+00 3.0000-01 LB5371 -1.2135+00 5.9500-01 LB5372 
175 i.1525+0~ 7.8500-01 L85371 -1.9734+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
176 3.2967+00 2.9500-01 L85371 -8.6913-01 6.0000-01 LB5372 
177 1.0590+00 7.9000-01 L85371 -1.9528+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
178 1.2112+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -2.0523+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
179 6.7113-01 7.2000-01 L85371 -6.2128-01 8.0000-01 LB5371 
180 3.4793+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.0027+00 5.9500-01 LB5372 
181 1.2337+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -".9019+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
182 6.7288-01 7.2000-01 L85371 -Ei.2036-(U 8.0000-01 L85371 
183 3.4044+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 '-1.0176+00 5.9500-01 L85372 
18.11 1.2247+00 7.9000-01 L85371 -2.0992+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
185 8.0929-01 7.2000-01 L85371 -7.8868-01 8.0000-01 LB5371 
1136 3.60U+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.10-19+90 5.9500-01 LB5372 
187 1.2327+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.8994+00 2.2000-01 L85371 
1813 1.3937+00 6.6000-01 L853?1 -1.2013+00 6.8500-01 tB5371 
189 :'.2200+100 7.1000-01 LB5372 -1.0403+00 3.4000-01 tB537! 
190 1.1024+00 6.6000-01 LB5371 -9.7226-01 6.8500-01 tB5371 
191 3.3849+00 3.0000-01 LB5371 -1.3540+00 6.0000-01 tB5372 
192 1.1102+00 1.5000-01 LB5372 -1.5410+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEl 
LB5370 LBS371 LBS372 LBS373 LB5374 
I'IAXII'IUI'I 1'1 I N IriUI1 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNHO VALUE TIME RUNHO 
193 8.8916-01 7.2000-01 LB5371 -1.4181+00 2.1500-01 LBS371 
194 1.0401+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.5559+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
195 1.3773+00 6.3000-01 LB5371 -1.5327+00 6.0000-01 LB5371 
196 3.6800+00 2,2500-01 L85371 -7.5422-01 6.5500-01 tB5371 
197 1.2360+00 7.1000-01 LB5372 -1.0131+00 3,4000-01 LB5371 
198 1.1482+00 2.75100-01 LB5371 -1.1330+00 3.6500-01 LB5371 
199 3.3417+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -9.3255-01 6.0000-01 LB5372 
200 1.4899+00 7.10010-01 LB5372 -1.0083+00 1.6000-01 LB5371 
201 1.2403+00 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2657+00 3.6500-01 tB5371 
202 1.2867+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9790+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
203 5.6369-01 4.3500-91 LB5371 -4.1749-01 2.5500-01 LB5371 
204 3.3850+09 2.2500-01 LB5371 -5.3'(61-01 5.9000-01 LB5372 
205 9.9624-01 7.9000-01 tB5371 -1.8752+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
206 8.2522-01 4.3500-01 IB5371 -5.6625-01 5.2000-01 tB5371 
207 3.2261+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 -5.5483-01 5.8500-01 LB5372 
208 1.3233+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.9582+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
2119 4.6689-01 4.3500-01 LB5371 -3.8023-01 2.5000-01 LB5371 
810 3.2869+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -8.0057-01 6.0500-01 LB5372 
211 1.2662+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 -1.8455+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 
212 5.3461-01 2.7500-01 LB5371 -5.0282-01 3.6000-01 LB5372 
213 3.2029+00 2.3000-01 lB5372 -8.5066-01 6.0500-01 LB5372 
2lAt 9.5298-01 7.0590-01 LB5372 -1.7828+00 3.4000-01 tB5371 
iU5 1.3323+00 5.0000-01 LB5371 -1,2736+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
216 3.0221+60 2.1000-01 LB5371 -6.2617-01 5.9000-01 LB5312 
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TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I"IIM SUflMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 L1537! LBS372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUI'I I'II N I 1'1 U 1'1 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
217 9.1073-03 4.8500-01 LB5372 -1.28134-02 4.0000-01 LB5371 
218 1.9875-02 3.9500-01 LBS371 -1.3836-02 1.2350+00 UlS371 
219 1.5e82H~0 7.2000-01 lB5371 -1.8765+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 
220 1.0673+00 2.75100-01 LB5371 -1.0427+00 3.6000-01 U5372 
22t 3.0167+00 2.3500-01 LB5372 -8.3782-01 6.0500-01 LBS3?2 
222 1.1831-02 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.2797-02 -4.0000-01 LB5371 
223 1.9207-02 8.3000-01 LB5371 -1.9729-02 8.0000-01 LB537! 
224 1.2729+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.9621+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
225 5.a667-01 7.2000-01 LBS371 -4.0498-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 
a26 3.2700+00 3.0000-01 LB5371 -8.3279-01 6.0000-01 LB5372 
227 7.9804-01 4.3500-01 LB537! -6.1156-01 5.2000-01 LB5371 
228 3.0982+00 2.2000-01 LBS371 -6.8426-01 5.9000-01 LB5372 
229 1.3041+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9613+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
230 5.7228-01 7.2000-01 LB5371 -4.3179-01 5.8500-01 LB5371 
231 3.2684+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -7.7415-01 5.9500-01 LB5372 
232 1.3114+00 7.8500-01 lB5371 -1.9238+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
233 5.4907-01 7.2000-01 LB5371 -4.0603-01 9.1500-01 LB5371 
234 3.1905+00 3.0000-01 LB53?1 -9.1690-01 6.0500-01 LB5372 
235 5.8160-01 2.7500-01 LB5371 -5.3288-01 3.6000-01 LB5372 
236 3.0843+00 2.3000-01 LB5372 -8.8047-01 6.0500-01 LB5372 
237 :'.02139+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8993+00 3.4000-01 lB5371 
238 9.8280-01 7.2000-01 LB5371 -9.0467-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 
239 3.350-4+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -9.1225-01 5.9500-01 lB5372 
240 1.2909+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9458+00 3.4000-01 U5371 
!"". 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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>-' TABLE LAN iA (CONTINUED) co 
.... 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM PlINII"IUI'I 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
2S5 1.027'H00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.8954+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 
L a6S 1.1275+00 7.2000-01 tB5371 -1. 105iH00 7.5000-01 LB5371 267 3.5026+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.0179+00 5.9500-01 LB5372 aS8· 1.1078+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9165+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 1 ; a69 1.0382+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -9.4880-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 , 
270 3.6105+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.1099+00 5.9500-01 tB5372 , 00 ~ I, 271 1.0216+00 7.9090-01 LB5371 -1.8750+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 d 'Y\;iJ 272 1.3033+00 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.9526+00 3.4900-01 tB5371 =-00 273 1.0350+00 7.2000-01 L!l5371 -8.5820-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 o ;.-.; ~ II .. ~ .toM !~ 274 3.7309+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.2103+00 5.9500-01 LD5372 ,,,' ;::;-, I. ;;Jy-
i~ 275 1.2776+00 7.3500-01 LB5371 -1.9829+00 3.4500-01 tB5371 .0 ", 276 5.1435-01 4.3500-01 LB5371 -4.0815-(U 2.5000-01 LB537i c.~ ""':,11 1 ~. 277 3.3515+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -6.8307-01 6.1000-01 LB5372 ~~. . :··~o ,.: 1\ 278 1.2815+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1. 9474+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 t 279 1.0014-1-00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -8.9982-01 8.0000-01 LB5371 [J '~, 280 3.8315+00 2.918188-91 LB5371 -1.3133+00 5.95018-01 LB5372 
l~ 281 1.80518+08 7.98e0-01 tB5371 -2.2518+00 3.4509-81 LB5371 282 3.2636+90 3.8988-01 LB5371 -8.2851-81 6.8000-01 LB5372 283 4,4892-92 .... 65180-81 LB5371 -4.9076-02 4.3500-01 LB5371 
: ,I 284 1.5478-82 4.85180-91 LB5372 -2.4395-182 3.9500-01 LB5371 I~l 
• \U 285 1.31885+09 7.85189-01 Lb~371 -1.9148+00 3.45180-01 LB5371 , . 
I· .. 286 9.8384-01 7.2089-01 LB5371 -9.4926-181 8.8000-91 LB5371 !,!., 
I , a87 3.6827+180 2.90018-181 LB5371 -1.2253+08 5.9506-01 LB5372 
I 888 1.1885+018 7.15018-01 LB5371 -1.8669+08 2.20018-181 LB5371 i , 
I. 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SU~MARV ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~IN.) AFT BAY 




























































































































8.0000-01 LB5371 5.8009-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARV 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXII'WI'I t1INII'IU" 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
313 1.3522+00 7.1500-01 LB5372 -1.1642+00 1.7500-01 tB5371 
314 3.3250+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.0989+00 6.0000-01 LB5372 
315 2.9020+00 2.7500-01 tB5371 -2.5030+00 8.6000-01 tB5371 
316 3.7357+00 1.1700+00 tB5371 -3.5436+00 1.2050+00 LB537i 
317 5.8749+00 2.9500-01 tB5371 -3.3282+00 6.3050+00 tB5370 
318 6.6103+00 6.2800+00 tB5370 -5.9319+00 6.3050+00 LB5370 
319 4.9819+00 2.8500-01 tB5371 -2.2528+00 6.3000+00 LB5370 
320 3.0767+00 2.9500-01 tB5371 -1.9391+00 6.3250+00 LB5370 
321 6.6099+00 6.2800+00 tB5370 -5.9315+00 6.3050+00 LB5370 
322 4.6505+00 3.0000-01 tB5371 -3.7099+00 6.2800+00 tB5370 
323 4.5313+00 6.2800+00 tB5370 -3.4709+00 6.3050+00 tB5370 
324 1.4487+00 7.2000-01 tB5372 -1.6056+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 
325 1.3160+00 7.3000-01 LB5372 -1.5728+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 
326 1.3438+00 7.3000-01 LE5372 -1.5477+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 
327 1.2715+00 5.0500-01 LB5373 -1.2106+00 5.5500-01 tB5373 
328 5.1426+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -2.4171+00 6.0000-01 tB5372 
329 6.3293-01 5.0500-01 LB5373 -5.5248-01 5.6000-01 LB5373 
330 6.3569-01 5.0500-01 LB537J -5.5519-01 5.6000-01 LB5373 
331 1.8866+00 6,8000-01 LB5371 -2.0293+00 2.2500-01 LB5372 
332 3.6947+00 2.9000-01 LB5371 -1.2099+00 5.9500-01 LB5372 
333 1.7789+00 7.1000-01 LB5372 -1.7032+00 6.4500-01 LB5372 
334 1.7908+00 6.S500-01 LB5371 -1.6127+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 
335 5.1939-01 4.4600-01 LB5374 -4.3689-01 5.7500-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-"IN SUM~ARY ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 




























































































































1.1100+00 U5373 6.0000-01 LB5372 
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.... TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) 00 00 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SU~MARV ASTRO-i GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEt LB5370 1.85371 LB5372 US373 LB5374 
~AXI"UH "INII'IUI'I ROIJ 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUN NO 
361 7.1572-01 7.7500-01 LBS371 -6.7096-01 8.0500-01 LB537! 3GE 3.7717+00 2.aE00-01 LB5371 -7.0933-01 6.5500-01 LB5371 363 2.8214+00 6.8500-01 LB537! -2.4858+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 364 1.1070+00 7.7500-01 LB5371 -8.7811-01 8.0500-01 LI5371 365 4.3098+00 2.1500-01 LB5372 -1.4019+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 00 ~ 366 1. 4501+00 7.2000-01 LB5372 -1.8535+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 "::c 367 8.5256-01 4.6000-01 LB5373 -4.5396-01 9.4500-01 LB5371 -oe; r: o-f' 368 2.1834+00 6.8500-01 LB5371 -1.8518+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 0 2 ! 369 7.7136-01 4.6000-01 LB5373 -5.6248-01 8.0500-01 LB5371 ::cF= 370 3.8378+00 2.2500-01 LBS371 -8.5332-01 5.8500-01 LB537! 
.0" 
, 
371 1.3651+00 7.3000-01 LB5372 -1.344-4+00 1.8000-01 LBS371 Cl> 
, 
»Cl I 372 5.0002-01 -4.5500-01 LB5373 -3.1396-01 1.1100+00 LB5373 Cfil I 373 3.6142+00 2.2000-01 LBS371 -6.1174-01 5.8500-01 tB5372 ::elm I 374 1.4357+00 7.2000-01 LB5372 -1.8131+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 I 375 4.9971-01 4.5500-01 LB5373 -3.1370-01 1.1100+00 LB5373 376 3.7868+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -8.S886-01 6.5500-01 LB5371 377 1.3743+00 7.2500-01 LB5372 -1. 5812+00 1.8000-01 LB537! 378 -4.9849-01 4.3500-01 LBS374 -3.2990-01 1.1100+00 LB5373 379 3.6356+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -7.5765-01 5.9500-81 LB5372 I 380 2.3568-02 7.7500-01 LB5371 -2.3854-02 7.4500-01 LR5371 381 3.5036-02 7.0500-01 LB5372 -3.6075-02 6.5500-01 LB5372 382 1.5362-02 6.1000-01 LI5374 -1.6051-02 4.6000-01 LB5~73 383 1.4358+00 7.2000-01 LB5372 -1.8142+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 38-4 6.7041-01 4.6000-01 LB5373 -3.3268-01 9.5000-01 LBS371 
l~ 
_., j- ____________ c-__ -"'co·-c ____________ ~~ 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIN S~':-O"'ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S~~N.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TA~LEI LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
PlAXIMUf1 MINIPIUM ROLl -----------------~--------- ---------------------------NUI'1BER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
385 3.9576+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -1.0302+00 6.5500-01 LB5371 386 1.3707+00 7.3000-01 LB5372 -1.3737+00 5.0500-01 LB5373 i 387 8.5248-01 4.6000-01 LB5373 -4.5446-01 9.4500-01 LB5371 388 1.3656+00 7.3000-01 LB5372 -1.3448+00 1,8000-01 LBS371 00 
, 
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TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) I 
.... 
"" 0 COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SU~~ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. eG'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLtOU!NG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEE~ SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 LB53?1 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM I'IINIMUI'1 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
i' "109 3.7356+90 2.2500-01 LB5371 -5.9515-01 6.5500-01 LB5371 , ' 410 1.3745+00 7.2500-01 LB5372 -1.5814+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 ! , , ~ 411 4.9986-01 4.5500-01 LB5373 -3.1385-01 1.1100+00 LB53?3 , -
'112 3.7584+00 2.2500-01 LB5371 -6.8464-01 6.5500-01 LB5371 I I i 413 1.3675+00 7.2500-01 LB5372 -1.5345+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 I 414 6.7038-01 '1.6000-01 LB5373 -3.3321-01 9.5090-01 LB5371 ; . ;~ 415 3.8684+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -6.6412-01 1.3100+00 LB5371 00 416 1.3748+00 7.2500-01 LB5372 -1.5819+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 "':0 
1 ~ "117 G.704"-01 4.6000-01 LB5373 -3.3281-01 9.5000-01 LB5371 
-u ~! !~ 418 3.9278+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -7.5887-01 1.3050+00 LB5371 0;<:: 419 1.3944+00 7.2500-01 LB5372 -1.5929+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 §5F 420 1.1257+00 4.6000-01 LB5373 -6.5691-01 5.1500-01 LB5374 ,o-u 
.\ 421 4.4541+00 2.3000-01 lB5371 -1.4950+00 1.3050+00 LB5371 C 7.!' ~ I;) 422 2.4577+00 7.0500-01 LB5372 -2.7729+00 6.5000-01 LB5372 r'fiU -j; 
SI. ta '~ 423 1.1456+00 4.5500-01 L85373 -1.1778+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 I I 424 4.5686+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -1.652<4+00 1.3050+00 lB53?1 l 425 a.4362+00 7.0500-01 LB5372 -2.3158+00 6.5000-01 LB5372 
i ... 1 426 1.1452+00 4.5500-01 LB5373 -1.1720+00 7.1500-01 LB5371 
I " 427 4.2761+00 a.3000-01 LBS3?1 -1.2454+00 1.3050+00 LB5371 .\~ 428 4.4662+00 2.300~-01 LB5371 -1.5049+00 6.6000-811 LB5371 [IV 
, . 189 1.4533+00 7.2000-01 LB53?2 -1.6286+00 1.8000-01 LB5371 I" ·1.~ 430 1.0128+00 4.6000-01 LB5373 -6.4018-01 9.4500-01 LB5371 ! : 431 4.3023+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -1.2818+00 1.3050+00 LB5371 : 438 6.9971-01 5.0500-01 LB5373 -5.9376-01 5.5500-01 LB5373 I. 
Ll-... 



























TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
COP'lPOSITE ~AX-MIN SUMMAR V ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 




























































































































2.9900-01 LB5371 5.5506-01 LB5373 
6.5000-01 LB5372 5.8500-01 LB5371 
6.5000-91 LB5372 
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TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-1 GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. <G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 






















































































































1.8000-01 LB5371 5.5500-01 LB5373 
6.0000-01 LB5372 
1.8000-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) I .... 
to 
",. 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUAMARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (GIS & GIS/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN fORMING THIS TABLEI LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 La5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------I, NUMBER VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TIME RUHNO 505 1.9054+00 6.8500-01 tB537! -2.1818+00 2.2500-01 tB5372 506 1.1336+00 7.7500-01 tB537! -1.0652+00 7.4500-01 L153?1 ! , 507 4.4054+00 2.3009-01 ta537! -1.3658+00 1.3050+00 tB537! 1-, 508 1.453£1+00 7.3500-01 tB5372 -1.8392+00 2.3000-01 LB53?2 . ' 509 7.6732-01 4.6500-01 tl5373 -5.1382-01 7.4500-01 t1537! ! ; 510 4.0235+00 2.2500-01 lB537! -9.6689-01 6.5500-01 tB5371 i ~ ~ 511 1.3514+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.9031+00 3.4500-01 La5371 
00 
, 
512 6.3586-01 4.3500-01 tB5373 
-5.2436-01 1.9000-01 LB537! \} 
"';1) 513 3.8328+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6822+00 5.6500-01 LB537! 
-oG> ~ v 514 1.3111+00 7.8500-01 ta537! 
-2.1383+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 Oz ill 515 6.4777-01 4.3000-01 tl5371 -6.5527-01 3.9500-01 LI5371 O;p \~ ;:or-516 3.6106+00 2.3500-01 LB537i -1.8401+00 4.0000-01 LI5371 .o~ 517 1.33"7+00 7.9000-01 tB53?1 -1.9086+00 3.4500-01 LI5371 C:p 518 7.2234-01 4.3000-01 L1537! -7.7609-01 3.9500-01 t1537! l' ~J I r- ,Yj J 519 3.6530+00 2.1500-01 LB537! 
-1.6006+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 .-, :~ ;;a 
i' 520 1.2644+00 7.8500-01 L1537! -1.9763+00 3.4500-01 L1537! 1 521 5.6856-01 4.3500-01 L1537! -4.2540-01 4.6000-01 LB5371 l 522 3.3765+00 2.3000-01 L153?1 -6.6735-01 6.1000-01 LB5372 ,I 523 2.4727+00 3.4000-01 LB537! 
-1.39"2+00 3.7500-01 LI5371 I ~: 524 7.1280-01 8.0000-01 LI5371 -7.0958-01 5.4500-01 LB5371 525 2.5592+00 2.3000-01 LB5371 -6.5682-01 6.0000-01 LIS372 I' 526 2.4594+00 3.4000-01 LB537! -1.3831+00 7.8500-01 LIS371 \ -', 527 4.9454-01 3.9500-01 LBS37! -5.7323-01 4.3000-01 LB53?1 528 3.7333+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.0540+00 5.6500-01 LIS371 I i 
I. 
.' 
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TABLE LAN iA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUM"ARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINY ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE& 
LB5370 LBS37 1 LB5372 LB5373 LB537~ 
I'IAXIMUM P1INII"'IUI"I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
529 2.4089+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6491+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 
530 7.1934-01 8.0000-01 LB5371 -7.3711-IU 5.4500-01 LB5371 
531 3.4019+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -9.2542-01 5.6500-01 LB5371 
532 2.3961+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6357+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 
533 5.0034-01 1.8500-01 LB5371 -5.7481-01 4.3000-01 LB5371 
534 3.8998+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4067+00 5.6500-01 LB5371 
535 2.4402+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.3760+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 
536 S.7044-01 3.9500-01 LB5371 -6.6826-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 
537 3.8169+00 2.0500-01 Lil5371 -2.2350+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
538 2.3788+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6119+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 
539 6.5904-01 3.9500-01 LB5371 -6.6809-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 
540 3.7701+00 2.0000-01 LB5371 -2.1066+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
541 5.0879+00 3.2000-01 LB5371 -4.3471+00 2.8000-01 LB5371 
542 2.2569+01 3.1500-01 LB5371 -2.2291+01 2.8500-01 LB5371 
543 1.2541+01 3.4500-01 LB5371 -1.0414+01 3.1500-01 LB5371 
544 6.2793+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -4.5975+00 3.6500-01 LB5371 
545 7.2876+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 -5.8473+00 3.1500-01 LB5371 
546 6.2839+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 -5.9714+00 5.4000-01 LB53?1 
547 2.6241+00 3.4000-01 LB53?! -1.6233+00 3.7500-01 LB53?1 
548 5.8636-01 3.9500-01 LB53?! -6.1360-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 
549 3.7254+00 2.0500-01 U537! -2.0987+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
550 2.5942+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.5885+00 3.7500-01 U537! 
551 4,0771-01 5.7500-(U LB5371 -5.2917-01 3.0500-01 LB5373 
552 3.7373+00 2.3500-01 LB537! -9.5632-01 4.0000-01 LB53?1 
bUlt ... iW..,4= 
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>- TABLE LAN 1A (CONTINUED) 1 
,... 
<0 
Cl> COMPOSITE MAX-AIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LD53?0 LB53?1 LB5372 LB5373 lB5374 
f'lAXIflUI'I MINIMUM 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
553 2.5087+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.8995+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 
554 4.0132-01 5.7500-01 U5371 -5.2512-01 3.0500-01 LB5373 
555 3.9623+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4206+00 5.6500-01 LB5371 
556 2.5396+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -1.9521+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 
557 $.9083-01 1.9000-01 LB5371 -6.1334-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 
SS8 3.6875+00 2.0000-01 LB5371 -2.0115+00 5.7000-01 LB5371 I, 559 1.5448+01 3.1500-01 LD5371 -1.5120+01 2.8500-01 LB5371 00 ~) 560 2. 5040+0(l 7.9500-01 U5371 -2.2030+00 8.3500-01 LB5371 "11;0 
-015 1~ 561 5.1623+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4725+00 3.9500-01 LB5372 0-56? 7.3517+00 3.1500-01 LB537! -7.2046+00 2.8000-01 LB5371 02: h ;o~ !~ 5i>J 2.5673+00 7.9500-01 LB5371 -2.2602+00 6.8500-01 LB5371 564 4.6712+00 2.4000-01 LB537! -1.1980+00 6.3500-01 LB5371 .0'"(1 c: -." 
565 3.6212-02 4.0000-01 LB5371 -3.1707-02 7.2000-01 LB5371 ;: .:;", 1 566 5.0422-01 3.1500-01 LB5371 -5.1019-01 2.8500-01 LB5371 i • n1 
-: .'" I 567 3.5824-01 3.1500-01 LB5371 -3.6662-01 2.8500-01 LB5371 .. ,,' ':? 
11 568 1.8262+00 3.7500-01 LB5371 -2.7363+00 3.4000-01 LB537! • 
" 
569 5.8563-01 3.0500-01 LBG373 -4.3897-01 1.3100+00 LB5371 
570 3.570E'+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.3799+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 
I j 571 6.5493+00 3.1500-01 LB537! -6 ..... 57+00 2.8000-01 LB5371 572 7.4735+00 3.1500-01 LB5371 -7.0990+00 2.8000-01 LB5371 573 a.0710+00 7.9500-01 LB5371 -1.8494+00 8.3500-01 LB537! 
1\ 574 5.2069+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4902+00 3.9500-01 LB5372 575 5. H!41+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -4.6683;'00 3.7000-01 LB5371 1 ' 57S 6.2878+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 -5.2909+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 I J 
• I 
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TA8LE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 















































































In N I I'IUI'I 
TIME RUNNO 
5.4000-01 LB5371 5.4000-01 L85371 3.7500-01 LB5371 3.1000-01 L85373 4.0000-01 LB5371 3.7500-01 LB5371 3.0500-01 LB5373 4.0000-01 LB5371 5.4000-01 LB5371 3.1009-91 LB5373 5.6500-01 LB5371 5.4000-01 lB537! 3.0500-01 LB5373 5.7000-01 LB5371 5.4000-01 LB5371 8.3500-01 LB5371 3.9500-01 LB5372 7.2000-01 LB5371 2.8500-01 LIS3?1 2.8500-01 LIS37! 3.7090-01 LB5371 8.3500-01 LB5371 3.9500-01 LB5372 5.4000-01 LB5371 
0') 
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TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) I ,.. 
'" 00 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SU""ARY ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. CG'S & G'S/IN.) AFT 8AV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEt L85370 L85371 L85372 LB5373 U53?4 
I'IAX I I'IUI'I 1'1 IN I I'IUI'I ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUN NO 
601 1.4972+00 3.7000-01 LB5371 -1.6693+00 6.9000-01 LB5371 602 3.8586+00 2.4000-91 LB537! -1.2809+00 5.7000-01 LB5371 603 3.0961+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -a.5326+00 3.7000-01 LB5371 604 7.0492-01 7.7500-01 L85372 -7.4657-01 3.1000-01 L85373 605 3.5483+00 2.4000-01 L85371 -1.6252+00 4.0000-01 L85371 606 3.0751+00 3.4000-01 L85371 -2.5899+00 5.4000-01 L85371 607 7.0259-01 7.7500-01 L85372 -7.4639-01 3.1000-01 L85373 608 3.5938+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6505+00 5.6500-01 L85371 00 609 4.0818-02 4.0000-01 L85371 -2.9406-02 3.6500-01 LB5371 
"::0 610 3.6916-02 5.4000-01 LB5371 -4.6811-02 2.4000-01 LB5371 
-015 611 3.5098-02 4.0000-01 LB5371 -3.0915-02 7.2000-01 LB5371 02 6H! 4.6462-02 6.8500-01 L85371 -4.5138-02 6.5500-01 L85371 o -'> ;0 f-613 3.2273+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -2.6815+00 5.4000-01 L85371 
.0"'; 614 7.0909-01 7.7500-01 LB5372 -7.3402-01 3.0500-01 LB5373 c ",i-'" 615 3.5546+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.6251+00 4.0000-01 LB5371 ~ i~ ~ ~~\. 616 3.2305+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -2.7949+00 5.4000-01 LB5371 :l-. 
'i!:7. 617 7. 10"2-el 7.7500-01 LB5372 -7.3451-01 3.0500-01 LB5373 " 618 3.5877+00 2."000-01 LB5371 -1.6457+00 5.6500-01 LB5371 619 3.3680+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -3.1614+00 5.4000-01 L85371 620 1.5158+00 7.9500-01 LB5371 -1.3331+00 8.3000-01 LB5371 621 4."677+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.1861+00 6.3500-01 LB5371 622 3.3674+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -3.1638+00 5.4000-01 U5371 623 1.2584+00 3.6500-01 L85371 -1.3671+00 6.9000-01 L85371 624 3.9290+00 2.4000-01 L85371 -1.2782+00 5.7000-01 LB5371 
jl \:!) "" ct ,~ __ ------C"~""': _.....",..., --~ , ,.. -- ,- -" ' ._.-



























TABLE LAN lA (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l GRIDPOINT ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 LB5371 1.B5372 U5373 LB537'1 
MAXIMUM MINII'lUM 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIi"IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
625 1.0868-02 5.4000-01 L85371 -1.1190-02 5.7500-01 LB5371 
626 3.4543-02 8.3500-01 L85371 -3.9072-02 7.9500-01 U5371 
627 3.3791+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -3.0213+00 5.4000-01 L85371 
628 1.2787+00 7.9500-01 L85371 -1.1625+00 8.3000-01 LB5371 
629 4.2638+00 2.4000-01 L85371 -1.2121+00 5.7000-01 L85371 
630 3.3610+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -2.7706+00 5.4000-01 L85371 
631 6.2881-01 7.7500-91 L85372 -6.8513-01 3.0500-01 L85373 Oc 
632 3.6709+00 2.4000-01 L85371 -1.4610+00 5.7000-01 L85371 ""i'i :"": 
""n 633 3. 36E;9+00 3.4000-01 L85371 -2.8966+00 5.41000-01 L85371 c-634 7.6880-01 7.7500-01 LB5372 -7.S3UHU 6.9000-01 L85371 c: 
635 3.6711 +00 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4638+00 5.7000-01 L85371 .. . 
636 3.3647+00 3.4000-01 LB5371 -2.8414+010 5.4000-01 L85371 ,:. r 637 8.6456-01 7.9500-01 LB5371 -8.5023-011 8.3000-01 L1I5371 ,-
638 3.9417+09 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.3302+00 5.7000-01 L85371 ~ , 
639 7.'U22-01 2.9500-01 L85372 -1.4551+00 2.1000-01 L85371 0::<.::. _ 
640 4.6328+00 2.5500-01 LBS371 -1.8593+00 6.2000-01 L85371 
641 S.0421-01 2.9500-01 LBS372 -1.2680+00 2.7500-01 L85371 
642 3.8964+00 2.6000-01 LB5371 -9.6962-01 6.2000-01 L85371 
643 3.4906+00 2.70~0-01 U5371 -3.1411-01 5.8500-01 LB5372 
644 5.1456-01 1.6000-01 LBS373 -2.1708-01 5.7000-01 LB5373 
645 3.6098+00 2.7000-01 LB5371 -3.5900-01 5.8500-01 LB5372 









NF~ C.G. ACCELERATIONS Page i 
" 
LIFTOFF COMPOSITE INTEGRATED PAYLOAD ............................ . B-3 
LANDING COMPOSITE INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ............................ . B-4 
LIFTOFF FORWARD INTEGRATED PAyLOAD .............................. . B-5 
LANDING FORWARD INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ............................. .. B-6 
LIFTOFF AFT INTEGRATED PAyLOAD .................................... . B-7 
LANDING AFT INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ................................... . B-8 
LIFTOFF COMPOSITE CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy ............................. . B-9 
LANDING COMPOSITE CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy ............................ . B-10 
LIFTOFF FORWARD CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLY ............................. . B-ll 
LANDING FORWARD CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy .............................. . B-12 
LIFTOFF AFT CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy'" .................................. . B-13 
LANDING AFT CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy .................................. .. B-14 
B-1 
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TABLE LTF12C 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMRRV 
ASTRO-l ~ET C.G. ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
L~H938 LFHS39 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH93S 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 





















NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
1 2.6555-01 6.8606+00 LFC936 -3.2312+00 6.9400+00 LFH935 
2 8.4780-01 8.3750+00 LAH935 -8.7325-01 7.8800+0~ LAH935 
3 1.8703+00 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.9279+00 7.3350+00 LFC942 
4 7.1922-03 6.8700+00 LAH942 -7.6285-03 7.0750+00 LFH942 
5 1.3207-02 6.9850+00 LFC94a -1.2642-02 6.8050+00 LFC938 
6 4.6403-03 4.2890+00 LAC941 -4.9776-03 4.3400+00 LAC937 
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TABLE LAN12C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l NET C.G. ACCElS. (G'S & G'S/IN.> FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOllOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LTF12F 
COMPOSITE "AX-It IN SU""ARY 
ASTRG-l NET C.G. ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUPIBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 tFC943 LFH933 





IN FORltING THIS TABtE' 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 











VALUE TlltE RUtmO 
2.6555-91 6.8608+88 LFC936 
4.7239-81 8.2698+8e LFH942 
1.8783+88 7.5490+88 LFH949 
6.7553-83 6.7458+88 LFC939 
1.3287-02 6.9850+88 LFC942 
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TAiLE LAN12F 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ASTRO-l NET C.G. ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
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TABLE LTF12A 
COf'lPOSITE f'lAX-"IN SUf'lf'lARY 
ASTRO-1 NET C.G. ACCELS. (G'S l G'S/IN.) AFT lAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUH HUf'lIERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORf'lING THIS TAILEI 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAMS34 LAH935 LAH936 LRH937 

























VALUE TIf'lE RUNNO 
-3.8494+8& S.855e+8& LAC939 
-8.7325-81 7.8888+88 LAH935 
-1.6165+80 7.2388+88 LAC939 
-6.8435-83 6.?ge8+88 LAC942 
-1.0791-82 6.7958+80 LAC948 
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CO~POSITE "AX-~IN SU~I'IARY 
ASTRO-l NET C.G. ACCELS. (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUf'lBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FO~I'IING THIS TABLE I 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
PI A X 11'1 U PI I'IINII'IUI'I 
ROI.I --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
I 
1 9.3521-01 7.1009-01 LB5372 -1.1416+00 3.4990-01 LB5311 
2 4.5712-01 3.0500-01 LB5373 -2.1883-61 5.8S09-01 LBS371 
3 3.4849+00 2.2500-01 LBS371 -S.4433-91 6.0500-91 LBS312 
4 8.0673-03 S.5500-01 LBS371 -1.0208-92 5.2500-01 LB~311 
I 5 1.3949-02 4.8500-01 LB5372 -1.8567-92 3.9509-01 LB5311 , 
i II 6 4.0514-03 8.3000-01 LBS371 -5.1330-03 5.6008-01 LB5313 , 
i> 
I ~ 00 ; I. 
"";:0 Ii -uO 0-02: 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
C.G. ACC. CRUCIFORM-UIT-WUPE-HUT (G'S ~ G'S/IN.) FORWARD/AFT 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 tFC935 tFC936 !.FC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 tFH937 
tFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93"l LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 tAH936 LAH937 tAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.0835+00 6.8700+00 LAC942 -3.2531+00 6.9450+00 LAC935 
2 1.1212+00 7.5300+00 LAC937 -1.1677+00 7.6850+00 tAH935 
3 1. 7371+00 6.9100+00 tFC937 -1.9668+00 7.3350+00 tFH942 
4 1.3637-02 6.7700+00 tFH938 -1.4963-02 6.9500+00 tAH942 
5 3.4697-0a 6.8850+00 tFC942 -3.7473-02 6.9350+00 tFC942 
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TABLE LAN14C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN 5U~MARV C.G.ACC. CRUCIFORM-UIT-UUPE-HUT (G'S & G'S/IN.) FUD & AFT BA 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUM ROW 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.8878+00 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.4975+00 1.8000-01 LA5371 2 5.4609-01 4.3500-01 LF5373 -3.6011-01 1.0700+00 LF5371 3 4.7795+00 2.7500-01 LF5371 -9.4969-01 5.9000-01 LF5371 4 2.9671-02 1.2350+00 LF5371 -2.9047-02 7.4500-01 LA5371 5 3.7319-02 7.0S00-01 LA5372 -3.5124-02 6.5500-01 LA5372 6 1.9574-02 2.8000-01 LF5373 -1.9420-02 3.3000-01 LF5374 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
C.G. ACC. CRUCIFORM-UIT-WUPE-HUT (G'S & G'S/IN,) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 tFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 L~C94a tFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 










VALUE TIME RUNNO 
6.1647-01 6.8650+00 LFC936 
6.1599-01 7.6400+00 LFC94a 
1.7371+00 6.9100+00 LFC937 
1.3637-02 6.7700+00 tFH938 
3.4697-0a 6.8850+00 LFC94a 
9.5675-03 7.1400+00 LFC943 
MINII'IUI'I 
VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-3.16a6+00 6.9400+09 LFC935 
-6.3116-01 7.1700+00 LFH934 
-1.9668+00 7.3350+00 LFH94a 
-1.25aS-0a 6.9150+00 LFC941 
-3.7473-0a 6.9350+00 LFC94a 
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COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY C.G. ACC. CRUCIFORM-UIT-YUPE-HUT (G'S & G'S/IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS H1UE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I tF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 
MAXIMUM I'll N I!'I U PI ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TI~E RUfiNO 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
. C.G. ACe. CRUCIFORM-~IT-~UPE-HUT (G'S & G'S/IN.) AFT BAY 
'fHE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
·LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
lAC941 lAC942 lAC943 lAH933 lAH934 lAH935 lAH936 lAH937 
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TABLE tAN14A 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
C.G. Ace. CRUCIFORM-UIT-YUPE-HUT (GIS & G'S~IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 











VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.2716+00 7.2500-01 LA5378 
4.5723-01 4.3000-01 I.~5374 
3.8173+00 2.2500-01 tA5371 
2.6358-02 7.7500-01 LA5371 
3.7319-02 7.9600-01 LA5372 
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IGLOO GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP ••••.•••.•.•••.••.••••••••.••••••••• 
IGLOO LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS •••.••••.•.•.••••..•.•..•. 
IGLOO LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RES'JLTS .••....••..••••••••.•.••.• 
IGLOO LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ••.•..•••..•••.•.•••.•..•••• 
IGLOO LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ••..•..••.•••••••.••••.••.• 
IGLOO LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS •••••...•..•••..•••.••.•..•..•.••• 
IGLOO LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS •••.•.••••.•••••••••••.••.•••••.• 
FORWARD PALLET GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP ....................... . 
FORWARD PALLET L1FTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS •••••••••••••.. 
FORWARD PALLET LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ••...••.•.•..• 
FORWARD PALLET LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS .••••••.•••....• 
FORWARD PALLET LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS .............. . 
FO!lWARD PALLET LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ....................•. 
FORWARD PALLET LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ••••••..•....•.....•. 
AFT PALLET GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP .......................... .. 
AFT PALLET LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ••••...•.•.•.••.••.• 
AFT PALLET LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ••••.•••.•.••••...• 
AFT PALLET LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS •••.•.••.•.••.•••••..• 
AFT PALLET LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ••.••.•••.•••••••.••• 
AFT PALLET LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS .......................... . 
AFT PALLET LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ......................... .. 
IPS GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP ••••.••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
IPS LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ........................... .. 
IPS LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ............................ . 















































IPS LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS.............................. C-131 
IPS LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RES ULTS ....•.............••......•......... C-139 
IPS LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS.................................... C-145 
PCA GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP...................................... C-151 
PCA LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS............................ C-152 
PCA LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS............................ C-159 
PCA LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS.............................. C-165 
PCA LJ\;,DING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS.............................. C-l71 
PCA LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS.................................... C-177 
PCA LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTf- ................................... C-183 
CRUCIFORM GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP.............................. C-189 
CRUCIFORM LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAY ~OAD RESULTS..................... C-190 
CRUCIFORM LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS.................... C-198 
CRUCIFORM LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS...................... C-204 
CRUCIFORM LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS...................... C-211 
CRUCIFORM LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS. ........................... C-217 
CRUCIFORM LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS........................... C-223 
HUT GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP...................................... C-228 
HUT LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS............................ C-229 
HUT LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS............................ C-231 
HUT LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS.............................. C-233 
HUT LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS............................. C-235 
HUT LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS.................................... C-237 
HUT LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS................................... C-239 
UIT GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP...................................... C-241 
UIT LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ........................... .. C-242 
UIT LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ........................... . C-244 
C-2 









UIT LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS .............................. . 
UIT LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ............................. . 
UIT LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ................................... . 
UIT LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ................................... 
WUPPE GRID POINT ROW NUMBER MAP ................................... 
WUPPE LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS ••••.•.•.•.•..•.•......••. 
WUPPE LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS •••..•..•.........••...•. 
WUPPE LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ........................... . 
WUPPE LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS .......................... . 
WUPPE LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ................................ . 
WUPPE LANDING AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS ............................... .. 
ASTRO /OIi.BITER ROW NUMBER MAP ..................................... . 
ASTRO/ORBITER LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS •••........••... 
ASTRO /ORBITER LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RESULTS •..•.•••..•.••• 
ASTRO/ORBITER LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ............... .. 
ASTRO/ORBITER LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RESULTS ................ . 
ASTRO/ORBITER LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RESULTS •••.•.........•.•...••• 
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() TABLE LTF 2C I 
'" CO~POSITE ~AX-MIN SUMMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU~BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC9304 LFC935 lFC936 lFC937 lFC938 lFC939 lFC904" 
lFC9041 lFC9042 LFC9043 LFH933 LFH9304 lFH935 lFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH9040 LFH9041 tFH9042 LFH9043 tAC933 tAC93" 
tAC935 LAC936 LAC937 tAC938 tAC939 LAC910 LAC911 LAC912 
LAC913 LAH933 LAH931 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 tAH939 
LAH940 LAH911 LAH912 LAH913 
Ii MAXIPIUPI PlINIMUI'I ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------! ' NUPIBER UALUE TIME RUNNO UALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 9.2739-05 6.7800+00 LAC938 -4.8199-01 7.1750+00 LAC935 ~ ~ 
l~ 2 7.0829-01 7.5500+00 LFH939 -2.1681-01 6.9150+00 LFC912 3 3.7531-01 6.7950+00 LAH943 -2.5018-01 6.8700+00 LAH942 
! 11; 1 4.1053-01 6.7850+00 LAH935 -3.2317-01 6.8700+00 tAC942 ! II 5 1.8606-03 7.1100+00 LFH939 -1.04032-01 6.7850+00 LAC938 ll. 
\t 
6 1.2782-05 6.8150+00 LAC939 -1.6199-05 6.8700+00 LFH935 00 
7 3.50460-04 7.6800+00 LAH936 -2.8057-01 8.5750+00 LAH935 "";:0 
."Gi 8 2.5200-01 6.9350+00 LFC942 -7.9350-05 6.7350+00 LAC910 o-
r 
9 1.8813-06 6.80450+00 LFH936 -1.1106-06 6.8150+00 LFC912 02: 
10 4.1663-04 7.5350+00 LAH937 -1.0520-01 7.6850+00 LAH936 ;:of! 
'3 11 1.1760-01 6.8650+00 LFH935 -1.2152-04 6.7900+00 LFC912 .0." c: ;Jl 
l 12 1. 3121+004 6.9300+00 LFC942 -5.6577+03 6.8750+00 LFC912 'PC! 13 3.5222+01 8.2800+00 LAH936 -3.5143+03 7.7250+00 LAH938 r.: ~tt 
_l ....... I ,I 14 1.3083-05 6.8600+00 LFC936 -5.2908-05 6.9350+00 LFC935 "f \'tl I ~l 15 5.3476-01 6.8800+00 LFC912 -8.11404-04 6.7950+00 LAC942 IV 16 1.2.123-03 8.2800+00 LAH936 -1.9607-03 7.7750+00 LAH935 I 17 5.6743-04 6.8650+00 LFC936 -1.1560-03 6.90400+00 LFC935 1:1,' 18 8.8910-04 6.8100+00 LFC942 -3.8575-004 6.8800+00 LFC942 
I 19 3.4063-03 7.9150+00 LAC937 -3.3898-03 7.6900+00 LAH935 f , 
;6 ~ 
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TABLE LTF 2C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-~IN SUMMARY IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFr BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC93 ... LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 l.C939 LFC9 ... 0 LFC9 ... 1 LFC9"'2 LFC943 LFH933 LFH93 ... LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 lFH939 lFH9 ... 0 LFH9 ... 1 lFH9 ... 2 LFH9 ... 3 lAC933 lAC93 ... lAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 lAC939 lAC9 ... 0 LAC9 ... 1 lAC942 LAC9 ... 3 lAH933 LAH93 .. LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 lAH939 LAH940 lAH9 .. 1 lAH9 .. 2 LAH9 .. 3 
I'IAXIMUM ~INIMUM ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'lBER VALUE TI~E RUNNO VALUE "'HIE RUNNO 
20 1.7429-05 7.2650+00 lAH937 -2.6597-05 7.5500+00 LAC939 21 2,8353-05 6.7850+00 lAC939 -3.59<47-05 6.7900+00 LFC9 .. 2 22 5.4185-05 6.9150+00 LFC937 -1.0003-05 7.2200+00 LAC9 .. 0 00 
"11::0 23 1. 7150-03 7.7800+00 lAH935 -1.2313-03 7.6850+00 lAH935 
'Ui5 2 ... 7.3964-05 6.9150+00 LFC937 -1.7092-05 7.2200+00 lAC9 .. 0 0-25 3.6"'63-0'" 6.8600+00 LAH936 
-8.1601-0" 7.7700+00 LAH935 0 2 26 7.0"'06-05 6.9100+00 LFC937 
-8.7"88-06 6.7050+00 LFH9 .. 2 ::oF! 27 ".04492-0" 7.7200+00 LFC935 
-2.6030-0" 7.5"'50+00 LFH9 .. 0 O'U Cl» 28 7.38 .... -05 6.9150+00 LFC937 
-1."870-05 6.7050+00 LFH9 .. 2 ):>0 1M 29 3.2793-0" 7.7250+00 LAH938 
-".172"-0" 8.6750+00 LAH935 ~W 30 7."276-0" 6.9100+00 LFC937 -1.5308-0" 6.7950+00 LFC942 31 1.0267-03 6.9250+00 LFC9 .. 2 
-5.628"-0'" 7.5"50+00 LAC9 .. 0 32 3.<4745-05 7.2350+00 LFH9 .. 2 
-".4509-05 7.3100+00 LFC935 33 ".2877-0" 7.2200+00 LAC939 -f.. 8333-0'" 7.5350+00 LFH939 34 9.4602-0'" 8.0800+00 LAH935 -1.6018-03 7.5"00+00 LFH939 35 8.5289-05 7.7150+00 LFC935 -3.0691-05 6.7350+00 LAC940 36 6.8289-03 7.0"00+00 LFC942 - ~ o3a--12-9a 6.9450+00 LFC93S 37 1.9772-04 7.1500+00 LFH937 
-1.6100-0" 7.2250+00 LAC939 38 6.1"63-06 6.8600+00 LFC936 -2.?a96-05 6.9"00+00 LFC935 
-i \!') "" 
to ~ _ ,__ 0_0 __ 0_ 
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TABLE LTF ac (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SU~~ARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLEl 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFCS37 LFC938 LFCS39 LFCS40 
LFCS41 LFC942 LFCS43 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LF'H941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 tAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC9 .. 1 LAC942 
LAC943 tAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH9<10 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINI~U~ 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NU~BER VALUE TUIE RUt/NO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
39 8.8437-05 6.9<100+00 LFC935 -1.4175-05 6.8600+00 LFC936 
40 6.5922-04 7.6800+00 LAH936 -8.2237-04 7.5250+00 LAC937 
41 3.7748-05 6.7950+00 LAC942 -1.3785-05 6.8600+00 LAC936 
42 9.7431-03 6.9300+00 LFC942 -6.5133-03 6.8800+90 LFH9 .. 2 
43 9.4662-04 7.9150+00 LAC937 -8.7870-04 7.6900+00 LAH935 
44 4.8629-06 7.0300+00 LFH942 -4."963-06 8.2800+00 LAH935 
45 1.7332-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 -4.5786-IH 6.8700+00 LFH942 
46 2.6221-03 7.3200+00 LFC942 -3.8374-03 8.2750+00 LAH936 
47 1.AJ194-03 6.9400+00 LAC935 -2.6895-04 6.8600+00 LAC936 
48 3.440"+03 6.8800+00 LFC942 -9.3239+03 6.9300+00 LFC942 
49 3.2805+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 -8."78-t+03 6.9300+00 LFC942 
50 1.4843-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -6.2478-03 6.9"00+00 LFC935 
51 5.0130+E.3 7.7250+00 tAH938 -5.6865+03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
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TABLE LAN 2C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FYD & AFT BAV 
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TABLE LAN 2C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOlLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEz 
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TABLE LAN 2C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~!NG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 




NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
47 8.1759-04 2.4000-01 LF5371 -5.7319-04 5.8000-01 LFS372 
48 1.1992+04 2.7500-01 LF5371 -6.7448+03 2.3500-01 LF5371 
49 1.1840+04 2.7500-01 LF5371 -6.5904+03 2.3500-01 LF5371 
50 4.1625-03 2.7500-01 LF5371 -2.7937-03 3.1500-01 LF5371 
51 4.2593+03 4.5000-01 LA5373 -3.4630+03 2.8500-01 LF5373 
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("J TABLE LTF 2F r 
..... 
'" CO"POSITE "AX-I'IIN SUM"ARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LES-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
lFC933 LFC93 .. LFC935 LFC936 Lf'C937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9 .. 0 
Lf'C9"1 LFC9 .. 2 tFC9 .. 3 LFH933 tFH93" tFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
t 
LFH938 tFH939 LFH9 .. 0 LFH9 .. 1 LFHSil .. 2 LFH943 
PlAXIImM 'UNIPIUPI 
i, ROY ----~---------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER UALUE TUtE RUNNO UALUE TI"E RUNNO 
H 1 ".8436-05 6.9100+00 tFC9 .. 2 - ... 7 ...... -' .. 6.8000+00 tFH942 2 7.0829-0" 7.5500+00 tFH939 -2.4681-04 6.9150+09 LFC9 .. 2 i 3 3.3833-9" 7.3100+00 tFC935 -1.7359-0" 6.7650+00 tFH940 I 
; l .. 3."072-0" 6.8000+00 LFH933 -2.6887-04 £ .. 770e·H!l0 LFH938 l) 5 1.8606-03 7.1100+00 tFH939 -3.90"9-0" 6.8700+00 LFC936 
Ht Ii 1.2782-05 6.8"50+00 tFC939 -1.6199-05 6 .. '700+00 LFH935 00 ! /1 1 2.4380-04 7.1500+00 LFC937 -2.2276-04 7.0600+00 LFH936 ";:0 t I. S 2.5200-0" 6.9350+00 Lf'C9"2 -7.9350-05 6.7350+00 lFC9 .. 0 "'[lei ir 9 1.8813-06 6.8450+00 tFH936 - ..... 106-06 6.8450+00 LFC9 .. 2 0-0 2 j \ 10 2.5046-0" 6.8150+00 LFH943 -2.2725-0" 6.7359+00 LFC9 .. 2 ;:of: 11 1.1760-0" 6.8650+00 lFH935 -1.2152-04 6.7900+00 lFC9 .. 2 ,0"<:1 I 12 1.3121+0" 6.9300+00 lFC942 -5.6571+03 6.8750+00 LFC9 .. 2 c"'" , I' ).:. !;) 
!\ 13 2.7488+03 7.4950+00 LFC9 .. 2 -2."812+03 7.2950+00 lF~935 r +- t'J 
" 
14 1.3083-05 6.8600+00 LFC936 -5.2908-05 6.9350+00 LFC935 :tm 15 5.3"16-0-t 6.8800+00 LFC9 .. 2 -8 ..... 09-0 .. 6.9200+00 LFC942 
" 
16 7.2377-04 7.1550+00 LFH938 -1.4500-03 7.2"00+00 LFH939 i ',1 17 5.67"13-0" 6.8650+00 LFC936 -1."560-03 6.9"00+00 LFC935 I~ 18 8.89'.0-04 6.8400+00 lFC9 .. 2 -3.8575-04 6.8890+00 LFC9 .. 2 19 2.1695-03 7.5450+00 LFC939 -1.7358-93 8.3800+00 LFH9 .. 2 1,1., 2e 1.6630-05 7.6350+00 LFC939 -2.6597-05 7.5500+00 LFC939 I 21 2.8353-05 6.7850+00 lFC939 -3.5947-05 6.7900+00 tFC9 .. 2 
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TABLE LTF 2F (CONTINUED) 
COI"IPOSITE I"IAX-I"IIH SUI"II"IARV 
IGLOO GR!DPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORYARD B~V 
THE FOLLOYING RUN HUI"IDERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI"IIHG THIS TABLEt 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 tFC938 LFC939 tFC948 
< 
tFC941 tFC942 LFC943 tFH933 LFH934 tFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 tFH939 tFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I"IAl<IP'lUI"I I'lIN 1 I"IUI"I 
ROY --------------------------- -----------... _--------------
tlUI"IBER VALUE rUlE RUttl'tO VAtUE TII"IE RUNNO 
23 9.9339-194 8.2650+60 tFH942 -5.8048-04 8.2950+00 LFH938 
24 7.3964-65 6-.9150+08 tFC937 -i.709cHl5 7.2208+88 tFC940 
25 3.026B-84 6.7700+00 tFH940 -6.2171-04 6.7950+08 tFC942 
26 7.0406-05 6.9100+00 tFC937 -8.7468-06 6.7058+08 LFH942 
27 4.4492-04 7.7208+80 tFC935 -2.6038-04 7.5450+00 tFH948 
28 7.3844-05 6.9150?08 tFC937 -1. 4870-05 6.7050+00 tFH942 
29 2.1840-04 7.5600+00 LFC940 -2.8885-04 7.5100+00 tFC942 
30 7.4276-04 6.9100+00 LFC937 -1.5308-04 6.7950+00 tFC942 oc 
31 1.0267-03 6.9250+00 LFC942 -5. 6284-e-i 7.5450+88 tFC948 
-n~ 
32 3.4745-85 7.2350+00 tFH942 -4.4509-85 7.3100+80 LFC935 
-or;; c .. , 
33 4.2877-04 7.2208+08 tFC939 -6.8333-04 7.5350+00 LFH939 
() -::= 
3'; 7.8879-04 7.3400+00 LFC942 -1.6018-03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
;ot=-




36 6.8289-63 7.0480+09 tFC942 -1.3842-02 6.9458+&' LFC935 l:=' 1 .' 
37 1.9772-64 7.1509+99 tFH937 -1.6199-94 7.2250+00 LFC939 
.. j..;j 
~lli 38 6.1463-06 6.8600+66 LFC~36 -2.7296-95 6.9409+00 tFC935 
39 8.8437-85 6.9408+00 tFC935 -1.4175-95 6.8600+09 LFC93S 
40 3.9879-04 7.7250+00 LFH940 -5.9809-04 7.2459+00 LFH939 
41 3.3194-05 6.9459+09 LFC942 -1.2646-05 6.8759+00 LFH942 
42 9.7431-93 6.9390+09 tFC942 -6.5133-93 6.8890+013 LFH942 
43 6.3939-04 7.5408+99 tFC939 -4.5787-94 8.3800+88 LFH942 
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TABLE LTF 2F (CONTINUED) 
COltPOSITE ItAX-"IN SU"ltARY IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS 1 LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFCS36 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 




HAXlltUM ItINli'lUM ROW --------------------------- _._-------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 




-uC; 0-0:2 ;o~ 
,0-;; 
c :r--' 
l>' (.-' I'r-j 3 " ~ ~:j 
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TABLE LAN 2F 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I LB5370 LB537! LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
I'1A X 11'1 U 1'1 IU tU !'IU!'I ROI.) --------------------------- ---------------------------tlUl"IBER VI'lLUE TIME RUNtiO VAlUE TIME RUNNO 1 2.0774-04 6.3500-01 tB537! -5.3960-04 2.7000-01 LB5371 2 9.2212-04 2.2000-01 LB5372 
-3.8043-04 6.2500-01 LB5371 3 7.8960-05 3.7000-01 LB5373 
-3.5902-04 2.4000-01 LB5371 
'" 
2.8522-04 6.2000-01 LB5371 
-3.0410-04 3.B00~-01 LB53?1 5 2.4159-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 
-6.8964-04 $,4000-01 LB53?1 6 2.7412-05 6.4900+00 LB53?0 
-3.6673-05 6.4200+00 LB5370 7 4.1975-04 2.4000-01 LB53'i1 -8.6637-05 6.2000-01 LB5371 8 2.4325-04 2.3500-01 LB5371 -2.3554-04 5.8500-01 LB5371 9 7.5667-06 6.5300+00 LB5370 
-8.9365-06 6.4650+00 LB5370 10 2.1656-04 3.3500-01 LB5373 -1.3760-04 8.2000-01 LB5371 11 2.2049-04 1.5000-01 LB5371 
-1.1551-04 5.8500-01 LB5371 12 9.6845+03 6.3000-01 LB53?1 
-1.8593+04 2.?500-01 LB5371 13 2.5226+03 2.8000-01 LB5373 
-2.9890+03 3.3000-01 LB5373 14 2.7156-05 1.5500-01 LB5372 
-1.9843-05 1.9500-01 LB5371 15 2.;::048-03 ;::.7500-01 LBS3?! 
-1.7003-03 3.1500-01 LBS371 16 1.5875-03 2.7500-01 LB5311 -4.2967-04 3.5500-01 LB5373 17 7.4083-04 1.5500-01 LB5372 
-1.6218-03 2.3009-01 LB5372 18 1.5074-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 
-1.1131-03 3.5500-01 LB53?1 19 2.1614-03 3.4500-01 LB53?3 -4.1643-04 6.6000-01 LB53?1 20 1.1433-05 6.3000-01 LB5371 
-4.3221-05 2.6000-01 LB53?1 21 3.7a84-05 1.5000-01 LB53?1 
-4.2395-0S 2.3000-01 LBS372 C!2 6.7060-05 2.6000-01 LBS3?1 -3.2825-05 6.3751'."'00 LB5370 C!3 8.S537-04 3.4500-01 LBS3?3 -C!.?86S-04 1 • 5600·.00 LB5372 24 9.3411-05 2.1000-01 LB5372 -5.1960-05 5.850~-01 LB5371 
---- - --;:& 
.. -.," ......... -.... '.'.~~ 
.If • 
. , 


















Ii f.1I--- -.--.---- .-.. I'. 
f. (') I TABLE LAN 2F (CONTINUED) .... 
'" 
COMPOSITE MA~-MIN SUMMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
I 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LI5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
I'IA~IMUI'I MINI"UI'i 
ROW ---~----------------------- ---------------------------; j' NUMBER VALUE TIrlE RUNNO VALUE TlrlE RUNNO 
L 25 2.5286-0" 1.5500-01 LB5372 -3.3538-0" 3.5500-01 LB5373 • I, 
a6 8.2542-05 2."500-01 LB5371 - ..... 672-05 5.8500-01 LB5371 ! ' : ~ 27 1.8606-0" 6.2500-01 LB5371 -5.3223-04 2.7500-01 LB537! : ' 
28 9.7354-05 2.6500-01 LB5371 - ..... 732-05 5.8500-01 LB5371 
i' 29 2."205-04 3.5000-01 LB5373 -1.6815-04 6.2000-01 LB5371 ~ I 30 1.3424-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 -7.8281-04 5.9000-01 LB5371 !tI 31 5.3729-04 6.3500-01 LB5371 -1.1859-03 2.7000-01 LB5371 
;~ 32 7.9397-05 2.4000-01 LB5371 -2.5928-05 5.9000-01 LB5371 
: I, 33 5.7738-04 5.9000-01 LB5371 -1.3430-03 2."000-01 LB5371 
!, 34 ".7272-04 5.9000-01 LB5371 -2."'''82-03 2.4500-01 LB5371 35 4.8700-05 6.2500-01 LI5371 -7.7655-05 1.0500-01 LI5371 
Il 36 2.7111-02 2.7500-01 LB5371 -8.78<41-03 8.5500-01 LB5371 , 37 3.7965-0<4 2.3500-01 LB5371 -4.7<43<4-05 6.0500-01 LB5372 
• I, 38 1.0506-05 8.2000-01 LB5371 -1.2642-05 2.3000-01 LB5372 l 39 5.42"0-05 2.2500-01 LB5372 -2.9671-05 1.5500-01 LB5372 Il 40 6.3<474-04 2.7000-01 LB5311 -2.1015-0" 6.4000-01 LB5371 
I 
"'1 1.6320-05 2.4000-01 LBS371 -2.2670-05 3.2000-01 LB5372 ! "j 42 1.<4768-02 3.1500-01 L0537! -1.3702-02 3.5000-01 LB5371 
.1 
, .,q 43 6.3108-04 3.3500-01 LB5373 -1.7608-04 8.2500-01 LB53?1 ~ 
.... rj.053<4-06 2.8500-01 LB5371 -3.2774-06 5.9000-01 LB5371 
'. 45 1.2626-03 3.1500-01 LB5371 -2.1211-03 2.7500-01 LB537! "., 
<46 1.1152-03 6.0500-01 LB5372 -6.0793-03 2.<4500-01 LB537! 
47 8.1759-04 2.4000-01 LB5371 -5.7319-04 5.8000-01 LB5372 
48 1.1992+0<4 2.7500-01 LB537! -6.7 .... 8+03 2.3500-01 LB5371 
.<! 
>. . '.. . ~ E. -; .... - Dili", : .... 
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TABLE LAN 2F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-~IN SU~MARY IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLEI LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
~AXI~U" ~INII'IUI'1 ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TI~E RUNNO 
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TABLE i.TF 2A 
COMPOSITE "AX-ftIN SUMftARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.' AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEM 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC93S LAC936 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 





IN FORftING THIS TABLE I 
LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 



























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
9.2739-8S 6.7880+80 LAC938 
6.8728-84 7.SS88+88 LAC939 
3.7S31-84 6.79S0+88 LAH943 
4.48S3-84 6.7858+88 LAH935 
1.8471-83 7.1180+00 LAC939 
1.2782-8S 6.8450+08 LAC939 
3.5468-84 7.6888+88 LAH936 
1.8868-8" 6.6650+00 LAC937 
1.3788-06 6.7688+88 LAC940 
4.1663-0" 7.5350+08 LAH937 
1.1593-8" 6.7888+80 LAC939 
9.7S91+03 7.6300+00 LAC939 
3.5222+83 8.2888+08 LAH936 
1.1317-85 6.7758+08 LAC948 
3.8077-84 6.8488+00 LAH942 
1.2823-83 8.2888+88 LAH936 
4.7567-84 6.7808+08 LAC940 
7.8S47-84 7.5150+88 LAC937 
3.4063-03 7.91S8+88 LAC937 
1.7429-8S 7.26S8+88 LAH937 
2.8353-85 6.7858+08 LAC939 
5.3822-05 6.6600+08 LAH937 
P1IHII'IUM 
VALUE TIftE RUN NO 
-".8499-84 7.1758+80 LAC935 
-1.9318-04 6.7808+00 LAC938 
-2.5818-04 6.8788+08 LAH942 
-3.2347-04 6.8788+00 LAC942 
-4."8~2-04 6.7858+00 LAC938 
-1.37S6-05 6.78S8+00 LAC939 
-2.80S7-04 8.5750+00 LAH935 
-7.93S8-05 6.73S8+00 LAC9 .. e 
-4.2454-06 7.6300+00 LAH937 
-4.0S20-0" 7.6850+00 LAH936 
-1.0873-04 6.8500+00 LAC940 
-4.6959+03 6.7480+80 LAC948 
-3.51"3+03 7.7258+88 LAH938 
-S.179"-8S 6.8S88+88 LAC939 
-8.4444-04 6.79S0+88 LAC942 
-1.9687-03 7.7750+08 LAH93S 
-1.3987-03 8.19.50+00 LAH939 
-2.S095-04 7.8900+00 LAC934 
-3.3898-03 7.6900+00 LAH935 
-2.6597-0S 7.5500+80 LAC939 
-2.9518-0S 7.18S8+88 LAC939 
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TABLE LTF 2A (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-"IN SUR"ARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
• 
THE FOLLOUlNG RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEs 
LAC933 LAC93 .. LAC935 LAC936 LACS37 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9 .. 8 
LAC9"! LAC9 .. 2 LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH93 .. LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH9 .. 8 LAH9 .. 1 LAH9 .. 2 LAH9 .. 3 
"A)(I"U~ "INI"U" ROU --------------------------- ---------------------------
ttUI'tBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
23 1. 7158-83 7.7888+88 LAH935 -1.2313-83 7.6858+88 LAH935 
2 .. 6.9216-85 6.9888+88 LAC939 -1.7892-85 7.2288~88 LAC9 .. 8 
25 3.6"63-8" 6.8688+80 LAH936 -8.1681-8" 7.7788+88 LAH935 
26 7.8176-85 6.6688+88 LAC937 -5.8551- "'6 7.2158+88 LAC948 
27 ....... 31-0 .. 7.6388+88 LAC939 
-2.3"37-8" 7,S"58+88 LAC9 .. 8 00 28 6.92"1-85 6.7558+88 LAH9 .. 3 -1."378-85 7.228$+89 LAC9 .. 8 ." :t, 
29 3.2793-8" 7.7258+88 LAH938 
-".172"-8" 8.6758+88 LAH935 "OG: 0" 38 7.8866-8" 6.6688+80 LAC937 -1.3792-8" 7.2288+88 LAC9 .. 8 0;;'; ;r.' 31 1.8161-83 8.8958+88 LAH9 .. 2 
-5.628"-8" 7.5"58+88 LAC9 .. 8 ;0 r" 
32 2.9916-85 7.1588+88 LAC9 .. 8 -".3899-8S 7.2258+88 LAC939 0"(1 
33 ".2877-8" 7.2288+88 LAC939 -6.7"82-0" 7.5358+68 LAC939 c: ):.;r l:'P 3 .. 9."682-8" 8.8888+88 LAH93S -1.6885-83 7.5"86+88 LAC939 r ['Ii 
35 8.3295-85 7.6258+88 LAC939 -3.8691-85 6.7358+88 LAC9 .. 8 ~@ 
36 ".8177-83 7.1"58+88 LAC9 .. 8 -1.3393-82 6.8688+88 LAC939 
37 1.8646-8" 7.1"58+88 LAC939 -1.6188-8" 7.2258+88 LAC939 
38 6.0858-86 6.8688+88 LAC936 -2.6572-85 6.9358+88 LAH935 
39 8.3956-85 6.9358+88 LAC935 -1.8913-85 6.7758+08 LAC9 .. 8 
.. 8 6.5922-8" 7.6888+88 LAH936 -8.2237-8" 7.5258+88 LAC937 
41 3.7748-85 6.7958+88 LAC9"2 -1.3785-85 6.8688+88 LAC936 
42 9.4989-83 6.9588+88 LAH94a -3.2986-83 6.7688+88 LAC9 .. 8 
.. 3 9.4662-8" 7.9158+88 LACS37 -8.7878-84 7.6980+88 LAH935 
.... 3.5423-86 7.8188+88 tAH933 - ..... 963-86 8.2888+88 LAH935 
(£ 
~_f.:-__ ~ .. _..F , ...... 
Ii , 
, 
1 , , 
i~ 












TABLE LTF 2A (CONTI~UED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIN SU"I'IARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 LAC9~3 LAH933 






















I'IAXI I'IUI'l 1'1 I H II'IU 1'1 
VALUE TII'IE RUHHO VALUE TII'IE RUtiNO 
1.6259-83 6.8558+88 LAC939 -4.1457-84 6.8788+88 LAC936 
2.6897-83 8.1258+88 LAH938 -3.8374-83 8.2758+80 LAH936 
1.4194-83 6.9488+88 LAC935 -2.689';-84 6.8688+88 LAC936 
2.1488+83 6.7488+88 LAC948 -7.6683+83 6.7958+88 LAH942 
2.8154+83 6.8480+88 LAH942 -7.3388+83 6.7950+80 LAC942 
1.1997-83 6.8658+88 LAC936 -5.9115-83 6.8558+08 LAC939 
5.8138+83 7.7258+88 LAH938 -5.6865+83 8.2888+88 LAH935 

















































TABLE LAN 2A 
COMPOSITE !'IAX-AIN SUAMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TA8lEI 
L85370 l.85371 l.85372 l.85373 LB537 .. 
I'IAXIMUI'I AINI!'IUI'I 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.6611-0" 5.7000-01 LB5372 
-".96"5-0" 2.3500-01 LB5371 
2 9.6300-0" 2.3000-01 LB5371 -3.2858-0" ".0000-01 LB5371 
3 1. 3119-0" ... 0000-01 LB5371 -3.213"-0" 2.3500-01 LB5371 
.. 2.8870-0'" ".0000-01 LB5371 -3.2275-0'" 7.0500-01 LB5372 
5 2.3867-03 2.2500-01 L85371 -8.1611-0" 5.6500-01 l.B5372 
6 9.3199-06 6.1950+00 LB5370 -1. 1916-05 1.6000-01 L85371 
7 4."720-0'" 2.2000-01 L85371 -1.1125-0'" 5.2500-01 L85372 
8 2.0986-0'" 1.7000-01 LB5371 -1.4641-0'" 2.1000-01 LB5371 
9 3.0403-06 7.0500-01 LB5372 -5.5750-06 2.8500-01 LE: ,'1 
10 2.5827-0'" ... 7500-01 LB5371 -1."507-0'" 5.6000-01 LB~'/2 
11 1.5171-04 2.5000-01 l.B5371 -9.1894-05 2.1000-01 L85371 
12 6.6630+03 ".2000-01 LB5372 -1. 46 .. 9+0 .. 2.1500-01 L85371 
13 2.2530+03 1.1550+00 L85371 -2.0"86+03 7.8500-01 L85374 
14 1.9060-05 7.1500-01 L85372 -1.1506-05 3.3500-01 L85371 
15 9.2861-04 3.2000-01 L85371 -7.8416-0~ 8.3000-01 LI5371 
16 1.3086-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -4.6081-0'" ".2000-01 L8537 .. 
17 6 .... 956-0 .. 5.7000-01 L85372 -1.761"-03 2.1500-01 L85371 
18 8.0652-0" 2.8500-01 L85371 -5.68"'3-0" 7.1500-01 L85371 
19 1.9520-03 3.1500-01 L85373 -7.1885-0" 5.7500-01 L85371 
20 1.012"'-05 1.0550+00 L85371 - ... 8355-05 2.2000-01 L85371 
21 2.1314-05 1.0600+00 LB5371 -5.5836-05 2.1000-01 L85371 
22 5.7399-05 2.8500-01 L85311 -2.0632-05 5.9500-01 L85371 
23 6.1729-0'" 3.2500-01 L85373 -4.3782-04 1.1100+00 L85373 
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TABLE LAN 2A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SU""ARV 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
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TABLE LAN 2A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
IGLOO GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 lB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIPIUM MINIP'lU'" 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
49 ?9991Hl3 4.7000-01 LBS3?! -4.5253+03 4.3000-01 LBS3?1 
50 2.8343-03 4.4500-01 LB5372 -1.6187-03 3.5500-01 LB5371 
51 4.2593+03 4.5000-01 LB53?3 -8.5869+03 6.2500-01 LB53?3 
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TABLE LTF 3C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUAAARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-1N.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN '~MING THIS TABLE. 
lFC933 LFC93-4 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC~38 LFC939 LFC9,.,e 
LFC9-41 lFC948 LFC9-43 LFH933 LFH9304 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH9-40 LFH9-41 LFH942 LFH9-43 U\C933 LAC93 .. 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC9"1 LAC9 .. 8 
LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAHS40 LAH9-41 LAHS .. 2 LAH9 .. 3 
MAXlriUI'I M1NII'IUM 
1101.1 --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUNNO 
1 1.2605-01 6.9500+00 LFC935 -6.6680-02 6.5900+00 LFH939 
2 1.3525+00 6.8750+00 LFC934 -3.3560+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 
3 1.3875+00 6.7800+00 LFC938 -8.8379+00 6.8"00+00 LAH937 00 
"1'1;:0 
.. 6.S506-01 6.8~00+00 LAHS37 -1.3611-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 
"Or;; 5 1.0807-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -5.9097-01 6.8350+00 LAHS39 
°2 6 1."65-4-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -6.188"-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 o jo, 
7 1.2573+00 6.8400+00 LAH937 -8.806"-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 ;:Or-
8 7.0409-02 6.7800+00 LFH938 --4.8999-01 6.7950+00 LAH9-48 0"tl c~ 9 3.3-437-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.8860+00 6.8450+00 LAH937 :,e, ~, r ;, 10 1.8453+0-4 6.8550+00 tAC939 -8.3861+03 7.1550+00 tFH9-40 ..... ~.,1 :::J ... 11 1."668+03 6.6300+00 tFC9-43 -5.3439+02 6,8700+00 tAH942 ... £:;;) 
12 9.6338+02 6.8750+00 tAH948 -4.9870+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 
13 5.2796+01 6.7950+00 tAH9-42 -1.1863+01 6.7650+00 LFH940 
104 7.7784+08 6.6000+00 tFH936 -1.3374+03 6.6050+00 tFC943 
15 4.0876+02 6.6050+00 LFC9-43 -2.3728+02 6.7250+00 LAH9-43 
16 8.65-43+00 6.9600+00 LFH935 --4.2115+00 6.7800+00 LFC938 
17 8.08-43-01 6.5650+00 LFC936 -9.3988-01 6.6600+00 tFH9 .. 3 
18 1.0845+00 6.8750+00 tFC934 -3.6820+00 6.9500+00 tFH93; 
19 3.6845+01 6.6600+00 tFH943 -3.8948+01 6.5850+00 tFC9-43 
,.. 4-- .......... ~ 
dl!IIIMlil 4!3&;;; au _ZLL2Lii-..~1 "P"B .... ~ 

















TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-~IN SUMMARV 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC9~2 LFC9~3 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH9~0 LAH941 LAH9~2 LAH9~3 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 
LFH9~2 LFH9~3 LAC933 
LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 
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TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) 
COflPOSITE flAX-MIN SUMMARV 
F~D PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
lFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 tFC937 lFC938 LFC939 LFC949 
LFC941 tFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 tFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 .. FH943 LAC933 lAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 lAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 lAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 tAH938 LAH939 
lAH940 lAH94l LAH942 LAH943 
flAX IrIUM 'HNIMUI'I 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
39 7.9449-01 6.7950+00 tAH942 -1.5161-01 6.7800+00 lFH938 
40 1.5741+02 6.6000+00 LFH943 -1.3596+02 6.5650+00 lFC936 
41 1.5429+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 -4 .1937~·02 6.8700+00 LAH942 
42 2.2381+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 -9.5768+02 6.8600+00 LFC942 ~} Q 
43 5.5919+03 6.9450+00 lAC935 -1.8950+03 6.8750+00 LAC942 -, " 
44 1.3790+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 - .... 3540+02 6.8700+00 tAH9 ... 2 ) 
45 4.9512+02 6.9400+00 LAC935 -2.48"8+02 6.8750+00 LAC942 ; , 
46 Ei.6160+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.2736+00 6.7800+00 lFH938 
41 1.3472+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -6.8684+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 
48 1.2062+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -6.5186+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 
49 3.0895+01 6.7950+00 lAH942 -5.9255+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
50 7.5539-01 6.7800+00 lFH938 -3.5817+00 6.8000+00 LFH933 
""-. . 51 1.37164+0G 6.8750+00 lFC934 -7.5058+00 6.8450+00 LAH937 
52 1.6612+03 6.8600+00 LFH942 -5.8594+03 6.9400+00 lFC935 
53 8.0529+02 7.3350+00 lAC937 -3.1009+02 9.0650+00 LAH935 
54 3.4516+02 6.8750+00 tAH942 -1.4706+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 
55 8.4789+03 6.9300+00 LFC942 -3.2803+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 
56 3.6369+02 6.8650+06 lAH936 -1.7133+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 
57 7.6053+02 7.7300+00 LAH937 ··5.47'f9+0a 7.8850+00 LAH935 
":"'I 
,,= -' ----- -_._.- _--,"","--,- *-_ _..,..... J> :!;:, 
r--- - ,. .r· • r .. 
n TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) i 
"" 00 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEr 
LFC933 lFC934 lFC935 LFC936 lFC937 LFC938 lFC939 lFC940 
LFC9 .. 1 lFC942 LFC943 LFH933 lFH934 LFHr,3~~ lFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 lFH942 LFH:t.;3 lAC933 lAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93? LAC938 lAC939 lAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 lAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 lAH941 LAH942 tAH943 
• i ~ MAXIMUM MIN U1UI'l ROY ------------------~~----.---- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO !. 58 1.7126+02 6.7650+00 tFH940 -7.5638+02 6.9400+00 LAC942 ~ If:l 59 1.8863+00 6.8550+00 tFC937 -3.7792-01 6.7800+00 lFH938 00 60 1.6720-01 6.9500+00 LFH936 -5.1179-02 6.8700+00 LFC936 'TI;:O 
" 61 6.2001-02 6.7800+00 LFH938 "'!lei i ~ -3.8140-01 6.8"50+00 LAH937 t I, 62 7.7771+00 6.7950+06 LAH942 -1.5739+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 Cz ;, 63 3.8041-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1. 7409+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 0);. , ;>;l r" 
! \ 6'" 5.2946-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -2.7051+00 6.8350+00 LAH939 .0-0 65 1.5697+01 6.8550+00 LFe93? -3.1471+00 6.7800+00 lFH938 c :C' t ~ I;·' 
/. 66 1. 7491+00 7.2350+00 LFH9"'2 -3.2206+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 I~ ri:j 
'~. 67 2.6925+00 6.6100+00 LFC938 -2.7588+00 7.2"'00+00 LFH9"'2 ~ ~fl 
68 1.8863+01 6.8550+00 LFC937 -3.7306+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 \IJI 69 1.3178+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -5.6894+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
,I 70 1.7633+00 6.7800+00 lFH938 -9.3700+00 6.8350+00 LAH939 
i 'J 71 1.7807+02 7.5400+00 lFH939 -1. 7416+02 7.3400+00 LFC9"'2 I ;; 
w 72 3.301"'+02 6.8550+00 LFC942 -6.1377+02 7.2600+00 LAH937 
I ~'. 73 3.3252+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 -1.2124+93 6.8650+00 LAH936 7<4 1.3354+01 6.8550+00 lFC937 -2.6103+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
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TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
FYD PAtLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (tBS & tBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ tFC935 LFC936 
tFC941 LFC942 tFC943 LFH933 
LFHg38 tFH939 tFH940 tFH941 
tAC935 tAC936 tAC937 tAC938 
tAC943 LAH933 tAH934 tAH935 
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(') TABLE LTF ac (CONTINUED) I 
'" 0 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & L8S-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LACS41 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LFlH943 
I'IA)(IMUI'I 1'111'1 I I'IUI'I 
ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
96 7.4399+91 6.9459+06 LFC935 -1.4991+01 6.8700+00 LFH935 
97 1.3981+91 7.8859+00 LAH935 -2.10407+81 6.6180+00 LFC937 } 98 5.6689+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -3.3532+01 6.8450+00 LAH937 
99 7.9995+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 -1.0191+03 6.7900+00 LAH938 ~ 100 7.6100+02 6.6550+00 LAC943 -9.6775+02 6.6100+80 LAH938 00 I. 101 1.8169+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -9,4422+00 6.8450+00 LAH937 ....;0 ~ 102 2.8873+08 6.8550+00 LFH936 -1.7325+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 ."Gi 0;2 103 5.8258+02 7.7300+00 LAC938 -9.8724+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 0". 
\ 104 1.9325+02 6.8500+e0 LFC936 -8.2842+02 7.6450+00 LAH937 ;Or I 105 1.9133+03 6.8550+00 LFH936 -5.8271+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 10 '0 I' C';.,;]: 
'3 106 5.1443+02 7.7350+00 LAH938 -1.0952+03 7.8850+08 LAH935 ;t:;: I~ ~l 107 2.0787+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 -1.3394+03 6.9450+00 LFH935 c: Wi l 108 9.3245+03 6.9300+00 LFC942 -3.4401+03 6.8808+00 LFC942 ... .J. .. , ... ~ '<1 
,J 109 1.7045+e2 7.2400+00 LFC942 -8.9885+81 6.6200+00 LAH936 
,I 110 5.1559+02 6.9400+00 LFH942 -2.7397+02 6.8750+OO LAH942 
"l" 
IV 111 3.0348+03 6.9450+00 LFH942 -1.O369+O3 6.8700+OO LFC942 
:(, 112 1.6519+O1 6.9400+00 LAH943 -3.6363+0O 6.8700+OO LFH935 
113 5.4499+O2 7.2500+00 LFH942 -1.3584+O3 7.3050+OO LFC942 
114 2.9410+03 7.3050+OO LFC942 -1.180O+03 7.2500+00 tFH942 
L' ~ 
: .... 6 .," ~ ... -- -':'-:-- ........ ,." 



















TABLE LtF 3C (CONTJNUED) 
COAPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 





















NUMBER VALUE TH'E RUNNO VALUE TIRE RUNNO 
115 4.1971+03 6.9300+00 LFH935 -8.9874+02 6.8700+00 tAC942 
116 1.286-1+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 -2.8770+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 
117 2.5792+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 -6.0412+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 
118 2.27""+01 6.9400+00 LAH943 -4.9534+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
119 6.9115+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1 .. 6403+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 
120 2.3689+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -1.0811+01 6.9400+00 LAH943 
121 1.1150+01 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.8256+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
122 8.0331+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.2141+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
123 1.5381+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -8.1819"'00 6.9400+00 LAH943 
124 2.9540+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.0150+03 7.1550+00 LFH940 
125 3.5939+02 7.9750+00 LAH936 -1.5521+03 6.9400+00 LFH935 
126 2.9063+02 6.8550+00 LFC936 -1.4205+03 8.2850+00 LAH935 
t27 1.0656+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -2.3964-01 6.8700+00 LFC936 
128 2.5123-02 6.7850+90 LFH940 -1.0171-01 6.8600+00 LAC939 
129 9.2976-02 6.8700+00 LFH935 -4.2106-01 6.9400+00 LAH943 
130 1.7865+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.6509-01 6.8700+00 LFH935 
131 1.3037+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.7545-01 6.8760+00 LFH935 
132 6.8206-01 6.8700+00 LFH935 -4.0188+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 
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TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMAR V 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH9~9 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 tAC138 
LAC943 lAH933 LAH934 LA~~15 





















NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
134 2.6046+02 7.8100+00 LAH936 -5.0956+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 
135 ~.22S~+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 -2.1128+03 6.9~50+00 LFH935 
136 9.3601+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.7835+00 6.870~+00 LFC936 
137 1.2449+00 8.2850+00 LAH935 -5.2304-01 7.0450+00 LFC942 
138 4.8462-01 6.7850+00 LFH940 -2.2531+00 6.8450+00 LAC937 
139 1.6247+02 6.5100+00 LFC937 -1.0123+02 6.5850+00 LFH933 
140 2.9448+02 6.8550+00 LFC936 -1.4156+03 6.9500+00 LFH9~2 
141 1.8791+03 6.9450+00 LFH942 -8.0182+02 6.8700+00 LFC9~2 
142 4.2799+01 6.9~00+00 LAH943 -6.7044+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
143 2.7435+00 6.6600+00 LFH933 -9.8473-01 6.6250+00 LFC936 
144 1.2654+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -6.9277+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 
145 1.3099+04 6.7950+00 LAH942 -2.875~+03 6.8650+00 LFH936 
146 3.1562+0a 7.9050+00 LAC938 -1.5989+03 6.9600+00 LFH942 
147 9.~?82+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 -5.1322+03 6.9~50+00 LFH935 
1 .. 8 7.91)67-02 6.8750+00 LFH935 -1.7730-01 6.7950+00 LAH9~2 
149 3.8386+00 6.9~00+00 LAC9~3 -8.9~61-01 6.7850+00 LFH9~0 
150 1.£1818+01 6.9~00+00 LAH9~3 -8.2325-01 6.8700+00 LFH935 
151 ~.9255+03 6.9300+00 LFH935 -1.0632+03 6.8700+00 LAC9~2 
152 2.9339+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.2186+03 6.9450+00 LFH942 
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TABLE LTF 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-HIN SUMMARV 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH949 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 





















NUMBER VALUE TUIE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
153 4.0980+02 6.9450+00 LFH933 -1.1637+92 6.8750+00 LFH935 
154 5.750:'+01 6.9400+00 LFC935 -5.9467+00 6.8650+00 LFH935 
155 8.8513+0a 6.6100+00 LFH941 -9.5601+02 6.6200+00 LFC934 
156 2.4778+02 6.9700+00 LFH941 -2.5081+02 6.6200+00 LFC934 
157 1.0697+01 6.8650+00 LFC937 -9.9332-01 6.8600+00 tAH936 
158 8.9257-01 6.6700+00 LFC941 -3.6183-01 6.6250+00 LFH936 
159 7.0719-01 6.7850+00 LFH940 -3.9942+00 6.8650+00 LFC937 
160 3.8175+01 6.6700+00 LFC941 -1.3151+01 6.£300+00 LFH936 
161 3.5717+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.3323+00 7.0400+00 LFC942 
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TMILE L.AN 3C ... 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 





NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUN NO 
1 1.0875-01 3.5000-01 LA53?1 -7.3506-02 6.1400+00 LF5370 
2 1.5988+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -2.6401+00 4.6500-01 LF53?1 
3 3.1352+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -S.4036+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
4 4.5626-01 4.6000-01 LFS371 -3.0134-01 3.6000-01 LF5371 00 
5 2.6670-01 3.6000-01 LF5371 -3.8448-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 "::0 
"0(5 6 2.6937-01 3.6000-01 LFS371 -4.1921-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 0-
7 8.5752-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -5.0707-01 3.6000-01 LF5371 O~ 
8 2.1687-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 -2.8766-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 ::0 r
a 
9 9.6478-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.2103+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 Oon c:;p 
10 1.8774+03 7.9000-01 LA5372 -7.5409+03 2.7500-01 LF5371 '" (,} 
11 5.4178+02 2.6500-01 LF5372 -8.3922+02 1.9500-01 LA5372 ~ ~~'i :;l -. 12 1.6460i03 5.9000-01 LF5372 -2.6087+03 2.3000-01 LF5372 '. tr."J. 
13 1.9995.01 5.7000-01 LA5371 -3.8816+01 2.4500-01 LA5371 
14 6.6724+02 3.0000-01 LA5371 -5.7847+02 6.1750+00 LF5370 
15 1.7587+02 6.1250+00 LF5370 -2.3373+02 2.5000-01 LA5371 
16 7.6404+00 2.4000-01 tF5371 -4.0157+00 4.1500-01 LA5373 
17 5.4031-01 4.1500-01 LA5373 -7.8356-01 2.4500-01 LF5371 
18 1.8121+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -2.7627+00 4.6500-01 LF5371 
19 3.3489+01 2.4500-01 LF5371 -2.3835+01 4.1500-01 LA5373 
20 2.3548+00 2.8000-01 LF5372 -1.8355+00 3.8000-01 LA5373 
21 2.0729+01 4.1500-01 LA5373 -2.4300+01 2.4500-01 LF5371 
22 2.9462-01 3.6880-01 LF5371 -4.1166-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 
23 2.1374-01 ... 6000-01 LF5371 -1.5059-01 3.6000-01 LF5371 
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TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FUD & AFT BAY 
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r w TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) , . 
'" 
i COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY j FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAY , 
! 
! THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
! LF5370 LF5371 LFS372 LF5373 LF5374 LA£;370 LA5371 LA5372 
i LAS373 LAS374 
I , 
i MAXIMUM MINIMUM I 
i ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
I' NUI'IBER VALUE TI ME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUN NO ! 
47 3.0275+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 -4.2571+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
48 3.3556+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -4.0114+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
49 1.9216+01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -1.3931+01 3.6000-01 LF5371 
50 1.7131+00 6.5900+00 LA5370 -1.8790+00 4.5500-01 LF5371 
51 3.9579+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -4.9710+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
~ 52 5.7502+03 2.7500-01 LF5371 -1.4096+03 1.3050+00 LA5371 53 7.2000+02 2.2000-01 LA5371 -3.5892+02 6.3000-01 LF5371 
~ 54 5.3310+02 5.8500-01 LF5372 -7.4950+02 2.3000-01 LF5373 
I, 55 6.5909+03 2.3500-01 LF5371 -1.1840+04 2.7500-01 LF5371 ~ 56 7.1799+02 5.8000-01 LF5372 -1.2803+03 2.4000-01 LF5371 00 "';0 57 4.2079+02 3.0500-01 LA5373 -3.7774+02 1.0300+00 LF5371 -05 
\ 58 3.8647+02 3.0500-01 LA5372 -2.0933+02 3.5500-01 LF5373 0;2 59 1.1225+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -1.0278+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 0.,. J 60 1.0538-01 4.650G-01 LF537i -9.7990-02 3.6000-01 LF5371 7.J I-II rO "''T,I 61 2.2313-01 3.550eo-01 LF5371 -2.3762-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 ... c: ;.'3 
I" 62 4.8305+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -3.9160+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 )'> Co r- r~"l 
, 63 8.4860-01 3.0000-01 LA5372 -9.1559-01 4.5500-01 LF5371 =i ".-" 
• 64 1.5179+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.9565+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 ..;; :'1 , 65 9.0017+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -8.0860+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 1 66 2.3752+00 6.9500-01 LF5371 -3.3532+00 4.2000-01 LA5373 
.'1' 67 3.3093+00 4.2000-01 LA5373 -3.3376+00 2.4000-01 LF5371 
" 
68 1.1427+01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -1.0394+01 3.5500-01 LF5371 
69 2.7248+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -3.3603+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
.... 
~ ~ --~- : "'-.- ~- .... ~.§ ... \.!I~ 
~---
I 
























TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 



















































3.5500-01 LF5371 2.4500-01 LF5371 2.2500-01 LA5371 6.4500-01 LA5372 
"1.6000-01 LF5371 5.7000-01 LA5371 5.7000-01 LA5371 6.4500-01 LA5372 7.2500-01 LA5372 6.'1500-01 LA5372 6.3000-01 LF5371 9.9500-01 LA5372 2.4000-01 LA5371 1.5000-01 LF5371 



























4.6000-01 LF5371 3.9000-01 LA5372 6.4500-01 LA5372 2.7000-01 LF5371 3.5500-01 LF5371 7.0000-01 LF5371 7.0000-01 LF5371 3.9500-01 LF5371 6.4000-01 LA5372 7.2500-01 LA5372 2.7000-01 LF5371 6.3000-01 LF5371 2.0500-91 LF5371 5.9000-01 LF5371 1.0300+00 LF5371 6.C!000-01 LF5371 6.3000-01 LF5371 C!.800e-01 LF5373 4.5000-01 LA5373 2.1500-01 LA5371 1.9500+00 L~5372 4.0500-01 LA5373 2.4000-01 LA5371 
"r' ' 1 
00 
"'::0 
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I TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 
"" 00 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI < 





NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
93 6.1657+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 -6.1108+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 
94 6.5378-01 1.1800+00 LF5371 -7.0072-01 8.1000-01 LF5371 
95 1.6120+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -1.6958+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 
96 4.4638+01 3.4500-01 LA5371 -4.3621+01 3.5500-01 LF5371 
97 1.3374+01 6.3000-01 LF5371 -3.1575+01 4.2500-01 LA5373 
98 1.8311+01 3.5500-01 LF5371 -2.3418+01 4.6000-01 LF5371 
99 4.0810+03 3.4000-01 LA5371 -4.7508+03 3.7000-01 LA5371 
100 6.6700+02 5.3500-01 LA5371 -1. 2147+03 2.9000-01 LA5371 00 101 5.4872+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 -5.8050+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 "11 X 
102 7.6390+02 5.8000-01 LF5372 -1.1760+03 2.4000-01 LF5371 "tIGi 
103 4.6594+02 3.0500-01 LA5373 -3.1786+02 1.0250+00 LF5371 0-OZ 
104 5.1323+02 7.0500-01 LA5372 -2.8773+132 4.70013-01 LF5371 ;u~ 
105 5.4945+03 2.75013-01 LF5371 -1.2416+03 4.6500-131 LF5371 
.0"0 
106 5.1410+02 4.251313-01 LA5373 -5.13537+132 2.3090-01 LF5372 c"" 107 5.0094+02 5.8000-01 LF5372 -7.1086+02 2.3000-131 LF5372 )'> G:' j'" rti 
108 6.7454+1)3 2.3500-01 LF5371 -1.1992+04 2.7500-01 LF5371 ~i'ii 109 3.0263+02 2.4500-01 LF53?1 -9.5375+01 1.9650+00 LA5372 
110 2.3803+02 6.4500-01 LA5372 -6.7989+02 2.7000-01 LF5371 
111 1.1780+03 6.4500-01 LA5372 -2.4523+03 2.7000-01 LF5371 
112 8.7713+00 "'.6000-01 LF5371 -9.1814+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 
113 1.7950+03 3.0000-01 LF5371 -1.2423+03 4.0000-01 LA5371 
114 2.6908+03 4.0080-01 LAS371 -3.8877+133 3.0000-01 LFS371 
115 1.5271+03 5.0500-01 LF5373 -2.1945+03 3.9500-01 LF5371 
!~ . ~ l. :__ __. __ . :t.... . G ...-11;' J.". __ '!-~ '" __ ~_' 
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TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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""" o TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 3C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 






VALUE TIME RUNNO ---------------------------VALUE TIME RUNNO 
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I , <.> TABLE LTF 3F , 
.". 
N 
CO~POSITE ~AX-PlIN SUPlPlARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) FOR YARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
" LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH!il39 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
l'IAXI"U" "INI"UI'l 
[, ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------, 
NU"BER VALUE Tl"E RUHHO VALUE TII'IE RUHNO 
1 1.2S85-81 6.9500+00 LFC935 -6.6680-02 6.5900+0e LFH939 ~~ 
-2 1.35a5+00 6.8750+00 LFC934 -3.3560+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 "tie 
3 1.3875+88 6.7888+90 LFC938 -8.0765+00 6.9580+08 LFH933 o . ., ,-0:;;-4 6.9107-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 -1.3611-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 '" ~. ,.,J l , 
5 1.0807-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -5.8732-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 J 6 1.4654-01 6.7800+00 LFC938 -6.1824-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 
~ 7 1.2464+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 -2.8064-1;.1 6.7809+00 LFC938 
" 
8 7.0409-02 6.7800+00 LFH938 -4.6913-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 
1 
9 3.3437-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.8489+00 6.9500+90 LFH933 
10 1.2453+04 6.a550+00 LFC939 -2.3261+03 7.1550+00 LFH940 
, 11 1.4662+03 6.6300+00 LFC943 -1.6199+02 6.8600+00 LFH936 , 12 8.1838+02 6.7700+00 LFH940 -4.5699+03 6.8550+00 LFC939 
: j 13 4.5a82+01 6.8S50+00 LFC937 -1.1883+01 6.7650+00 LFH940 '~ 14 7.7784+02 6.6000+00 LFH936 -1.3374+03 6.6050+80 LFC943 • 
I' 15 4.0876+0a 6.6050+00 LFC943 -1. 7131+0a 6.8800+00 LFH934 
16 8.6543+00 6.9608+00 LFH935 -4.aI15+00 6.7800+00 LFC938 
17 8.0843-01 6.5658+88 LFC936 -9.3988-01 6.6600+88 LFH943 
18 1.0845+88 6.8758+88 LFC934 -3.6828+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 
19 3.6845+0', S.6680+00 LFH943 -3.2942+01 6.5850+98 LFC943 
a8 1.8666+8cJ 7.1550+80 LFH948 -3.3131+00 6.8550+08 LFC939 
21 2.0749+01 6.6250+00 LFC93S -1.9539+01 7.2400+80 LFH942 
























TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-I'IIN SU"I'IARV 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) FOR YARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE IEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 tFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 





IN FORAING THIS TABLEI 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH943 
I'IAXI I'IUI'I I'IINII'IUI'I 
ROil --------------------------- ---------------------------NUPIBER VALUE TII'IE RUHNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
23 3. 286fHU 6.9590+00 LFH933 -6.1473-02 6.7800+00 LFH938 
24 4.20:31-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 -8.2771-02 6.7809+00 LFH938 
25 1.9988-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.0149+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 
26 1.9943+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 -3.9316-01 6.7800+90 LFH938 
27 5.8658-02 6.7800+00 LFH938 -2.9681-01 6.9500+00 LFH933 
28 4.6710+03 7.5400+00 LFH939 -2.1834+03 7.3300+00 LFC942 
29 2.932<4+02 7.0350+00 LFH933 -1.4002+02 4.2850+00 LFC940 
30 3.6125+02 6.7700+00 LFH940 -1.9088+03 6.8600+00 LFC939 
31 9.0123+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 -1.7761+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
32 3.0610+~0 6.95180+00 LFlf933 -6.0207-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
33 2. 51C ... ·-1'I1 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.2807+00 6.9500+90 LFH933 
34 2.7606+93 6.9400+00 LFC93S -1.1026+03 7.5400+00 LFH940 
35 1.3150+03 6.8090+00 LFH933 -1.8772+02 6.7700+00 LFH940 
36 2.3503+02 6.7650+00 LFH940 -1.2029+03 6.8050+00 LFC943 
37 8.2030-01 6.9590+00 LFH933 -1.6063-01 6.7806+00 LfH938 
38 3.9530-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -2.0060+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 
39 7.7853-91 6.9500+00 LFH933 -1.5161-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
40 1.5741+02 6.6000+00 LFH943 -1.3596+02 6.5650+00 LFC936 
41 1.3879+03 6.8500+00 LFC939 -2.6737+02 6.8700+00 LF"H9'12 
42 2.1785+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -9.5768+02 6.8600+00 LFC942 
43 5.0024+83 6.9400+06 LFC935 -1.1243+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 
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! 0 TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) i . I """ 
""" , COPIPOSITE PlAX-I'IIN SUI'II'IARV , 
! FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY j 
, 
J THE FOLLOUING RUN NUPIBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEI • , i LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 tFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
i LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH!:37 I LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I 
I I'IA>CII'IUI'I I'IIHII'IUPI ! ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------!, 
! NUI'IBER VALUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUHHO 
, . 45 4.8870+82 6.7950+00 LFC935 -1.6826+02 6.8700+08 LFH935 , , 
46 6."1886+80 6.9580+00 LFH933 -1.2736+08 6.7808+00 LFH938 
47 1.3472+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -6.7194+00 6.9588+80 LFH933 
48 1.2062+08 6.7800+00 LFK938 -6.3378+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 
} 49 3.0288+01 6.9500+08 LFH933 -5.9255+08 6.7888+80 LFH938 50 7.5539-81 6.7880+80 LFH938 -3.5817+00 6.8888+0e LFH933 
~ 51 1.3764+00 6.8750+80 LFC934 -7.4342+08 6.9500+00 LFH933 
I. 52 1.6612+03 6.8680+00 LFH942 -5.8594+83 6.94e0+00 LFC935 
l 53 6.4511+02 8.2550+80 LFH942 -1.8331+02 4.2850+00 LFH936 00 ~::o 54 2.6186+02 6.7650+08 LFH940 -1.3243+03 6.8550+08 LFC939 ,,15 55 8.~789+03 6.9388+08 LFC942 -3.2883+83 6.8750+00 LFC942 0-t 0 2 56 3.3112+02 6.7800+00 LFC938 -1.6968+03 6.7850+08 LFH935 ;u~ 
t· 57 5.5571+02 8.2550+00 LFH942 -2.7922+02 4.2850+08 LFC936 0-0 1 58 1.7126+02 6.7658+08 LFH940 -6.8482+02 6.8850+00 LFC943 C~ 
l 59 1.8863+88 6.8550+00 LFC937 -3.7792-01 6.7800+08 LFH938 ~m 60 1.6720-'U 6.9500+08 LFH936 -5.1179-02 6.8700+08 LFC936 r.: ia"'ll 
" 
_i ......, 
61 6.a001-02 6.7808+08 LFH938 -3.8021-01 6.9500+00 LFH936 .d((J 
,I 62 7.7532+00 6.8550+08 LFC937 -1.5739+08 6.7800+80 LFH938 .\,j 
\. 63 3.8041-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.7324+e8 6.8e00+80 tFH933 
'. 64 5.2946-01 6.7880+00 tFH938 -2.6483+00 6.9500+08 LFH933 ,!., 
65 1.5697+81 6.8550+00 LFC937 -3.1471+00 6.7808+80 LFH938 
66 1.7491+08 7.2350+00 tFH942 -3.2206+00 7.3450+00 LFC942 
. \,"!;I '" ~" . +' ~'I;-_ ~J'!~
~-C-' 
","!ill' IIl1 
'{.l~' ~!n h\H. i 
; ) 
P I. 

















TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYAR» ~AY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC9~1 LFC9~2 LFC9~3 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH9~a LFH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUf1 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
67 2.6925+00 6.6100+00 LFC938 -a.7588+00 7.2~00+00 LFH9~2 
68 1.8863+01 6.8SS0+00 LFC937 -3.7306+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
69 1.3778+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -5.6894+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 
70 1.7633+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -9.3209+00 6.9500+00 LFC935 
71 1.7807+02 7.5400+00 LFH939 -1.7416+0a 7.3~00+00 LFC942 
72 3.3014+02 6.85S0+00 LFC942 -5.9264+02 6.9350+00 LFH942 
73 3.2661+03 7.7350+00 LFH935 -1.1893+03 6.8650+00 LFC942 
7~ 1.3354+01 6.8550+00 LFC937 -2.6103+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
75 1.7917+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 -6.0942+02 6.8350+80 LFC9~2 
76 3.8792+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 -1.3191+03 6.8350+00 LFC9~2 
77 4.3021+03 6.9400+00 LFC935 -9.3753+02 6.S750+00 LFC942 
78 2.8916+02 6.8700+00 LFC942 -1.32C!5+03 6.8500+00 LFH939 
79 2.66~7+e3 6.9400+00 LFC93S -S.9572+92 6.8700+08 LFC942 
80 1.7039+03 6.9200+00 LFC942 -1.6C!39+03 6.8750+00 LFH942 
81 4.4674+02 7.0350+00 LFH943 -3.9749+02 6.9600+00 LFC943 
82 7 .11~9+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 -1.0359+03 6.93e0+00 LFC942 
83 2.08"9+03 6.8600+00 LFH936 -5.4340+03 6.9350+00 LFC935 
84 4.0537+02 8.25S0+00 LFH942 -3.9402+02 6.9600+00 LFH943 
85 9.2577+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 -9.6573+02 6.9250+00 LFC942 
86 5.6600+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 -1.3114+04 6.9300+00 LFC942 
87 2.~812+03 7.2950+00 LFH935 -2.7488+03 7.4950+00 LFC942 
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Cl TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) I 
.. 
'" 
i CO~POSITE "A~-"IN SU""ARV 
i F~D PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEr ! 
• I LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 lFC948 , 
! LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
I LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
"Al<I"UlI! "IHI"U" ! 
l' ROY , --------------------------- ---------------------------, NU"BER UALUE TI"E RUHHO VALUE TIftE RUHNO l' 
I' t, 89 4.34)14+83 7.3a88+88 LFC942 -4.8881+83 7.1200+00 LFH939 , . 
: ; 90 4.2974+81 7.18e8+00 LFH939 -5.6979+08 6.7158+88 LFC942 
91 6.3113+82 6.9658+88 LFH943 -5.1427+02 8.2588+00 LFC942 
92 1.0643+03 6.9850+80 LFC942 -3.9755+03 6.9556+80 LFH942 
J 93 1.0575+01 6.9450+00 LFC935 -2.0689+00 6.8780+00 lFH935 94 9.7489-81 6.9650+08 LFH943 -7.6918-01 6.8708+80 LFC936 
:1I 95 4.9807-01 6.8708+00 LFH935 -2.8415+80 6.9450+00 LFC935 II 00 I, 96 7.4399+81 6.9450+00 LFC935 -1.4991+81 6.8700+00 LFH935 "TI;tI 
r 97 1.3768+01 6.9250+00 LFH942 -2.0407+01 6.6100+00 LFC937 -01:5 98 5.6609+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 -3.1967+01 6.9500+00 LFC935 0::; 0;; 
'\ 99 7.9995+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 -8.8472+02 6.B600+00 LFC936 ;>Jr-
. I 100 7.4777+02 6.5750+00 LFH938 -7.4326+02 6.5900+00 LFC938 
.0-0 
' I' 
t\ 101 1.8169+0~ 6.8700+00 LFH935 -9.4416+80 6.9450+00 LFC935 c: )..'>1 102 2.8873+02 6.8550+00 LFH936 -1.7325+03 6.9480+08 LFH942 ~ r:; I' r!J 
'/ 103 3. 3857+0<l 7.0350+00 LFH934 -7.4119+82 6.9600+00 LFH943 ~ {,j 
,I 104 1.9325+02 6.8500+09 LFC936 -7.3733+82 6.9558+00 LFH942 
" 
185 1.9133+03 6.855e+88 LFH936 -5.4620+03 6.9300+00 LFC935 
\'1 106 3.1307+02 6.8600+80 LFH936 -9.2666+02 6.9450+00 LFC935 \. 107 2.0787+02 6.8680+00 LFC936 -1.3394+83 6.9458+00 LFH935 
'. 
'., 188 9.3245+03 6.9380+00 LFC942 -3.4401+03 6.8880+80 LFC942 
189 1.7045+02 7.2480+00 LFC942 -8.8578+01 7.31e0+00 LFH936 
11i 5.1559+02 6.9400+00 LFH942 -2.3826+02 7.2450+00 LFC942 
b ... ~ 
.-:.\-__ ~ b "'!: t>-_. 
i ' 
I ' ) , 
I i 
i , 
• I. , 
'. I ~ I 
1 ~
; I, 
I~ 1 , f~ 
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TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-PlIH SU""ARY 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS' LIS-IH.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFCg35 LFC936 
tFC9~1 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 








































































LFCg37 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9~0 
Lr~934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH942 LFH943 
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TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-I'IIN SU""ARY FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 





IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE I 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC9~0 




--------------------------- ---------------------------NURBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUN NO 
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TABLE LTF 3F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE rtAX-rtIN SUrt"ARY 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORrtING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 tFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
rtAXlrtUrt rtINlrtUl'l 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUrtBER VALUE TIrtE RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
155 8.8513+02 6.6100+00 LFH941 -9.5601+02 6,6a00+0e LFC934 
156 2.4778+02 6.9700+0e lFH941 -2.5081+02 6.6200+0e LFC934 
157 t.e697+0~ 6.8650+00 LFC937 -4.3771-01 6.6250+00 lFH936 
158 8.9257-01 G.6700+0e LFC941 -3.6183-01 6.6250+00 LFH936 
159 7.0719-81 6.7850+00 LFH940 -3.994)' )0 6.8650+00 LFC937 
160 3.8175H~~ G.67e8+80 LFC941 -L82",~+81 6.6300+00 LFH936 
161 3 • 5368';'",0 6.9450+00 LFH936 -1.3323+00 7.8408+00 LFC942 
162 8.95<90+88 6.6308+00 LFH936 -1.8649+01 6.6850+00 LFC943 
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() TABLE LAIi 3F I 
'" 0 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IIi SUM"ARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOlliT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUlliG RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
I.B5379 I.B5371 I.B53?2 I.B5373 LB537 .. 
"AXII'IU" 1'1 I N 11'1 U 1'1 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
HUMBER UALUE TIi'lE RUNNO VALUE TII'1E RUNNO 
1 7.0337-02 ".6500-01 1.85371 -7.3506-02 6.1"00+90 I.B5370 
2 1.5988+00 3.6000-01 I.B5371 -2.6"01+00 ".6500-01 LB5371 
3 3.1352+0O 3.6000-01 LB5371 -5."036+00 ... 6000-01 I.B5371 
.. ".5626-01 ".6000-91 I.B5371 -3.013"-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 
5 2.6670-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 -3.8""8-01 ".6000-01 I.B5371 
6 2.6937-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 -".1921-01 ... 6000-01 LB5371 
~ 7 8.5752-01 ".6000-01 LB5371 -5.0707-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 8 2.1687-01 3.5500-01 LB5371 -2.8766-01 ".6000-01 LB5371 ~ 9 9.6478-01 3.5500-01 LB5371 -1.2103+00 ... 6000-01 LB5371 00 
I. 10 1.7478+03 2.3000-01 LB5313 -7.5"09+03 2.7500-01 LB5371 "';:0 l ,,5 11 5.4178+02 2.6500-01 I.B5372 -5.7827+02 5.8090-01 LB5372 0-12 1.6"60+03 5.9000-01 LB5372 -2.6087+03 2.3000-01 I.B5372 0 2 ::oF: l 13 1.1626+01 4.5500-01 LBS371 -2.8098+01 8.1"50+00 LB5370 
.0 "0 
I' 1<t 4.03"5+02 6.9500-01 tB5371 -5.78"7+02 6.1750+00 LB5370 c ::;. 
1 15 1.7587+02 6.1250+00 tB5370 -1.7796+02 6.9500-01 LB5371 ):0 c, Hi 7.6"0"+00 2."000-01 tB5371 -3.5799+00 5.9500-01 I.B5372 !: 1:.:; \Ll~ ;l0' 17 3.2775-01 5.9500-01 LB5372 -7.8356-01 2."500-01 I.B5371 f(1 
,I 18 1.8121+00 3.6000-01 LB5371 -2.7627+00 ... 6500-01 LB5371 
" 
19 3.3"139+01 2."500-01 LB5371 -1.2"83+01 5.9500-01 LB5372 
",\'1 20 2.35-48+09 2.8000-01 LB5372 -1.0588+09 5.8500-01 LB5371 \' 21 9."181+00 5.9500-01 LB5371 -2."300+01 2."500-01 LB5371 
!." 22 2.9"62-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 - ... 1166-01 ".6000-01 L85371 
23 2.137"-01 ".6000-01 LB5371 -1.5059-01 3.6000-01 LB5371 



























TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) 
CG~POSITE "AX-MIN SU""ARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS l LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
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TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI1ING THIS TABLE' 
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TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LB5310 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
97 1.3374+01 6.3000-01 LB5371 -1.4391+01 2.6500-01 LB5373 
98 1.8311+01 3.5500-01 LB5371 -2.3418+01 4.6000-01 LB5371 
99 3.8245+03 9.0500-01 LB5371 -3.3H9+03 6.2150+00 tB5370 
100 6.4579+02 5.9100+00 LB5370 -8.0234+02 6.6000-01 LB5371 
101 5.4812+90 3.5500-01 LB5371 -5.8050+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 
102 7.6390+02 5.8000-01 LB5372 -1.1760+03 2.4000-01 LB5371 
103 3.8661+02 3.7000-01 LB5374 -3.1786+02 1.0250+00 LB5371 
104 3.1735+02 3.6000-01 LB5371 -2.8773+02 4.7000-01 LB5371 
105 5.4945+03 2.7500-01 LB5371 -1.2416+03 4.6500-01 LB5371 
106 3.3509+02 8.1500-01 tB5371 -5.0537+02 2.3000-01 LB5372 
107 5.0094+02 5.8000-01 LB5372 -7.1086+02 2.3000-01 LB5372 
108 6.7454+03 2.3500-01 LB5371 -1.1992+04 2.7500-01 LB5371 
109 3.0263+02 2.4500-01 LB5371 -4.4926+01 5.8000-01 LB5372 
110 8.1752+01 3.7500-01 LB5373 -6.7989+02 2.7000-01 LB5371 
111 ;.9147+02 4.7500-01 LB5371 -2.4523+03 2.7000-01 LB5371 
112 8.7713+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 -9.1814+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 
113 1.7950+03 3.0000-01 L~ ~371 -7.2H5+02 3.4000-01 LB5371 
114 1.5692+03 3.4000-01 U·l;$'71 -3.8877+03 3.0000-01 LB5371 
115 L5271H)3 5.0S00-01 LB5Z73 -2.1945+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 
116 3. 1307+1Jl2 5.0500-01 LB5373 -6.8019+02 3.9500-01 LB5371 
117 7.5855+02 5.0500-01 LB5373 -1.4424+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 
118 1.2218+01 4.6000-01 LB5371 -1.2555+01 3.5500-01 LB5371 
119 3.6030+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -3.6117+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-~IN SU""ARV FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
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I TABLE LAN 3F (CONTINUED) en 
'" COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
FY~ PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
I"IAXIMUM MIHnml"l 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'1BER VALUE TIME RUN,-:O VALUE TIME RUNNO 
145 2.3261+03 4.6500-01 LB5371 -7.2718+03 2.7500-01 LB5371 
146 7.4009+02 5.8000-01 LB5372 -5.2892+02 2.6500-01 LB5372 
147 1.7326+03 5.8000-01 LB5372 -2.5744+03 2.3000-01 LB5372 
148 8.4422-02 3.5500-01 LB5371 -9.5858-02 3.2000-01 LB5371 
149 2.8S24+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -1.6479+00 8.1500-01 LB5371 
! 150 6.7205+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -4.2528+00 8.1500-01 LB5371 00 151 1.8095+03 5.0500-01 LB5373 -2.6357+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 "1'1;0 
~ 152 7.2907+02 3.9500-01 LB5371 -3.1530+02 5.0500-01 LB5373 .d5 153 4.5557+02 2.8500-01 LB5371 -1.9 .... 0+02 3.9500-01 tB5371 0-I, O~ 
, 154 1.3299+01 4.6000-01 LB5371 -3.5055+01 3.6000-01 LB5371 ;0 r-~ 155 6.3985+02 6.1250+00 LB5370 -3.8250+02 3.9000-01 LB5373 ,o-u 
156 1.9300+02 6.2550+00 LB5370 -1.6183+02 3.9000-01 LB5373 c;p. \ :pm 
f 157 8.9850+00 2.5000-01 LB5371 -4.3715+00 8.1500-01 LB5371 r ,-.j 
. J' 158 7.6443-01 2.6000-01 LB5371 -2.2910-01 5.9500-01 LB5372 :;! ." 
'3 159 1.6859+00 8.1500-01 LB5371 -2.8820+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 (c:1 
\Ll~ 160 3.6917+01 2.5000-01 LB5371 -1.0454+01 6.3500-01 LB5371 
161 9.1455-01 : .6500-01 LB5371 -2.7776+00 2.7500-01 LB5372 
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TABLE LTF 3A 
COnpOSITE ftAX-"IN SUN"ARY FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
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TABLE LTF 3A (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-"IN SU""ARV 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS L LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC93S LAC939 LAC948 
L~C941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
"AXI~U" "IHI~U" 
ROU 
--------------------------- ---------------------------HU"BER VALUE TI"E RUHNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
23 3.3168-91 6.7958+89 LAH942 -4.3785-82 6.7700+88 LAC940 
24 4.3049-01 6.7958+08 LAH942 -4.1216-82 6.7708+88 LAC948 
25 1.8415-81 6.7789+99 LAC946 -1.6373+88 6.7950+88 LAH942 
26 2.0387+08 6.7950+09 LAH942 -2.0118-01 6.7780+00 LAC940 
27 3.3146-02 6.7700+00 LAC940 -3.8328-81 6.7950+80 LAH942 
28 4.4885+03 7.5499+06 LAC939 -1.8866+03 8.0850+00 t.AH935 
29 4.0051+92 7.3350+98 LAH937 -2.3429+02 7.4750+00 LAC936 
38 4.0422+82 6.8600+00 LAH936 -2.0521+03 6.9358+08 LAC935 
31 9.2132+80 6.7950+00 LAH942 -9.2408-01 6.7780+00 LAC940 
32 3.1328+00 6.7950+88 LAH942 -3.8029-01 6.7780+80 LAC948 
33 1.2684-01 6.7700+00 LAC940 -1.3090+80 6.7956+00 LAH942 
34 2.8114+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 -8.3626+82 7.1550+99 LAC940 
35 1. 3514+03 6.7950+09 LAH943 -4.2761+92 6.8709+90 LAC942 
36 2.4724+92 6.8650+00 LAH936 -1.2439+83 6.7959+99 LAC942 
37 8.3757-01 6.7950+00 LAH942 -8.6580-92 6.7709+80 LAC940 
38 2.8558-0~ 6.7790+09 LAC940 -2.0518+90 6.7959+09 LAH942 
39 7.9449-91 6.7950+00 LAH942 -8.1449-02 6.7700+00 LAC940 
40 7.6fl87+01 6.7800+00 LAH943 -1.2421+02 6.4800+00 LAC939 
41 1.5429+63 6.9450+00 LAC935 -4.7937+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 
42 2.2381+03 7.2600+09 LAH937 -8.9759+02 6.8650+00 LAC936 
43 5.5919+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 -1.8950+03 6.8750+00 LAC942 






























TABLE LTF 3A (COHTIHUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-"IH SU""ARY FYD PALLET GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RU~ NU"BERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 
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~ (C TABLE LTF 3A (CONTINUED) , I 
t . 0> 0 
COAPOSITE "AX-"IH SU""ARY 
i F~D PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) AFT BAY j 
I 
I THE FOLLOUING RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORRING THIS TABLEs u • ! LAC933 LAC93" LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9"8 I 
i 
tAC9"1 LAC9"2 LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH93 .. LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH9 .. 8 LAH9 .. 1 LAH9'f2 LAH943 
I 
"AXII'IUlt "INIltU" I ! ROI.! 
--------------------------- ---------------------------f' NU"BER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TritE RUNNO ! 
67 2.6301+00 6.6000+00 LAC9 .. 0 -1.9351+00 8.2050+08 LAH937 
68 1.8729+1U 6.8358+00 LAH939 -9.8162-IH 6.7658+80 LAC9 .. 0 
6!il ".5273-81 6.7650+i9 LAC9 .. 0 -5."926+00 6.8"50+@0 LAC939 
78 ".7868-81 6.7650+00 LAC9~0 -9.3700+00 6.8350+00 LAH939 00 
"':xl 71 7.752,('+01 6.5800+00 LAH939 -1.6310+02 6.5700+00 LAC9 .. 0 
"1JGi ~ 72 3.1361+02 7.5500+00 LAC9 .. 0 -6.13"7+02 7.2600+00 LAH937 02 73 3.3252+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 -1.212"+03 6.8650+00 LAH936 OJ> 
11 7 .. 1.3272+01 6.7950+00 LAH9 ... 2 -6.31"3-01 6.7650+00 LAC9 ... 0 :xlr-I, 75 1.3522+03 7.5050+00 LAH933 -7.8795+02 6.7308+00 LAH9 ... 2 .0-0 , CJ> 76 2.9273+03 7.5050+00 LAH933 -1.7060+03 6.7380.~0 LAH9 ... 2 ).>~ r fti 77 .... 7615+03 6.9"'50+00 LAC935 -1.6138+03 6.8780+00 LAC9 ... 2 ::h~ \ 78 .... 350 ... +02 6.8700+00 LAHQ42 -1 .... 087+03 6.9"'50+00 LAC935 I 
/' 79 2.9113+03 6.9"'50+00 LAC935 -9.6271+0a 6.8788+00 LAH9 ... 2 
'~ 80 1.6588+83 6.7950+80 LAH9 ... 2 -1.10"'3+03 7.5"'50+00 LAC9 ... 0 
l 81 5.1013+02 7 .... 188+80 LAH936 -6.1285+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 82 7.9520+02 6.8658+80 LAC9 ... 2 -1.321:H03 6.7950+00 LAH943 
,I 83 1.6345+83 6.7750+80 LAC9 ... 0 -5.1536+03 6.8508+00 LAC939 
•• 8 ... 6.8871+82 7.7300+08 LAH937 -7 ...... 92+02 7.8850+88 LAH935 \'1 
w 85 9.0S4?+02 6.8650+08 LAC9 ... a -1.3123+83 6.7988+80 LAH9 ... 3 
'I:, 86 .... 7828+03 6.7"'80+08 LAC9"8 -9.7"'93+83 7.6308+80 LAC939 87 3.51"'3+83 7.7250+88 LAH938 -3.5221+83 8.2808+00 LAH936 
88 5.6865+03 8.2800+88 LAH935 -5.8130+03 7.7250+88 LAH938 
1 
\:!) ... 
. ~ ~_~~"~_~_~ 5 .. "!"J 10-,,_. 
LI&&&& # "RBi 10_ II"",",? ----
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TABLE LTF 3A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE I"IAX-AIM SU"I"IAR~ 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI"IBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI"IING THIS TABLEt 
LAC933 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~8 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 LAC9~3 LAH933 LAH93~ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH9~0 LAH9~1 LAH9~2 LAH943 
I"IAXIAUA I"IINII"IUI"I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUfflER UALUE TII"IE RUNNO UALUE TII"IE RUNNO 
89 3.9702+83 7.625e+08 LAC939 -3.8984+83 7.1200+08 LAC939 
90 3.9917+1U 7.10e0+08 LAC939 -4.7380+88 6.7858+e0 LAC938 
91 7.7818+0a 7.8850+00 LAH936 -8.a"~6+e2 7.7350+08 LAH937 
92 1.0327+03 6.7988+00 LAH938 -3.4739+03 6.8200+00 LAC9~1 
93 1.0535+01 6.8~5e+e8 LAH937 -1.13~8+0e 6.7850+0e LAC940 
9~ 9.569~-01 7.898e+80 LAH942 -5.7893-01 6.8958+0e LAC948 
95 2.5891-01 6.7850+08 LAC948 -2.9464+08 6.7950+00 LAH942 
96 7.3281+81 6.8480+80 LAH939 -8.G231+88 6.7850+88 LAC940 
97 1.3981+81 7.8850+08 LAH935 -1.9041+01 7.7258+89 LAC937 
98 3.9482+08 6.7850+88 LAC948 -3.3532+01 6.8~58+88 LAH937 
99 6.1405+03 6.7650+8e LAC9~2 -1.8191+83 6.7908+00 LAH938 
10e 7.6100+82 6.6550+88 LAC943 -9.6775+02 6.6100+80 LAH938 
101 1.0715+08 6.7858+88 LAC9~8 -9.~422+80 6.8~58+e8 LAH937 
10a 1.5580+82 7.1700+0e LAH948 -1.4984+83 7.8280+00 LAC937 
103 5.8258+02 7.7300+88 LAC938 -9.8724+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 
104 1.9315+ea 8.3750+00 LAH936 -8.2842+0a 7.6450+00 LAH937 
105 1.67~0+03 6.8600+00 LAC936 -5.8271+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 
106 5. 1443+ea 7.7350+00 LAH938 -1.0952+03 7.8850+00 LAH935 
107 1.5892+0a 8.3750+00 LAH936 -1.3028+03 8.2850+00 LAH935 
108 7.6619+03 6.7950+08 LAH942 -2.1~75+03 6.7~80+80 LAC948 
109 1.5843+02 7.5350+00 LAC939 -8.9885+01 6.6200+00 LAH936 
110 .... 7795+02 7.2350+00 LACSl39 -2.7397+02 6.8750+00 LAH942 
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TABLE LTF 3A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE MAX-HIH SUMMARY FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN hUABERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACS36 LACS"! LACS42 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH949 LAH941 
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TABLE LTF 3A (CONTINUED) 
CCnpOSITE "AX-I'lIH SU""ARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IH.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUABERS HAVE DEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEt 
LACS33 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~9 
LAC9~1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH94~ LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
ftAXlI'lUI'I "INII'1Un 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NURIER VALUE TlI'lE RUNNO VALUE TInE RUHNO 
133 3.0158+03 7.5400+00 LAC939 -2.1981+03 7.2250+00 LAC939 
134 2.6046+02 1.8190+00 LAH936 -5.0956+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 
135 2.1916+02 8.3100+09 LAH936 -2. 027S'~03 8.2850+00 LAH935 
136 9.3601+00 6.9400+09 LAH943 -1.1861+00 6.7850+00 LAC940 
137 1.2449+00 8.2850+00 LAH935 -3.3622-01 6.7450+00 LAC940 
138 3.2508-01 6.7850+00 LAC940 -2.2531+00 6.8450+00 LAe937 
139 1.47El5+02 6.5000+00 LAC939 -7.9918+01 8.3750+00 LAH936 
140 a.6735+ea 6.8100+00 LAC942 -1.3619+03 7.2500+00 LAH939 
141 1.7095+03 6.9450+00 LAHS42 -7.4964+02 6.8600+00 LAH936 
142 .... 2799+01 6.9400+00 LAHS43 -3.4107+00 6.7850+00 LAC940 
143 2.6511+00 8.2850+00 LAH935 -1.2348-01 6.5400+00 LACS39 
144 6.2169-01 6.7850+00 LAC940 -6.9277+00 6.9400+00 LAHS43 
145 1.3099+04 6.7950+00 LAH942 -2.6330+03 6.8600+00 LAC936 
146 3.1562+02 7.9050+00 LAC932 -1.5389+03 7.6450+00 LAH937 
1047 7.5327+02 8.3750+00 LAH936 -4.9901+03 8.2850+00 LAH935 
148 6.0121-02 6.7900+00 LAC940 -1.7730-01 6.7950+00 LAH942 
149 3.8386+00 6.9400+00 LAC943 -6.1494-01 6.8600+00 LAH936 
150 1.0818+01 6.9400+00 LAH943 1.0566-01 6.1850+00 LACS40 
151 4.5490+03 7.2500+00 LAH939 -1.0632+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 
152 a.9339+02 6.8700+00 LACS .. 2 -1.1712+03 7.2500+00 LAH939 
153 4.0C!45+02 7.1150+00 LAC939 -1.0002+02 6.8800+00 LAC9d12 
154 5.6819+01 6.7950+00 LAHS42 4.3355+00 6.5950+08 LAC9 ... 0 
---- -
-
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TABtE tTF 3A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE ~AX-"IN SU"I'IARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT DAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURDERS HAVE BEEN 
tAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LACS4! tAC942 LAC943 tAH933 












flAX II'IUI'I I'IIMII'IUf1 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
MUrlBER VALUE TIFlE RUNNO VALUE T1I'lE RUliNO 
155 6.7772+02 6.7459+90 i.AH933 -8.6617+02 6.5150+00 LAC939 
156 2.1803+92 6.7450+00 LAH933 -2.2472+02 6.7600+00 LAH943 
157 1.0233+01 6.9400+00 LAC943 -9.9332-01 6.8600+00 LAH936 
158 7.7901-01 6.5600+00 LAC939 -1.82a7-01 6.6700+00 tAH934 
159 4.2911-01 6.8600+00 LAH936 -3.9832+00 6.9400+00 tAC943 
160 3.2482+01 6.5600+00 tAC939 -8.8400+00 6.6700+00 LAH934 
161 3.5717+(1)0 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.0860+09 6.5950+90 tAC940 
Hi2 1.2437+01 6.6500+00 LAH936 -1.S04·Hel 7.5350+00 LAC939 
~~-::~- k J1 -d 
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TABLE LAN 3A 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FYD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE¥ 
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TABLE LAN 3A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEr 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MA)(IMUM I'll Ii I !'I U!'I 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER UALUE TIME RUliNO UALUE TIME RUNNO 
25 3.6772-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 -6.0606-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 
26 1.1913+00 7.5000-01 LB537i -7.2418-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 
27 1.13590-01 3.8500-01 LB5371 -1.7649-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 
28 6.9155+03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -1.4734+03 6.5500-01 LB5371 
29 1.7775+02 1.2300+00 LB5371 -2.0770+02 1.8500-01 LB5371 
30 5.9578+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.1218+03 2.2000-01 LB5371 
31 5.3807+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -3.2651+00 1.5000-01 LB5372 
32 1.8320+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.1171+00 1.5000-01 LB5372 
33 4.6683-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 -7.6470-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 
34 6.1442+02 6.2500-01 LB5372 -1.8382+03 4.5500-01 LB5372 
35 4.7362+02 1.7000-01 LB5371 -5.5062+02 5.8500-01 LB5372 
36 4.1787+02 5.8500-01 LB5372 -4.6826+02 3.4500-01 LB5373 
37 4.9023-01 7.5000-01 lB5371 -2.9515-01 1.5000-01 tB5372 
38 7.2733-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 -1.2012+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 
39 4.6390-01 7.5000-01 tB5371 -2.8116-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 
40 5.0723+01 5.0500-01 lB5371 -1.2085+02 2.5000-01 LB5371 
41 5.1C!26+02 6.4500-01 LB5372 -6.9534+02 7.C!000-01 LB5372 
42 1.0744+03 6.4500-01 LB5372 -2.1526+03 2.2500-01 LB5371 
"13 2.1194+03 6.4500-01 LB5372 -2.3091+03 7.2000-01 LB5372 
44 ".7832+02 6.~500-01 LB5372 -7.4100+02 7.2500-01 LB5372 
45 4.9352+02 3.1000-01 LB5371 -2. 0520+0C! 5.7000-01 LB5372 
46 3.8830+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -2.3305+06 1.5000-01 LB5372 
47 2.04039+00 3.8500-01 LB5371 -3.99048+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 
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TABtE tAN 3A (CONT1NUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SU~MARY 
FUD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LB5-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
L85370 L85371 LB5372 L85373 LB5374 
I'IAXIMUI'I IU N I !'IU!'I 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
49 1.8040+91 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.0754+01 3.8500-01 LB5371 
50 1.7131-1-90 5.5900+013 LB5370 -1.7901+00 2.2000-01 LB5371 
51 2.8143+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -4.6779+00 7.5000-61 LB5371 
52 3.9701+03 2.3000-01 L85371 -1.4096+03 1.3050+00 t85371 
53 7.2000+02 2.2000-01 t85371 -1.6762+02 3.9500-01 tB5371 
54 4.7822+92 5.8500-01 t85372 -6.9964+02 1.7500-01 L85371 
55 4.5253+03 4.3000-01 L85371 -7.9988+03 4.7000-01 LB5371 
56 5.8860+62 8.5000-91 L85372 -6.1050+02 1.7000-01 LB~371 
57 4.2079+02 3.0500-01 tB5373 -2.8902+02 1.3600+00 tB5371 
58 3.8647+02 3.0500-01 t85372 -1.6269+02 5.0500-01 L85371 
59 1.1057+00 3.4500-01 tB5371 -7.4778-01 7.8500-01 L85371 
613 9.2518-02 7.5009-01 t85371 -8.4292-02 4.2500-01 L85373 
61 1.5476-01 7.8500-131 tB5371 -2.2542-01 7.5000-01 L85371 
62 4.5521+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -2.99106+00 1.5000-01 L85372 
63 8.4860-01 3.0000-01 LB5372 -8.9898-01 2.2000-01 t85371 
64 1.1212+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 -1.8288+00 7.5000-01 tB5371 
65 8.74168+00 3.4500-01 L85371 -6.0934+00 1.1900+00 LB5371 
66 8.0294+00 2.3500-01 LB5372 -3.3532+00 4.2000-01 LB5373 
67 3.3093+00 4.8000-01 LB5373 -2.4787+00 4.6500-01 L85371 
68 1.1049+01 3.4500-01 LB5371 -7.5845+00 7.8500-01 LB5371 
69 2.1452+00 1.1900+00 LB5371 -3.2853+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 
70 3.7847+00 7.8500-01 L8537i -5.5157+00 3.4500-01 LB5371 
11 1.5207+02 4.9500-01 L85371 -7.8667+01 3.9000-01 LBS372 
72 1.7904+02 2.2500-01 LB5371 -2.8478+02 6.4500-01 t85372 
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TABLE LAN 3A (CONYINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS T~BLE: 





















































































































































































TABLE LAN 3A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
F~D PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 

















































































































... 0000-01 LB5371 
7.9500-01 LB5372 
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TABLE LAN 3A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SU""ARY 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 3A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMAR V 
FWD PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE uEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEz 
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TABLE LTF 04C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs LFC933 LFC9304 LFC935 tFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9040 LFC9<41 LFC9"2 LFC9043 LFH933 LFH93'! LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFHS39 LFH940 LFH941 LFHS42 LFH943 LACS33 LAC93" LAC935 LACS36 LAC937 LAC938 tAC939 LAC9"0 'LACS041 LAC9042 LAC9'!3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 lAH938 lAH939 lAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'lAXIMUM MINIMUM ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUNHO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
1 3.1079+00 6.9400+00 LFCS35 -3.8299-01 6.8700+00 LFC936 2 3.0600-01 6.9500+00 LFH936 -i.3022-01 6.5950+00 LAC940 00 3 1.4133+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 -5.3154+00 6.9500+00 LFH936 "YI;o 
"lJr.; 4 1.1665+01 6.9400+00 LFC935 -1.4373+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 0-· 
0 2 5 1.2161+01 6.9400+00 LFC935 -1.0806+00 6.8650+00 LFH936 '~"l 6 6.0121-01 6.6500+00 LFH934 -7.1835-01 6.6700+00 LFC941 ;0 ;"" 7 7.1506+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.7057+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 to ~'" c >, 8 2.3550+00 6.S400+00 LFC935 -2.7275-01 6.8700+00 LFC936 ):> r,:. 9 1.4056-01 6.8700+00 LF~9J6 -1.0933+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 r.:: ~'S ~ti.i 10 4.7955+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -7.5541-01 6.8700+00 LFC936 11 2.8728+03 6.8650+00 LFH936 -1.3213+04 6.7950+00 LAH9'12 12 1.5717+03 7.6'150+00 LAH937 -3.122'1+02 7.9050+00 LAC93e 13 5.1462+03 6.9450+00 LFH935 -9.4314+02 6.8600~00 LFC936 14 8.786'1+01 6.7950+00 LAH943 -2. 6 .. 98 +CH 6.8750+00 LFH935 15 1.10"8+02 6.6100+00 LFH9 .. 1 -1.1518+02 6.7950+00 LAH9'12 16 4.8451+01 6.6300+00 LFH936 -7.585'1+01 6.6100+00 LFC9 .. 1 17 2.4109+02 6.585&T00 LFC93 .. -1.3730+0<! 6.7900+00 LFH9 .. 0 18 3.197'1+02 6.7909+00 LFH940 -5.1620+0.2 6.5850+00 LFC934 19 2.4406+01 6.5100+00 LAC937 -3.2799+01 6.5800+00 LFC93'1 
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THE 
TABLE LTF 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MA~-MIN SUMMARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAV 
FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 tFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH949 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 





















NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIrlE RUNNO 
20 1.1168+O2 6.5350+00 LFC938 -3.6151+01 6.6250+00 LFH936 
21 8.5501+02 6.7900+00 LFH940 -1.3238+03 6.5850+00 LFC934 
22 2.5604+01 6.9400+00 LFC935 -3.4814+00 6.8700+00 LFC93f 
23 1.1963+O0 6.8709+00 LFC936 -9.4816+00 6.9400+00 LFC935 
24 9.1577+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -1.5181+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 
25 2.0334+03 7.6400+00 LAH937 -5.0844+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 
26 9.5529+02 6.9400+00 LFC942 -3.7516+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 
27 5.-4195+02 8.3800+0~ LAH936 -1,4189+03 7.6350+00 LAH937 
28 1.0098+03 7.1550+00 LFH940 -3.O237+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 
29 1.5117+03 6.9400+00 LFH935 -3.1903+02 7.9750+00 LAH936 
30 1.3963+O3 8.2850+00 LAH935 -3.1929+02 8.3750+00 LAH936 
31 1.8975+00 6.9400+00 LAH943 -3.O363-01 6.8700+00 LFH935 
32 4.04S0-~2 6.6300+00 LFH936 -1.0087-01 6.6700+00 LFC941 
33 3.0403-01 6.8450+00 LAH937 -7.4680-02 6.8700+00 LFC936 
34 2.3708+03 6.9400+00 LFH935 -2.9385+02 6.8700+00 LFC936 
35 5.7895+O2 8.2000+00 LAH937 -2.0191+02 7.3200+00 LFC942 
36 1.7962+03 6.9450+00 LAH942 -9.8368+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 
37 2.4641+O3 7.3300+00 LFC942 -3.6632+03 7.2350+00 LFH942 
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THE 
TABLE LTF ~C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.l FOR~ARD'AFT BAY 
FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC9~1 LFC9~2 LFC9~3 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH9~0 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC9~3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 








IN FORllING THIS 
"FC938 LFC939 
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TABLE LTF 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.l FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 L~H935 





















NUMBER VALUE TH1E RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
58 7.1000+02 6.9450+00 LFH936 -1.4091+02 6.8750+00 LFC936 
59 7.9314+02 6.9400+00 LFH942 -2.6422+02 6.8550+00 LFC936 
60 2.4760+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -1.3166+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 
61 1.6260+03 6.8750+00 LFH942 -1.7301+03 6.9200+00 LFC942 
62 5.9202+02 7.8850+00 lAH935 -4.9001+02 7.4100+00 LAH936 
63 1.2854+03 6.7950+00 LAH943 -7.9609+02 6.8650+00 LAC942 
64 1.2872+02 6.9450+00 LFC935 -2.8821+01 6.5900+00 LFH940 
65 5.1019+01 7.8850+00 tAH935 -6.5159+01 7.7250+00 LAC937 
66 1.3518+02 6.9450+00 LFC935 -'1,8728+01 6.5900+00 LFH939 
67 1.7447+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.2580+02 6.7850+00 LFH940 
68 7.0792+03 7.6850+00 LAH9J5 -6.8030+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 
69 9.9336+02 6.8600+00 LAC939 -8.0062+02 6.7000+00 LFH941 
70 5.1594+~3 6.9350+00 LFC935 -2.0683+03 6.8600+00 LFH936 
71 7.3405+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 -6.7946+02 7.7300+00 LAH937 
72 1.i~984+03 6.7900+00 LAH943 -9.1176+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 
73 1.6123+01 6.8450+00 LAH937 -2.3642+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
74 6.8103-01 6.8700+00 LFH936 -1.1442+00 6.9650+00 LFC942 
75 1.2178+01 6.8450+00 LAH937 -1.70C!9+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 
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TABLE LTF ~C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFCSl36 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC9~0 
LFC9~1 LFC9~2 LFC943 LFH933 LFH93~ LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH9~1 lFH942 LFH9~3 LAC933 LAC93~ 
LAC935 LAC936 LAe937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~0 LAC941 LAC9~2 
LAC9~3 lAH933 LAH93~ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH9"0 LAH9"1 LAH9~2 LAI-Hi<l3 
I'IAXII'IUI'I n I N II'IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- - -------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNtiO VALUE TlrlE RUNNO 
77 1.1309+03 7.6850+00 LAH935 -1.1107+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 00 
78 4.0655+02 7.5300+00 LAC9~1 -~.1426+02 7.6850+00 LAH935 "Tl;;IJ 
79 2.5938+01 6.8~50+00 LAH937 -4.6385+00 6.8700+00 LFH935 "0(.) 0-' 
-.' 80 7.3177-01 6.7850+00 LFC938 -6.6660+00 7.1000+00 LFH939 - ,-~ '-' '1'1; 
81 2.6876+01 6.6100+00 LFC937 -1.4526+0l 7.9050+00 LAH933 ::0 ,". 
82 1.7220+02 6.8450+00 LAH937 -3.0704+01 6.8700+00 LFH935 ,() ~l C ' .. 
83 5.5708+03 6.9400+00 LFC935 -1.6953+03 6.8600+00 LFH942 ~ {':..' 
84 3.0753+02 7.4800+00 LAC936 -7.9308+02 7.3400+00 LAH937 r: r~j 
85 1.~586+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 -3.4923+02 6.8750+00 LAH942 :<2 
86 1.6521+03 6.7900+00 lFH935 -3.7172+02 6.8650+00 LAH935 
87 5.1528+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 -7.3716+02 7.7300+00 LAH937 
88 7.0461+02 6.9400+00 LAH942 -1.6571+02 6.8650+00 LAH936 
89 9.3382+02 6.9300+00 LAC935 -3.1450+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 
90 2.4637+02 6.8650+00 LAH936 -7.7H1+02 6.8450+00 LFH939 
91 2.6877+03 7.7250+00 LFH935 -1.5024+03 7.5450+09 LAC940 
92 1.6715+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.9752+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
93 2.5775+03 6.9409+00 LFC942 -1.5665+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 
94 3.6906+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -6.156"'03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
95 2.0680+93 7.3350+00 LFC942 -4.7373+03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
ilT F ~ l ~ _ ._ ~:>, .-h-- _~,..!;>.!) -
. ..- ......... b!iJIIiiW&Lawauzw. _ = 
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0 TABLE LTF 4C (CONTINUED) I 
-'l 
00 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARy 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS 1 LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED iN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93G LFe937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC9043 LAH933 LAH9304 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAti943 
i ! I MAX mUM 1'1 I N 11'1 U 1'1 I : ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
, ' NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNI'IO VALUE TIME RUtiNO l' 
i , 96 2.3147+02 7.4750+00 LAC936 -3.9667+02 7.3350+00 LAH937 ; ,; 97 2.0381+03 6.9350+00 LAC935 -4.0770+02 6.8600+00 LAH936 00 
98 1.0926+03 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.8637+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 ""AI 
-oifi 
1 ~ 99 4.0834+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.3613+03 6.7950+00 LAH9043 Oz ; ). 100 1.2001+03 6.8000+00 LAH942 -2.5268+02 6.8600+00 LAH936 0:.-!i 101 2.4182+01 6.8350+00 LAH939 -4.3638+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 ;;Jr-102 6.0796+00 6.9500+00 LFH933 -1.5645+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 o ~" c ;:. 
" 
103 1.0363+01 6.8350+00 LAH939 -1.6877+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 ~ ~', 
104 9.7655+02 6.8150+00 LFH933 -5.4271+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 r r:~ , ~ .... -, f, 105 2.0325+02 6.8400+00 LFH942 -2.5512+02 6.8950+00 LFC9042 .,.;:' 'llI. 1\ , 106 2.4092+93 7.6800+00 LAH936 -3.7252+03 7.5259+99 LAC937 
l 107 2.7775+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 -1.0430+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 
,1 108 2.78040+f2 6.8700+09 LAC942 -6.3984+02 7.5450+00 LAC939 
I ~l 109 1.9594+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 -1.1307+03 7.5450+00 LAC940 110 2.3126+03 7.1550+00 LFH940 -1.a485+04 6.8550+00 LAC939 w 111 4. '1896+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 -1.4435+03 6.8000+00 LFC943 
I::;' 112 4.9090+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 -9.7881+02 6.8750+00 LAH942 
I 113 2.2530+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -4.3065-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
I 114 7.6296-02 6.5650+00 LFH938 -1.0108-01 6.4800+00 LAC939 , 
'L v I ; ..... l _ ---- _ --. __ c. ," " ~"-_ _~" ,1M' .j" -QL::CCZ:;lIAMk4iLAMJIQJ£G1i!it&WJ&:atJi¥kiE iii max I!&", 
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TABLE LTF 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES CLBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~A~D/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHF.D IN FORMING THIS TABLE' LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC94Cl LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 tFH941 LFH94Cl LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 tAC935 LAC936 LAC937 tAC938 tAC939 LAC9-40 LAC9"'1 LAC94Cl tAC9-43 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH94Cl LAH943 
I'lAXIMUI'l I'll N I 1'1 U 1'1 ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 00 
"'1;0 
"tic,; U5 4.9980-01 6.8600+00 LAC939 -1.0104-01 6.7850+00 LFH940 116 2.8136+01 6.7950+00 LAH9-4Cl 
-5.3268+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 0:2 o~ 117 1.Cl646+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.7460+03 6.8150+00 LFH933 Al 1-118 1.0550+03 6.8700+00 LAC9"'2 -2.0554+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 .0"1.1 119 B.22Cl9+01 6.6650~00 LAH937 -3.7954+01 6.7700+00 LFH938 Co"", :t:> G;; 120 1.0936+02 6.6650+00 LAH937 -1. 1715+02 6.5100+00 LFH938 r-0 rtj 
:i .' 121 8.7064+01 6.5850+00 LFC943 -7.9421+01 6.6600+00 LFH943 & 122 2.1734+01 6.7950+00 LAH942 
-4.1180+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 123 7.9217+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.5627+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 124 8.1368+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.3786+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 125 2.2392+03 6.7900+00 LA~;33 -1.0000+03 6.8700+00 LAH942 126 7.0113+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.0119+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 127 9.6432+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.6021+03 6.7850+00 LAH935 128 1.7374+02 6.6350+00 LFH936 -2.3815+02 6.5500+00 LFC937 129 3.8115+02 6.5850+00 LFH933 -5. 0349+0<! 8.5500+00 LFC937 130 4.9095+01 6.6250+00 LFC93S -1.7395+01 6.7050+00 LFH936 131 9.0475+01 6.6300+00 LFH933 -1.0055+0<! 6.5500+00 LFC937 132 1.e<!90+03 6.5850+00 LFH933 -1.2504+03 6.5500+00 LFC937 133 1.9SC!iH00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -3.7117-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
"" t 
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TABLE LTF 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALtET GRIDPOINT FORCES (tBS & L8S-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
lFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
lAC935 lAC936 lAC937 lAC938 
lAC943 lAH933 lAH934 lAH935 





















NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
134 9.4601-01 6.7950+00 lAH942 -1.7058-01 6.7800+00 lFH938 
135 4.2169+00 6.7950+00 lAH942 -7.3687-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
136 9.6203+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -2.7078+00 6.7800+00 LFC938 
137 7.4534-01 6.5550+00 LFH939 -1.0524+00 6.4800+00 LAC939 
138 6.5e!18+00 6.8600+00 LFC937 -1.3866+00 6.7850+00 lFH940 
139 2.6365+00 6.7950+00 LAH94e! - .... 9431-01 6.7800+00 LFH938 
1"10 1.4066-01 6.7850+00 LFH940 -3.7160-01 6.8600+00 tAC939 
HI 5.2940+00 6.8600+00 tAC939 -1.2973+00 6.7850+00 lFH940 
1"Ie! 1.8553+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 -9.8965+00 6.7950+00 LAH94e! 
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TABLE LAN 4C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS & LOS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
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n TABLE LAN 4C (CONTINUED) I 
00 
"" COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 






NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
, ' 
24 5.3287+00 4.6000-91 LF5371 -4.6774+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 
25 1.1536+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 -1.0883+03 7.1000-01 LA5372 
i 26 1.0822+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 -5.9030+02 5.7500-01 LF5372 
I 27 7.4276+02 5.7500-01 LFS372 -1.1019+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 , , 28 2.3694+03 2.8000-01 LF5372 -7.2970+02 3.9000-01 LA5372 • 00 
;J 29 7. 2006+0?- 2.7500-01 LF5371 -6.1795+02 5.8000-01 LF5372 ""::tI 
1 ~ J0 5.7664+02 2.350121-01 LF5371 -5.5068+02 7.0500-01 LA5372 -oG; 31 1. 0811+00 7.2009-01 LFS371 -9.4459-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 0-
: I. 0 2 !i 32 7.6647-02 6.4550+09 LA5379 -8.4723-02 2.6500-01 LF5373 ::tIF! 33 1.8934-01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -1.7655-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 O"1:J I, 3'4 1.8238+03 2.7500-01 LF5371 -1.4607+03 3.9500-01 LF5371 c:;:, 35 1.3153+03 2.7500-01 LF5371 -3.7550+02 6.4500-01 LF5371 );> Ii) 
r' 
r r.-"j 
j' 36 8.4322+02 6.5000-01 LA5372 -2.8546+03 2.7000-01 LF5371 ::;!w 
a 37 1.2214+03 6.4500-01 LF5371 -6.8846+03 2.6500-01 LF5371 
i 38 C!.6240+0C! 3.9000-01 LF5371 -3.0C!96+0C! ".3000-01 LF5371 39 1.2"21+03 2.3000-01 LF5372 -6.78'43+0C! 5.7000-01 LA5372 
,I 40 1.8796+'>1 ?C!000-01 LF5371 -1.5755+01 3.1000-01 LA5371 
,I 
.. 1 2.0538+03 2.650EHU LFS372 -9. 7496+0C! 5.7500-01 LF537C! ,\ 
II .. 2 1 • (>,088+03 5.7500-01 LF5372 -1.1759+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 
:!~ 43 1.6228+01 3. C!000-01 LF5371 -1.3982+01 3.5500-01 LF5371 
" .... 3.5737+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 - ..... 509+00 7.2000-01 LF5371 
.. 5 6.8881+00 ".6000-01 LFS371 -5.9548+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 
46 1.0"03+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 -5.8200+102 5.9500-01 LA5372 
-
, ~ l ~ _~ ~ ~ __~__ .. ~.9 ~ i&£! 
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TABLE LAN 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORM!NG THIS TABLEs 
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TABLE LAN 4e (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET G~IDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAY 
THE FOLL( JING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROW 
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TABLE LAN 4C (CONTINUED) I 00 
'" 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LA5371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUM ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------
I' NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
116 1.7442+01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -1.2210+01 3.6000-01 LF5371 
, I 
I ~ 117 1.0773+03 5.7500-01 LF5372 -1.9133+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 , . 118 1.0750+03 7.1000-01 LA5372 -1.0730+03 6.5000-01 LA5372 I I , 119 5.1398+01 2.2000-01 LA5371 -3.4593+01 6.4400+00 LF~170 120 1.1719+02 3.7000-01 LA5373 -8.2596+01 6.1800+00 LF53~~ 00 
.I 121 7.4042+01 4.1500-01 LA5373 -8.7218+01 2.4500-01 LF5371 
"::Il 122 1.3206+01 4.6000-01 LF5371 -9.8595+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 ""(lin ~ 123 4.7432+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -3.4774+00 3.6000-01 LF5371 0-0 2 ~ 124 5.1299+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -4.0490+00 3.5500-01 LF537t ::ol=! 
I , 
125 1.3579+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 -1.3664+03 5.9500-01 LA537< I 
.o"iJ ! 126 7.2848+02 5.9500-01 LA5372 -1.1213+03 2.6500-01 LF537<! C):> 127 8.5923+02 5.7500-01 LF5372 -1.1115+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 ):> r-) \ r rei} 128 1.4262+02 2.2500-01 LA5371 -9.7418+01 6.5750+00 LF537e :1 . ., 129 3.1472+02 2.9509-01 LA5371 -2.1772+02 6.5750+00 LF5370 •• ;£1 130 1.1621+01 5.5500-01 LA5371 -3.4019+01 2.7500-01 LF5371 131 4.5687+0! 2.7000-01 LF5371 -3.3771+01 2.4500-01 LA5371 132 8.1980+02 2.9500-01 LA5371 -5.7361+02 6.5750+00 LF5370 
I-
133 1.1'171+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -8.9264-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 134 5.8166-01 4.6000-01 tF5371 -4.3400-01 3.5500-01 LF5371 135 2.5456+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -2.0306+00 3.5500-01 LF5371 136 5.7668+00 4.6000-01 LF5371 -5.3465+00 3.0000-01 LA5372 137 7.3020-01 2.7009-01 LF5372 -6.7277-01 3.7500-01 LA5373 138 3.6938+00 3.4500-01 LA5371 -3.2318+00 6.1450+00 LF5370 
'.~ <r (t l. . '- ,- -- ,,, " -. --
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TABLE LAN 4C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD l AFT BAV 
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TABLE LTF "F 
CO!'lPOSlTE !'IAX-PllH SU!'I!'IARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOlNT FORCES (LBS & LBS-lN.) FORWARD BAV 
~HE FOLLOWING RUN HUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93" LFC935 LFC936 
LFC9"1 LFC9"2 LFC9"3 LFH93~ 
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TABLE LTF ~F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
.--,-. .,..,..-;~~=-~--
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC9~1 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH9~1 
SEARCHED IH FORPIING THIS TADLEs 
LFC937 LFC938 tFC939 LFC940 
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TABLE LTF 4F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-AIN SU""ARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUIHG RUN HUnBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAIHG THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC94e 
LFC941 LFCSl42 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH93S1 LFH94e LFH941 LFH942 LFH9043 
"AXIPlUft IUNXftUPI 
ROU --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUPIBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNHO 
45 1.0822+01 6.9450+00 LFH936 -2.1134+00 6.8700+00 LFC936 
46 9.4323+02 6.9400+00 LFC942 -2.8840+02 6.8450+00 LFH935 
.017 2.5809+02 7.3400+00 LFH942 -2.6863+02 6.9100+00 LFC937 
48 1.1374+03 7.0850+00 LFH942 -2.1633+e~ 6.9100+00 LFC937 
49 5.1874+03 6.9300+00 LFC935 -1.9234+03 6.8550+00 LFH936 
50 9.2383+02 6.9450+00 LFC935 -3.1123+02 6.86e0+00 LFH936 
51 1.3303+03 6.9450+00 LFH935 -1.9901+02 6.8600+ee LFC936 
52 1.7028+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -2.9095+02 6.8550+00 LFH936 
53 7.3476+02 6.9600+00 LFH943 -3.2245+92 7.0350+00 LFH934 
54 7.2977+02 6.9550+80 LFH942 -1.7193+02 6.8850+00 LFC942 
55 7.8328+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 -2.5480+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 
56 6.3524+02 G.8850+e0 LFC942 -2.2904+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
57 1.5793+03 6.8850+00 LFC942 -5.3317+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
58 7.1000+02 6.9450+00 LFH936 -1.4091+02 6.8750+00 LFC936 
59 7.9314+02 6.9"00+00 LFH9'12 -2.6423+02 6.B5S0+e0 LFC936 
68 2.4760+03 6.9400+00 LFH9"2 -1.3166+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 
61 1.6280+03 6.8750+08 LFH942 -1.7301+03 6.9200+00 LFC942 
62 3. 90fl2+02 6.9600+0e LFC943 -4.3556+02 7.0350+00 LFH943 
63 1.0121+03 6.9300+60 LFC942 -6.9918+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 
64 1.2872+02 6.94S0+00 LFC935 -2.8821+61 6.5988+e0 LFH940 
65 4.74"9+81 6.9250+00 LFH942 -6.3502+81 7.0450+00 LFC942 
66 1.3518+02 6.9450+06 LFC935 -4,8728+01 6.5900+00 LFH939 
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TABLE LTF 4F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-~IN SU""ARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEs 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 lFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 

























































































































































TABLE LTF 4F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-PI IN SUMMARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUPIBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFeg"3 LFH933 




















































































UAWE TIPIE RUNNO 
-1.8625+02 6.8700+00 LFH935 
-7.7441+02 6.8450+00 LFH939 
-1.5024+03 7.5450+00 LFC940 
-2.9752+03 6.94&0+00 LFC942 
-1.2406+03 6.8850+00 LFC942 
-6.1564+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
-4.7373+03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
-2.8682+02 7.0350+00 LFH933 
-3.5704+02 6.7700+00 LFH940 
-2.8094+03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
-1.3012+03 6.8000+00 LFH933 
-2.2453+02 6.7700+00 LFC940 
-4.3638+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
-1.5645+00 6.7800+00 LFH938 
- L 6871+00 6.7800'"00 LFH938 
-5.0820+02 6.8906+00 LFC942 
-2.5512+02 6.8950+00 LFC942 
-2.8172+03 6.8100+00 LFC943 
-4.2661+02 6.7700+00 LFH938 
-6.3984+02 7.5450+00 LFC939 
-1.1307+03 7.5450+00 LFC940 
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TABLE LTF 4F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE AAX-I'1IN SU""ARV AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI1BERS HAVE BEEN SE~RCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEr LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 lFC941 lFC942 lFC943 LFH933 lFH934 LFH935 lFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
flAX I I1UI'1 nINIPlUI'I ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUf1BER VALUE rUlE RUNNO VALUE rUlE RUNNO 
111 1.4501+02 6.7709+00 lFH940 -1.4435+03 S.se00+0e lFC943 112 4.5162+03 6.8559+90 LFC939 -8.0597+82 6.7780+00 lFH940 113 2.1958+00 6.9509+09 lFH933 -4.3065-01 6.7800+00 lFH938 114 7.6296-02 6.5650+06 lFH938 -1.0198-01 6.4800+00 LFC939 us 4.9980-01 6.8600+00 LFC939 
-1.0104-01 6.7850+00 lFH940 U6 2.7348+01 6.9500+00 lFH933 -5.3268+019 6.7800+00 LFH938 117 1.0616+03 6.8900+00 LFC942 -1.7460+03 6.8150+00 LFH933 118 8.2480+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 -2.0554+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 119 4.9675+01 6.9450+00 LFH933 -3.7954+81 6.7780+00 LFH938 120 9.4914+01 6.5850+00 LFC943 -1.1715+02 6.5100+00 LFH938 121 8.7064+01 6.5850+00 LFC943 -7.9421+01 6.6600+00 LFH943 122 2.0852+01 6,9500+00 LFH933 -4.1180+130 6.7800+00 LFH938 123 7.6138+00 6.9500+00 lFH933 -1.5627+00 6.7880+00 LFH938 124 7. 87iH+00 6.8550+00 LFC937 -1.3786+00 6.7800+00 lFH938 125 a.1979+03 6.SOee+e0 lFC943 -7.0947+02 6.8800+00 LFH942 126 5.5169+02 6.8850+00 LFC942 -1.0119+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 H!7 7.3608+02 6.8850+00 LFC942 -1.5961+03 6.9400+00 lFC942 128 1.7374+02 6.6350+00 lFH936 -2.3815+02 8.5500+00 LFC937 129 3.8115+02 6.5850+00 LFH933 -5.0349+02 6.55190+00 lFC937 130 4.9095+"1 6.6250+00 lFC936 -1. 7395+01 6.7050+00 LFH936 131 9.0475+01 6.6300+010 LFH933 -1.0055+02 6.5580+00 LFC937 132 1.0290+03 6.5850+00 lFH933 -1.2504+83 6.55010+00 LFC937 
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TABLE LTF 4F (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AX-nIN SUnnARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
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TABLE LAN ~F 
COMPOSITE "AX-RIH SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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(') TABLE LAN 4F (CONTINUED) I 
<0 
'" COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUM"ARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD EAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE; 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
!'lAX II''lUI1 PlINIMUI'I 
ROI.J --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME PUNNO VALUE TIfiE RUNNO 
25 1.1536+03 2.6500-01 LD5372 -1.0198+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 
" 
26 1.0822+03 2.6500-01 LBS372 -5.9030+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 
e, 27 7.4276+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.1019+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 
11 
28 2.3694+03 2.8900-01 LBS372 -5.6170+02 5.9090-01 LBS371 
29 7.2066+02 2.7506-61 LBS37! -6.1795+102 5.8000-01 LB5372 
30 5.766H82 2.3500-01 LB537! -5.1570+02 5.80100-01 LB5372 00 31 1.0811+00 7.2000-91 tB537! -9 ..... 59-01 3.5500-01 LB5371 .,,~ ~ I 32 4.3554-02 6.4600-01 tB537! -8.4723-02 2.6500-01 LB5373 '\lG) .'1 33 1.8934-01 4.6000-01 L1I537! -1. 7655-61 3.5500-61 LB5371 Oz P 0;'9 34 1.8238+03 2.7560-01 LB5371 -1.4607+03 3.9590-01 LB5371 ;>J r-j I 35 1.3153+03 2.7590-01 LB5371 -3.7550+02 6.4500-01 LB5371 .0 .... 36 6.3507+02 6.4000-01 LB537! -2.8546+03 2.7860-01 LB5371 c> , I :to'" r.:.; 37 1.2214+03 6.4509-01 LB5371 -6.8846+03 2.6500-01 LB5371 r l-:r~ 
38 2.62"0+02 3.9008-01 LB5371 -3.0296+02 4.3000-01 tB537! :.~ ., .. ",c. ~ 
39 1.2421+03 2.3000-01 LBS372 -6.481"+02 5.8500-01 LB5372 
46 1.8796+01 7.2000-01 tB537! -1.5222+131 3.5500-01 LB5371 
41 2.0538+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 -9.7496+02 5.75130-01 LB5372 
42 1.0088+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.1759+93 2.6500-91 LB5372 
i 43 1.6228+91 3.2900-01 LB5371 -1.3982+91 3.5599-91 LB5371 H 3.5717+00 3.5599-01 LBS371 -4.4509+09 7.2009-01 LB5371 
,I 45 6.8881+00 ".6000-01 tB5371 -5.9548+09 3.5590-91 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN 4F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMI'IARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LAN 4F (CONTINUED) 
COAPOFITE MA~-MIH SUMMARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
i'1A~II'1UI'l 1'1 HII PlUf'I 
ROIol --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TiHE RUNNO VALUE TIAE RUNNO 
73 1.0575+01 4.6000-01 LB537i -8.7333+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 
74 8.7165-01 8.1000-01 LB5371 -1.1024+00 2.6000-01 LBS373 
75 7.9329+00 4.6000-01 LB5371 -6.5339+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 
76 2.8838+01 4.6000-01 LB5371 -2.3862+01 3.5500-01 LB5371 
77 8.5009+08 1.0750+00 LB53?1 -5.6670+08 3.4500-01 LB5373 
78 2.0446+02 3.4500-91 LB5373 -9.5069+01 1.0750+00 LB5371 
79 1. 7181+01 4.6000-01 LBS371 -1.4720+01 3.5500-01 LB5371 
80 2.8490+00 3.5500-01 LB5371 -7.3349+00 2.4000-01 LB5371 
81 1.9081+01 2.6500-01 LB53?3 -1.5696+0" 6.3500-01 LB5371 
82 1. 1399+02 4.6000-01 LB53?1 -9.7685+01 3.5500-01 LB5371 
83 1.0250+03 3.1500-91 LB5371 -5.6806+03 2.7500-01 LB5371 
84 3.4930+02 6.3000-01 LB5371 -4.1735+02 2.2500-01 LB5372 
85 7.7266+02 2.4000-01 LBS372 -5.3882+02 5.8500-01 LB5372 
86 1.2583+03 2.4000-91 L85371 -7.1271+02 5.8000-01 LB5372 
87 3.5<111+92 1.0300+G0 LB5371 -3.0358+02 3.7900-01 LB5374 
88 2.S13H0a 2.2500,-01 LB5371 -2.4763+02 5.9000-01 LB5372 
89 6.9520+02 a.7500-01 LBS371 -3.5145+02 3.9000-01 LB537i 
90 5.4125+02 a.7000-01 LBS371 -1.1492+02 5.0000-01 LB5372 
91 5.1773+02 6.5000-01 LB5371 -4.3217+03 a.7000-01 LB5371 
92 1.60(1)5+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -2.2912+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 
93 2.5372+03 2.6500-01 L8537a -1.4803+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 
94 3.5006+03 5.7500-01 1.85372 -5.7883+03 2.6500-01 LB53?2 
95 1.1899+03 6.5000-01 LB53?1 -6.9578+93 2.6500-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN 4F (CONTI HUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-AIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOU!NG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
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TABLE LAN ~F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
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THE 
TABLE LTF .. A 
COAPOSITE "AX-RIN SURRARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
FOLLOUING RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN 
L~C933 LAC93.. LAC935 LAC936 
LACS .. 1 LAC9 .. 2 LAC9 .. S LAH933 






IN FORRING THIS 
LAC938 LAC939 
LAH935 LAH936 
LAHSI .. 3 
RINIltUIt 
TABLEt 




















































6.94e0+00 LAH9 .. 3 
6.7900+0e LAH9 .. 2 





6.9"00+00 LAH9 .. 3 





6.7950+08 LAH9 .. 3 
6.5000+00 LAC939 
































6.5950+00 LAC9 .. 0 
6.7950+e0 LAH942 




6.78S0+00 LAC9 .. 0 
6.9"00+0e LAH9 .. 3 
6.7850+00 LAC9 .. 0 






6.6050+00 LAC9 .. 3 
6,"800+00 LAC939 
6.4750+00 LAC9 .. 0 
6.6050+00 LAC9 .. 3 
6."800+00 LAC939 
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TABLE LTF 4A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-nIN SUnnARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUnBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORftING THIS TABLE. 
ROW 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC9J5 LAC936 LAC9J7 LACY38 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 





































































-9.3937+00 6.9480+00 LAH943 
-9.2668-01 6.7850+00 LAC940 
-5.8221+02 8.3750+00 LAH936 
-3.7516+02 8.3890+08 LAH936 
-1.4189+03 7.6350+00 tAH937 
-3.8237+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 
-3.1903+02 7.9750+00 LAH936 
-3.1929+02 8.3750+00 LAH936 
-1.8455-01 6.7850+00 LAC940 
-9.2382-82 6.9150+80 LAC939 
-5.3994-02 6.5958+00 LAC948 
-2.7798+02 6.8780+08 LAC942 
-1.8322+62 7.5200+00 LAC938 
-8.8259+02 6.7600+00 LAC94~ 
-3.1466+03 7.5350+00 LAC939 
-2.5428+02 7.8100+80 LAH936 -2.g1@a~e2 8.3708+00 LAH936 
-1.9069+09 6.7850+00 LAC940 
-8.2574+02 8.3850+00 LAH935 
-1.7247+03 7.6400+88 LAH9l7 
-3.3408+00 6.7850+88 LAC940 
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TAILE LTF 4A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-PI IN SUPlPlARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT lAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"IERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC!}41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH94! 





"AXIPIUPI IUHI"UPI ROlol 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNG 
45 1.1183+01 6.8458+08 LAH!}37 -1.4817+88 6.7850+e8 LAC940 46 8.2062+02 6.9000+00 LACS39 -3.1366+02 6.7650+00 LAH938 47 2.2968+02 6.8450+00 LAC939 -2.3269+02 6.9050+00 LAC939 48 1.999-H03 8.3850+98 LAH936 -3.2964+03 7.6250+00 LAH937 49 5.5011+03 6.7950+80 LAH942 -1.6809+03 6.8666+80 LAe936 50 1.0822+03 7.8850+00 LAH935 -5.0648+02 7.7358+00 LAH938 51 1.2955+03 8.2850+00 LAH935 - ... 6849+02 8.3759+00 LAH936 52 1.41412+03 7.8200+00 LAC937 -1.7808+82 7.1700+88 LAH940 53 9.673EH02 7.8850+00 LAH935 -5.5179+02 7.7300+00 LAC938 54 7.7764+82 7.6459+00 LAM937 -2.3625+02 8.3759+90 LAH936 55 9.7937+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 -2.5319+03 7.6350+00 LAH937 56 9.5561+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 -2.3109+93 7.6350+00 LAH937 57 2.1836+03 8.3800+00 LAH936 -5.3061+03 7.6350+00 LAH937 58 6.9323+02 6.SS00+00 LAH939 -1.2033+02 6.7790+00 LAC938 59 7.4881+02 7.2600+00 LAH937 -1.9760+92 6.8600+80 LAH936 60 2.4500+03 6.9450+00 LAH942 -1.2480+03 7.5450+00 LAC940 61 1.1009+03 7.5400+90 LAC940 -1.7065+03 6.7950+00 LAH942 62 5.9202+02 7.8850+00 LAH935 -".9801+02 7."100+00 LAH936 63 1.285H03 6.7950+00 LAH943 -7.9609+02 6.8650+00 LAC942 64 1 • 2591+02 6.8600+00 LAC939 -1.4696+01 6.5908+08 LACS40 65 5.UU9+0:!. 7.8850+00 LAH935 -6.5159+01 7.7250+00 LACS37 66 1.3469+02 6.8690+00 LAC939 -2.6963+01 6.5900+00 LAC948 
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THE 
TABLE LTF ~A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE AAX-nIN SUI"IAARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
FOLlOYING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN lAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LACS4! LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAHS4! 
"AXlftUPl 
SEARCHED IN FORAING THIS LAC937 LAC938 LAC;939 







--------------------------- ---------------------------NUHIER VALUE TII"IE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUN NO 
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TABLE LTF 4A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-"lM SU"'PlARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 












"Al<I"UI'I I'IINInUf1 ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII'fE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
89 9 .338ii:!+02 G.93e0+ee LAe935 -3.1450+812 6.8700+00 tAH942 99 2.4637+02 6.8659+00 LAH936 -7.6192+92 6.7900+99 LAH942 91 2.6732+83 7.2680+00 tAHSl37 -1.5824+03 7.5450+98 LACS40 92 1.6715+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.8216+013 6.7900+00 LAH933 93 2.4745+03 6.7950+00 LAH933 -1.5665+03 6.8700+80 LAC942 94 3.6906+83 6.8700+00 tAC942 -5. 8471H03 6.7950+00 LAH933 95 1.7074+03 8.0850+00 LAH935 -4.5650+03 7.5400+09 LAC939 96 2.3H7+ea 7.4750+00 LAC936 -3.9667+92 7.3350+00 LAH937 97 2.0381+03 6.9350+00 tAC935 -4.0770+92 6.8600+00 LAH936 98 8.3218+02 7.1550+810 LAC940 -2.8637+03 7.2550+00 tAH939 itS! 4.0834+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.3613+03 6.7950+00 LAH943 109 1.2001+03 6.8000+90 LAH942 
-2.5268+02 6.8600+00 tAH936 HU 2.4182+01 6.8350+00 LAH939 -2.4121+00 6.7709+00 LAC9~~ 102 5.9679+00 6.8350+00 LAH939 -1.2090+80 6.7780+00 tAC940 193 1.0363+01 6.8350+09 LAH939 -7.4140-81 6.7700+00 tAC940 104 9.5316+02 6.9450+80 LAH942 -5.4271+02 6.8790+00 tAC942 105 1.6003+02 6.9000+80 LAC939 -2.0746+ea 6.8750+00 tAC942 106 2.4092+03 7.6800+08 LAH936 -3.7aS2+03 7.5250+00 LAC937 107 2.7775+03 6.9400+00 tAC935 -1.0430+03 6.8700+00 LACSl42 108 2.784119+02 6.87ee+ee LAC942 -S.3984+02 7.5458+00 tAC939 109 1.9594+03 7.2600+00 LAHSl37 -1.1307+03 7.S45e+00 LACS .. 0 ue 1.8417+03 7.1550+00 LAC940 -1.2485+04 6.B~50+0e LAC939 
00 
:'1'1::0 














































TABLE LTF 4A (CONTINUED) 
conpOSITE "AX-nIH SUn"ARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~3ERS HAVE IEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE: LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACSl36 L~C937 LAC938 LAC939 LACSil40 LAC941 LAC942 LACSl43 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAHSl37 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAHSil41 LAH942 LAH943 
"A)mtU" IUNI"Ult ROll 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IIER VALUE TInE RUNNO VALUE n"E RUNNO 
111 4.7896+82 6.8700+00 LAHSil42 -1.4146+03 9.3150+00 LAC937 112 4.9090+03 6.9460+00 LAC935 -9.7881+02 6.8750+00 LAH942 113 2.2530+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 
-2.7173-01 6.7700+00 LAC940 114 5.9865-62 6.6500+00 LAU943 
-1.0108-01 6.4800+00 LAC939 115 4.9980-01 6.8600+00 LAC939 -2.4899-02 6.8750+0& LAH936 116 2.8136+01 6.1950+00 LAH942 -4.0614+00 6.7700+90 LAC94e it7 1.2646+83 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.7108+03 6.7850+88 LAH935 118 1.0550+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.9571+03 6.7850+0@ LAH933 119 8.2aa9+01 6.665~+00 LAH937 -2.5362+el 6.7600+0e LAC940 lae 1.0936+02 6.665t1+ee LAH937 -3.4297+01 6.760&+00 LAC940 121 7.9987+01 6.4800+00 LAC939 -2.4318+01 6.4650+00 LAC94e 122 a.1734+01 6.7950+00 LAH942 -2.8860+09 6.7700+00 LAC94e 123 7.9217+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -1.1853+90 6.7700+00 LAC94~ 124 8.1368+00 6.7950+00 LAH942 -6.5830-01 6.77&e~ee LAC949 125 2.2392+03 6.7908+00 LAH933 -1.0008+03 6.8708+00 LAH942 126 7.8113+02 6.8788+08 LAC942 -9.4635+82 6.7850+88 LAH933 ie7 9.6432+02 6.8700+88 LAC94a -1.6021+03 6.7858+90 LAH935 128 1.6563+02 6.7258+68 LAH933 -2.1622+02 G.S40e+e0 LAC939 129 3.5837+92 6.7250+00 LAH933 -4.5392+02 6.5480+08 LAC939 138 4.3536+01 6.5400+80 LAC939 -1.6832+81 6.7050+80 LAH936 131 6.7677+81 6.7400+00 LAH93S -9.7681+01 6.S4e0+88 LAC939 132 9.3487+02 6.7250+08 LAHD33 -1.1214+83 6.5480+88 LAC939 
.... 6. ., ,!liZ&l£J£iJAil!i&2 all' G111ClIU_CZIli ~'--~-•.. -
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TABLE LTF 4A (CONTINUED) 
COPIPOSITE "AX-PIIN SUf'I"ARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 





IN FORf'lING THIS TABLEI LAC938 LAC939 LAC9 .. 0 
tAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH943 
PlAXlf'lUPI PI Itt!I'IUPI ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUPIBER VALUE nf'lE RUNNO VALUE THIE RUNNO 




0 2 ;oF! 








-':"':-_ .-..,.Q fJ ~ 
, ~--- "~J ~ .. wr::--
~ .
0 WIBLE LAI'! 4A ! t 
-i 0 00 CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
I THE FOLLO~II'!G RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs • 
I lB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 MAXIMUM I'll N I MUI'I 
I ROU --------------------------- ---------------------------
I NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUliNO ; 
! 1 1.2441+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.5580+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 ! a 1.4986-01 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.7071-01 4.3000-01 lB5373 i 
I 3 2.2669+00 4.3000-01 LB5373 -2.6279+00 7.5000-01 1,85371 t , 4 4.6694+00 7.5000-01 LBS371 -5.8474+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 
5 4.4546+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -6.79C!3+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 
6 5.8606-01 1.0500-01 LB5371 -4.3877-01 4.3500-01 LB5373 
7 3.2884+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -2.5672+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 00 
8 9.3920-01 7,5000-01 LB5371 -1.1752+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 .'7J ~ 
9 4.9503-01 3.1000-01 LB5371 -4.6711-01 7.5000-01 lB5311 "llB 
10 2.1693+00 7.5000-01 LD53?1 -1.9697+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 02 o~ 
11 6.4565+03 4.5000-01 LB537C! -2.5200+03 7.9000-01 tB5372 ;;OF 
12 7.0719+02 3.9500-01 LBS311 -8.9299+02 7.1000-01 lB5372 .0-0 
13 1.8487+03 2.2000-01 LB5372 -1.4776+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 c> :t>n 
14 4.3930+01 3.3500-01 LB5311 -1.8129+01 4.5500-01 tB5374 c: E--; 
15 5.5054+01 4.5000-01 LB5373 -1.1"164+02 1.0500-01 LB5371 ~ .. " , , .
16 6.5224+01 6.5050+00 LB5370 -6.36c!"'I+01 "'1."'1500-01 tB5373 
17 1.5890+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 -4.0637+01 5.2000-01 LB537C! 
18 9.2772+01 5.2000-01 LB5372 -3.6156+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 
19 1.0100+01 8.0000-01 LB5372 -2.7739+01 2.2500-01 LB5371 
20 1. 9437+01 4.6500-01 LB5371 -3.60"'13+01 3.1000-01 LB5371 
21 C!.3305+02 5.2000-01 LB5372 -9.1689+02 C!.3000-01 LB5371 
22 1.0592+01 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.1775+01 3.1000-01 tB5371 
23 4.6227+00 3.1000-01 LB5371 -3.6936+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 
24 4.3283+00 7.S000-01 LB5371 -3.6017+00 1.5000-01 LB537? 
•. ~ p @ 
l_. ;-- . . _ _ _ ",_. ::"_ .-,.f~_ ... ~,jJ _ .. ~ M!!t!:lEft5 a &£ii!W LMlRir&Ji a &AiiI & itii£:;C:== • I!iW& _ - - - - u ___ _ 
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TABLE LAN 4A (CONTINUED) 






















































1.2850+00 LB537! 2.9500-01 LB5371 5.9500-01 LB5372 6.0000-02 LBS372 1.7500-01 LB537! 3.4000-01 LB537! 3.4000-01 tB537! 6.4550+00 LB5370 7.5000-01 LB5371 2.2500-01 LB5372 
a.a000-01 LB5372 6.5000-01 LB5372 5.8000-01 LB5372 7.5000-01 LB5371 2.2000-01 LB5372 7.5000-01 LB537! 3.0000-01 LB5371 7.1000-01 LBS372 3.4000-01 Li537! 8.5000-01 LB5372 3.4500-01 LB537! 3.0000-01 LBS37! 6.0000-01 LB5372 5.9500-01 LB5372 



























7.1000-01 LB5372 7.0500-01 LB537a 3.0000-01 LB5371 3.9000-01 LB5372 
7.1500-01 LB5372 7.0500-01 LB5372 1.5000-01 LB5372 















~ .~ ... ________ --"'--~,O':.'--.. ~_~~~ ---------'- .~--..,.~ l_. ~ .. & 
--
iiJ4i!fIM&¢l . ;::;XiW iW~iitl~~-"' ... ~--.. ---
,t" • 'T~ I~ , I 
(') TAILE LAN ~A (CONTINUED) I 
..... 
..... 
0 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMPIARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOlLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOPAING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 LI5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537~ 
i PlAXII'IUI1 I'IINII'IUPI I ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO ~ i', 49 1.1989+03 7.9500-01 tB5372 -3.6103+03 4.5000-01 LB5372 50 ~.e671+02 4.6500-01 LB5371 -4.9110+02 4.2500-01 LB5373 , 
H 
51 5.8779+02 2.2500-01 LB5372 -4.2598+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 
52 6.8006+02 1.7500-01 LB5371 -5.2618+02 7.0509-01 LB5372 
i 53 2.3798+02 7.5000-01 LB5371 -4.2673+02 3.0500-01 LB5373 , 54 a.-4009+02 4.0000-91 LB5371 -4.8344+92 7.0500-01 LB5372 
ii, 55 1.2261+03 7.0500-01 LB5372 -1. 7421+03 3.0009-01 LB5371 
l> 56 1.1527+03 5.9500-01 LI5372 -2.1792+93 3.0900-01 LB5371 
1 ~ 57 2.6462+03 5.9500-91 LB5372 -4.7951+03 3.0000-01 LB5371 00 
\~ 58 5.4652+92 2.2000-01 LI5372 -3.3837+02 6.8000-01 LB5371 "1:;0 59 2.60H1+02 6.4500-01 LI5372 -5.3835+02 7.1000-01 LB5372 -oc; 60 1.0669+03 6.4500-01 L85372 -2.8877+03 2.3000-01 L8S37! 0-0 2 61 2.7464+03 2.3500-01 LB5371 -1.1764+03 1.3000+00 LB5371 :;o~ I~i 62 3.1929+02 9.0500-01 lB537! -3.5237+02 9.9500-01 L85372 .0-0 63 5.8462+02 7.9000-01 LB5371 -1.0674+03 2.4000-01 L8S371 C:~ 6" 6.0234+01 3.4500-01 LB5371 -6.3946+01 1.1900+00 LI5371 l>Ci om 
65 ".09412+01 6.2850+00 LI5370 -1.0503+02 ".2500-01 L85373 ~i!l ( 1S6 5.0893+01 3.4500-01 LB5371 -8.2609+01 1.1900+0t La5371 ,J S? 8.9049+02 3."500-01 L85371 -5."906+02 7.8500-01 L95371 I j: 68 1.7869+03 1.1100+00 LB53~3 -2.9692+03 ... 3000-01 LB5374 w 69 4.17~9+02 3."500-01 LB5371 -7 ..... 75+02 5.5000-02 L85372 
I'" 70 7. 3420+0C! 6.3500-01 L85372 -2.9761+03 2."500-01 LB537! 11 1.3544+02 7.6000-01 L85373 -5.2073+02 4.3000-01 L85373 
I 72 5.5089+02 7.8500-01 LIS371 
-1."561+03 2."000-01 L85371 i , 
.. 
.. 
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TABLE LAN 4A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE MAX-MIN SU~MARV 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
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; -4ilUIfZ1idJ):f.,.m is -=;;,== ",,_:a.-
_---'~-""'--c-"'---'---~ f\+ -A-- _~" ~ .~ .. "" 
r ~ -.--- --,.' '-".,.~ I i () TABLE LAN 4A (CONTINUED) I I . ..... ..... "" COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS & LOS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM I1INIMUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
I NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 97 1.1H!9+03 2.2000-01 L65371 -5.9775+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 
. ' 
98 1.8435+03 4.5500-01 LB5372 -6.2184+02 6.2500-01 LB5372 
I: 99 5.4000+02 5.8500-01 L85372 -5.1831+02 1.1000-01 LB5311 100 4.2077+02 2.2500-01 LB5373 -4.3150+02 5.8500-01 LB5372 [ i 101 1.4995+01 7.5000-01 LB5311 -9.2514+00 3.8500-01 LB5371 
I 102 3.9649+00 7.5000-01 LB5371 -2.3910+00 3.8500-01 LB5371 
I 103 6.3440+00 7.5000-01 L05371 -3.9908+00 7.8500-01 L05371 ; , 00 
;J 104 9.5925+02 3.0500-01 LB5371 -4.4331+02 7.0500-01 LB5372 "':;0 105 4.9858+02 3.0000-01 L05371 -2.0938+02 6.0000-01 L05372 -015 
1 ~ 106 1.4829+03 5.9500-01 LB5312 -2.0829+03 3.0000-01 LB5371 0-0 2 ll. 101 1.6930+03 1.8000-01 LB5371 -8.8813+02 5.8500-01 L05312 ;o~ II 108 2.7806+02 8.3000-01 LBS311 -8.-4927+02 2.3000-01 LB537! .0"0 109 8.2127+02 1.3050+00 LB5311 -2.47";2+03 2.3000-01 L85371 CJlo »r;, 
,) 110 6.6238+03 4.5000-01 tB5372 -1.8881+03 7.9000-01 LB5372 CM 
111 7.8265+02 5.9000-01 LB531a -3.3456+02 7.9500-01 LB5371 :elm 
r I 112 2.1605+03 2.2000-01 L05312 -1.5307+03 5.8000-01 LB5372 II I :~ 113 1.3336+00 1.5000-01 L05371 -8.n00-01 1.5000-e1 LB5312 114 6.3857-02 8.0000-01 LB5311 -8.3556-02 4.1500-01 LB5313 115 3.0<194-01 2.2000-01 LBS311 -2.0308-01 1.5500-01 L85372 I , 
i ;.,.1 116 1.6036+01 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.0506+01 6.5450+00 LB5310 I,,; 111 9.45f12+02 5.9500-01 LB5312 -1.6905+03 3.0500-01 LB5371 II' 
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TABLE LAN 4A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
AFT PALLET GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABtt: lTF 5C 
CO~P05ITE MAX-MIN SU"MARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLE: • 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFCSH2 LFC943 LFH933 lFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 lFH942 LFH943 LAC933 tAC934 
lAC935 LAC936 LAC937 tAC938 !.AC939 LAC940 tAC941 tAC942 
LAC943 L.AH933 tAH934 tAH935 LAH936 LAH937 tAH938 tAH939 
LAH940 l.AH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROb! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.6792-04 6.8700+00 tFH935 -1.3516-03 6.7950+00 LAH942 00 "";0 
2 1.3576+03 7.3050+00 LFC942 -5.4484+02 7.2500+00 LFH942 'tlG) 
3 1.1798+03 7.2500+00 LFH942 -2.9400+03 7.3050+00 LFC942 o-O~ 4 2.0695-04 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.2S26-03 6.8350+00 LAH939 ;0 r' 
5 7.8785+02 6.7300+00 LAH942 -1. 7912+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 0"'0 
6 1.7061+03 6.7300+00 LAH942 -3.8788+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 c ~-., 
7 1.0230+03 6.7900+00 LAH938 -7.9823+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 
)::0 (;, 
r'rl 
8 9.6817+02 6.6100+00 LAH938 -7.6100+02 6.6550+00 LAC943 ~~ 9 8.6840-04 7.2350+00 LFH942 -7.5630-04 7.7150+00 LFH936 
10 4.1589-04 6.8400+00 LFH942 -4.1137-04 6.8900+00 LFC942 
11 9.5546-04 7.6900+00 LAH936 -1.4228-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 
12 1.6515-04 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.3659-04 7.3300+00 LFC942 
13 3.2531-03 6.7900+00 LFC935 -6.2237-04 6.8650+00 LAH936 
14 2.5911-03 7.5400+00 LFH940 -8.7168-03 7.7150+00 LFC935 
15 9.4012-04 7.3300+00 LFC942 -1.2875-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 
16 3.4145-63 6.9400+00 LFC93S -7.9279-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
17 1.5350-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 -1.5734-03 8.0850+00 LAH935 
18 3.0108-05 6.7900+00 LAC938 -1.4908-04 6.9450+00 tFC935 
19 1.3206-04 6.8700+00 LFH935 -1.3385-03 6.8450+00 LAH937 
t£ .-.!:~_ ...... .:.. ~~ '""do' 
f '~'.T"'·'~.rHn ~ \ ~ . , ; -' \'-- . - ,,~ .• ,!;.-;- •.• "; "1' . :f' • '1+ 
i I I 0 TABLE LTF 5C (CONTINUED) • 1 
-
- COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY 
'" I IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LES ~ LBS-IN.l FORUARD/AFT BAY i 
! THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
I LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
I LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
! LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
I' LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH9'!3 I 
f' MAXIMUM MINI~UM ! ' 
I' ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------i' 
r i NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNltO 
, , 20 8.2290+02 7.7350+00 LAH937 -7.7339+02 7.8850+00 LAH936 
iJ 21 3.9450+03 6.9550+00 LFH942 -1.0549+03 6.9050+00 LFC942 00 
'" 
22 1.0554-03 6.8800+00 LAC942 -2.8639-03 6.9450+00 LFC942 '""::0 
,~ 23 2.9762-03 8.5750+00 LAH935 -1.9480-t.J 8.2750+00 LAH936 "'1115 
, I. 24 4.6159-03 7.6300+00 LFH939 -2.8799-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 O=. I 0"'· I' 25 1.0976-03 6.8700+00 LFC942 -4.6240-03 6.7950+00 LAH942 ::oF 1\ 26 4.2773-03 8.5750+00 LAH935 -4.3045-03 8.2750+00 LAH936 to"'Q 27 3.1851-03 8.2000+00 LAH937 -1.1016-03 6.8750+00 LFC936 C )"J' !t :t> s:7f ,. 28 3.5978-04 6.8650+00 LAC942 -9.0035-04 6.9600+00 LFH943 C F-(-: . t, 
.'~, 29 2.3524-03 7.6800+00 LAH936 -2.5974-03 7.5250+00 LAC937 -.: .....-"I <~ 
!"" 30 9.1006-04 6.8750+00 LAC942 -1.2424-03 6.9500+00 LFH942 , 31 2.3907-05 6.8050+00 LFH935 -2.8738-05 6.8500+00 LFC942 , 
,I 32 1.2661-05 6.8900+00 LFC942 -1. 5183-04 6.'7750+00 LFC942 
,I 33 4.4291-05 6.7600+00 LAH942 -3.8394-05 6.6050+00 LAC940 
, I'; 
\< 34 1.7749--04 6.9550+00 LFC942 -5.6850-05 6.7750+00 LFH940 
35 3.3081-05 6.9600+00 LFC943 -1.6285-05 6.7300+00 LAH942 
36 5.6884-05 6.7600+00 LAH942 -1.2615-05 6.7300+00 LAH942 
37 3.4411-04 7.5500+00 LAC940 -5.4370-04 7.2650+00 LAC937 
38 1.4680-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -8.1168-04 8.1250+00 LAH938 
lL 
. _. -~ 
~ 
___ f: .... _ ..... ec·~ ~ 
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THE 
TABLE LTF 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & tBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
FOLtOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC9~1 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC9~3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM 
SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS 
LFC937 LFC93B LFC939 
LFH934 LFH935 tFH936 
LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 
tAC939 LAC940 LAC941 





























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
4.5754-03 6.8750+00 LFC936 
1.1282-03 7.7250+00 LFH935 
1.6842-03 7.3250+00 LFC942 
1.7353-03 7.8050+00 LAC943 
3.1339-03 6.9500+00 LFC942 
1.7128-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
1.0914-02 7.5450+00 LFH940 
1.9600-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 
9.4379-04 8.1200+00 LAH938 
7.2584-03 6.9550+00 LFH942 
2.8613-04 6.7900+00 LAC942 
4.1080-04 7.6250+00 LAC940 
5.4167-04 7.3350+00 LFC942 
1.8540-04 7.2550+00 LFH942 
2.2999-03 7.5300+00 LAC938 
2.3963-03 7.5300+00 LAC938 
2.4013-02 7.5300+00 L~C938 
2.1601-03 7.5300+00 LAC938 
2.4942-03 8.4100+00 LAH937 
VALUE 
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(j TABLE LTF 5C (CONTINUED) , 
.... 
.... 
00 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
I, 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH~35 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 lAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
! MAXIMUM MINIMUM I ~ ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO , ' 
i 58 1.9882-03 7.1100+00 LFH939 -2.5573-04 6.7750+00 LAC938 , i 59 7.1678-03 8.1200+00 LAH937 -6.9862-03 8.2800+00 lAH935 ; .I 60 7.7410-03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -6.1425-03 6.8700+00 LFH943 ! J 
~ I 61 1. 7118-04 6.9300+00 LFC942 -9.1724-05 7.2600+00 LFH942 ! , 62 1.5297-05 6.6050+00 LFH938 -3.0365-04 6.6600+00 LAH937 00 ; I 
""::0 
:1 63 1.3032-03 7.2450+00 LFH939 -9.9567-04 7.4600+00 LAH937 'tiC; I- 64 5.9665-04 7.3300+00 LFC942 -5.1981-04 7.5400+00 LAC940 o-j 0 2 65 1.0889-04 6.7600+00 lAH942 -8.0508-05 6.6750+00 LAH943 ::o~ 
66 7.4592-05 6.7100+00 LAH941 -8.5223-05 6.7850+00 LAC942 
.0 'iJ 67 5.2646-05 6.8750+00 LFH935 -1.0126-04 8.1950+00 lAH939 C:~ 
68 6.2473-05 7.3450+00 LFH942 -9.2119-05 6.8600+00 LAH942 loG:! rl'l 
69 9.0989-04 7.5400+00 LFH939 -7.6636-04 7.3350+00 lFC942 :1r:a 70 3.3086-03 8.5050+00 LAH937 -3.3985-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
71 4.3162-03 6.9050+00 LFH939 -3.3030-03 6.8700+00 LAC942 
72 1.0':'31-03 6.9300+00 LAC935 -2.2038-04 6.7700+00 LFH940 
73 6.4931-04 7.3350+00 LFC942 -6.4590-04 7.5450+00 LFH939 
74 6.5513-03 6.9450+00 LFH943 -3.5432-03 6.8750+00 LFC936 
75 2.8521-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 -9.3992-04 6.9550+00 LFH942 
76 5.0964-04 7.6350+00 LAH937 -1.5352-04 6.8700+00 LFH942 
I~ l_ .. "" i : ... ~~ ~....:.. tJ. 
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THE 
TABLE LTF 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUR~ARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S tFC936 
LFC941 tFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
LFH934 tFH935 LFH936 
LFH942 tFH943 tAC933 
LAC939 tAC940 tACS41 





























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
8.3341-03 7.6300+00 tFH939 
2.3828-04 6.8700+00 tAC942 
8.8387-04 8.0150+00 tAH937 
2.7361-03 6.8500+00 tFC942 
3.7830-04 6.8600+00 LAH942 
7.7526-03 8.2800+00 tAH935 
3.8210-03 7.6800+00 tAH935 
1.3983-02 7.5400+00 LFH940 
1.8717-03 7.3600+00 tFH942 
6.7957-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
3.0792-04 6.9350+00 LFC935 
2.0694-03 7.6250+00 LFH939 
1.1387-03 7.5350+00 LFH939 
4.1301-04 6.9100+00 LFH942 
2.5601-03 7.6850+00 tAH935 
3.2162-03 7.5450+00 tFH940 
2.7162-04 6.7800+00 LFC938 
5.8061-03 7.9200+00 LAC937 
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n TABLE LTF SC (CONTINUED) I 
-
'" 0 COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLlOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
lFC933 LFC934 LFC93S lFC936 LFC937 lFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 lFC943 lFH933 lFH934 lFH935 lFH936 LFH937 
lFH938 lFH939 LFH940 lFH941 lFH942 LFH943 LAC933 lAC934 
lAC93S lAC936 LAC937 lAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 lAC942 
lAC943 LAH933 LAH934 lAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 lAH939 
r lAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
, ; MAXIMUI'I MIN UtUI'I ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
i' 96 5.2268-03 6.9400+00 LFH935 -7.2165-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 , 
'} 97 4.8177-03 7.6850+00 LAH935 -4.8306-03 7.6000+00 lAH936 98 7.0977-03 7.5450+00 lFH937 -4.2253-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 ~ 99 7.1902-04 6.8650+00 lAC942 -2.6205-03 6.8050+00 LAC942 00 I, 100 2.3822-03 6.8600+00 LAH936 -1.1802-02 6.9400+00 lAC935 "";:0 ~ 101 5.0179-04 7.5400+00 lFH940 -5.9364-04 7.7100+00 lFH935 "I'lB 102 6.5443-03 7.6800+00 lAH935 -6.4314-03 7.5300+00 LAH937 o .-. 07-, 103 3.2594-03 6.9450+00 lFH935 -3.1409-04 6.8559+00 lFH936 ;;::. t ;:0 i '" 
j'. 104 4.1291-03 7.6259+00 lAC938 -5.9976-03 7.7800+00 LAH935 ,0 ·~l 
~ 105 2.0461-03 6.7900+00 LAH933 -1.6062-03 6.8750+09 LAC942 c \u :t;-' ~~ 106 9.1895-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 -5.0580-93 6.9500+00 LFH942 r- l-;, l 107 2.8744-03 7.7950+00 lAH943 -2.1497-03 7.1550+00 lFH938 ::s .. .., <~J 
,I 108 4.3700-93 ?7109+00 lFH936 -8.3458-03 7.5500+00 lFH937 
,I 109 7.9927-03 6.7850+00 LAC942 -2.8994-03 6.8650+00 LFC936 ~'l 
\. 110 3.1460-03 8.1200+00 lAH938 -4.1709-03 8.2800+00 LAH936 
i., 111 8.5443-04 6.8750+00 lFH936 -5.9758-03 6.7950+00 lFC942 
lit! 2.8149-03 6.5950+00 lAH939 -1.4623-03 6.5850+00 lFH939 
113 2.5287-03 7.5300+00 LAH938 -3.4980-03 7.6850+00 lAH935 
114 7.2793-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 -4.0081-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
Lb 
m&i it- i\\&f uz:cic;:::ia -... - ->- --
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TABLE LTF 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 




































VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.2199-03 6.8609+00 LFC936 
1.0231-02 7.5450+00 LAC939 
2.6502-03 6.8750+00 LFH936 
3.0161-~3 7.1450+00 LFC937 
5.1645-03 7.5450+00 LFH938 
8.3166-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 
5.2648-04 6.8450+00 LFH942 
3.6869-03 7.3250+00 LFC942 
2.5271-03 6.8600+00 LFC942 
2.4580-03 7.9150+00 LAC937 
8.1157-03 7.5450+00 LFH937 
7.6087-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 
1.6840-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 
3.6890-03 7.7050+00 LFH936 
MINIMUM 
VALUE TIME RUMNO 
-1.1511-02 6.9650+00 LFC942 
-6.9173-03 7.6350+00 LAH938 
-7.6481-03 6.9350+00 LFC935 
-1.8474-03 7.3050+00 LFC935 
-4.0835-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 
-5.4381-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 
-6.3688-04 6.1950+00 LFC942 
-5.6319-03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
-1.8071-03 6.9150+00 LFC942 
-1.7048-03 7.6300+00 LAH938 
-4.5484-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 
-2.0497-03 6.8650+00 LFC942 
-1.6549-03 7.5250+00 LAC938 
-4.7408-03 7.5450+00 LFH938 
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TABLE LAN 5C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOllOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
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TABLE LAN 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 





























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.3400-03 6.3000-01 LF5371 
3.2589-03 2.7000-01 LF5371 
1.6368-03 6.3000-01 LF5371 
3.5269-03 2.3000-01 LF5372 
4.8712-04 6.5000-01 LF5371 
2.7257-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 
1.5262-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 
7.4977-05 6.4450+00 LF5370 
1.2897-04 3.5500-01 LF5371 
1.6922-04 6.4000+00 LF5370 
1.0683-04 5.8500-01 LF5371 
5.0348-05 6.4000+00 LF5370 
6.1225-05 3.4000-01 LA5371 
8.81023-04 2.7000-01 LF5371 
7.3059-04 2.3000-01 LF5372 
6.4706-03 5.6000-01 LA5372 
4.7227-04 6.2500-01 LA5371 
4.5879-04 5.6000-101 LA5372 
3.4654-03 3.5580-101 LF5371 
8.1557-04 6.4000-01 LA5372 
5.6694-04 5.9000-01 LA5372 
2.3953-02 2.2080-01 LA5371 
3. 424.Hi4 1.5580-01 LF5372 
MINIMUM 
---------------~------------
VALUE TIME RUNNO 
-6.8533-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 
-1. 0148-03 6.4500-01 LA5372 
-7.5235-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 
-1.7156-03 5.6000-01 LA5372 
-1.4390-03 2.7500-01 LF5371 
-1.1174-03 6.2500-01 LF5371 
-1.3665-03 3.5500-01 LF5371 
-9.1396-05 6.4650+00 LF5370 
-2.2647-04 2.4000-01 LF5371 
-1.7368-04 6.3750+00 LF5370 
-1.6653-04 9.5000-01 LF5371 
-4.6363-05 6.3750+00 LF5370 
-6.2268-05 3.7000-01 LA5371 
-2.2163-04 6.4500-01 LA5372 
-3.6663-04 5.5500-01 LA5372 
-1.3937-02 2.2500-01 LF5372 
-1.0326-03 4 • 8500-€i 1 LA5371 
-a.9418-03 2.20100-01 LA5371 
-3.5765-63 3.91000-01 LF5371 
-1.5245-03 7.2000-01 LA5372 
-1.2009-93 3.5500-01 LF5373 
-3.6864-03 1.0500+90 LA5371 
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TABLE LAN 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 



































































































































































TABLE LAN 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (lBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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TABLE LAN 5C (CONTINUEDi 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT FAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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TABLE LAN 5C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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i () ; I TABl.E l.TF SF ; . 
..... 
: 
"" i 00 COFlPOSITE FlA~-"IN SU""ARY j IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (l.BS , LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY , 
I 
! THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLEt 
i LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 i 
I LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFli934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 I LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LHI941 LFH942 LFH!il43 
I 
I PlAIU flUI'! PlINInUPl ! 
i' ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUFIBER VALUE TIPiE RUNNO VALUE TII"IE RUN NO 
1 1.6792-04 6.87e0+00 LFH935 -1.3474-93 6.9450+00 LFC935 
2 1.3576+03 7.3050+e0 LFC942 -5.-4484+02 7.25e0+e0 LFH942 
3 1.1798+03 7.2S00+00 lFH942 -2.9400+03 7.30S0+0e lFC942 
4 2.0695-04 6.7800+00 LFH938 -1.2157-03 6.9500+00 lFH933 00 
~ 5 6.0905+02 6.8350+00 lFC942 -1.7912+03 6.9650+00 lFH942 "'::0 -oG) 6 1.3189+03 6.8350+00 lFC942 -3.8788+03 6.9650+0e LFH942 o-
f, 7 8.8386+02 6,,8600+00 LFC936 -7.9823+03 6.9650+00 LFH942 0 2 ::of! I. 8 7.4231+02 6.5900+06 LFC938 -7.4718+02 6.5750+00 LFH938 , 9 8.6840-04 7.2350+00 lFH942 -'7.5630-04 7.7150+00 lFH936 .0"(1 CJ.> 
10 4.1589-04 6.8400+00 lFH942 -4.1137-04 6.8900+00 lFC942 Jot::) l"" ,<i 
\ 11 5.2185-04 6.9288+00 lFH942 -1.4228-03 7.5400+00 lFC939 ~ffi ,I 12 1.6515-04 7.5400+00 lFH940 -a. 3659-04 7.3300+00 lFC942 ' j. 
'3 13 3.2531-03 6.7900+00 LFC935 -5.7328-04 6.7750+00 lFC938 14 2.S911-03 7.5400+00 LFH940 -2.7168-03 7.71S0+00 LFC935 
"V 15 9.4012-0'- 7.3300+00 LFC942 -1.2875-03 7.5400+00 LFC939 
,I 16 3.41<f5-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 -7.9279-04 6.8600+80 LFC936 
\j 17 1.5350-03 7.5400+00 LFC939 -8.7947-04 8.3850+00 LFH942 
,q 18 2.9fJ42-05 6.8800+00 lFH936 -1.4908-04 6.9450+00 LFC935 \U 
' .. 
19 1.3206-04 6.8700+00 lFH935 -1.2452-03 6.9550+0e lFH933 
!·I 28 5.1016+02 5.0200+0e lFH940 -6.3168+02 6.9650+00 lFH943 
21 3.9450+03 6.9550+00 lFH942 -1.0549+03 6.9050+00 lFC942 
22 9.1681-04 6.77ee+0e LFH938 -2.8639-03 6.9450+00 lFC942 
.,. 
.~ ! 
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TABLE LTF SF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-"IH SU""ARY 
IPS GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 



























VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE 11"E RUNNO 
2.6176-03 7.6200+00 LFH939 -1.2059-03 7.2350+00 LFH942 
4.6159-03 7.6309+00 LFH939 -2.8799-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
1.8976-03 6.8700+00 LFC942 -4.4913-03 7.7300+00 LFH935 
4.1606-03 7.3250+00 LFC942 -3.2215-03 7.2400+00 LFH942 
2.9818-03 6.9500+00 LFH943 -1.1016-03 6.8750+00 LFC936 
3.1553-04 6.8750+00 LFC936 -9.0035-04 6.9600+00 LFH9 .. 3 
1.51 .... -03 6.7"50+00 LFC9 .. 0 -1,8505-03 7.2508+00 LFH939 
7.1986-94 7.0100+00 LFC9 .. 2 -1.2"2"-03 6.9500+00 LFH9 .. 2 
2.3907-05 6.8050+00 LFH935 -2.8738-05 6.8500+00 LFC9 .. 2 
1.2661-05 6.8900+00 LFC942 -1.5183-0" 6.7750+00 LFC9 .. 2 
4.3216-05 6.7300+00 LFH934 -3.839"-05 6.S050+00 LFC940 
1.77"9-04 6.9550+00 LFC942 -5.6850-05 6.7750+00 LFH940 
3.3081-85 6.9600+00 LFC943 -9.7616-06 6.6000+00 LFH9 .. 0 
5.3184-05 6.9650+00 LFC942 -7.2310-06 6.7800+00 LFH938 
3.4411-04 7.5590+00 LFC940 -5.3339-04 6.9350+00 LFH942 
9.2066-04 6.9450+00 LFH935 -3.2841-84 7.2900+00 LFC936 
4.5754-83 6.8750+00 LFC936 -1.8924-82 7.1158+00 LFH937 
1.1282-83 7.7250+80 LFH935 -3.7208-04 6.8750+00 LFC942 
1.6842-03 7.3259+88 LFC942 -1.4376-83 7.5488+08 LFH94e 
1.1226-03 6.8150+08 LFH942 -1.7422-83 6.7380+08 LFC935 
3.1339-03 6.950e+00 LFC942 -5.6590-04 6.8690+00 LFC936 
8.6798-04 8.3000+00 LFH938 -1.4633-03 8.2608+90 LFH942 
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TABLE LTF 5F (CONTINUED) 
CO"PCSITE ~AX-"IN SU"~A~V 
IPS GRI~POINT FORCES (LBS , tiS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93S 
LFC941 LFC942 LFCQ43 LFH933 





IN FOR"IHG THIS TA~LEI 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC94e 
LFH935 LHI936 LFH937 
LFH943 
"AXII'IUI'I "UII"U" ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TIltE RUHNO 
45 1.0914-02 7.5450+00 LFH940 -1.3797-02 7.6300+00 LFH939 
46 1.9000-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 -6.6817-04 6.9450+00 LFH933 
47 5.18£14-04 7.2950+00 LFH935 -~.4980-04 6.9500+00 LFH935 
48 7.2584-03 6.9550+00 LFH942 -3.0751-03 6.8500+00 LFC94e 
49 2.4285-04 6.7700+00 LFC942 -7.9722"05 6.E950+00 tFH942 
50 4.1080-04 7.6250+00 LFC940 -7.3378-04 7.5450+00 LFH939 
51 5.4167-04 7.3350+00 LFC942 -3.2510-84 7.5250+00 LFH940 
52 1.8540-(1. i 7.2550+80 LFH942 -4.4186-04 6.9550+00 LFC942 
53 1.6763-03 7.5350+90 LFH940 -1.9355-03 7.5500+00 LFC942 
54 2.0338-03 7.5300+e0 LFH940 -2.4576-03 7.5550+00 LFC942 
55 1.3559-02 6.8300+00 LFH942 -1.8193-02 7.5500+00 LFC942 
56 1.5<448-03 7.5250+00 LFH939 -1.7392-03 6.9000+00 LFC942 
57 2.3124-03 6.9250+00 LFC935 -2.6660-03 6.8350+00 LFH942 
58 1.9882-03 7.1100+60 LFH939 -1.80e0-04 6.785~+00 LFC938 
59 4.7819-03 7.3300+0e LFC942 -3.7620-03 7.1350+0e LFH939 
60 5.6861-03 7.0850+0e LFC942 -6. 1425-e3 6.8708+88 LFH943 
61 1.7118-04 6.9300+00 LFC942 -9.1724-05 7.268e+0e LFH942 
62 1.529"1-;)5 6.6050+80 LFH938 -2.9112-04 6.9150+00 LFC937 
63 1.3032-03 7.2450+06 LFH939 -7. 25iU-84 7.7308+e0 LFC940 
64 5.9665-84 7.3300+ee LFC942 -5.1981-84 ?54ee+e0 LFC940 
65 8.2888-05 6.6250+0e LFH940 -5.7745-05 6.8400+00 tFC937 
66 4.5S01-0S 6.9198+08 LFH942 -6.6754-85 6.6658+00 tFH937 
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T~iLE ~TF 5F (CONTINUED) 
conpOSITE "AX-PlIH SUnPlARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IH.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWIHG RUN HUPIBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IH FORPIING THIS TAILEI 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 




HUf'lBER VALUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
67 5.2646-05 6.8750+00 LFH935 -8.6460-05 6.7750+00 LFC942 
68 6.2473-05 7.3450+00 LFH942 -9.1626-05 6.8700+00 LFC942 
69 9.0989-04 7.5400+00 LFH939 -7.6636-04 7.3350+00 LFC942 
70 1.7554-03 7.0600+00 LFH936 -1.6357-03 7.7100+60 LFC939 
71 4.3162-03 6.9050+00 LFH939 -3.0013-03 7.0850+00 LFC942 
72 1.0664-03 6.8550~90 LFC939 -2.2038-04 6.7700+00 LFH940 
73 6.4931-04 7.3350+00 LFC942 -6.4590-04 7.5450+00 LFH939 
74 6.5513-03 6.9450+00 LFH943 -3.5432-03 6.8750+00 LFC936 
75 2.8521-04 6.8606+00 LFC936 -9.3992-84 6.9550+00 LFH942 
76 4.9068-01 6.9350+00 LFC942 -1.5352-04 6.8700+00 LFH942 
77 8.3341-03 7.6300+00 LFH939 -8.8443-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
78 1.9825-04 6.7750+60 LFC940 -1.2049-03 6.7900+00 LFC935 
79 5.0497-04 8.1600+00 LFH942 -7.3459-04 7.5500+00 LFC939 
80 2.7361-03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -5.6401-03 G.9550+00 LFH942 
81 3.5210-04 6.8700+00 LFC9 .. 2 -3.2949-84 6.8200+90 LFH942 
82 4.6664-03 7.190~+00 LFH935 -4.6229-03 7.6250+00 LFH940 
83 2.6995-83 7.17S0+~0 LFH936 -1.9408-03 7.5300+00 LFH940 
84 1.3983-02 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.1588-02 7.3300+00 LFC942 
85 1.8717-03 7.3600+00 LFH942 -4.0259-03 7.0100+00 LFC942 
86 5.4881-03 7.2450+00 LFH942 -6.3271-03 7.2400+00 LFH939 
87 3.071112-04 6.9350+00 LFC935 -1.0009-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 
88 2.0694-03 7.6250+00 LFH939 -1.-U!H-03 7.2400+00 LFH942 
iIiiii&i:;S;U;:&hi ,: -~ .. 
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TABLE LTF 5F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~A~-AIN SU~"ARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAING THIS TABLEt 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 tFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH9a9 LFH940 lFH941 lFH942 lFH943 
I'IAXIF1U~ PII NII'IUI'I 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIAE RUNNG VALUE TII'IE RUNNG 
89 1.1387-83 7.5358+08 LFH939 -7.9783-04 7.7100+00 lFH936 
90 4.1301-04 6.9100+00 LFH942 -4.9476-04 7.0400+00 lFC942 
91 1.8853-03 7.7350+~0 lFC939 -1.6278-03 7.3500+e0 LFH942 
92 3.a162-03 7.5459+0e LFH~40 -4.4222-83 7.3300+00 LFC942 
93 2.7162-04 6.7800+00 LFC938 -2.7391-03 6.9459+00 LFH935 
94 4.7368-03 7.5350+80 LFC939 -3.2625-03 8.3800+00 LFH942 
95 2.1529-03 7.3250+80 LFC937 -8.4812-04 7.0800+90 LFC936 
96 5.2268-03 6.9400+00 LFH935 -6.9974-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
97 2.9170-03 6.9000+00 LFC942 -4.3792-03 7.5350+00 LFC939 
98 7.0977-03 7.5450+00 LFH937 -4.2253-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 
99 6.4430-04 6.8700+00 LFC942 -2.5706-03 6.9400+00 LFH935 
100 1.5676-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -1.1338-02 6.9500+00 LFH942 
101 5.0179-04 7.5400+00 LFH940 -5.9364-04 7.7100+00 LFH9a5 
102 5.0420-03 7.7350+00 LFC940 -6.0883-03 7.2490+00 LFH939 
103 3.2594-03 6.9450+00 LFH935 -3.1409-04 6.8550+00 LFH936 
104 2.1723-03 6.7350+00 LFH942 -3.2217-03 7.0650+00 LFH934 
105 1.8567-03 6.8150+00 LFH943 -1.5429-03 6.8950+00 LFC942 
10& 6.7922-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 -5.0580-03 6.9500+00 LFH942 
107 2.6486-03 7.3400+00 LFC942 -2.1497-03 7.1550+00 LFH938 
10S 4.3700-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 -8.3458-03 7.S500+00 LFH937 
1109 7.6750-103 6.8400+00 LFH939 -2.8994-03 6.8650+00 LFC93& 
11e 2.4835-83 7.30S0+ee LFC935 -3. 33C!2-e3 7.1350+09 LFH939 
!<-~. - -. ~. Li ; 2! &WWtL£Jj &ilL au.... ;;IlL :as:::t& ,;", .• - "'-

















































TABLE LTF SF (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE !'IAX-I'IIN SUI'II'IARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LIS-IN,) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NU"BERS HAUf BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IIHG THIS TABLEr 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH93~ LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I1AXII1UI'I IUtHI1UI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
HUI'IBER UALUE TII'IE RUHNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
111 8.5443-04 6.8750+00 LFH936 -5.9758-03 6.7950+00 LFC942 
112 2.6581-03 7.2500+00 LFC942 -1.4623-03 6.5850+00 LFH939 
113 1.8045-03 7.3550+00 LFH942 -2.5073-93 7.1650+00 LFH935 
114 7.2793-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 -4.0081-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
115 1.2190-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -1.1511-02 6.9550+00 LFC942 
116 1.0231-02 7.5450+00 LFC939 -3.4240-03 6.9200+00 LFC9~2 
117 2.6502-03 6.8750+00 LFH936 -7.6481-03 6.9350+00 LFC935 
118 3.0161-03 7.1450+00 LFC937 -1.8~74-03 7.3050+00 LFC935 
119 5.1645-03 7.5450+00 LFH938 -~.0835-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 
12~ 7.3988-e~ 6.8600+00 LFC936 -5.2736-03 6.9350+00 LFH935 
121 5.2648-04 6.8~5e+00 LFH942 -6.3688-04 6.7950+00 LFC942 
122 3.6869-03 7.3250+00 LFC94a -5.6319-03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
123 2.5271-03 6.8600+00 LFC942 -1.8071-03 6.9150+00 LFC942 
124 2.2890-03 7.5400+00 LFC939 -8.9851-04 8.3850+00 LFH942 
125 8.1157-03 7.5450+00 LFH937 -4.5484-03 7.7100+00 LFH936 
126 7.2041-03 6.95e0{00 LFH943 -2.0497-03 6.8650+00 LFC942 
127 1.0717-03 6.7100+00 LFC942 -1.a767-03 6.8450+00 LFH942 
12B 3.6890-03 7.7050+00 LFH936 -~.7408-e3 7.5~50+ee LFH938 
:£AbIi! ""'>lir;; - .iii l&f§iai::,;i;;::;;; :WwM,' Em . ,. 
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TABLE LAt! 5F 
COMPOSITE ~AX-~IN SU~MARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN SF (COrlTINUED' 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE; 
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() TAILE LAN 5F (CONTINUED) I 
,.... 
'"" COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY cr> 
IPS GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
tB5379 tB5371 tB5372 tB5373 tB5374 
I'tAXIPlUM PlINII'tUI"i 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUPIBER VALUE TII'tE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
49 5.0783-04 2.4000-01 LB5371 -3.7050-04 2.7500-01 LI5371 
50 3.4958-04 6.5000-01 t1537! -1.2944-03 2.6500-01 tBS37! 
51 1.7129-04 6.7100+00 LB5370 -6.5477-04 2.7000-01 LB5372 
52 6.0793-04 2.8000-01 L1537! -2.3294-0'1 6.5500-01 LB537! 
53 3.1492-03 2.7000-01 LB5372 -1.1559-03 5.8000-01 LB5371 
54 3.7990-03 2.7000-01 LB5372 -1.9402-03 5.8000-01 LB53?1 
) 55 2.6732-02 2.7000-01 tB5372 -1.5172-02 5.8000-01 LB5371 00 "';0 56 2.0371-03 2.7500-01 LB5372 -1.4115-03 8.5000-01 tB53?! 
"tlG'l ~ 57 3.1705-03 5.8500-01 LB5371 -4.3760-03 2.7000-01 LB5372 0-OZ I. 58 2.7334-03 2.7000-01 tB5371 -7.9673-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 ::oF! , 59 1.6527-03 3.4000-01 LB5373 -6.5118-03 2.6500-01 LB5371 O"tl 60 1.7709-02 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.7324-02 3.5500-01 LB53?1 C~ 
\ 61 1.4888-04 3.1500-01 tB5371 -3.2801-04 2.7500-01 LB53?! ~c;') I '-1"11 
I' 62 1.5874-04 6.2750+00 LB5370 -3.4543-04 2.5000-01 LB5371 ~w 
a 63 4.8729-04 6.3000-01 LBS371 -1.7770-03 2.6500-01 LB5371 64 3.1807-04 6.~000-01 LB5371 -1.2575-03 2.7000-01 LB537! 
"I 65 2.8665-04 6.4000+00 tB5370 -2.7220-04 6.3750+00 LI5370 
J 66 1.5437-04 6.4000+00 LB5370 -1.4573-04 6.3750+00 LB5370 
.1 67 6.5481-05 7.8500-01 I.B5371 -9.4363-05 2.4000-01 LB537! 
II 68 5.91~4-05 2.0509-01 LB5371 -1.1145-04 2.4500-01 L1537! IV 69 1.7773-03 2.7000-~1 LB537! -2.4006-04 6.4000-0i LI5371 
:!.j 70 1.4897-03 3.4000-01 LBS373 -1.2442-03 2.6000-01 LB5371 
-' 71 9.6660-03 2.8000-01 LB5371 -6.9773-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 

















TABLE LAN 5F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SU""ARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 




























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
2.3910-04 6.3000-01 LB5371 
1.1291-02 4.3009-01 LB5371 
3.8763-04 5.8000-01 LB5372 
1.5956-04 5.0000-91 LI5373 
2.4657-03 6.4000-01 LB537! 
4.2904-04 6.5000-01 LIS371 
1.5168-04 6.4500-01 LB5371 
8.7997-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 
3.8754-04 9.9000-01 LB5371 
6.7215-03 2.6090-01 LB5371 
2.3997-03 5.8500-01 LB5371 
2.1768-02 2.6900-91 LB5371 
2.1533-03 5.9000-01 LB5371 
9.8423-03 7.0000-01 LB5371 
1.6412-04 a.3500-01 LB5372 
4.105~-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 
1.7233-03 2.5500-01 LS5371 
3.4865-04 7.8500-01 LB5371 
3.4155-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 
6.6476-03 2.5500-01 LB5371 
1.0843-03 6.3250+00 LI5370 
6.4532-03 2.6500-01 LB5372 
1.8804-03 2.7000-01 LB5371 
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fl ,'; ("J TABLE LAN SF (CONTINUED) I"f .. I ;. 
.-I,': 
'" 00 COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIN SUMMARY 
:'. IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAV , 
, 
, 
I THE FOlLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I , 
, LB5370 L85371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537" " 
I'IAXIMUI'I MINIMUM 
ROld --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
t, 97 1.7613-03 5.8000-01 LB5372 -6.3953-03 2.6509-01 LB5372 , 
98 1.19'14-02 2.4509-01 LB5371 -1.8791-03 8.2500-01 LB5371 
99 1.0387-03 5.7000-01 LB5372 -1.2"74-03 2.4000-01 LB5372 
100 4.9007-03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -8.037.11-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 
101 9.8748-0'1 2.6500-01 LB5371 -1.1175-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 
102 9.77043-03 2.5000-01 LB5371 -1.3"96-03 6.5000-01 LB5371 
103 1.2661-03 04.5500-01 LB5371 -1.3457-03 6.3250+00 t85370 00 
1 10<4 2.3620-03 2.8000-01 tB5372 -3.2<432-03 3.3500-01 LB5373 "Ti;!l 105 1.9543-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 -9.7312-04 5.7000-01 t85372 "tiC; 0-10S E.084S-03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -04.0581-03 2.4000-01 LB5371 OZ 
107 6.3700-0<1 5.8000-01 LB5372 -4.3979-03 2.3500-01 LB5371 ;of:! 
108 1.8197-03 8.2500-01 L85371 -1.40<42-02 2.<450~-01 LB5371 .0-0 
c):o 109 3.9970-03 5.8500-01 LB5371 -8.2958-03 2.7500--01 L85371 l> L") 
110 9.3055-0<4 6.0000-01 LB5372 -5.6235-03 2.<4000-01 LB5371 r 1"i 
111 3.2793-03 1.5500-01 L85372 -3.5733-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 ~m 
112 5.5269-93 2.7000-01 LB5371 -1.4893-03 6.3250+00 LB5370 
113 6.9175-0-\ 7.6000-01 LB5371 -<4.2002-03 2.4000-01 L85371 
11<4 9.8290-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 -9.1553-03 2.6000-01 LB5371 
115 4.8278-03 5.8500-91 LB5372 -7.2258-03 2.<4000-01 LB5371 
116 1.3124-02 2.5500-01 LB5371 -2.2059-03 6.5000-01 LB5371 
117 5.1391-03 1.6000-01 LB5372 -2.9948-03 5.8500-01 LB5371 
118 5.8248-03 2.3500-01 LB5371 -1.1138-03 6.0000-01 L85372 
119 7.C!511-03 2.5500-01 LB5371 -2.1686-03 6.5750+00 L85370 
120 1.7995-03 5.8500-01 LB5372 -2.6916-03 C!.4000-01 LB5371 
. (!:) ~ 





























TABLE LAN 5F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 












--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1.2011-03 2.7500-01 LB5372 -3.2608-0" 5.9000-01 LB5371 1.1800-03 8.2500-01 LBS371 -8.7647-03 2.5500-01 LB5371 3.0050-03 2.5000-01 LB5371 -1.4753-03 1.0300+00 LB5371 2.9281-03 2.5000-01 LB5371 -6.2097-04 6.5500-01 LB5371 1.2529-02 2.5000-01 LB5371 -1.8606-03 6.0000-01 LB5372 
"',1321-03 2.3000-01 lB5372 -3.1862-03 8.2000-01 LB5371 6.5806-04 8."'500-01 LBS371 -2.1716-03 2.7500-01 LB5372 1 .31.015-03 8.3000-01 LB5371 -7.4420-03 2.4500-01 LB537! 
l~- ~ m:iiilk:dLiat . as 1& &ltwS.a.v.lz::iz 
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.."..,., & 1: ---~~~~-
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TABLE LTF SA 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-"IN SU"'"ARY 
IPS GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN HUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IIHG THIS TABLEr 
I.ACD33 LAC934 LAC93S LACS36 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAHS33 LAHS34 LAH935 LAH936 'UIH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAHS .. 1 LAH942 LAH9 .. 3 
"AXII'1UI'I ftIHlnUfI 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------l'fUI'IBER VALUE TIPiE RUHNO VALUE TInE RUHNO 
J 3.7311-8S 6.785e+80 LACS .. ., -1.3516-03 6.7950+ee LAH942 
2 1.1953+03 6.7850+00 LAH942 -4.6724+02 7.8950+00 LAHS34 
3 1.011S+83 7.8950+00 LAHS34 -2.58SH83 6.7650+88 LAH942 
4 1.4252-04 6.7650+00 LAC940 -1.2926-03 6.8350+00 LAH939 00 5 7.8785+02 6.7300+00 LAH942 -1.3516+03 7.5050+80 LAH933 "f1::tl 
6 1.7061+03 6.7300+00 LAH942 -2.9268+03 7.5050+00 LAH933 -uG; 
7 1.8238+03 6.7908+00 LAH938 -6.1272+03 6.7658+00 LAC942 0'-0:2: S 9.6817+02 6.6100+00 LAH938 -7.6100+02 6.6550+ee LAC943 ::tlf=. 
9 8.eU~8-e .. 7.5400+00 LAC940 -6.9428-04 6.65e0+00 LAH939 
.0"'0 19 3.0826-04 7.6190+fll0 LAH936 -3.8096-04 6.7500+00 LAC939 C:~ 
11 9.5546-04 7.6900+00 LAH936 -1.4228-93 7.54e0+00 LAC939 ~ ~. .- ;y, 
12 1.5719-04 7.5490+00 LAC940 -2.0376-04 7.6250+00 LAC939 ~~ 13 3.1226-01 6.7758+09 LAH935 -6.2237-04 6.8650+09 LAH936 
H 2.514~ ::J 7.5400+00 LAC940 -2.6977-03 7.6259+00 LAC939 
15 9.1969-04 8.0800+00 LAH935 -1.2875-03 7.5480+~d LAC939 
16 3.1935-03 6.9350+00 LAH93S -6.9919-04 6.8659+08 LAC936 
17 1.5350-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 -1.573"-03 8.0850+00 LAH935 
18 3.0108-05 6.7900+00 LAC938 -1.3075-04 6.8650+00 L~C939 
19 7.3031-05 6.7850+00 LAC948 -1.3385-83 6.8450+08 LAH937 
e0 8.2290+02 7.7350+00 LAH937 -7.7339+02 7.8859+00 LAH936 
21 3.4567+03 6.8200+00 LAC941 -1.0267+03 6.7900+00 LAH938 
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TABLE LTF SA (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE flAX-flIN SUfI"ARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (lBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOlLOYING RUN NunlERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORHING THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACS36 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
flAXII'IUfI I"IINII'IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIr1E RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
23 2.9762-03 B.5750+00 LAH935 -1.9480-03 8.2750+00 LAH936 
24 4.5156-03 7.6250+00 LAC939 -2.7488-83 7.5450+00 LAC940 
25 7.6345-04 6.8600+08 LAH93E! -4.6248-03 6.7958+08 lAH942 
26 4.2773-83 2.5758+80 LAH935 -4.3845-83 8.2750+80 LAN936 
27 3.1851-03 8.2080+08 LAH937 -9.6291-04 8.1258+80 LAH938 
28 3.5978-04 6.8658+00 LAC942 -8.3657-04 6.9400+00 LAH935 
29 2.3524-03 7.6808+00 LAH936 -2.5974-83 7.5250+00 LAC937 
30 9. 18e6-04 6.8758+00 LAC942 -1.0084-03 6.9450+80 LAC935 
31 1.7551-05 6.7200+e8 LAC940 -2.5612-05 6.7858+00 LAC939 
32 5.9841-06 6.5S50+00 LAC948 -1.4273-04 6.9500+00 LAH942 
33 4.4291-05 6.7600+00 LAH942 -3.8394-85 6.6050+00 LAC948 
34 1.5992-84 6.7750+08 LAH942 -4.9879-05 6.7759+08 LAC948 
35 3.2951-05 6.8150+00 LAH94! -1.6285-05 6.7300+08 LAH942 
36 5.6884-05 6.7600+00 LAH942 -1.2615-85 6.7380+00 LAH942 
37 3.4411-04 7.55e0+00 LAC940 -5.4370-84 7.2650+80 LAC937 
38 1.4680-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -8.1168-04 8.1250+00 LAHS38 
39 3.7602-03 6.7900+00 LACS .. ' -1.0936-0e 8.2000+00 LAH937 
40 1.0a56-03 6.8660+00 LAC939 -3.4321-84 7.5350+00 LAC940 
41 1.6133-03 7.6206+00 LAC939 -1.3153-03 7.5400+00 LAC948 
<4B 1.7353-03 7.8050+00 LAC943 -2.8862-03 6.8700+00 LAH94a 
43 3.11:31-03 6.8000+00 LAH9<4a -6.<4672-0<4 6.8600+00 LAH936 
44 1.7128-et3 8.2800+00 LAH935 -2.4352-03 8.5056+08 LAH937 
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"" COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-nIN SU"'I'IARY ! IPS GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS L LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
• t 
I THE FOLLOWING RUN NunBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEt i a 
I LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LACS39 LAC940 LACS41 LAC942 LAC9 .. :; LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH9~6 LAH937 
I LAH938 LAH939 LAH94& LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
! 
I, I'tAXlfllUI'I I'IINIPlUI'I ! ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------, ; HUI'IDER VALUE TUllE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUHHO 
- , I! 
45 1.0509-02 7.5450+00 LAC940 -1.3489-02 7.6300+00 LAC939 
46 1.4951-04 6.7850+00 LAC938 -6.9144-04 6.8550+00 LAH939 
47 9.4379-04 8.1200+00 LAH938 -1.1859-03 7.8850+00 LAH935 00 
J 48 6.7366-03 7.2550+00 LAH939 -2.8785-03 6.8750+00 LAH942 "':;0 49 2.8613-04 6.7900+00 LAC942 -8.7598-05 6.8750+00 LAC934 "\'lei 0-' ~ 50 4.1980-04 7.6250+00 LAC940 -7.1766-04 7.5459+00 lAC939 -,o !-51 4.1720-04 7.7050+00 LAH942 -2.8093-04 7.5250+00 LAC940 ,:> I, ;0 r" i 52 9.4281-05 6.7790+00 LAC940 '-4.4111-04 6.7800+00 lAH942 OCl 53 2.2999-03 7.5300+00 LAC93e -3.0722-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 c '.:, ,;_":- ~;.: 
\ 54 2.3963-03 7.5399+00 LAC938 -3.5390-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 r: r-, 
'J 55 2.4913-02 7.5300+00 LAC938 -3.9428-02 7.6800+00 LAH935 :.; '-, 
n 
56 2.1601-03 7.5300+00 tAC938 -2.4493-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 
57 2.4942-03 8.4100+00 LAH937 -2.9231-03 7.5250+00 LAC938 
'\11 58 1.9189-03 7.1159+90 lAC939 -2.5573-64 6.7750+00 LAC938 
, 59 7. Ui78-03 8.1209+00 LAH937 -6.9862-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
" 
60 7. 74UHi'::' 6.8700+00 LAC942 -4.9093-03 6.9050+00 LAC939 :~ 61 1.2676-94 6.7909+00 LAC939 -7.6997-05 7.1250+00 LAC940 ~ 62 1.41?59-06 6.5950+00 LAC940 -3.0365-04 6.6600+00 LAH937 
" 
!.j 63 1.2861-03 7.5200+00 LAC937 -9.9567-04 7.4600+09 LAH937 
" 64 5.2048-94 7.2200+00 LAC939 -5.i981-94 7.5~0e+00 LAC940 
65 1.08f!SH'4 6.76$0+98 lAH942 -8.9508-95 6.6150+09 LAH9~3 
66 7.4592-85 6.7100+89 LAH941 -8.5223-05 6.7850+09 LAC94e 
~ ----- -- J) 



















TABLE LTF SA (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIN SUI'II'IARY IPS ~RIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 





IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' LAC938 LAC939 LAC9"8 LAH93S LAH936 LAH937 
LAH9"3 
PlAXII'IUH I'IINII'IUI'I ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TUIE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
67 4.6836-85 6.7988+88 LAC948 
-1.8126-8" 8.1958+88 LAH939 68 5.3188-85 7.5388+88 LAH938 
-9.2119-85 6.8688+88 LAH9"2 69 8.7837-84 7.5"80+80 LAC939 -6.8868-0" 7.2600+88 LAH937 78 3.3986-03 8.5858+88 LAH937 -3.3985-83 8.2880+88 LAH935 71 4.1588-83 6.9058+88 LAC939 -3.3838-83 6.8788+88 LAC9"2 72 1.8731-83 6.9380+00 LAC93S 
-2.8"23-04 6.7780+88 LAC9"0 73 5.5172-84 7.6258+88 LAC948 -6.2955-81 8.1958+08 LAH937 74 6.1725-63 6.8608+08 LAH939 -3.3374-83 6.7900+80 LAC9"0 75 2.1876-0" 6.7700+08 LAC940 
-8.3891-8" 6.9458+88 LAC9"2 76 5.896"-84 7.6356+80 LAH937 -1.3875-8" 7.5"88+88 LAC9"0 77 8.2782-83 7.6380+08 LAC939 -8.6879-83 7.5458+88 LAC9"0 78 2.3828-0" 6.8700+00 LAC9"2 -1.2723-03 6.9358+08 LAC935 79 8.8387-8" 8.8158+88 LAH937 -8.9917-84 7.7158+88 LAC937 88 2.1789-83 7.5508+88 LAC948 -5.6315-83 7.2550+88 LAH939 81 3.7838-8" 6.8600+88 LAH9"2 -2.7857-04 6.8158+88 LAC942 82 7.7526-83 8.2888+80 LAH93S -6.8248-83 7.5258+88 LAC937 83 3.8210-83 7.6808+88 LAH93S -2.3391-03 7.5380+00 LAC938 84 1.39"1-82 7.5480+08 LAC9"0 
-1."8"8-02 8.8858+80 LAH935 85 1.8S81-83 7.2SS0+88 LAH938 -3.3592-03 6.8850+08 LAC942 86 6.79S7-83 8.2888+88 LAH93S -7. 832S-83 8.S8S8+80 LAH937 87 2.81"8-84 6.9"58+88 LAH935 -8.8631-05 6.8600+88 LAC936 88 2.8268-03 7.6288+08 LAC939 -1.26"5-83 8.2888+88 LAH938 
;If>' '"~-~--''' .'..;..-~-~YJ 
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TABLE LTF 5A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-I'll" SUI'II'IARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS' LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUI'IBlRS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LAC93~ LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~0 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 LACg~3 LAH933 LAH93~ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 tAH939 LAH9~0 LAH9~1 LAH942 LAH9~3 
I'IA)(IPIUPI I'IINII'IUI'I 
ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER Vf'lLUE TIPiE RUI'tNO VALUE TII'IE RUI'tHO 
89 1.0642-03 7.5350+00 LAC939 -7.2184-84 7.6158+88 LAC939 
D0 2.5806-0&3 6.785f!1t00 LAC938 -3.9524-04 7.5300+00 LAC939 
91 2.5691-03 7. :S}i";!JSH~8 LAH935 -2.0457-03 7.5300+00 LAH938 
92 3.0619-03 7.5·5(+00 LACS40 -4.1538-03 7.6300+08 LAC939 
93 2.3991-84 6.7700+00 LAC940 -2.5778-03 6.8600+00 LAC939 
94 5.8061-03 7.9200+00 LAC937 -5.6597-03 7.6850+00 LAH935 
95 2.6997-03 7.~650+00 LAH937 -1.0250-03 7.3950+00 LAC938 
96 5.1964-03 6.9~00+00 LAC935 -7.2165-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 
97 4.8177-03 7.6850+00 LAH935 -4.8306-03 7.6000+00 LAH936 
98 6.7850-03 7.5350+00 LAC939 -3.9089-03 7.6150+00 LAC940 
99 7.1902-04 6.8650+00 LAC942 -2.6205-03 6.8050+00 LAC942 
100 2.3822-03 6.8600+00 LAH936 -1.i80a-12 6.9400+00 LAC935 
101 ~.6081-04 7.5350+00 LAC940 -5.6367-04 7.6150+00 LAC939 
102 6.5443-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 -6.4314-03 7.5300+00 LAW937 
103 2.9802-03 6.8550+00 LAC939 -2.1140-0~ 6.770~+0e LAC9~0 
104 4.1291-03 7.6250+00 LAC938 -5.9976-03 7.7800+00 LAH935 
105 2.0461-03 6.7900+00 LAH933 -1.6062-03 6.8750+00 LAC9~2 
106 9.1~95-04 6.8688+00 LAH936 -5.0145-03 6.9~e0+00 LAC935 
107 2.8744-03 7.7950+80 LAH9~3 -1.9545-03 7.150e+88 LACSl~0 
i08 4.2038-03 7.6200+00 LAC9~0 -8.1265-83 7.5400+00 LAC939 
109 7.9027-03 6.7D50+00 LAC9~2 -2.7603-03 6.BS00+80 LAC936 
110 3. 14S0-83 8.1200+00 LAH938 -4.1709-83 8.2800+00 LAH936 
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TABLE LTF 5A (CONTINUEDi 
COI'IPOSITE !'IAX-I'IIN SUI'II'IARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & L~S-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOl.tOP.lING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LAC9~1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAHS41 
SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS 
LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 
LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 























PlAXIPlU" 1'1 IN IPlUi'I 
VALUE TIPIE RUNNO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
4.8121-04 6.7900+00 LAC940 -5.6476-03 6.9350+00 LAC935 
2.8149-03 6.5950+00 LAH939 -1.3011-03 6.7850+00 LAC942 
2.5287-03 7.5300+00 LAH938 -3.4980-03 7.6859+00 LAH935 
6.8484-03 7.6300+00 LAC939 -3.7568-03 7.5400+00 LAC940 
9.8760-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 -1.1a27-0a 6.9400+00 LAC935 
1.0231-02 7.5450+00 LAC939 -6.9173-03 7.6350+00 LAH938 
1.9510-03 6.7850+00 LAC940 -7.a910-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 
a.9761-03 7.1350+00 LAC939 -1.6853-03 7.a200+00 LAC939 
5.0038-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 -3.6a36-03 7.6150+00 LAC939 
8.3166-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 -5.4381-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 
4.5775-04 7.5300+00 LAC940 -5.6930-04 6.8500+00 LAC939 
3.448a-03 7.6c09+90 LAC939 -5.4824-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 
1.7755-03 6.9050+00 LAC939 -1.1837-03 7.aae0+00 LAC939 
2.4580-03 7.9150+00 LAC937 -1.7048-03 7.6300+00 LAH938 
7.8622-03 7.5350+00 LAC939 -4.a169-03 7.6150+00 LAC940 
7.6087-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 -1.8443-03 6.8650+00 LAC936 
1.6840-03 7.6800+00 LAH935 -1.6549-0~ 7.5a50+0e LAC938 
3.3414-03 7.6100+00 LAC939 -4.4746-03 7.5350+00 LAC940 
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TABLE LAN 5A 
CO~POSITE ~AK-MIN SUMMARY 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TA~LEI 
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TABLE LAN 5A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
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0 TABLE LAN SA (CONTINUED) I 
..... 
"'" 00 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUM~ARY 
i IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBER~ HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI " 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537 .. 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUI'I 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNMO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
49 2.7260-0" 3.1000-01 LB5371 -2."015-04 6.2500-01 LB5371 
50 4.6517-0" 5.5500-01 LB5372 -1.0718-03 ".7000-01 LB5371 
51 3.87"7-0<4 5."000-01 LB5371 
-5.7"00-0" 2.2500-01 LB5371 
52 ..... 32 ... -0 .. 2.8000-01 LB5371 
-2.0912-0'" 6.6000-01 LB5371 
53 c.0778-03 3.0500-01 LB537! -9.5583-0" 6.0000-01 LB5372 
5 .. E.0337-03 1.1850+00 LB5371 -1.2245-03 6.0000-01 LB5372 
55 1.5018-02 3.0500-01 LB5371 -9.5330-03 6.0000-01 LB5372 
56 1.6058-03 3.1000-01 LB5371 -1.<4534-03 3.5000-01 LB5371 00 57 1.19"3-03 5.7000-01 LB5371 -3."661-03 2.9000-01 LB5371 "T'I::tI 58 2.8254-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -7.9629-0" 5.7500-01 LB5372 ,,15 
59 1.3"32-03 6.6000-01 LB527" -7.2422-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 0-02: 60 1.1109-0a 7.5000-01 LB5371 -9.5371-03 3.1500-01 LB5371 ::tIF 61 1.<1297-04 8.3000-01 LB5371 -a.31 .... -Ill ... 4.6500-01 LB5~71 
.0 "g 62 1.4297-04 5.4000-01 LB5371 -2.5576-04 2.2500-01 LB5371 c::t;; 
63 3.1746-04 1.0500+00 LB5371 -1.9008-03 2.a000-01 LB5371 J>Gl r I'J 
64 2.2381-04 5.7000-01 LB5371 -1.1464-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 ~~ 65 1.3137-0" 6.2500-01 LB5371 
-1."197-0" 3.7000-01 LB5371 
66 1.7669-1:Jl4 2.8000-01 LB5371 
-1.3140-0'" 6.5500-01 LD5371 
67 1.0856-04 2.8000-01 LB5371 -1.Cl291-04 2.4500-01 LB5371 
68 6.fi678-05 7.8500-01 LB5371 
-1.0227-0" 2.35@~-01 LB5371 
69 1.7088-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -3.0482-04 1.2950+00 LB5372 
70 9.7879-0" "."500-01 LB5373 -1.3955-03 2.1500-01 LB5371 
71 6.6"la-03 3.1500-01 LB53?1 -3.4385-03 7.5000-01 LB5371 
?a 7.0942-04 2.2000-01 LB5371 
-3.9081-0" 5.7500-01 LB5372 

























TABLE LAN 5A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-AIN SUMMAR V 
IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 





























































































































































TABLE LAN 5A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 5A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MlN SUMMARY IPS GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
. ' 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs LB5310 LB5311 L85312 LB5373 LB5374 
PlAX I I1UI'1 I'1INII'IUI'I ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI1BER VALUE TINE RUNNO VALUE TII'1E RUN NO 
121 9.5091-04 2.9500-01 LB5371 -4.2851-0" 6.0000-01 LB5372 le2 1.9608-03 6.5500-01 LB5371 -1.0044-02 2.2000-01 LB5371 123 3.3279-03 2.3000-01 LB5371 -1.8797-03 5.3500-01 l85371 124 2.6739-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -8.8009-04 5.6500-01 LB5372 125 1.3257-02 2.2000-01 LB5371 -2.2683-03 5.7000-01 LB5372 126 4.2697-03 3.6500-01 LB5371 -5.0804-03 4.0000-01 LB5371 127 1.1657-03 5.9500-01 LB5372 -2.0318-03 2.9500-01 LB5371 128 1.3796-03 4.0000-01 LB5371 -6.5583-03 2.2500-01 LB5371 
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AGlRIiI 1 "gBEl hOt.·ElleE~ 16. 19&3 'U,STRAN 1"15'le PAGE 72 
PAYLOAD CLAHP ASS[HBLY 
PHASE 1 SUBSTRUCTURE PCl 
-----------------------------------------------.~~N,~~~,EeEEW"E~N~T~5~f~T~----------------------------------------------
-J 3 J ~ i 6 7 i 9 IQ 
_ - 041 r-7::':" ;)~ 
11= 10162-~1 10016-1 10016-2 1 10016-31 65<-1 656-2 656-3 100'1-1 001- 1 41-
21 - "17 I 7--3 -l-995!-l----'t-l ~ 
31= ,496-!l - 9021 I 9021-2 1 9021-31 IIJl86-' IIH86-2 ~ I 186 - 3 : 'm~n 'H'2rJ 
'1- 91'1CI-l Ml5!~ '19057-2 e,QDc".", .0&=:1 Q ,7 1 = I 1 . I 
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TABLE LTF 6C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 tFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 'LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII"E RUNNO 
1 8.2296+00 6.6100+00 LFH941 -1.9575+01 6.6200+00 LFC934 
2 9.7044+02 6.6200+00 LFC934 -8.5459+02 0.6100+00 LFH941 00 
3 2.5955+02 6.6200+00 LFC934 -2.5398+02 6.6100+00 LFH941 ."11 ;10 
4 1.3738-03 6.7800+00 LAH943 -8.5559-04 6.8650+00 LAH942 "DC; o u_ 
5 3.5694-05 6.8250+00 LFH943 -6.2890-05 7.6300+00 LAH937 o~ 
6 3.8315+03 6.9350+00 LFC942 -3.5993+03 6.8850+00 LFC942 :0 t"'" 
7 1.4673+02 6.7900+00 LFH940 -2.3829+02 6.5850+00 LFC934 .0..., c.: :;-.J 8 5.1360+02 6.5850+00 LFC934 -3.2485+02 6.7900+00 LFH940 ~ () 
9 2.6391+01 6.4900+00 LFC937 -1.6630+01 6.5100+00 LAC937 Cn 
10 4.2904+01 6.5100+00 LAC937 -6.8245+01 6.4900+00 LFC937 ~w 
11 1.3324+03 6.5850+00 LFC934 -8.5128+02 6.9300+00 LFH943 
12 9.7624+01 6.~700+00 LAC938 -5.5706+02 6.8600+00 LAH939 
13 2.7676+02 &.d550+00 LFC936 -7.9579+02 6.9400+00 LFH942 
14 1.2969+03 6.8750+00 LFC942 -2.4736+03 6.9400+00 LFH94a 
15 1.8774-04 6.9450+00 LAH942 -2.6482-05 6.7750+00 LFC938 
16 a.6850+@2 6.8750+00 LAH942 -5.3075+02 7.7250+00 LFH935 
17 1.0127+03 6.8700+00 LFC942 -3.0348+03 6.9450+00 LFH942 
18 3.1748+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.2546+03 6.9400+00 LFH935 
i9 1.9083+02 7.3200+00 LFC942 -5.7480+02 8.2000+00 LAH937 
"'I 
.. 
, ... :;- ~ _ -.--
'HIP 





~ i 0 TABLE LTF ac (CONTINUED) I 
..... 
Y U> 
"" COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LaS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED 1:1 FORMING THIS TABLE: 
" LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 :.FC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LrH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LACS43 LAH933 LAH934 lAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
20 9.8061+02 6.8750+00 LFH942 -1.7919+03 6.9500+00 LAH942 
21 6.0966-05 6.7950+00 LAH943 -~.9070-05 6.8700+00 LAC942 oc } ";0 22 1.4137+03 6.9500+00 I.FH942 -3.0105+02 6.8550+00 LFC936 
.d5 
n 23 7.9783+02 6.8700+00 LFC942 -1.8816+03 6.9450+00 LFH942 0-0 2 t. 24 6.1267-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -3.5045-03 8.1200+00 LAH938 ;o~ 
J 
25 4.4063-05 7.9100+00 LAC938 -8.8472-05 8.2800+00 LAH935 
.o-n 26 1.7374-03 7.3350+00 L~C942 -8.9242-04 7.1450+00 LFH940 c:;o 
27 1.0739+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -4.8984+03 6.9300+00 LFH935 J;;> ',J I r f:~ , 28 1.2408+03 6.9300+00 LFH935 -2.8364+02 6.8700+00 lAC942 ~i1\ J 29 1.1549+02 6.8750+00 LFH935 -4.a395+@2 6.9450+00 lFH933 ~ 30 9.1005+02 6.8700+00 lAC942 -4.1655+03 6.9300+00 lFH935 , 31 2.8691+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.a672+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 
.' 3a 5.9004+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.6129+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 , 
33 1.0640+04 6.9300+00 LFH935 -a.3508+03 6.8700+00 LAC94a , , 34 6.1471-05 7.7700+00 LAH935 -3.9404-05 7.6850+00 LAC936 ~ 35 6.6984+03 6.8550+00 LFH937 -5.6176+03 6.9100+00 LFC937 
'. 36 1.1686+02 6,7850+00 lFH940 -1.6883+03 6.7950+00 LAH9~2 'I· 
37 6.7968+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 -7.07~9+03 7.6850+00 LAH935 
38 8.0007+02 6.7000+00 LFH941 -9.5920+02 6.8600+00 LAC939 
.~ .~ ~ 
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TABLE LTF 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE; LFC933 tFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH9043 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC9 .. 1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINI~U~ ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
39 6.1647-04 7.8900+0@ LAH936 -5.2878-04 8.3750+00 LAH935 40 2.1203-05 6.8700+00 LFH942 -6.8068-05 7.8850+00 LAH935 41 3.5452-04 6.8450+00 LFH942 -8.4444-04 6.9400+00 LFC935 42 3.3162-03 8.1200+00 LAH938 -6.9440-03 8.2050+00 LAH937 43 1.0245-05 7.6200+00 LFH938 -1.3608-05 6.8750+00 LAH942 44 2.1228-03 6.8800+00 LAC942 -2.0359-03 6.9400+00 LFC942 45 1.5201-03 6.8700+00 LFC942 -8.0948-03 6.7950+00 LAH942 46 7.8273+03 7.6850+00 LAH935 -7.5154+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 47 6.6765-03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -1.3279-02 7.3350+00 LFC942 48 6.8898-05 8.4750+00 LAH935 -3.1973-05 7.9100+00 LAC938 49 8.1197+02 8.3850+00 LAH936 -1.6573+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 50 1.9749+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -6.0281+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 51 2.5602+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -9.6918+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 52 2.3019+03 7.6350+00 LAH937 -9.6336+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 53 5.3447+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -2.1703+03 8.3800+00 LAH936 54 5.1141+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 -2.0227+03 7.6400+00 LAH937 55 3.7520+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 -9.5516+02 6.9400+00 LFC942 56 1.4197+03 7.6350+00 LAH937 -5.4159+02 8.3800+00 LAH936 57 3.1851+02 6.7650+00 LAH938 -9.3667+02 6.9400+00 LFC942 
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TABLE LTF 6C (CONTINUED) 
COr1POSITE I'IAX-I'IIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC93"1 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC9"11 LFC9"12 LFC943 LFH933 LFH93"1 LFH935 LFH936 LFH9:17 
LFH938 LFHSi39 LFH940 LFH9"11 LFH9"12 LFH9"13 LAC9J3 LAC93"1 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC9"11 LAC942 
LAC9"13 LAH933 LAH93"1 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH9"11 LAH942 LAH9"13 
1'1 AX I I'1UM 1'1 I NIMUPI 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIr1E RUNNO 
58 2.6881+02 6.9100+e0 LFC937 -2.5812+02 7.3"100+00 LFH942 
59 3.2957+03 7.6250+00 LAH937 -1.9993+03 8.3850+00 LAH936 
60 9.8265-03 6.8000+00 LAH942 -2.4716-03 6.8750+00 LFC942 
61 6.2548-03 6.8000+00 LAH9"12 -1.5968-03 6.8650+00 LAH9"12 
62 1.04"17-03 8.0800+00 LAH935 -1.3508-03 7.5"100+00 LAC939 
63 1.8644-03 8.6750+00 LAH935 -1.5224-03 7.7150+00 LAC938 
6"1 1.3940-03 7.7150+00 LAC937 -1.2066-03 8.6750+00 LAH935 
65 1.3852-03 7.7750+00 LAH935 -8.4737-04 7.1500+00 LFH938 
66 7.0567+00 7.6850+00 LAH936 -2.0041+01 7.7650+00 LAH935 
67 1.1096+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 -1.1305+03 7.6850+00 LAH935 
68 "1.1604+02 7.6850+00 LAH935 -4.0497+02 7.5300+00 LAC937 
69 1.3035-03 6.8700+00 LFC942 -2.4067-03 7.7150+00 LFC935 
7O 8.'101"1-"4 7.5"150+00 LFH9"10 -1. 5"1 11-03 7.7150+00 LFC935 
71 5.9529-04 7.5350+00 LFH940 -1.0984-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 
72 2.,;519+02 6.5500+00 LFC937 -1.7598+02 6.5850+00 LFH933 
73 "1.9336+02 6.5500+00 LFC937 -3.8701+02 6.5850+00 LFH933 
7"1 1. 7206+01 6.6350+00 LFH936 -3.0164+O1 6.5500+00 LFC937 
75 7.5H8+01 6.5500+00 LFC937 -4.4790+01 6.6350+00 LFH936 
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TABLE LTF 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & tBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC94t LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH94': LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 Li'lH935 LAH936 LAH937 tAH938 LAH939 tAH940 LAH941 LAH942 tAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROIJ 
--------------------------- ----------- ~--------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
77 5.4755+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -9.6761+02 6.8150+00 LFH933 78 2.55t5+02 6.8950+00 LFC942 -2.0366+02 6.8400+00 LFH942 79 3.72:48+03 7.5250+00 LAC937 -2.4095+03 7.6800+00 LAH936 80 2.9889+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -1.6610+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 81 1.5704+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.5707+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 82 6.1760+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -3.6770+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 83 5.9238-05 7.5500+00 LFH939 -3.0920-05 6.9350+00 LFC942 34 1.7581+03 6.8150+00 LFH933 -1.2573+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 85 2.0648+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -1.0478+03 6.8700+00 tAC942 86 1.0051+03 6.8700+00 LAH942 -2.2303+03 6.7900+00 LAH933 87 1.0117+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -7.0161+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 88 1.6027+03 6.7850+00 LAH935 -9.6391+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 89 1.2592+04 6.9400+00 LAC935 -4.9810+03 6.8750+00 LAH942 90 2.4341-05 6.8200+00 LFH934 -3.0876-05 6.7150+00 LFC942 91 4.7641+03 6.8950+00 LFH942 -5.2720+03 6.8500+00 LFC94a 92 2.3944-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 
-8.340"-03 6.9350+00 LFH935 93 2.9054-05 7.7750+00 LAH936 -2.4529-05 7.6900+00 LAH935 9 .. 2 ..... 55-03 6.9"50+00 LFC942 -1.0731-03 6.8750+00 LAC942 95 1.9054+03 6.8750+00 tAC942 -5.5737+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 
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a TABLE LTF 6C (CONTINUED) I 
-en 
00 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC94e 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH94e LFH941 LFH942 i.FH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9'!0 'LAC9'!1 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 I..AH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAHS41 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUI'I MINII'lUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
J 
96 4.2356+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 -1.4021+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 
97 2.4341+02 6.8750+00 LAC942 -5.0912+02 6.9400+00 LAH935 
~ 98 1.6243+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -4.7428+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 99 1.3946+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 -4.4109+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 I, 
t 100 9.5089+02 6.8700+00 LAH942 -2.9336+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 101 3.7560+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -7.6126+02 6.9350+00 L~C935 
\ f\ 102 '7.8197+02 6.7900+00 LAH942 -2.4506+02 6.8650+00 LAH936 ~ 103 1.4882+03 7.5450+00 LAC940 -2.6570+03 7.7250+00 LFH935 
/, 104 5.2133-04 6.9400+00 LFC935 -9.6494-"5 6.8600+00 LFC936 3 105 6.3475+02 7.2600+00 LAH937 -3.2682+02 6.8600+00 LFC942 
l 106 1.2330+03 6.8650+00 LAC936 -3.2905+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 \.1'1 \ 107 1.1213+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.6913+03 6.9400+00 LAC935 
" ,I 108 6.3899+02 7.5450+00 LAC939 -2.6375+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 
f' 109 1.1331+03 7.5450+00 LAC940 -1.9551+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 
;W 110 7. '3012-05 6.9300+00 LFH942 -2.7099-05 7.5450+00 LAC940 
'(, 111 4.9379+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.5293+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 
112 9.6201+92 6.8600+00 LFC942 -2.2306+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 
113 6.3691-04 6.9850+00 LFC942 -3.3950-04 6.8750+00 LFC936 
114 5.4604-05 6.8100+00 LFH943 -1.3874-05 6.8700+00 LAC942 
i ~ 
l_~ 
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TABLE LTF 6C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-MIN SU~~ARV PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINI~UM ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUN NO VALUE TI~E RUNNO 
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TABLE LAN 6C 
COMpnSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LAN 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
peA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 




































































































































































TABLE LAN 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROLl 
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TABLE LAN 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FwD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLEI 
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TABLE LAN 6C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEJ LF5370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA53?0 LA5371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROW 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUN NO 
116 3.2227-03 2.3000-01 LF5372 -3.7419-03 7.1500-01 LA5372 117 4.2387-05 3.4500-01 LF5373 -3.8210-05 6.3800+00 LF5370 118 1.3673-03 7.1000-01 LA5372 -8.0967-04 6.5000-01 LA5372 119 1.7640-03 7.1500-01 LA5372 -8.7606-04 6.5000-01 LA5372 120 4.3502-05 '1.5000-01 LA5373 -1.3999-05 5.9500-01 LA5372 121 2.5210+03 1.3050+00 LA5371 -9.7266+03 2.7500-01 LF5371 122 8.'1669+00 6.5750+00 LF5370 -1.056'1+01 2.2000-01 LA5371 123 5.7021+02 6.1750+00 LF5370 -6.2397+02 3.0000-01 LA5371 12"1 2.1180+02 3.0000-01 LA5371 -1.8554+02 6.1750+00 LF5370 
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TABLE L Tf til" 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
peA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH94& LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
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TABLE LTF 6F (COHTINUED) 
COAPOSITE RAx-nIH SUnRARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-lN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORt'lIHG THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 


























VALUE TInE RUHHO 
7.9783+02 6.8700+00 LFC942 
4.1"104-03 7.1900+00 LFH935 
3.5199-05 6.8250+00 LFH943 
1.7374-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 
1.0176+03 6.8600+00 LFC936 
1.2408+03 6.9300+00 LFH935 
1.1549+02 6.8750+00 LFH935 
8.7285+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 
2.8333+02 6.8680+00 LFC936 
5.7460+02 6.8600+00 LFC936 
1.0640+04 6.9300+00 LFH935 
4.8532-05 6.8450+00 LFH939 
6.6984+03 6.8550+00 LFH937 
1.1686+02 6.7850+00 LFH940 
3.7742+03 7.6"100+00 LFC942 
8.0007+02 6.7009+00 LFH941 
5.6250-04 7.1350+00 LFH937 
2.1203-05 6.8700+00 LFH942 
3.5452-04 6.8450+00 LFH942 
1.7561-03 7.6250+00 LFH938 
1.0245-05 7.6200+00 LFI.938 
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TABLE LTF 6F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-I'IIN SUI1"ARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORYARD lAY 
FOLLOWING RUN NURIERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFHS34 LFHS35 LFHS36 LFH937 


























VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
1.5281-03 6.8780+08 LFC942 
4.2307+03 7.1700+80 LFH934 
6.6765-83 6.8500+00 LFCS42 
5.2111-05 6.9350+00 LFH93S 
5.3169+02 7.0900+00 LFH942 
1.9749+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 
2.5602+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 
2.2833+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
5.3447+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
5.1141+02 6.8800+00 LFC942 
3.5928+02 6.8850+00 LFC942 
1.39i3+0a 6.9400+08 LFCS42 
2.8958+02 f.845e~00 LFH935 
2.6881+02 6.91~e+~0 LFCS37 
2.1622+03 6.9100~~0 LFC937 
9.8832-03 7.7250+0" Lj:"j{:;",5 
5.6534-03 7.,a50+M LFH935 
9.72"2-04 6.90eb{~~ LFC942 
1.3469-03 6.9300+00 LFH942 
9.1087-04 8.2600+00 LFH942 
1.3711-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 
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TABLE LTF 6F (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE nAX-nIN SUnnARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUABERS HAVE BEEN 
tFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LfH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IH FOR"ING THIS TABLEI 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 


























'" • a:i£ 
nAXInun 
VALUE TUIE RUHHO 
6.7011+02 7.5350+00 LFC939 
2.3155+02 7.1550+90 LFH935 
1.3035-03 6.8700+00 LFC942 
3.4014-04 7.5450+00 LFH940 
5.9529-04 7.5350+00 LFH940 
2.2519+02 6.5590+00 LFC937 
4.9336+02 6.5500+00 LFC937 
1.7296+01 6.6350+00 LFH936 
7.5748+01 6.5500+00 LFC937 
1.2889+03 6.5500+00 LFC937 
5.1160+02 6.8900+00 LFC942 
2.5515+02 6.8950+00 LFC942 
2.8169+03 6.8100+00 LFC943 
2.9889+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
1.2420+03 6.8850+00 LFC942 
6.1760+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
5.9238-05 7.5500+00 LFH939 
1.7581+03 6.8150+00 LFH933 
2.0648+03 6.9400+00 LFC94n 
7.0963+02 6.8800+00 LFH942 
1.0117+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 
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TABLE LTF 6F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-"IN SU"MARY 
"~i"" -. 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.: FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC93f, 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFHS33 





































VALUE T1"E RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNHO 
1.1106+04 6.9400+08 LFC935 -2.2511+93 6.8650~00 LFC936 
2.4341-05 6.8aui~90 LFH934 -3.0876-05 €.7150+0e LFC942 
4.7641+93 6.8950+00 LFH94a -5.2720+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 
2.3944-03 6.8600+30 LFCS36 -8.3404-03 6.9350+00 LFH935 
2.0188-05 6.8500+00 LFC937 -1.71~9-05 6.7150+00 LFH943 
2.4455-03 6.9450+00 LFC942 -1.0078-03 6.f.(9~~+e0 LFC942 
1.1258+03 6.8760+00 LFC942 -4.9831+03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
2.9871+02 6.8709+00 LFC942 -1.2965+03 6.8500+00 LFC939 
1.6411+02 6.8700+00 LFH935 -4.9265+02 6.7950+00 LFC935 
9.4124+ea 6.8750+~0 LFC942 -4.2706+03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
1.3087+03 6.8500+00 LFH939 -2.9244+02 6.8700+99 LFC942 
5.9323+02 6.8700+00 LFC942 -2.6B04+03 6.9409+90 LFC935 
1.0217+02 7.1800+00 LFH940 -6.~734+02 6.6800+00 LFC939 
7.8187+02 7.7250+00 LF~935 -1.8788+02 6.7700+00 LFC940 
1.4882+03 7.54SP.+00 LFC940 -2.6570+03 7.7250+00 LFH935 
5.2133-04 6.9400+00 LFC935-9.6494-05 6.8600+00 LFC936 
5.9327t02 6.9350+08 LFH942 -3.2682+02 6.8600+00 LFC942 
1.1935+03 6.8650+00 tFC942 -3.2453+03 6.9400+00 LFH942 
3.4104+02 6.7759+60 ~FH938 -2.3002+03 6.7900+00 LFC943 
6.3899+02 7.5450+0~ LFC939 -1.6184+92 7.5550+00 LFH942 
' .• 1331+83 7.5450+00 LFC940 -1.8927+03 7.7250+00 LFH935 
7.3012-05 6.9300+00 lFH942 -2.7099-05 7.5450+90 LFC948 
._ _ _00:111 ....... _ .......... _ .. __ _ 
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TABLE LTF 6F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-"IH SU""ARY 
PCA GRIDPOIN1 FORCES eLBS , LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 





IN FOR"ING THIS T~BLEI 
LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH943 
I'IAXII'IU~ 1'1 IH I I'IU" 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
HUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
111 2.7556+82 6.87S8·'88 LFC942 -1.3771+83 6.8508+88 LFH939 
112 9.6281+02 6.8600+08 LFC942 -2.1777+83 6.9488+88 LFH942 
113 6.3691-84 6.9850+88 LFC942 -:L39S8-84 6.8758+88 LFC936 
114 5.4684-05 e.8180+08 LFH943 -1.8348-85 6.7658+88 LFC948 
115 2.6118-84 6.aS58+00 LFC936 -1.6748-83 6.9488+80 LFH935 
116 9.5277-83 6.9358+00 LFH935 -2.2668-03 6.8680+98 LFC936 
117 3.8726-05 7.0688+8e LFH936 -4.8727-85 7.7188+98 LFC939 
118 5.9164-04 S.8888+88 LFC942 -2.1594-93 6.9498+88 LFC94; 
119 7.6149-84 6.7650+88 LFC948 -3.2487-83 7.2458+88 LFH93) 
128 3.8481-8S 8.8950+88 LFH936 -3.6818-85 7.7888+88 LFC939 
121 4.2837+83 6.9300+08 LFH942 -3.8535+03 7.5458+08 LFC948 
122 1.5083+81 6.6050+00 LFC943 -1.4876+81 6.6288+08 LFH933 
123 1.2796+83 6.6850+88 LFC943 -7.8378+82 6.6288+88 LFH934 
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TABLE LAN 6F 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IN SUMMARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LAN 6F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIN SU~MARY 
• .<' ~ '" "-- •. r,.- .. -M •.•• "-';-~-.. :{"" 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLE: 





































































6 .... 900+00 LB5370 
2.6500-01 LB5372 
6.3000-01 LB5371 























-3 ........ 7-04 
-3.8135-05 
-2.0784-04 
-5 .... 766-03 
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TABLE LAN SF (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAV 
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TABLE LAN 6F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
peA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~~RD BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUNBER£ HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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TABLE LAN 6F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
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TABLE LAN SF (CONTINUEP) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMFIARV PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FOR YARD BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB537~ 
MAXIFlUA I'r' N I 1'1 U 1'1 ROW 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
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(l TABLE LTF SA , 
>-' 
..., 
co COMPOSITE RAX-AIN SUAAARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LDS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURDERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAING THIS T~~LE' 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 L~CIl4G 
LACS41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAHS34 LAH935 LAH936 LAtl937 
LAH938 LAH939 l.AH9 .. 8 LAH941 LAH9 .. 2 LAH943 
nAXII'IUR fHNII'IUn 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
HURlER "ALUE TIPJE RUtiNO VALUE TII'IE RUHNO 
f; 1 3.9"78+00 6.8650+00 LAH936 -1.851<4+01 6.5150+00 LAC939 i:l 8.8789+02 6.5159+00 LAC939 -6.2553+02 6.7450+0e LAH933 
I 3 2."190+02 6.760e+ee LAH943 -1.9372+82 6.7450+0e LAH933 
~ , 4 1.3738-03 6.7890+00 LAH9 .. 3 -8.5559-94 6.8650+00 LAH9 .. 2 00 
"';0 , 5 3.9551-05 7.9850+00 LAH936 -6.2890-05 7.6300+00 LAH937 "tiC; ~~ 
:: 6 3.6207+93 6.9450+00 LAC9 .. 2 -3.3925+03 6.9980+09 LAH942 02 
n 7 1.4821+02 6.5100+00 LAe937 -2.32"3+02 6.4800+00 LAC939 o ):, ;Or 
!~ 8 4.95128+02 6.4890+00 LAC939 -3.1871+02 6.5100+00 LAC937 .0"0 9 2.5431+91 6.4800+00 LAC939 -1.6630+01 6.5100+00 LAC937 c 'J~ j. 18 ".290"+01 6.5100+00 LAe937 -6.6119+01 6.4880+00 LAC939 ):> c!. I ' r- rC4 
I ~ 11 1.2938+03 6.4800+00 LAC939 -8."088+02 6.5180+08 LACS37 ~w HI 9.75~4+01 6.7700+00 LAC938 -5.5706+02 6.8600+08 LAH939 J 13 2.0472+02 6.7650+00 LAC940 -7.7103+02 7.2600+00 LAH937 'I~ , 14 1.1996+03 7.5450+00 LAC940 -2 .... 163+93 6.9450+00 LAH942 
" 
15 1.8774-04 6.9450+00 LAH942 -2.2458-85 6.7650+08 LAC940 
, 16 2.6850+013 6.8750+00 LAH942 -4.9981+92 7.2350+00 LAC939 
I: 17 1.0057+03 6.8750+80 LAH942 -2.6879+03 6.?950+e0 LAC942 18 3.1748+02 6.8780+00 LAC942 -2.0268+03 6.8600+00 LAH939 
, , 19 1.7418+02 7.5ae0+00 lAC938 -5.7480+02 8.2000+00 LAH931 II 28 8.7485+02 6.7600+010 LAC940 -1.7919+03 6.9500+00 LAH942 
I al 6.0966-05 6.7950+00 LAH943 -1.9070-05 S.870e+0e LAC94a 
I 22 1.3479+03 7.25ee+ee LAH939 -2.7168+02 6.8700+08 LAC942 , 
'~ ~ l. . "- -. w ---- - -- • " ~ , ~ IiiiMliiI&&tlGiM E ... J#i£J iUddL at # we & &Zi AAi : . .....,....- ... ....", '" 
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TABLE LTF SA (CONTINUED) 
conpOSITE !'IAX-AIN SUAAARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLES LAC933 LACS34 LAC935 LACS36 LACS37 LACS38 LACS39 LAC948 LAC941 LACS~2 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAHS41 LAH942 LAH943 
"AX II'IUPI I'IIHII'IUft ROil -----------~--------------- ---------------------------MU!'IBER VALUE TIPiE RUNNO VALUE TIPiE RUNNO 
23 7.4637+82 6.8se0+ee LAH936 -1.6921+03 6.950ft+ee LAC942 24 6.1267-03 8.280e+09 LAH935 -3.5045-83 8.1288+90 LAH938 25 4.4863-05 7.9108+00 LACS38 -8.8472-85 8.2808+00 LAH935 26 1.6412-03 6.7850+00 LAH942 -8.4568-04 7.1450+00 LACS48 27 1.8739+03 6.8700+80 LAC942 -4.5215+83 7.2580+88 LAH939 28 1.2048+03 7.2500+00 LAH939 -2.8364+02 6.8708+00 LAC942 29 9.2::a5+01 8.3758+00 LAH936 -4.1746+02 7.1150+80 LAC939 36 9.1005+02 6.8780+198 LAC942 -3.8689+03 7.2500+88 LAH939 31 2.8691+02 S.870e+ee LAC942 -1.2183+83 7.2500+00 LAH939 32 5.9884+02 6.8708+80 LAC942 -2.4984+03 7.2580+08 LAH939 3'l1 9.5872+83 7.25100+88 LAH939 -2.3588+83 6.8708+~8 LAC942 34 6.1471-05 7.1700+08 LAH93S -3.9404-05 7.6850+00 LAC936 35 6.1244+03 6.8450+09 1.AC939 -4.5585+03 6.9000+88 LAC940 ::'16 2.6456+81 6.7850+00 LI%C940 -1.6883+03 6.7950+08 LAH942 37 6.7968+03 7.5300+08 LAC937 -7.0749+03 7.6850+00 LAH935 38 4.9287+02 6.5900+00 LAC939 -9.5928+82 6.8680+80 LAC939 39 6.1647-04 7.8900+00 LAH936 -5.2878-04 8.3758+08 LAH935 40 1.9051-85 7.7300+00 LAC938 -6.8008-05 7.8850+80 LAH935 41 1.9797-04 7.5458+0e LAC9~0 -7.9947-04 7.2558+80 LAH939 42 3.:U62-El3 8.1200+ee LAH938 -6.9440-03 8.2050+00 LAH937 43 8.9280-0S 6.8858+60 LAC94!:! -1.3608-05 6.8750+08 LAH942 4 .. 2.1228-03 6.8808+00 LACS"2 -1.7469-03 6.9480+00 LAC942 
d aRE _.....:i:~Iil- t Lti:l:& ! - -- .-;...---------"'-'--'" ' 
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TABLE LTF 6A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-AIN SUI'II'IARY PCA ~~IDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IDERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LACS34 LAC935 LAe936 LACS"l LAC94a LAC943 LAH933 lAH93B lAH939 LAHS40 LAH941 


























VALUE TInE RUNNO 
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fABLE LTF 6A (CONTINUED) 
~OMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (t~S & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC941 LAC942 tAC943 lAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH941 


































































7.5500+00 LAC939 6.7850+00 LAH935 6.7850+00 LAH933 








































6.7950+90 LAH933 6.8700+00 LAC942 
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TABLE LTF 6A (CONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AX-nIN SU""ARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (l8S & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LAC93~ ~AC93S LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~8 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 LAC943 LAH933 LAH93~ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH9~0 LAH9~1 L~H942 LAH9~3 
ftAXI"Uf1 "ltH"un 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------NunDER VALUE TII'tE RUNHO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
89 1.259a+8~ 6.9490+00 LAC935 -~.9810+93 6.8759+09 LAH9~2 
90 2.4162-85 7.9290+08 LAH937 -2.6713-95 6.5650+09 LAC9~9 
91 3.7899+93 6.8709+00 LAC9~2 -5.1111+03 7.5200+99 LAC937 
92 2.0060-93 6.8690+99 LAH936 -7.9359-03 6.9~50+00 LAC9~2 
93 2.995~-05 7.7750+00 LAH93S -2.~529-05 7.6900+00 LAH935 
9~ 2.3788-03 6.9~50+00 LAC9~2 -1.0731-93 6.8750+00 LAC9~2 
95 1.905~+03 5.8750+09 LAC9~2 -5.5737+03 6.9~50+00 LAC935 
96 4.2356+02 6.8700+00 LAH9~2 -1.~021+e3 6.9~50+00 LAC935 
97 2.~3~1+02 6.8758+00 LAC9~2 -5.9912+02 6.9~00+Q0 LAH935 
98 1.62~3+03 6.8708+0e LAC9~2 -~.7~28+03 6.9~50+00 LAC935 
99 1.39~6+03 6.9450+09 LAC935 -~.~109+02 6.8700+90 LAH9~2 
100 9.5"89+02 6.8790+00 LAH9 .. 2 -2.9336+03 6.9~50+99 LAC935 
101 3.7560+02 6.87ee+09 LAC9~2 -7.6126+02 6.9359+99 LAC935 
102 7.819'1+02 6.7990+00 LAH9~2 -2.4506+02 6.8650+00 LAH936 
103 1.4882+03 7.5~50+00 LAC9~0 -2.6356+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 
10<1 4.9191-04 6.8550+00 LAC939 -7.4438-05 6.8608+80 LAC936 
105 6.3~75+02 7.2600+00 l.AH937 -3.2186+02 7.5500+00 LAC9~0 
106 1.2310+03 6.8650+00 LACB36 -3.2905+03 7.2550+00 LAH939 
107 1.1213+03 6.8790+00 LAC942 -2.6913+03 6.9~00+00 LAC935 
108 6.3899+02 7.5450+00 LAC939 -2.6375+02 6.8700+00 LAC9~2 
109 1.!331+03 7.5~50+00 LAC9~0 -1.9551+93 7.2600+00 LAH937 
110 6.2935-05 7.2650+00 LAC937 -2.7099-05 7.5450+00 LAC94e 
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TABLE LTF 6A (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-I'IIN SU"I'IARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU"BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LAC93~ LACg35 LACg36 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9~0 
LAC9~1 LAC9~2 lACg~3 LAH933 ~AH93~ LAH935 LAM936 LAH937 
tAH938 LAH939 lAH9~0 LAH9~1 lAH9~2 LAH943 
"AXI"UI'I "INII'IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER UALUE TI"E RUNNO UALUE TIf'E RUN NO 
111 ~.9379+02 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.5293+03 6.9450+00 LAC935 
112 9.0164+02 6.8650+00 lAC936 -2.2306+03 7.2600+00 LAH937 
113 5.2283-04 6.8580+00 LAC939 -205456-0~ 6.7980+00 LAC9~8 
114 5."0"2-05 6.7B90+00 LAH935 -1.3B7"-05 6.8700+80 lAC942 
115 2.0193-0~ 6.8600+0e LAH936 -1.6055-03 S.B0ee+00 LAH9~2 
116 9.2720-03 6.9~00+ee LAH935 -2.1830-03 6.aS00+0e LAh~16 
117 7.5935-05 7.S0e0+00 LAH933 -7.S7~5-05 8.2se0+00 LAH9~~ 
11n 6.1496-0~ 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.0818-03 6.7900+00 LAH9~3 
119 B.7620-04 6.8600+0e LAH936 -3.52"5-03 6.7950+00 LAH9~2 
120 6.9941-05 7.7B50+ee LAH935 -6.92"6-05 B.2Bee+ee LAH93£ 
121 3.9876+83 7.2650+08 LAC937 -3.8535+03 7.5450+00 LAC9"(iJ 
122 1.4259+01 6.5e00+80 LAC939 -1.6733+01 6.6650+00 LAH93"' 
123 1.2082+83 6.5900+80 LAC939 -7.6163+82 6. 7250+80 Li\H9~:! 
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TABLE LAN 6A 
CO~P09ITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING T~IIS TABLES 
LB53?0 LB53?1 LB53?2 LB53?3 LB53?4 
MAXIMUM MINI"UPI 
ROI.! --,------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUI'INO VALUE TI~E RUNNO 
1 2.11 71+0e 7.0000-01 LB5372 -1.1548+01 2.2500-01 LB53?1 
2 6.5909+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 '-1. 3668+02 5.2000-01 LB5371 
3 2.2796+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 -5.3386+01 5.2000-01 LB5371 
4 6.4539-04 6.5000-01 LB5372 -1.5159-03 2.3000-01 LBS371 
5 5.7226-05 6.1950+00 LB5370 -4.0069-05 6.3950+00 LB5370 
6 2.7858+03 ~.5500-01 LB5372 -6.3151+03 2.1500-01 LB5372 
7 4.1523+01 5.2000-01 LB5372 -1.6538+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 
8 3.6200+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 -9.2344+01 5.2000-01 LB5372 
9 1.7653+01 2.3000-01 LB5371 -4.5260+00 5.2000-01 LB5372 
10 1.1825+01 5.2000-01 LB5372 -4.6220+01 2.3000-01 LB5371 
II 9.4091+02 2.3000-01 LB5371 -2.4207+02 5.1500-01 LB5372 
H! 2.8125+02 6.8000-01 LB5371 -6.0923+02 2.2500-01 LB5372 
1:;) 5.5390+02 7.1000-01 LB5372 -2.5413-1-02 6.4500-01 LB5372 
14 2.8648+03 2.3000-01 LB5371 -1.0813+03 6.5000-01 LB5372 
15 7.0630-05 1.7000-01 LB5371 -7.4168-05 7.0500-01 LB5372 
16 . ) .1555+02 2.2500-01 LB5371 -2.3025+02 6.4500-01 LB5372 
17 2.0293+03 2.2500-01 LB5371 -1.189?+03 6.4500-01 LB5372 
18 7.8273+02 6.8000-01 LB5371 -1.3439+03 2.2500-01 LB5372 
19 1.8970+02 5.8500-01 LB5371 -8.5368+02 2.2000-01 L85372 
20 2.0056+03 2.3000-01 LB5371 -8.3878+02 6.5000-01 LB5372 
21 2.6782-05 3.2000-01 LB5371 -2.1336-05 7.3000-01 LB5372 
22 4.4957+02 1.2850+00 LI5371 -6.8068+02 7.a00e-01 LB53?2 
23 1.5SC!8+03 2.2500-01 L6~3?1 -8.6090+02 6.4500-01 LBS3?2 
24 5.8735-03 2.2500-01 LB53?1 -1.7231-03 5.5500-01 LB53?2 
l~_ 
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TABLE lAN 6A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE MA~-"IN SUMMARY PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
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TABtE LAN 6A (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE "AX-MIN SU~"ARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEf 
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TABLE LAN SA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEl 
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TABLE lAN 6A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUM"ARV 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (lBS & lBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOllOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLE: 



























"AX I I'1U 1'1 
VALUE TIME RUNNO 
2.0851+02 5.7000-01 lB5372 
1.9601+03 7.2000-01 lB5372 
4.4663+02 6.4000-01 lB5372 
1 .... 187+03 7.2500-01 LB5372 
2.8961+02 8.3000-01 lB5371 
2.4362+02 6.4500-01 lB53?2 
3 .... 503+03 2.2500-01 lBS371 
1.0ag6-04 5.0500-01 lB53?2 
2.7627+02 6.4500-01 lB5372 
2.6733+03 2.2500-01 lB537! 
9.0310+02 5.8500-01 lB5372 
8.6549+02 2.3000-01 lB5371 
2.4915+03 2.3000-01 lB5371 
2.1853-05 6.4500-01 lB53?2 
6.9062+02 7.2500-01 lB5372 
2.1696+03 2.2500-01 lB5371 
4.2553-0'" 6.0000-01 lB5372 
4.9580-0S 2.2000-01 lB5371 
6.3410-9'" 7.2099-01 lB5372 
2.5319-03 6.5900-01 lB5372 
3.3198-05 4.5000-01 lB5373 
1.3673-03 7.1000-01 lB5372 
1.7640-03 7.1500-01 lB5372 






























6 .... 50e-01 L85372 
7.2500-01 lD5372 
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TABLE LAN SA (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
PCA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN,) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUIt 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
121 2.5218+03 1.3050+00 LB5371 -7.3856+03 2.3500-01 LB5371 
122 3.0821+00 7.2000-01 LB5371 -1.0564+01 2.2000-01 LB5371 
123 1.2217+02 5.2000-01 LB537i -S.C!397+02 3.0000-01 LB5371 
124 2.1180+02 3.0000-01 LB5371 -4.0446+01 5.2000-61 LB5371 
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TABLE LTF 7C 
CC~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
lFC933 lFC934 lFC935 LFC~36 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 lFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 lAC938 
tAC943 LAH933 lAH934 lAH935 






















NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 9.8822-04 6.7600+00 LAH942 -4.0770-04 6.7300+00 LAH942 
2 3.8636-04 7.7800+00 LAH935 -2.1814-04 8.2800+00 LAH936 
3 4.6060-04 6.7600+00 LFH940 -8.9924-04 6.8500+00 LFH942 
4 5.1202-03 6.9550+00 LFC942 -2.7938-03 6.9000+00 LFH942 
5 1.3490-03 6.8650+00 LFC937 -2.9204-04 6.7650+00 LFH940 
6 3.4276-04 6.8000+00 LFC942 -1.2940-04 7.5300+00 LFH940 
7 2.4852-03 6.9000+00 LFH942 -5.6047-03 6.9600+00 LFC942 
8 7.7160-05 6.8700+00 lAH936 -3.8917-04 6.8100+00 LAH942 
9 1.6773-04 6.9300+00 lFH935 -1. 3707-04 6.8500+00 tFC942 
10 9.9585-04 7.3000+00 LFC935 -1.6501-03 7.5300+00 LFH939 
11 3.0556+03 S.~650+00 LFH939 -1.4363+03 6.6200+00 LFH939 
12 2.4650+03 6.7000+00 LFH942 -3.7276+03 6.9100+00 LFC937 
13 9.0558-04 6.~400+00 LFC935 -1.9833-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
14 1. 6199+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 -1.6331+03 5.2050+00 LFH937 
15 2.0199+03 6.8550+00 LFH937 -1.2693+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 
16 1.1248-02 6.9400+00 LFH935 -2.8710-03 6.8750+00 LAC942 
17 1.5137-03 7.1100+00 LFH939 -2.4525-04 6.7800+00 LAC938 
18 6.6102-04 6.8750+00 LAC942 -2.2451-03 6.9400+00 LFH935 
:.9 2.3508+03 6.8700+00 lAC942 -1.0640+04 6.9300+00 lFH93S 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-AIN SUMAARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS & LOS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
lfC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS 
LFC937 LFC93S LFC939 
lFH934 lFH935 lFH936 
lFH942 lFH943 lAC933 
lAC939 lAC940 lAC941 
LAH936 lAH937 LAH938 
I'IINIAUPI 
ROId 








20 7.0765-03 7.5400+00 lFH939 -4.6462-03 7.7100+00 LFC936 
21 5.6176+03 6.9100+00 lFC937 -6.6984+03 6.8550+00 lFH937 
22 4.9810+03 6.8750+00 lAH942 -1.2592+04 6.9400+00 LAC935 
23 1.4367-02 7.9100+00 LAC938 -1.6311-02 7.6300+00 lAH937 
24 5.2720+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -4.7641+03 6.8950+00 LFH942 
25 7.4691-04 6.9400+00 LFC935 -1.0309-04 6.8600+00 lFC936 
26 7.5154+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 -7.8273+03 7.6850+00 lAH935 
27 6.0087-03 7.3350+00 lFC942 -3.4736-03 6.8450+00 LFC942 
28 4.9699-05 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.1349-04 6.9450+00 lFC942 
29 8.0015+02 6.8700+00 LAH936 -1.3453+03 6.7800+00 LAC942 
30 1.3292+03 6.7000+00 lFC942 -1.5279+03 6.9100+00 LFH937 
31 1.5613-02 6.8600+00 LAH939 -2.8280-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 
32 1.1399-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 -5.9004-03 6.8600+00 LAH939 
33 1.6200-02 6.8600+00 lAH939 -3.2118-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 
34 5.9646-05 6.9250+00 lFC935 -7.5800-05 6.8450+00 LFH942 
35 4.3718-04 7.9150+00 LAC938 -6.0514-04 8.0850+00 LAH935 
36 1.2116+03 6.7700+00 lAH942 -1.3996+03 6.8500+00 lFC942 
37 1.0979-02 6.9350+00 lFC935 -2.4719-03 6.8650+00 LFH936 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-MIN SU~MAR¥ 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 tFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 tFH940 tFH94i 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 rqH935 












tAC940 LAC9 .. 1 
LAH937 LAH938 
IUNIMUI'I 


























VALUE TI~E RUNNO 
5.5053-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 
5.6374-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 
5.9593-03 6.8600+00 LAH939 
4.1304-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 
2.7888-06 6.7600+00 LAC940 
1.7248-03 7.6350+00 LAH937 
2.1137-03 6.7950+00 LFC942 
3.6912-02 6.9400+00 LAH935 
2.0021-02 8.2850+00 LAH935 
9.3912-04 6.8450+0e LFC942 
1.2526-02 6.8750+00 LAC942 
3.8414-02 7.9150+00 LAC937 
1.1739-03 7.0900+00 LFC942 
7.1441-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 
2.2039-02 8.6750+00 LAH935 
1.0368-03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
2.9931-02 6.8650+00 LFC936 
3.3454-0a 7.7800+00 LAH935 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMn~KY 
CRUCIFORM G~IDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 tFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 tFH943 LAC933 tAC934 
LAC935 tAC936 tACS37 LAC938 LAC939 tAC940 tAC941 LAC942 
tAC943 tAH933 LAH934 tAH935 LAH936 tAH937 lAH938 tAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXII'IUM 1'1 IN II'IUf'I 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUt/NO VALUE TIME RUNt/O 
58 5.9779-03 6.8650+00 LFH936 -2.6483-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 
59 7.0347-03 7.6350+00 LAH937 -5.2671-03 7.5400+00 LAC940 
60 4.0158-06 6.8800+00 LAH934 -1.9892-05 6.8000+00 LAC942 
61 7.4551-03 6.9300+00 LFC942 -5.3242-03 7.5550+00 LFH940 
62 5.0270-02 7.7700+00 lAH935 -2.5316-02 7.6900+00 lAH936 
63 3.6087-03 6.9300+00 LFC942 -2.626"-03 7.5550+00 LFH940 
6" 4.62H-05 8.3750+00 lAH936 -2.2003-04 6.9400+00 lFC935 
65 2.2507-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 -1.6791-02 7.9100+00 LAC938 
66 3.8535+03 7.5450+00 lAC940 -4.2837+03 6.9300+00 LFH942 
67 1.1886-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 -2.2926-03 6.8600+00 tFC936 
68 1.6923-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -7.5686-04 8.1250+00 LAH938 
69 1.7932-03 6.8850+00 LFH93" -4.9418-03 6.9600+00 LFC943 
70 1.2878-0t 6.9"00+00 LFC935 -2.2912-02 6.8600+00 lAH936 
71 3.659-4-02 7.6900+00 lAH935 -".4159-02 7.7800+00 lAH935 
7a 1.7<.'<13-103 6.9300+00 lFC942 -7.7773-04 7.5500+00 lFH940 
73 7.4283-03 6.8609+00 LFC936 -3.6885-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 
74 2.6289-02 7.6300+00 LAH937 -2.9958-02 7.9150+00 LAC937 
75 1.6743-03 6.9100+00 LFC937 -1.0029-03 7.0900+00 LFC942 
76 4.3275+03 6.9300+00 lFH935 -2. 88"13+0:J 5.1950+00 lFH937 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-MIN SUMMARY CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT fORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURDERS !~AVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I LFC933 LFC93 ... LF'C935 LFC936 LFC937 I.FC938 LFC939 LFC9 ... 0 LFC941 LFC9 ... a LFC943 LFH933 LFH93 ... LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH9 ... 1 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAe937 LAe93S LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 lAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH94! LAH9 ... 2 LAH9 ... 3 
MAXIMUI'I IHNIMUM ROId --------------------------- --------------------------- 00 
"n ::u NUMBER VALUE 'I'I ME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
"0 ci 0-' 17 1.0990+03 5.1650+00 LFH940 -1.6053+03 6.6700+60 LFH939 o:Z ;x;t= 78 9.3436+02 6.9000+0~ LFC934 -1 .... 951+03 6.8500+00 LFH937 
.0"0 79 1.4054-02 6.8700+09 LAC942 -6.5166-02 6.9400+00 LFH935 eli'" 80 3.7309-02 6.7850+08 LAH9 ... 2 
-2.17"'4-02 8.2750+00 LAH936 l:> r," ,11'" .. , 81 4.4951-03 6.8850+~0 LFC942 -7.1699-03 6.9300+00 LFC9 ... 2 ::;lw 82 8.7725-04 6.7950+00 LAH9 ... 2 - .... 8843-04 6.8600+00 LAH942 83 4.1923-03 6.9300+00 tFC935 -1.6998-0:' 6.8650+00 LFC936 84 7.7304-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -7.8449-03 8.1200+00 LAH937 85 5.3458-02 6.9400+00 tFC935 -1.0215-02 6.8600+00 LFC936 86 1.7318-02 7.8050+00 LAH933 -2.0233-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 87 7.9685-04 7.5450+00 LFH940 -1.7633-03 6.9400+00 LFC942 88 2.6392-04 8.0850+00 LAH935 -2.2602-04 7.5400+00 LFH940 89 1.4597-02 8.0850+00 LAH935 -1.2867-02 7.9200+00 LAC938 90 3.5993+03 6.8850+00 LFC942 -3.8315+03 6.9350+00 LFC942 9t 1.3748-02 6.8600+00 LFC936 -8.1961-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 92 2.6633-02 7.7150+00 LAC937 -2.5402-02 8.6750+00 LAH935 93 2.2026-05 7.5500+00 LFH940 -5.4628-04 7.7300+00 LFC935 94 3.712S-02 6.9350+00 LAC935 -9.9626-03 6.8650+00 LAC936 95 1.9134-02 7.6900+00 LAH936 -3.5706-02 7.7700+03 LAH935 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) I I-' 
'" 
'" CO"POSITE MAX-AIN SUMMARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC940! LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC9"!3 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH94C! LAH943 
~ 
~ , 
i, MAXIMUM MINIMUM I : ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------! i NUMBER UALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
L 96 9.8743-03 7.5400+00 LAC939 -5.4147-03 7.6900+00 LAH936 ~~ 97 8.0008-~3 6.8600+00 LAC936 -C!. 4965-0C! 6.9450+00 LAH935 98 5.9849-03 6.8600+00 LAC936 -1.71C!5-0C! 6.9450+00 LAH935 ! i~ 99 4.0100-03 7.6850+00 LAH936 -9.6500-03 7.7650+00 LAH935 
• I. 100 C!.5446-03 6.9350+00 LFC942 -1.5358-03 7.5400+00 LFH940 II 101 4.0885-03 7.9300+00 LAH937 -3.1224-03 7.6900+00 ('AH935 102 1.847iH03 7.3400+00 LFH942 -2.4846+03 6.8500+90 LFC942 i \ 
t 103 9.4136-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -4.1762-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 
'" 104 2.8783-05 7.9150+00 LAC937 -'2.6386-05 7.6850+00 LAH935 ,/. 
'n 105 5.8597-03 6.8400+00 LFC942 -3.8395-03 6.8900+00 LFC942 106 2.1593-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 -4.6321-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 
"I 107 5.6994-06 7.6800+00 LAH935 -9.6767-06 7.5250+00 LAC937 
,! 108 2.0!600-03 6.7950+00 LFC942 -3.8706-03 6.8400+00 LFC942 
i " 109 1.3670-05 6.9<50+00 LFC935 -1.7565-06 6.8700+00 LAH936 p 
.W 110 1.0159-05 7.9150+00 lACS37 -1.0218-05 7.6900+00 LAH935 I'· 111 7.6289+02 7.3450+00 LFC942 -8.2829+02 6.9150+00 LFC937 !.j 118 2.0797-01 6.9400+00 LFC935 -".139Cl-eC! 6.8600+00 LFC936 ,. 
I 113 Cl.1721-03 6.9400+00 LFH942 -3. 46:J0-03 6.9900+00 LFC942 ! , 114 3.6389-05 7.Cl350+00 LFC937 -5.66:'5-04 7.5450+00 LAC939 I, 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS & LOS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 I.FC939 LFC9"0 
LFC941 LFC9"2 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LF~936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH9 ... 1 LFH9"'2 LFH943 LAC933 lAC93 ... 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC9 ... 1 LAC9"2 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH93" LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH9 ... a LAH9 ... 3 
MAXIMUM MINIMUI'I 
ROId ---~----------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
115 3.5768-02 6.8650+00 LFC936 -1.6793-01 6.9400+00 LF~935 
116 2.0514-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 -2.8793-02 8.5100+00 LAH937 
117 4.aa20-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -1.0900-02 6.9500+00 LFH942 
118 5.7a90+03 6.9450+00 LFC94a -2.5608+03 6.8700+00 LAC9 ... 2 
119 1 .... 660+03 6.8800+00 LFH9 ... a -a. 4446+03 6.9500+00 LAH94a 
ta0 4.1a09+03 6.9"'00+00 LFC94a ~.139P·~03 6.8750+00 LAH9 ... a 
121 8.4207-03 6.8700+00 LFC936 - ....... 089-0a 6.9400+00 LFC935 
12£! 2.3907-02 7.9100+00 LAC938 -3.8494-02 7.6"'00+00 LAH937 
123 .... 5653-04 7.4300+00 LFH942 -1.5793-0'" 6.8600+00 LAC942 
124 2.2296-02 7.5"00+00 LFH940 -3.2541-02 7.3200+00 LFC942 
125 .... 9355-03 6.8700+00 LAH9"'2 -1.5706-02 6.7950+00 LAH942 
126 2.0308-02 6.9450+00 LFC942 -5.3458-03 6.8550+00 LFC936 
la7 3.3437+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -1.4480+03 6.7650+00 LFH938 
128 8.506~H02 8.4650+00 LAH936 - .... la88+02 7.9150+00 L~H938 
129 9.5851+02 6.5850+0~ LFH938 -1.1190+03 5 .... 800+00 LFH939 
130 3.3428-03 6.9"'50+00 LFC942 -6.7515-04 6.8550+00 LFC936 
131 2.0734-02 6.9500+00 LFC942 -5.8736-03 7.9750+00 LAH936 
132 2 .... 315-03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -1.1185-02 6.9"'50+e~ LFC9 ... 2 
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TABLE LTF 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE ~AX-MIN SUI'II'IARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE SEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC949 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 lFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC94c; 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH93.o\ LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939' 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXIMUM ''1INI~UI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII1E RUNNO UALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
j 34 4,2601-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 -1.9716-03 7.1450+00 Lnl940 
135 2.6004-03 6.8650+00 tFC942 -7.2876-03 7.7300+00 LFH935 
136 8.2087-06 6.8600+00 LFH936 -2.3891-O5 6.9400+00 LFC935 
137 3.-4193-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -3.3169-O3 8.1200+00 LAH937 
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TABLE LAN 7C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 





NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.4599-03 6.4000+00 LF5370 -1.2602-03 6.3750+00 LF5370 
2 4.9610-04 2.8000-01 LA5371 -4.0817-04 6.3150+00 LF5370 
3 2.7911-03 6.5300+00 LF5370 -3.1299-03 6.5100+00 LF5370 
4 9.5461-03 6.4450+00 LF5370 -7.9786-03 6.4650+00 LF5370 
5 8.3697-04 6.5100+00 LF5370 -1.0719-03 6.4900+00 LF5370 
6 2.6313-04 6.5100+00 LF5370 -4.7799-04 6.4450+00 LF5370 
7 5.8633-03 6.4650+00 LF5370 -7.4314-03 6.4900+00 LF5370 
8 1.7342-04 5.8000-01 LA5372 -3.7212-04 2.2000-01 LA5371 
9 2.3513-04 6.5300+00 LF5370 -3.3499-04 6.5550+00 LF5370 
10 6.9756-04 5.4500-01 LA5371 -2.7659-03 2.4000-01 LF5371 
11 1.3610+03 7.8000-01 LA5371 -1.2827+03 7.4500-01 LA5371 
12 2.4318+03 6.0000-01 LA53?a -6.1545+03 2.6500-01 LF5372 
13 3.3406-04 2.3000-01 LF5372 -3.5895-04 1.6000-01 LF5372 
14 5.9036+02 6.6250+00 LF5370 -6.5347+02 3.9000-01 LF5371 
15 8.3271+02 5.9000-01 LF5371 -2.0773+03 2.8500-01 LA5371 
16 9.il467-03 2.7500-01 LF5371 -4.9532-03 5.8000-01 LF5372 
17 1.9018-03 2.7000-01 LF5371 -6 • 7il92-0·4 5.8000-01 LF5372 
18 1.0375-03 5.8000-01 LF537il -1.9605-03 2.8000-01 LF5371 
19 6.7050+03 3.9500-01 LF5371 -4.9il80+03 3.5500-01 LF5371 
il0 1.1547-02 2.2500-01 LA5371 -il .... 946-03 5.6500-01 LA537il 
21 1.1350+01 2.7000-&t LF5372 -".7'768+03 5.9000-01 LF5371 
22 6.03"'7+03 3.9000-81 LF5371 -5.7981+03 1.8000-01 LA5371 
23 1.1077-82 3.3580-81 LF5373 -4.2064-03 1.3800+08 LA5371 
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(") TABLE LAN 7C (CONTINUED) I 
"" 0 
0 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFS370 LF5371 LF5372 LF5373 LF5374 LA5370 LAS371 LA5372 
LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MI til I'IUM 
ROW 
--------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER vALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUtitiO 
24 1.0155+04 2.7000-01 LF5372 -4.1241+03 6.0000-01 LA5372 
25 2.2305-04 7.4500-01 LF5371 -3.0417-04 1.6000-01 LF5372 
26 3.6604+03 4.3500-01 LF5373 -2.4135+03 1.0700+00 LF5371 
27 3.3975-03 6.0000-01 LA5372 -1.0248-02 2.7000-01 LF5372 
28 7.1586-05 7.1000-01 LA5372 -8.5365-05 2.6500-01 LF5372 !; 29 1.3028+03 6.7800+00 LF5370 -1.3609+03 6.7550+00 LF5370 00 
!' 30 9.8843+02 5.8500-01 LF5371 -2.9050+03 2.7000-01 LF5372 "TI;:J.l 31 1.2028-02 2.3000-01 LF5373 -7.1284-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 -OG1 i ~ 32 2.8213-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 . -4.4965-03 2.3000-01 LF5373 0--o :<~ ,1. 33 1.3400-02 2.3000-01 LF5373 -7.0572-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 :;:> it ;0 , •• 34 4.8234-05 5.8500-01 LF5371 -1. 4613-04 2.4000-01 LF5371 0'i1 35 4.2465-04 2.2000-01 LA5371 -1.4574-04 5.8000-01 LA5371 c ,-... "-
, \ 36 5.4032+02 5.9000-01 LF5371 -2.1009+03 2.6500--01 LF5372 ~ c.:;, : !. rm 37 2.2629-03 7.4500-01 LF5371 -5.4522-03 1.6000-01 LF5372 ::;."..., 
1l 38 8.1381-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 -1.7422-03 5.8500-01 LA5371 
-<WJ 
l 39 1.0117-03 5.6000-01 LA5372 -1.7987-03 2.2500-01 LF5372 410 6.5004-03 6.1000-01 LA5374 -1.2137-02 2.3800-01 LF5373 
,I 41 4.7007-03 2.3000-01 LF5373 -2.7490-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 I' 42 7.1977-03 3.9000-01 LF5371 -1.4012-02 2.3000-01 LF5373 :., IC 43 1.092"-05 6.3150+00 LF5370 -1.44158-05 2.6500-01 LF5371 , . 
I ~, ...41 3.3086-04 1.3000+00 LA5371 -1.38412-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 45 1.0366-03 2.2500-01 LF5312 -1.1578-03 1.6000-01 LF5372 
I 
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TABLE LAN 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABtEI 
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TABLE LAN 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
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TABLE LAN 7C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE! 
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TABLE LTF 7F 
COPIPOSITE PlAX-PlIH SUAAARY 
CRUCIFORPI GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS l LIS-IH.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 




NURDER VALUE TIME RUNHO VALUE TII'lE RUNHO 
1 8. 076,He4 6.7850+00 LFH942 -3.6648-04 6.6000+00 L~H940 
2 2.8975-04 6>8450+00 tFH933 -1.7158-04 6.5450+00 LFH940 
3 4.S0S0-04 6.7600+00 tFH940 -8.9924-04 6.85018+08 LFH942 
.. 5.1202-03 6.9550+00 LFC942 -2.7938-03 6.9000+00 tFH942 
5 1.3490-03 6.8650+00 LFC937 -2.9204-04 6.1658+00 LFH940 
6 3.4276-04 6.8000+09 tFC942 -1.2948-04 7.5360+00 LFH94e 
1 2.4852-03 6.9000+00 LFH942 -5.6CH7-03 6.9600+00 tFC942 
8 5.1659-05 6.7750+00 tFC938 -3.6113-04 6.8650+00 LFC937 
9 1.6773-04 6.9309+99 tFH935 -1.3707-04 6.8500+90 LFC942 
18 9.9585-04 7.3900+06 LFC935 -1.6591-83 7.5300+00 LFH9J9 
11 3.8556+03 5.5659+00 LFH939 -1.4363+03 6.6200+00 LFH939 
12 2.<ieS0+03 6.7000+00 lFH942 -3.7216+03 6.9100+00 LFC937 
13 9.0558-04 6.9400+00 tFC935 -1.9833-04 6.8600+00 tFC936 
14 1.6199+03 6.93S0+00 LFH935 -1.6331+93 S.20S0+88 tFH937 
15 2.01519+03 6.8550+00 tFH937 -1.2693+03 6.8500+00 tFC942 
16 1.1248-02 6.9400+00 LFH935 -2.5246-03 6.8600+00 LFe936 
17 1.5137-03 7.1100+00 LFH939 -2.2195-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 
18 5.6513-04 6.8650+00 tFC936 -2.2451-183 6.9409+00 LFH935 
19 1.9459+03 6.8600+00 lFC936 -1.0640+04 6.9300+00 tFH935 
20 7.8765-03 7.5400+00 lFH939 -4.6462-03 7.7100+00 LFC93S 
21 5.6176+03 6.~1e0+e0 tFC937 -6.6984+03 6.8550+00 LFH937 
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TABLE LTF 7F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-fill" SUI'II'IARY 
;, .. ,."----:,.--
CRUCIFORI'I GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LF~937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 


























---------------------------VALUE 'i' HIE RUNNO 
8.2755-83 8.26ee+e0 LFH942 
5.2720+03 6.8500+0& tFC942 
7.4691-04 6.9490+00 tFC935 
4.1290+03 7.6400+00 LFC942 
6.0087-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 
3.5458-05 6.8800+00 LFC942 
7.7780+02 6.7250+00 LFH943 
1.3292+03 6.7080+00 LFC942 
1.4721-02 6.8550+80 LFC939 
4.6727-04 6.7850+00 LFC940 
1.5068-02 6.8550+00 LFC939 
5.9646-05 6.9250+00 LFC935 
3.6333-04 7.5450+00 LFC940 
1.0798+03 6.8500+00 LFH937 
1.0979-02 6.9350+00 LFC935 
5.8672-03 7.5450+00 LFC940 
5.5053-04 6.8700+00 LFC936 
1.6134-03 4.6950+8e LfH940 
5.5707-93 6.8550+00 LFC939 
1.4775-03 4.6950+ee LFH948 
2.7888-9S 6.7600+00 tFC940 
1.1911-03 6.9408+08 LFH942 
I'III'II"UI'I 
---------------------------VALUE TIl'll:: RUHNO 
-9.3761-03 8.1600+00 LFH942 
-4.7641+03 6.8950+00 LFH942 
-1.0309-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
-4.2307+03 7.1780+00 LFH934 
-3.4736-03 6.8450+00 LFC942 
-1.1349-04 6.9450+00 LFC942 
-1.1359+03 7.2350+00 LFC939 
-1.5279+03 6.9100+08 LFH937 
-1.3340-("3 6.7859+00 LFC940 
-S.5316-0~' 6.8SS0+0a LFC939 
-1.54a7-0~ 6.7850+00 LFC940 
-7.5800-05 6.84S0+00 LFH942 
-3.4250-94 7.1650+06 LFC934 
-1.3996+03 6.8500+08 LFC942 
-2.4719-03 6.8650+08 LFH936 
-5.7817-83 6.9350+00 LFH942 
-2.3191-03 6.8600+00 LFC937 
-9.7666-03 7.1750+t0 LFH933 
-5.1525-04 6.7850+00 LFC940 
-1.3366-02 6.7906+00 LFC935 
-9.3109-0S 6.8250+00 LFC935 
-8.9791-04 7.5450+00 LFC940 
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TABLE LTF ?F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE flAX-filM SUI'IPIARY 
CRUCIFORn GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN HUPIBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORflIHG THIS TABLEz 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 



























--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE 
2.1137-03 6.7950+00 tFC942 -5.5218-84 
3.6036-02 6.9500+00 LFC942 -8.1997-03 
1.0791-02 8.1600+00 LFH942 -1.0732-02 
9.3912-04 6.8450+80 LFC942 -9.3004-04 
6.1195-03 6.7660+06 LFH940 -1.6665-02 
2.2139-02 B.2600+00 LFH942 -1.9978-02 
1.1739-03 7.0980+00 LFC942 -1.5469-03 
7.1441-02 6.9408+00 lFC935 -2.0274-02 
1.1951-02 8.1600+00 LFH942 -1.5230-02 
1.0368-03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -6.5148-04 
2.9931-62 6.8650+00 LFC936 -1.1909-01 
1.7223-02 7.0550+00 LFH935 -1.3010-02 
1.3565-03 7.5500+00 LFH940 -2.5123-03 
5.9779-03 6.8650+00 LFH936 -2.6483-02 
5.3693-03 7.7250+00 LFC935 -5.2671-03 
2.2533-06 6.8760+09 LFH936 -1.1848-05 
7.4551-03 6.9300+80 LFC942 -5.3242-03 
4.7251-02 7.5400+80 LFC939 -1.4558-02 
3.6087-03 6.9300+80 LFC942 -2.6264-03 
2.6208-65 6.8600+00 LFH936 -2.2003-84 
1.2006-02 7.1700+00 LFH935 -6.7813-03 
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TABLE LTF 1F (COHTIN~ED) 
ConpOSITE i'lAX-"IN SU~"ARY 
CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUi'lDERS HAUE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS 
LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 
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TABLE LTF 7F (CONTINUED) 
CORPOSITE MAX-111M SU""ARY 
CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS' LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NURIERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABL~S 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 



























VALUE TIFIE RUNNO VALUE TnlE RUNNO 
9.6713-93 6.9250+90 LFH942 -1.2500-02 7.5450+80 LFC939 
3.5993+93 6.8850+00 LFC942 -3.8315+03 6.9350+08 LFC942 
1.1748-102 6.8669+08 LFC936 -8.1961-02 6.9490+00 LFC935 
1.7667-02 8.2689+00 LFH942 -1.4130-02 8.1600+90 LFH~42 
2.2026-05 7.5500+99 LFH940 -5.4628-04 7.7300+00 LFC935 
3.4991-02 6.7950+99 tFC942 -9.4644-93 6.8700+00 LFC936 
1.0702-02 6.8998+00 LFC934 -3.2800-92 7.5450+00 LFC939 
9.8743-03 7.5409+00 LFC939 -2.9886-03 6.8900+00 ~FC934 
5.8440-03 6.8750+09 LFC936 -2.0528-02 6.81d9+ge LFH933 
4.489a-93 6.8750+09 LFC936 -1.6278-02 7.5359+00 tFC939 
2.5840-03 6.8959+90 LFC934 -8.1078-83 6.8159+00 LFH943 
2.5446-03 6.9350+00 LFC942 -1.5358-03 ?540e+0e LFH949 
3.5679-03 7.5459+00 LFC939 -1.5231-03 8.3800+00 LFH942 
1.8472+03 7.3400+00 LFH942 -2.4846+03 6.850e+00 LFC942 
9.4136-03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -4.1762-02 6.9400+0e LFC935 
2.0350-05 7.5400+00 LFC939 -1.3057-95 8.3880+00 LFH942 
5.8597-03 6.8400+00 tFC942 -3.2395-03 6.8900+90 LFC942 
2.1593-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 -4.6321-03 6.8690+00 LFe936 
3.8558-06 6.7450+09 LFH940 -7.0593-06 ?2S0e+ee LFH939 
2.2600-03 6.7950+60 LFC942 -3.8786-03 6.8400+08 LFC942 
1.3670-05 6.9450+00 LFC935 -1.6589-0a 6.8690+00 LFC93S 
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TABLE LTF 7F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE "AX-"IN SU""ARY CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC934 LFC93S I.FC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH9"'1 lFH942 lFH9"'3 
I'IAX I f'lUI'I 
"INI"U" ROId --------~------------------ ---------------------------NUI'iBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
111 7.6289+02 7.34S0+e~ lFC942 -8.2829+92 6.91S0+00 lFC937 112 2.e797-01 6.9"'00+00 lFC935 -04.1392-02 6.8600+00 lFC936 113 2.1721-03 6.9",e0+00 LFH942 
-3."'630-03 6.9900+00 LFC9"'2 114 3.6389-05 7.2350+00 lFC937 
-S.6615-0'" 7.S450+00 lFC939 115 3.5768-02 6.8650+0e LFC93S -1.6793-01 6.9400+00 lFC935 116 9.7898-03 7.71Se+00 LFC9 .. e -1.8763-02 7.3050+00 LFC935 117 4.82C!e-03 6.8680+00 LFC936 -1.0900-02 6.9580+00 LFH942 118 5.7290+03 6.9450+00 LFC9 .. 2 -2.1651+03 6.8750+00 lFH942 119 1.4660+03 6.8800+00 LFH942 -2.1871+03 6.9"00+00 lFC942 120 4.1239+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 -2.0887+03 6.8800+80 LFH942 121 8."207-03 6.8708+00 lFC936 - ..... 089-02 6.9"00+00 LFC935 122 1.8S24Hl2 7.5508+00 LFC9 .. 0 -2.8193-82 6.9350+00 lFH942 123 ".5653-0" 7 ... 300+00 lFH9"2 -9.7633-85 6.9850+88 lFH938 12 .. 2.2296-02 7.5"00+00 LFH9 .. 8 -3.2S41-82 7.3200+88 lFC9 .. 2 125 3.7179-0<; 6.7600+00 lFH940 -1.4730-82 7.7350+80 LFH933 U!6 2.8308-92 6.94S0+00 lFC942 -S.3458-03 6.8550+00 lFC936 127 3.3437+03 6.9400+00 lFC942 
-1."480+03 6.7650+00 LFH938 128 7.6892+02 6.9350+00 lFH942 
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TABLE LTF 7F (CONTINUED) 
COI'IPOSITE I'IAX-"IH SU""ARY 
CRUCIFORA GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC9~3 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH93? 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I'IAXI I'IUI'I I'IINII'IUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IDER VALUE TInE RUNHO VALUE TIRE RUHNO 
133 1.3153-05 6.885~+98 LFH934 -5.1817-85 6.9450+08 LFC935 
134 4.2681-83 7.3358+&6 LFC942 -1.97UHt3 7.1450+08 LFH948 
135 2.6084-83 6.2650+80 LFC9~2 -7.2876-03 7.730e+00 lFH935 
136 8.2081-86 6.8see+@e LFH936 -2.3891-05 6.9400+00 lFC935 
137 1.6511-83 1.1358+09 lFH939 -1.9688-03 7.3250+00 LFC942 
138 4.2614-03 6.9550+00 LFCtl42 -9.8893-04 6.8550+e0 LFC936 
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TABLE LAN 7F 
CO"POSITE "AX-~IN SUMMARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (L&S l LnS-IN.) FORUARO B~Y 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BE~N SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 lB537~ 
MAXI~UM ~INII'1U" 
RO'" --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
1 1.~599-03 6.~000+00 LB5370 -1.2602-93 6.3750+00 lB5370 
2 ~.6329-0~ 2.6500-01 LB5371 -~.0817-0~ 6.3150+00 lB5370 
3 2.791:1. -03 6.5300+00 LB5370 -3.1299-03 6.5100+00 lB5370 
~ 9.5461-03 6.~450+00 lB5370 -7.9786-03 6.4650+00 LB5370 
5 8.3697-0~ 6.5100+00 lB5370 -1.0719-03 6.~900+00 LB5370 
6 2.6313-04 6.510~+00 LB5370 -4.7199-04 6.4450+00 LB5370 
7 5.8633-03 6.4650+00 LB5370 -7.4314-03 6.4900+00 LB5370 
9 1.4999-0~ 8.2000-01 LB5371 -3.6736-0~ 2.5500-01 LB5371 
9 2.3513-04 6.5300+00 LB5370 -3.3499-04 6.5550+00 LB5370 
10 6.8690-0~ 5.8500-01 LB5372 -2.7659-03 2.4000-01 lB5371 
11 1.2367+03 9.0000-01 LB5371 -1.1354+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 
12 2.2483+03 5.8500-01 LB5371 -6.154[;+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 
::'1 3.340S-0~ 2.3000-01 LB5372 -3.5895-04 1.6000-01 LB5372 
14 5.9036+02 6.6250+00 LB5370 -6.5347+02 3.9000-01 LB5371 
15 8.3271+02 5.9000-01 LB5371 -2.0342+03 2.7000-01 LB5372 
16 9.2467-03 2.7500-01 LB5371 -4.9532-03 5.8000-01 LB5372 
17 1.9018-03 2.7000-01 LB5371 -6.7292-0~ 5.8000-01 LB5372 
18 1.0375-0:3 5.8000-01 LB5372 -1.9605-03 2.8000-01 LB5371 
19 6.7050+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 -~.9280+03 3.5500-01 LB5371 
20 1.1194-02 2.6000-01 lB5371 -1.6863-03 6.1500-01 LB5372 
21 1.1350+04 2.7000-01 lB5372 -4.7768+03 5.9000-01 lb5371 
22 6.0347+03 3.9000-01 LB5371 -5.1099+03 2.3000-01 LB5373 
23 1.1077-02 3.3500-01 lB5373 -1.8050-03 6.3000-01 LB5373 
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TABLE LAN 7F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MLN SUMMAR V 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LB5370 LB!.3'i'1 LB53?a LB5373 LB537"1 
MAXIMUI'I I'IINIMUI'1 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUl'lilER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
25 2.2305-04 7.4500-01 LB5371 -3.0"117-04 1.6000-01 LB5372 
26 3.6604+03 4.3500-01 LB5373 -2.4135+03 1.0700+00 LB5371 
a7 2.7620-03 5.9000-01 LB5371 -1.0a"l8-02 2.7000-01 LB5372 
a8 6.3685-05 3.9000-01 LB5371 -8.5365-05 2.6500-01 L~5372 
29 1.3028+03 6.7800+00 LB5370 -1.3609+03 6.7550+00 tB5370 
30 9.8843+02 5.8500-01 LB5371 -2.9050+03 2.7000-01 LB5372 
31 1.2028-02 2.3000-01 LB5373 -7.1284-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 
3a 2.8213-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 -4.4965-03 2.3000-01 LB5373 
33 1.3400-02 2.3000-01 LB5373 -7.0572-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 
34 4.8234-05 5.8500-01 LB5371 -1.4613-04 2.4000-01 LB5371 
35 3.6190-04 2.6000-01 LB5371 -3. 4105-0l'" 8.2500-01 LB5371 
36 5.4032+02 5.9000-01 LB5371 -2.1009+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 
37 2.2629-03 7.4500-01 LB5371 -5.4522-03 1.6000-01 LB5372 
38 7.6983-03 a.6000-01 LBS371 -8.6986-0"1 6.3000-01 LB5372 
39 9.4990-04 1.5500-01 LB5372 -1.7987-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 
40 5.saa2-03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.2137-02 2.3000-01 LB5373 
41 4.7007-03 2.3000-01 LB5373 -2.7490-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 
42 7.1977-03 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.4012-02 2.3000-01 LB5373 
43 1.092"1-05 6.3150+00 LB5370 -1.4458-05 2.6500-01 LB5371 
44 1.3592-04 6.3000-01 LB5373 -1.2580-03 2.6000-01 LB5371 
45 1.0366-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 -1.1578-03 1.6000-01 LB5372 
46 1.0223-0a 7.5000-01 LB5371 -1.4898-00! 3.1000-01 LB5372 
17 2.4048-03 1.3500+00 LB5373 -1.29H-00! 3."1000-01 LB5373 
48 2.3358-03 2.1000-01 LB5372 -8.6378-04 5.9000-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN 7F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFOR~ GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEr 
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TAaLE LAN 7F (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE MAX-~IN SU~MARV 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LOS & LOS-IN.) FORWARD DAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
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! ~ ('J TABLE LAN 7F (CONTINUED) ~ . I , 
"" ~ .... COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARV en 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOIMT FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAV 
THE FOLLO~IMG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LBS370 LBS37! LBS372 LBS373 LBS3?4 
MAXIMUM I"IINIMUi't 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNMO VALUE TIME RUNMO 
9? 8.0186-03 5.8500-01 LB53?2 -1.4241-02 2.3000-01 LB53?2 
98 6.7274-03 5.8500-01 LB5372 -1.6924-02 2.6000-01 LB53?1 
99 2.9986-03 5.8500-01 LB5372 -6.6662-03 2.3000-01 LB5372 
100 8.0202-04 6.2500-01 LB53?1 -2.9109-03 2.6500-01 LB5371 
101 3.0708-03 2.3000-01 LBS372 -8.0841-0<1 6.0500-01 LB5372 
102 9.3763+02 6.5500-01 LB537! -4.1783+03 ~.7500-01 LBS37! 
~ 103 1.8373-02 1.6000-01 LB5372 -9.<126<1-03 5.0000-01 LB5372 104 1.8431-05 3.4500-01 LB5373 -9.6297-06 6.5750+00 LB5370 ~ 105 1.3220-02 2.3500-01 LB537! -4.5101-03 5.9000-01 LB5371 
I, 106 4.9608-03 2.3000-01 LB5372 -9.0702-03 1.6500-01 LB5372 00 l 107 8.0735-06 6.4650+00 LB5370 -7.1709-06 6.4000+00 LB5370 "TJ2:! "1:IGl 108 3.9571-03 5.9000-01 LB5371 -7.7083-03 2.3500-01 LB5371 0-
t 109 7.4416-06 2.3000-01 LB5372 -5.866<1-06 8.2000-01 LB537! 0
2 
110 7.1469-06 3.3500-01 LB5373 -2.2126-06 8.2500-01 LB53?! :o~ I' 111 6.4197+02 6.5350+00 LB5370 -1.9491+03 2.7500-01 LB537! ,0"0 1 c:;p 112 7.3424-02 2.3000-01 LB5372 -7.6762-02 1.6000-01 LB5372 ):or;) l 113 2.0252-03 1.5500-01 LB5372 -4.0040-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 r- 1"1 :i~ ,J 114 2.0046-04 6.5000-01 LI5371 -8.1287-04 2.6500-01 LB537! 
" 
115 6.3133-02 1.6000-01 LB5372 -7.2319-02 2.3000-01 LB5372 
,i 116 1.33'38-02 2.6000-01 LB5371 -1.0179-02 3.4500-01 LB5373 w 117 1.1537-02 2.7500-01 LB5371 -2.7958-03 5.9000-01 LB5371 
'I:. 118 2.5221+03 2.6000-01 LB5372 -2.9486+03 5.7500-01 LBS3?2 
119 9.892<4+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 -1.1587+03 2.3000-01 LB5373 
120 2.8319+03 2.7000-01 LB5372 -1. 7108+03 8.3599-01 LB53?1 
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TABLE LAN 7~ (CONTINUED) 









































TIME RUN NO 






















2.39109-91 lB5372 6.2909-91 LB5371 3.9900-91 LB5371 6.4909-91 LB5371 3.6599-91 LB5373 3.21099-91 LB5372 5.7999-91 LB5372 3.2099-91 LB5373 6.5359+99 LB5379 5.75910-91 LB5372 5.7599-91 lB5372 4.8599-91 LB5371 2.3999-91 lB5372 2.65100-91 LB5371 6.2509-91 LB5371 2.3999-01 LB5372 3.4599-01 LB5373 5.8999-91 LB5372 
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J , () TABLE LTF 7A , 
'" .... CO~POSITE "AX-PiIN SU""ARY 00 
CRUCIi~OR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (US,. US-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUM NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORPIING THIS TABLEI 
LAC933 LACS34 LAC935 LACSil36 LAC937 LACSil38 LAC939 LAC94e 
LACS41 LAC9 .. a LACS .. 3 LAHSil33 LAHS3 .. LAHSil35 LAH936 LAH937 





NUI"lBER VALUE nl'tE RUNNO VALUE TII'tE RUNNO 
! -
• I. i 9.8822-e4 6.7S00+0e LAHS42 -4.0770-04 6.7308+00 LAH942 
I : a 3.8636-04 7.7880+00 LAH935 -2.1814-e4 8.2808+80 LAH936 
, 3 4.4551-84 6.7600+00 LACS4' -8.2168-04 6.7400+09 LACS3S 
4 4.7353-e3 6.6700+00 LAC939 -2.6580-03 6.8750+00 LAC942 ; , 5 1.324EH)3 6.8550+00 LACS39 -2.73G7-04 6.7650+80 LAC940 , ;J 6 3.1759-04 6.8550+00 LAC939 -1.1799-04 7.5300+00 LACS40 
" 
7 2.4276-03 6.8759+00 LACS42 -5.2295-03 6.9400+90 LAC942 00 !# 8 7.7168-05 6.8700+00 LAH936 -3.8917-84 6.8100+00 LRH942 ~ I. "';0 
:, 9 1.5681-04 6.8459+09 LAC939 -9.5939-05 6.7859+00 LAC9 .. e "Dei 10 8.2222-04 7.2150+00 LAC939 -1.5767-03 7.5300+00 LAC939 0-0 2 I ' it 2.2150+93 8.0150+00 LAH937 -8.9950+02 4.2858+00 LACS41 ::oF: I ~ H! 1.8768+03 6.8799+00 LAC94a -3.2939+03 6.S000+00 LAC93S 
.o-u t /; 13 8.0715·~4 6.8558+00 lAC939 -1.2664-04 6.7700+00 LAC94" c)';> 1> t., 13 14 1.2959+03 6.8500+0G LAC939 -5.1096+02 6.8808+00 LAH942 r-m 
, I" 15 1.6016+03 6.8400+00 LAC939 -7.8706+02 6.7950+09 LAC940 ~m I" 16 1.1.9217-02 6.9400+00 LAH935 -2.8718-03 6.875i+00 LAC942 
I ,:/ 17 1.4857-03 7.1106+00 LAC939 -2.4525-04 6.7800+00 LAC938 i ,I 18 6.6102-04 6.8750+00 LAC942 -2.03-43-03 6.9350+00 LAH935 ~ ,\'1 
: \~ 19 2.3508+03 6.8700+1.90 LAC942 -9.5872+03 7.2500+00 LAH939 
28 6.9857-93 7.5400+80 LAC939 -4.4147-83 7.6200+09 LAC939 
21 4.5585+03 6.9080+00 LACS40 -6.1244+03 6.8450+00 LAC939 
22 4.9810+03 6.8750+00 LAH942 -1.25ge+04 6.94~e+0e LAC935 
I 
""I 
.. ~ ~ l . '. . . ____ ~ . ~ ....... ~ ... s ~ .... 
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TABLE LTF 7A (CONTINUED) 
COflPOSITE flAX-nIN SUfI"ARV CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 

































"AXIAUfI i'IINIflUfI --------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TIlliE RUt/NO VALUE TIPIE RUNNO 1.4367-02 7.9100+08 LAC938 -1.6311-82 7.6300+80 LAH937 5.1111+03 7.5200+00 LACS3? -3.7800+03 6.8700+00 LACS.,a 7,2697-04 6.9400+00 LAH935 -7.4835-05 6.8600+00 LAC936 7.5154+03 7.5300+00 LAC937 -7.8273+03 7.6856+90 LAH935 5.3454-03 6.8500+00 LAC939 -2.3084-03 7.1450+00 LAC940 ... g699-05 6.8790+80 LAC9.,2 -1.0878-84 7.6358+00 LAH937 8.0015+82 6.8790+80 LAH936 -1.3453+03 6.7808+00 LAC942 1.1299+03 6.8508+08 LAC939 -1.3316~03 6.9000+00 LAC939 1.5613-02 6.8600+00 LAH939 -2.S280-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 1.1399-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 -5.9004-03 6.8see+ee LAH9l9 1.62e0-02 6.8600+00 LAH939 -3.2118-03 4.2800+00 LAH948 5.8371-05 8.0850+00 LAH935 -6.6251-05 7.5350+00 LAC939 4.3718-04 7.9150+00 LAC938 -6.0514-04 8.0850+00 LAH935 1.2116+03 6.7700+80 LAH942 -1.1344+03 7.1580+00 LACS4e i.12le-e2 6.8500+00 LACS39 -1.5907-03 6.7se0~0e LAC940 6.3537-03 7.9150+00 LAeS38 -9.0365-93 7.6350+06 LAH937 4.8279-04 S.7S0e+e9 LAC940 -2.4703-03 6.9359+09 LAC935 5.6374-03 4.2800+90 LAH940 -1.0422-02 4.2250+00 LAcsa6 5.9593-03 6.8600+00 LAH939 -1.1602-03 4.2800+00 LAH940 4.1304-83 4.2B00+00 LAH940 -1.4130-02 6.BS00+ee LAH939 2.7888-06 6.7600+00 LAC940 -8.7350-06 6.7158+00 LACS37 1.7248-03 7.6350+00 LAH937 -9.6453-04 7.9150+90 LAC938 
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TABLE LTF 7A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-PlIH SUPI"ARY 
CRUCIFORf'I GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUPIBERS HAVE BEEN 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 












f'lAXI f'lUI'I PlINlf'lUI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
HUPiBER VALUE TIl'll:: RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
45 2.0528-03 6.9350+00 LACS35 -4.4532-04 6.780e+00 LAC94e 
46 3.6912-02 S. !il40e+~)e LAH935 -1.0143-02 6.8708+00 LAC942 
47 2.e021-02 8.2850+00 LAH935 -1.8496-02 7.9100+00 LAC937 
48 6.8862-04 6.9000+00 LACS4e -8.8134-04 6.8500+00 LAC939 
49 1.2526-02 6.8750+00 LACS42 -1.9654-02 6.7850+00 LAHS35 
50 3.8414-02 7.9150+00 LAC937 -3.7798-02 8.4050+e0 LAHS37 
51 8. 30S0-04 6.8S00+ee LACS .. 0 -1.3876-03 6.9090+00 LAC939 
52 6.2927~e2 6.9350+00 LAH935 -1.4152-02 6.7750+00 LAC9 .. 0 
53 2.2039-02 8.6750+00 LAH935 -2.4360-02 7.7850+00 LAH935 
54 7.3050-04 7.64ee+0e LAC937 -5.8256-04 6.8700+00 LAC942 
55 2.2384-02 6.7750+00 LAC9 .. 0 -1.1076-01 6.9350+00 LAH935 
515 3.3454-02 7.7800+00 tAH935 -2.6667-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 
57 1.3826-03 7.5508+00 LAC940 -a. 1482-03 7.2650+00 LAC937 
58 4.2463-03 6.7800+00 LAC940 -2.5411-0a 6.8500+00 LAC939 
59 7.0347-03 7.6350+00 LAHS37 -5.a671-03 7.5400+08 LAC94. 
60 4.0158-06 6.8800+0& LAH934 -i.9892-05 6.se00+0e LACS42 
61 6.8197-03 7.2600+00 LAH937 -4.9586-03 7.5550+00 LAC940 
62 5. 027!'l-02 7.7700+00 LAH935 -2.5311S-02 7.6gec~e0 lAH936 
63 3.3424-03 7.2600+00 tAH93? -2.4450-e3 7.5500+00 LAC940 
64 4.6244-05 8.3758+00 LAH936 -2. U;SS-04 8.4750+00 LAHS35 
65 2.i:!507-02 8.280e+00 LAH935 -1.6791-82 7.9100+00 lAC938 
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TABLE LTF ?A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-"IH SU""ARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NURDERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"I~G THIS TABLEi 
tAC933 LAC234 LAC93S tAC936 LAC93? LAC938 LAC939 LAC946 
LAC9~1 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH93S LAH936 LAH9l? 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH94! LAH942 LAH943 
"AXIMUM I"IItlI"UI'I 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TI"E RUHNO VALUE lUtE RUNNO 
67 1.1443-02 6.19~0+e0 LAH942 -2.2021-03 6.8600+00 LAC936 
68 1.6923-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -7.5686-94 8.1250+00 LAH938 
69 1.743?-03 7.8159+00 tAH935 -4.6355-03 7.8850+00 LAC935 
70 1.2820-01 6.94e~+e0 LAH935 -2.2912-02 6.86ee+ee LAH936 
71 3.6594-02 7.6900+00 LAH935 -4.4159-02 7.7800+80 LAH935 
72 1.5115-83 7.2650+00 LAe937 -7.9597-04 7.5500+00 LAC940 
73 ? .3113-613 6.8650+00 LAH936 -3.5124-02 6.8550+89 LAC939 
74 2.62S9-02 7.6300+00 tAH9l7 -2.9958-02 7.9150+00 LAC937 
75 1.5654-03 6.9000+00 LAC939 -5.7761-04 7.2200+00 LAC939 
76 3.1678+03 6.8450+00 LAC939 -1.6536+83 6.8750+00 LAM9 .. 2 
7'1 7.9850+82 6.8700+00 LAH935 -1.5820+83 6.9450+00 LAH936 
78 8.0471+02 6.7950+00 LAC9410 -1.1945+03 6.9400+00 LAH936 
79 1.4054-92 6.87e0+ee LAC942 -6.4318-02 6.9400+00 LAH935 
80 3.7309-82 6.7850+00 LAH942 -2.1744-02 8.2750+00 LAH936 
81 3.7793-03 6.8650+08 LAC942 -4.4854-03 7.2750+00 LACS37 
82 8.7725-84 6.7950+00 LAH942 -4.8843-04 6.8600+00 LAH942 
83 4.1915-03 6.8450+90 LAC939 -1.5968-03 7.1550+00 LAC948 
84 7.7304-03 8.2800+00 LAH93S -7.8449-03 8.1200+00 LAH937 
35 5.1117-02 6.9400+06 LAC935 -8.2575-83 6.8680+00 LAC936 
86 1.7318-02 7.8050+00 LAH933 -2.0233-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 
87 6.3489-04 7.5450+00 LRC940 -1.5487-03 7.6200+00 LAC939 
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TABLE LTF 7A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-AIM SU""ARY 
CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & L85-IH.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUABER5 HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAING THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LACS34 LACS35 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC949 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAHD37 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
flAXIPlUI'I (UNUtu" 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
MUNSER VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE 'I'!AE RUNNO 
89 1.4591-02 8.9SS9+ee LAHD35 -1.2867-02 7.920e~ge LACS38 
90 3.3925+93 6.9900+90 LAH942 -3.6201+93 6.9459+00 LAC942 
91 9.8904-03 6.8609+80 LAH936 -7.6787-02 6.8500+00 LAC939 
92 2.6633-92 7.71S9+00 LAC937 -2.5402-02 8.6759+99 LAH935 
93 1.0686-05 7.3309+98 1.AH948 -5.2628-04 7.6450+00 LAC~~Q 
94 3.7126-92 6.9350+08 1.AC935 -9. 962S-03 6.8650+00 LAe936 
95 1.9134-02 7.6900+00 LAH936 -3.5706-02 7.7700+00 LAH935 
96 9.8743-63 7.5400+00 LAC939 -5.4147-03 7.6900+00 LAH936 
97 8.0008-03 6.8609+00 LAC936 -2.4965-02 6.9450+00 LAH935 
98 5.9849-03 6.8600+00 LAC936 -1.7125-02 6.9450+00 LAH935 
99 ".tlUe0-03 7.6850+08 LAH936 -9.6590-03 1.7650+00 LAHS35 
108 2.3450-03 7.6400+00 1.IIH937 -1.5143-03 7.5400+00 tAC948 
16)1 4.0885-03 7.9390+se 1.AH937 -3.1224-83 1.6900+00 LAH935 
102 1.3993+03 7.2680+00 LAHSl3? -2.2639+83 7.5450+00 LAC939 
103 7.2333-03 6.7700+00 LAC940 -3.8501-02 6.8550+0e LAC939 
104 2.8783-05 7.9150+e0 LAC937 -2.6386-05 7.6850+08 LAH935 
105 4.933®-03 6.7100+08 LAC939 -2.4633-93 7.2159+90 LAC939 
106 1.98106-92 S.8558+08 LAC939 -3.4289-03 6.77100+98 LAC948 
le7 5.69!it4-0G 7.6800+100 LAH935 -9.6'76'7-106 7.525e~0e LACS37 
10a 1.519I!H~3 6.8400+80 LAC946 -2.5142-103 6.89G9+9@ LACS3e 
109 1.31381-05 6.ssee+ee LAC939 -1.15155-06 6.8709+00 tAH936 
ue 1.0159-05 7.9150+0e LAC937 -1.0218-0S 7.6900+00 LAH935 
"""I ~" _~~ __ ~ . _. -iliud : j 21 !!H% '"--:-~ "M&4/lk\SIibIiZi I.kuz:,r dUW&Wih .. ~-
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TABLE LTF 7A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE flAX-AIN SUMMARY CRUCIFOR" GRIDPOINT FORCES <LBS , L8S-I~.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' LAC933 LACS34 LACSil35 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LACSil39 LAC940 LAC94! LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH93? LAH938 LAHSllS LAHS40 LAHIiI41 LAHIiI4a LAHS43 
fiAXIi"iUf'I I'IlNI"Uf1 ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI'IBER VALUE TII'IE RUHHO VALUE TIRE RUHNO 
111 7.4695+62 6.8450+00 LAC939 -7.6688+92 6.9050+00 tACS39 112 1.9654-91 6.9400+00 LAH935 -3.3700-92 6.8600+00 LACS36 113 2.0131-03 7.4050+00 LAH938 -2.9565-03 6.8550+00 LAC937 114 3.5098-05 6.7900+00 LAC938 -$.6615-04 7.5450+00 LAC939 115 2.6401-02 6.7750+0e LAC940 -1.5888-01 6.9400+00 LAH935 US 2.0514-02 8.2809+00 LAHIiI35 -2.8793-02 8.5180+00 LAH937 117 4.1684-03 6.7700+00 tAC940 -1.8£173-02 7.2680+00 tAH937 118 5.4884+83 6.7950+00 tAH943 -2.5608+83 6.8788+00 LAC942 U9 1.2331+03 6.8780+80 tAC942 -2.4446+03 6.9580+00 LAH942 120 3.7291+03 6.9458+90 LAC942 -2.1399+63 S.8750+00 tAH9~a 121 5.9616-03 6.8680+00 tAC936 -4.2443-02 6.9350+00 LAH935 12a 2.3907-02 7.9100+90 LAC938 -3.8494-92 7.6480+00 LAH937 123 4.5396-94 7.1550+00 LAH942 -1.5793-04 6.8680+00 LAC942 124 2.16H-e2 7.5400+90 LAC940 -2.8849-02 7.6280+00 tAC939 125 4.9355-83 6.8700+00 LAH942 
-1.5706-02 6.7950+80 LAHS42 126 1.9914-02 6.7950+00 LAH942 -4.6978-03 6.7650+00 LAC949 127 3.0309+03 6.7900+80 LAC935 -8.9622+02 6.8650+00 LAC942 128 8.5069+82 8.4650+00 LAH936 -4.1288+02 7.9150+00 LAH938 129 6.6648+02 6.ge00+00 LAC940 
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TABLE LTF ?A (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE FlAX-FlIN SUAMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
LAC933 LACS34 LACS35 LACS36 LACS3? LAC938 LAeS39 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAHS33 LAH934 tAH935 LAH936 LAHSl3? 
LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAHS41 LAH942 LAM943 
FlAXIMUfi MINIFlUM 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TUIE RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUNNO 
133 1.2633-05 6.8?50+00 LAH936 -4.7341-05 6.8608+80 LAC939 
134 4.1829-03 6.7980~0e LAH942 -1.8338-03 7.1450+0e LAC940 
135 2.2461-03 7.5450+00 LAC940 -6.9626-03 7.2550+00 LAH939 
136 6.9551-06 6.7708+00 LAC940 -2.2223-05 6.9350+00 LAC935 
13? 3.4193-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -3.3169-03 8.1200+00 LAH93? 
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TABLE LAN 7A 
COMPOSITE "AX-HIN SU~MARY CRUCIFORA GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 7A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
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T~BLE LAN 7A (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE ~AX-~IN SU~"ARV CRUCIFOR~ GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NU~BERS HAVE aEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TA~L~! LB5370 LB537! LB5372 L~53"3 LB537 ... 
"'AXI~UI"i 
"!NII'tUI'I i ROId -------_ ... --------------_ .... _-
---------------------------
I' 
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNl!O VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
49 7.7003-03 1.2250+00 LB537! -8.7027-03 5.0500-01 LB5373 ~ , 50 2.2073-02 .... 5000-01 LB5373 -7.0932-03 5.8000-01 LB5371 
I . I . 51 1.2778-03 6.0000-01 LB5372 -2.5679-03 2.9500-01 LB5371 r , ' 52 3.8213-02 2.1000-01 LB5371 -2.5328-02 5.7000-01 LB5372 i 53 4.477 ... -",3 3.9500-01 LB537! -1.5179-02 .... 5000-01 LB5373 I 5 ... 7 .... 06 ... -0 ... 6.5000-01 LB5372 
-7.3537-0'" 7.0500-01 LB5372 
• I, i) 55 .... 12 ... 8-02 5.7000-01 LB5372 - .... 9300-02 2.0500-01 LB5371 
00 56 1.03R8-02 4.3000-01 tB537'" -&.2004-03 1.1150+00 tB5373 if, 
"'''' 
57 2.7789-03 2.1500-01 tB537! -1.1387-03 1.2950+00 tB537! Uc; i I. 58 1 ....... 58-02 !.5500-01 tB5372 -5.3759-03 5.0500-01 tB5372 0-lf. a Z 59 1.5227-03 1.0550+00 tB537! -8.5588-03 2.2000-01 tB5371 J' ,. '" ,-I , 60 7.7115-06 8.5500-01 LB5372 -5.109"'-06 5.0500-01 tB5372 
.aT. i, I I 61 5.0483-0: 3.9500-01 LB5371 -1.0655-02 2.1500-01 LB5371 C J'" 62 4.7352-02 2.2500-01 tB537t -2.1729-02 5.6500-01 LB5372 ~ c,~, r~i !: r·; 63 c.4875-03 3.9500-01 lB537! -5.1985-03 2.1500-01 tB5371 :;1:.;) I:" 6 ... 7.9760-05 4.5000-01 tB5372 -3.9 ...... 5-05 3.5500-01 lB5371 65 .... 3199-03 1.1100+00 tB5373 -9.0052-03 ....... 500-01 LB5373 t .;,) 66 7.3856+03 2.3500-01 lB537! -2.5210+03 1.3050+00 LB5371 ! .. I 67 2 .... 331-03 7.9000-01 LB5372 
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TABLE LAN 7A (CONTINUED) 
CORPOSITE ~AX-MIN SUM~ARY 
CRUCIFORM GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE ~EEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE~ 
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TABLE LAN 7A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-I'IIN SUMMARY CRUCIFORftI GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
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TABLE LAN 7A (CONTINUED) 






















VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 




















I'll N HI UI'I 
TIME RUNNO 
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HOPKINS ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE 
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. () TABLE LTF 8C ~ , r • 
"" .  
'" CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV I 
i HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.l FORUARD/AFT BAV , 
! THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEA~CHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEI ! 
I LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 i LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 I 
I LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 , 
LAC935 LAC936 tAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 -LAC9"1 LAC942 i I LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 i 
I' LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 ! 
, . I1AXII''IUfl MINIMUM 
ROb! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 5.5025-04 7.3350+00 LAC937 -5.3904-04 6.9350+00 LFC942 
} 2 2.3021-04 8.3800+00 LAH935 -1.6403-04 7.6300+00 LAH938 3 1.1768-04 6.9350+00 LFC942 -8.5200-05 6.8700+00 LFC942 
~ 4 8.6579-05 7.9650+00 LAH936 -2.6344-04 8.2000+00 LAH937 5 1.4363+03 6.6200+00 LFH939 -3.0556+03 5.5650+00 LFH939 
" I 6 3.7276+03 6.9100+00 LFC937 -2.4650+03 6.7000+00 LFH942 7 1.9266-04 6.8700+00 LAC942 -2.7820-04 6.9350+00 LFC942 8 7.6174-04 6.7900+00 LAH942 -2.7845-04 6.8600+00 LAH936 , 
I 9 1.1761-03 6.9450+00 LFC942 -5.0621-04 6.8850+00 LFC942 
I' 10 3.7978-04 7.5450+00 LFH939 -1.9575-04 7.3400+00 LFC942 
a 11 2.5862-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -1.9766-03 8.5050+00 LAH938 
l 12 7.1623-04 7.5300+00 LFH940 -1.6399-03 7.7100+00 tFH935 
, 13 9.3942-04 7.4750+00 LAC935 -8.1484-04 7.4100+00 LAC936 
" 14 3.7592-03 7.5300+00 LFH940 -5.9793-03 7.7050+00 LFH935 ,Il' 15 2.4846+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -1.8472+03 7.3400+00 LFH942 \U 16 2.5608+03 6.8700+00 LAC942 -5.7290+03 6.9450+00 LFC942 
'. 17 2.4H6+03 6.9500+00 LAH942 -1.4660+03 6.8800+00 LFHr ~ i·, 
18 2.1399+03 6.8750+00 LAH942 -4.1<!09+03 6.9400+00 LFC~~2 
19 8.8753-04 7.3400+00 LAC937 -1.<!268-03 6.9350+00 LFC~42 
b .. 
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TABLE LTF 8C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOS!~E PlA~-Mr, SURPIAPY 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEr 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 i.FH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC:!33 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC94. LAC942 
LAC943 LA~1933 LAM934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXII'IUM I'IINIMUI1 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
20 4.1556-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -3.3854-03 8.5050+00 LAH938 
21 6.4970-194 6.8650+00 LFC936 -4.4416-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
22 2.5807-03 6.9500+00 LFC942 -1.2238-03 6.8700+00 LAC942 
23 1.0426-02 7.6900+00 LAH935 -7.1846-03 7.6100+00 LAH936 
84 6.6506-04 8.1200+00 LAH938 -1.6133-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 
25 1.9112-04 6.8000+00 LAC942 -i.C!153-04 6.8700+00 LFH935 
2G 4.2400-04 7.7800+00 LAH935 -3.3669-04 7.6850+00 LAH935 
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TABLE LAN 8C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.l FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
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TABLE LAN 8C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
tF5370 LF5371 LFS372 tF5373 LF5374 LAS3?0 LAS3?! LA5372 
tA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM I'1I N I MUM 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
24 7.1271-04 8.2000-01 LF5371 -1.0548-03 2.3000-01 LF5372 
25 3.7493-04 6.5300+00 LF5370 -4.7138-04 6.4650+00 LF5370 
26 2.4035-04 3.4500-01 LF5373 -1.0707-04 6.3350+00 LF5370 
27 7.3565-04 2.2500-01 LF5372 -8.8650-04 2.7000-01 LF5372 
~m~ImL.ti~am~ ~lm' ~ an ti ... __ ~u __ _ 
00 
. " ::0 
,,5 
0-
0 2 ;.0;:: 
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TABLE LTF 8F I 
"" 
"" COr1POSITE "AX-AIM SU""ARY '" HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (liS & LIS-IN.) FOR~~RD BAV 
THE FOLLOYIMG RUN HUI'IBERS HAVE BEEM SEMCHED IN FORAING THIS TABLEI LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 V"e938 LFCS39 LFC940 LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH"42 LFH943 
AAl(IAUA AIHIPIUPI ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NURSER VALUE TIRE !WNHO VALUE TIRE RUNNO 
1 5.1147-04 6.9950+00 LFC942 
-5.3904-0" 6.9350700 LFC9"2 2 1.5229-'4 8.2550+00 LFH942 
-1.494"-04 6.9350+00 LFH942 :3 1.176tH~4 6.9350+00 LFC942 
-8.5l'.!00-05 6.8700+00 LFC942 
" 
7.3238-05 7.3250+00 LFC9 .. a 
-2.5"96-04 7.1150+00 lFH939 5 1.4363+03 6.6200+00 lFH939 -3.0556+03 5.5650+00 LFH939 j 6 3.7276+03 6.9100+00 LFC937 -2.4650+03 6.7000+00 LFH9"2 00 ~ 7 1.8087-04 6.8850+00 LFH942 -2.7820-04 6.9350+00 tFC942 ""::0 8 6.7533-04 7.7200+00 LFH935 -2.0915-04 7.1550+00 LFH938 "'\JG1 " 
" 
1.1761-03 6.9450+00 LFC9"2 -5.0621-0" 6.8850+00 LFC942 02 , 0>-10 3.7978-04 7.5450+00 LFH939 
-1.9575-e" 7.3400+00 LFC942 ::0 I" U 1.53H-03 7.1800+00 LFH935 
-9.572"-0" 7.0600+00 LFH936 O"\'l ~ 12 7.1623-04 7.5300+00 LFH9"e -1.6399-03 7.710e+ee LFH935 Cl>< »0 C, f 13 7.53"8-04 6.9650+00 LFH943 
-6.465"-04 7.0300+60 LFC943 ri""l 2 14 3.7592-03 7.5300+00 LFH940 
-5.9793-03 7.7050~e0 LFH935 :!e "I IS CI.4846+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -1.847C1+03 7.3400+00 LFH942 16 2.1651+03 6.8750+00 LFH942 
-5.7290+03 6.9450+00 LFC942 17 2.1871+03 6.9480+00 LFC942 -1.4660+03 6.8800+00 LFH942 . 18 CI.e887~03 6.8800+00 LFH9"2 -4.1209+03 6.9400+00 lFC942 
, 
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TABLE LTF SF (~ONTINUED) 
COnpOSITE "AX-HIN SUf1f1ARV 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU"BE~S HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORf1ING THIS TABLEt 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
I'IAX1"UI'I I'IINli'lUIl'J 
ROIJ --------------------------- ---------------------------
NI.II'IBER VALUE TIftE RUNNO UALUE TIPIE RUNNO 
23 1.1044-93 7.45S0+ii LFH93~ -6.4559-93 7.5300+08 LFH940 
24 3.9493-94 6.86518+00 LFC936 -1.4028-93 6.94<')0+86 LFH935 
25 1.9020-64 6.8000+09 LFH935 -1.211;3-94 6.870e+0e LFH935 
26 2.4691-94 8.2650+00 LFH942 -1.6762-04 8.3~0e+99 LFH942 
27 9.5673-0"1 6.9909+08 LFC942 -4.7766-04 6.9350+90 LFC942 
;I;j l~ 
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i I , 
• , 0 TABLE LAN 8F • : . I 
,. 
"" ~ 
'" j 00 COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY , 
1 
I THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
I 
LB53?0 LB5371 LB53?2 U53?3 LBS3?4 
MAXIMUM I'll N I I'IUI'I 
I ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
I NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
l' ! 1 6.1346-04 2.2500-01 LBS3?2 -4.0607-04 6.2500-01 LB5371 1 I 
, 2 1.0120-04 1.9500-01 LB5373 -1.2809-04 2.6590-01 LB5372 
: I 3 2.7379-04 6.5550+00 U53?0 -3.0056-04 6.4900+00 LBS3?0 
4 1.0236-04 5.8500-01 LB53?2 -3.6174-04 2.6500-01 LBS371 
5 1.1354+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 -1.2367+O3 9.0000-01 LBS371 
6 6.1545+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 -2.2483+03 5.8500-91 LB5371 
J 7 2.4704-04 3.1500-01 LB5372 -1.4309-04 6.2500-01 LB5371 8 1.8644 q4 3.4500-01 LB5373 -4.6094-04 2.7000-01 LB5371 
~ 9 6.1981-04 4.7500-01 LB5371 -5.1025-04 3.2000-01 LB53?2 00 
.. 10 7.51048-04 2.4000-01 LB5371 -1.4853-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 l "";0 11 1.2924-03 2.2500-01 LB5372 -7.5364-04 3.5500-01 LB5373 "tI c;; 12 8.4994-04 2.6500-01 LB5371 -5.O909-04 1.0950+00 LB5371 0" o ;~ 
\ 13 5.3203-O4 8.9000-01 LB5371 -5.1558-04 3.?509-01 LB5374 ;u { .. t 
, /. i"! 5.2920-03 2.5500-01 LB5371 -8.4825-04 8.3000-01 LB5371 .0 -, 
1 15 4.1783+03 2.7500-01 LB537! -9.3763+02 6.5500-01 LB5371 c 'j-: 16 2.9486+03 5.7500-01 LB5372 -2.5221+03 2.6000-01 LB53?2 ]:> (.' r. ;~ 17 1.1587+03 2.3000-01 LB5373 -9.8924+02 5.7500-01 LB5372 :;! ;, 
.l 18 1.?108+03 8.3500-01 LB5371 -2.8319+03 2.7000-01 LB5372 
., 19 1.3332-03 2.4500-01 LB53?1 -8.0605-04 3.5000-01 L153?1 
11 20 2.0882-03 2.2500-01 LB53?2 -1.2423-03 3.5000-01 LB5373 IV 21 2.0468-03 1.65100-01 LB53?2 -1. 1463-03 2.2500-01 LB53?2 
'!:. 22 2. 11?2-03 3.5000-01 LB53?1 -2.6143-03 3.9000-01 LB53?1 
23 2.1304-03 8.3000-01 LB53?1 -6.7250-03 4.3500-01 LB5373 
24 7.1271-04 8.2000-01 LB5371 -1.0548-03 2.3000-01 LB5372 
-t 
























TABLE LAN 8F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MA)( II'IUI'I MINIMUM 
ROloi --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIl'll: RUNNO 
25 3.7493-04 6.5300+00 LB5370 -4.7138-04 6.4650+00 LB5370 
26 2.4035-04 3.4500-01 LB5373 -1.0707-04 6.3350+00 LB5370 
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I TAILE LTF 8A 
'" ..". 0 CO"POSITE MAX-MIH SUltMARY 
HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IH.) AFT lAY 
THE FOLLOUIHG RUN HUltlERS HAVE IEEH SEARCHED IH FOR"IHG THIS TAILEt 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LACg36 LAC937 LAC938 LACg39 LAC940 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
LAH938 tAH93g LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
"AXlltU" "IHIMUM 
.~ ROU --------------------------- ---------------------------I' HU"BER VALUE TI"E RUHHO VALUE TIf'E RUHHO ~ , j, 1 5.5025-04 7.3350+88 LAC937 -4.1438-84 7.40e0+00 LAC938 I, , . 2 2.3021-04 8.3888+88 LAH935 -1.6483-84 7.6388+80 LAH938 i i 3 1.8052-04 7.3558+88 LAC935 -8.3114-85 6.1688+08 LAC948 
I 4 8.6579-85 1.9658+88 LAH936 -2.6344-04 8.2880+08 LAH937 i 
\i 5 8.9858+82 4.2858+88 LAC941 -2.2158+03 8.8158+08 LAH937 6 3.2939+03 6.9888+80 LAC939 -1.8768+83 6.8108+00 LAC942 
i~ 7 1.9266-04 6.8780+00 LAC942 -2.4984-04 1.3550+88 LAC935 00 
: I. 8 7.6174-84 6.1908+013 LAH942 -2.7845-84 6.8600+00 LAH936 ":!l 
II 9 1.0854-03 6.9450+00 LAC942 -4.7986-84 6.8750+00 LAC942 "Or;) 10 3.6582-84 7.5450+00 LAC939 -1.2519-04 7.2200+00 LAC939 02 0»> 11 2.5862-03 8.2800+88 LAH935 -1.9766-83 8.5058+88 LAH938 ;0 r" 1\ 12 6.8491-84 7.5380+88 LAC940 -1.6045-03 7.4550+08 LAC939 O-ry f /. 13 9.3942-04 7.4750+08 LAC935 -8.1484-04 7.4108+08 LAC936 c 1':;i '" (' II} 14 3.3315-03 7.5388+86 LAC948 -5.5941-03 9.3908+0S LAH935 C l"·;i 
1:1' 15 2.2639+03 7.5450+08 LAC939 -1.3993+83 7.2688+88 LAH931 :lRl 16 2.S688+83 6.8700+00 LAC942 -5.4884+03 6.1958+80 LAH943 
" 17 2.4446+03 6.9500+08 LAH942 -1.2331+83 6.8700+00 LAC942 , ~J
: r' 18 2.1399+03 10.,8750+80 LAH942 -3.7281+83 6.9450+88 LAC942 
w 19 8.8753-04 7.3400+00 LAC937 -1.1944-03 7.6350+00 LAC937 
~ -, 28 4.1556-03 8.2800+00 LAH935 -3.3854-03 8.5050+08 LAH938 
21 4.5451-84 6.7750+08 LAC948 -4.2874-03 6.8580+88 LAC939 
22 2.36g9-03 7.2550+08 LAH939 -1.2238-83 6.8788+80 LAC942 
.~ 
~.-
... ~ -~ .... ... ..:::o ... 1t;. ., ....... 1 
BMlBa wmwK .............................................................................. ---------



























TABLE LTF 8A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE ~AH-"IN SU""ARY HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUftBERS HAVE IEEN LAC933 LAC934 LAC93S LAC936 LACY41 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH938 LAH939 LAH948 LAH~41 
SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TASLE' LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC948 LAH934 LAH93S LAH936 LAH937 LAH942 LAH943 
"AHI"U" "INI"U" ROLl 
---------------------------
----------------------.. _---NUttBER VALl'E TI"E RUHHO VALUE TI"E RUHHO 
23 1.8426-82 7.S988+e8 LAH93S -7.1846-83 7.6188+88 tAH936 24 6.6seS-84 8.1288+e8 tAH938 -1.6133-83 8.28el+88 LAH93S 25 1.9112-84 6.8088+80 tAC942 -1.8388-84 6.7858+88 tAC948 26 4.2490-04 7.7880+88 LAH93S -3.3669-04 7.6858+80 LAH935 27 7.7483-04 7.46S0+ie tAH937 -3.3919-04 7.4880+80 tAC938 
!rt.. • -'. 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
HUT GRIDPCINT FORCES (LBS & L8S-IN.) AFT BAV 
, THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
! LB53?0 tB53?1 LB5372 LB5373 LB537 .. I MAXIMUM 1'1 !til M U 1'1 I ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
! NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'iE RUNNO 
l' ! 1 6.18"18-04 2.0500-01 tB5372 -4.7185-04 3.9500-01 LB5371 ! I 
! 2 1.4368-0" 3.0500-91 LB5373 -1.56"9-04 3.9000-01 LB5371 , , 
! ~ 3 8.8133-05 ".0000-01 tB5371 
-1.356"-0" 2."000-01 LB5371 
: ' .. 1.0454-04 5.8000-01 LB5372 -3."586-04 2.2000-01 LB5371 
5 1.2827+03 7.4500-01 LB5371 -1.3610+03 7.8000-01 LB5371 
6 5.5528+03 2.9000-01 LB5371 -2.4318+63 6.0000-01 LB5372 
J 7 3.4518-04 2.2000-01 LB5371 -2.0338-0" 6.4500-01 LB5372 8 1.6441-0" 6.6000-01 LB5371 
-5.5"33-0" 2.2000-01 LB5371 00 
'I 9 7."491-0" 6.5000-01 LB5372 -7.0139-0'1 7.0500-01 LB5372 "':\1 /1 
-or.; 
I. 10 6.6880-0" 2.2000-01 LB537! -1.6535-04 ".0000-01 LB5372 0=; 
1 11 1.8054-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -7.5299-04 4.2000-01 LB537 .. 0:;'; 12 1.1730-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -5.1107-04 5.3500-01 LB5371 ;0 ,-
.0", 
.\ 13 4.1072-0" 3.7000-01 LB5373 -4.1983-04 7.0000-01 LB5373 c,.., 
. I 14 5.5219-03 2.2500-01 LB5371 -1.4693-03 5.4500-01 LB537! l::> () 
. /. r 1'-' 
t\ 15 3.5354+03 2.2500-01 LB537! -1.2718+03 6.5500-01 LB5371 ~c:J 16 2.8746+03 7.1000-01 LB5372 -2.8226+03 6.5000-01 LB5372 
'l 17 1.14....,+03 1.8000-01 LB5371 -1.1740+03 7.0500-01 LB5372 
" 
18 2."739+03 7.0500-01 LB5372 -2.8111+03 2.9000-01 LB5371 
,I 19 1.5331-03 2.2000-01 LB5371 -1.049"-03 7.9500-01 LBS311 
.1') 20 2.8330-03 2.2000-01 LB537! -1.1519-03 4.2000-01 LBS374 IV iH 1.7014-03 ... 5000-01 LB5372 -8.7890-0" 7.8500-01 LB5372 
'I:, 22 1.7156-03 7.9000-01 LB5371 -2.3333-03 1.2300+00 U5371 
23 2.2944-03 5.4500-01 LB5371 -5.07"0-03 ".6000-01 LB5373 
24 5.9706-04 4.0000-01 LB5371 -9.2 .... 7-04 2.1000-01 LBS371 
:""I ~ "' !J. 
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TABLE LAN 8A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-PIIN SUMMARY HUT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS ~ LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXlr;UM rUNIPlUPI ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMDER VALUE n"E RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
25 1.8634-04 6.1950+00 LB5370 -1.3685-04 4.0000-01 LB5371 26 1.8137-04 3.1000-01 LB5373 -8.3398-05 5.7000-01 LB5372 27 6.3963-04 1.2350+00 LB5371 -7.9303-04 3.9500-01 LB5371 
... ~: ;::::__ 
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TABLE LTF 9C 
C~~POSITE ~AX-MIN SUMMARY 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NU~BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH93? 
tFH938 LFH939 LFH34~ LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93? LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH93R LAH939 
LAH94ta LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'IBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.4480+03 6.7650+00 LFH938 -3.3437+03 6.9400+00 LFC942 
2 4.1289+02 7.9150+00 LAH938 -8.5069+02 8.4650+00 LAH936 
3 t.1190+03 5.4800+00 LFH939 -9.5851+02 6.5850+00 LFH938 
4 5.2111-03 7.7250+00 LFC935 -2.9501-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
5 1.3453+03 6.7800+00 LAC942 -8.0015+02 6.8700+00 LAH936 
6 1.5279+03 6.9100+00 LFH937 -1.3292+03 6.7000+00 LFC942 
7 4.9859-03 7.3300+00 LFC942 -7.7106-03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
8 8.2829+02 6.9150+00 LFC937 -7.6289+02 7.3450+00 LFC942 
9 5.3146-03 7.5400+00 LFH940 -1.1786-02 7.3400+00 LFC942 
10 2.2617-02 7.3300+00 LFC942 -3.3830-02 7.5400+00 tFH939 
11 2.6191-02 7.5400+00 LFH939 -2.2142-02 7.3250+00 tFC942 
12 9.ftl203-04 6.8?00+00 LFH936 -4.0774-03 6.9300+00 LFCg15 
13 1.7349-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 -1.9936-03 7.7200+00 LFC93S 
14 3.6007-04 6.8500+00 LFC942 -5.0413-04 6.8550+00 LFC937 
15 2.4143-03 6.9400+00 LFC93S -4.5665-04 6.8700+00 LFH935 
16 2.5119-04 7.7150+00 LFC93S -2.7325-04 7.5400+00 LFH940 
17 1.9289-04 6.8090+00 LFC942 -5.9658-05 6.7400+00 tFH942 
18 4.0968-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 -1.8270-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
19 7.5713-05 7.5400+00 LFH940 -9.5124-05 7.7100+00 LFC935 





































TABLE LTF 9C (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORUkRD/A~T BAV 
FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH93B LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 






















NUMBER VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
20 3.3479-03 6.9350+00 LFC935 -7.9310-04 6.8600+00 tFC93S 
21 2.1130-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 -4.3646-03 6.8650+00 LFC936 
2c 2.2443-02 7.5450+60 LFH939 -1.8760-02 7.2600+00 lAH937 
23 2.1391-02 7.3250+00 LFC942 -2.8515-02 7.5400+00 tFH939 
24 4.1494-03 6.8650+00 LFC936 -1.9837-02 6.9400+00 LFC935 
25 1.6555-03 7.2600+00 LAH937 -1.7637-03 7.5450+00 LFH940 
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TABLE lAN 9C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (lBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOllOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABlEI LF5370 LF5371 lF5372 lF5373 lF5374 tA5370 lA5371 LA5372 LA5373 LA5374 
MAXIMUM MnlIMUM ROLl 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.3579+03 5.7000-01 lF5372 -1.5236+03 6.5000-01 lA5372 2 5.0235+02 3.2000-01 lF5373 -4.6063+02 6.4550+00 lF5370 3 8,5707+02 6.5350+00 tF5370 -1.3152+03 2.9000-01 LA5371 4 1.4639-03 6.5000-0i LA5371 -6.6643-03 2.2000-01 LA53?! 5 1.3609+03 6.7550+00 LF5370 -1.3028+03 6.7800+00 LF5370 6 2.9050+03 2.7000-01 LF5372 -9.8843+02 5.8500-01 LF5371 7 2.1031-03 5.8000-01 lA5372 -1.2715-02 2.2000-01 LA5371 8 1.9491+03 2.7500-01 lF5371 -6.4197+02 6.5350A 00 LF5370 9 1.2826-02 2.2000-01 lA53?1 -2.6404-03 6.5000-01 LA5371 10 1.0109-02 5.6500-01 LA5372 -5.6329-02 2.2000--01 LA5371 11 5.0841-02 2.6500-01 LF5371 -1.0200-02 6.3000-01 LF5371 12 1.7430-03 1.6000-01 LF5372 -1.1594-03 7.5000-01 LF5371 13 3.1693-03 2.2000-01 LAS371 -6.0855-04 6.5000-01 LA5371 14 9.3430-04 6.4650+00 LF5370 -5.9653-04 6.5300+00 LF5370 15 8.8832-04 2.3000-01 LF5372 -9.6550-04 1.6000-01 LF5372 16 8.3031-05 6.4000-01 LF5371 -4.9031-04 2.2000-01 LAS371 17 1.4137-04 6.4200+00 LF5370 -2.4746-04 6.4450+00 LFS370 18 8.2255-04 1.6500-01 LF537a -3.9635-04 5.0000-01 LF537a 19 1.6576-04 6.4000+00 LFS370 -1.2990-04 6.5550+00 LF5370 a0 6.5626-04 7.8500-01 LAS372 -1.9653-03 a.8500-01 LF5372 21 1.3902-82 a.30ee-81 L~53?2 -7.7a14-03 5.8580--01 i.F5372 22 3.9243-02 2.2500-01 LA5371 -6.0100-03 5.6000-01 LA5372 23 1.0820-02 6 .3000-01 LF537i -5,3726-82 2.6500-01 LF5371 
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TABLE LAN 9C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWiNG RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABtE: 
tFS370 tF5371 tF5372 LF5373 LF5374 tA5370 tA5371 tA5372 tA5373 tA5374 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM ROY 
---------------------------
---------------------------
NUMBER UALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 24 7.2979-03 5.7000-01 tA5372 
-1.3383-02 2.3000-01 tF5372 25 5.0150-04 1.3050+00 tA5371 
-3.1916-03 2.2500-01 tA5371 26 5.0380-03 2.6500-01 tF5371 
-9.3538-04 6.3500-01 LF5371 
I~~ ~ 
--. ..................... _D 
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TABLE LTF SlF 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 





IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LFC938 LFC939 LFCSl48 


























--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TII'IE RUNNO VALUE TI"E RUHHO 
1.4480+83 6.7650+00 LFH938 -3.3437+03 6.9408+00 LFC942 
3.4210+8a 5.4750+00 LFH935 -7.6892+02 6.9350+00 LFH942 
1.1190+03 5.4800+80 LFH939 -9.5851+02 6.5850+00 LFM938 
5. al11-03 7. 725t+ee LFC935 -2.9501-03 7. 5456+00 LFH~'40 
1.1359+03 7.2350+08 LFC939 -7.7780+02 6.7250+00 LFH943 
1.5279+03 6.9100+00 LFH937 -1.3292+03 6.7000+00 LFC942 
4.9859-03 7.3306+09 LFC942 -7.7106-03 7.5400+00 LFH939 
S.2S29+e2 6.9150+06 LFC937 -7.6289+02 7.3450+00 LFC942 
5.3146-03 7.5~i0+e0 LFH940 -1.1786-02 7.3400+00 LFC9"2 
2.2617-02 7.3300+00 LFC942 -3. 3830-0a 7.5480+00 LFH939 
2.6191-02 7.5400+00 LFH939 -2.2142-02 7.3250+00 LFC942 
9.0203-04 6.S700+80 LFH93S -4.0774-03 6.9300+00 LFC935 
1.7349-03 7.5450+08 LFH940 -1.~936-03 7.7200+00 LFC935 
3.6007-04 6.8500+00 LFC942 -5.0413-04 6.8550+00 LFC937 
2.4143-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 -4.5665-04 6.8700+00 LFH935 
2.5119-04 7.7150+00 LFC935 -2.7325-84 7.5408+00 LFH940 
1.9289-04 6.8080+00 LFC942 -5.9658-85 6.7480+80 LFH942 
4.05168-04 6.8600+00 LFCD36 -1.8270-03 6.9400+00 LFC935 
7.5713-05 7.5400+00 LFH940 -9.51S4-05 7.7100+00 LFC935 
3.3479-83 6.9350+00 LFC935 -7.9310'-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
2.113e-~2 6.9480+00 LFC935 -4.3646-03 6.8650+00 LFC936 
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TABLE LTF 9F (CONTIHUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-"I~ SU""ARY 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUAIERS HAVE DEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC94e LFC943 LFH933 












I'IAXI I'IUI'I ftINIAUI'I 
ROI.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUI'I8ER VALUE TII'IE RUN NO VALlIE TII'IE RUtiNO 
23 2.139"-02 7.3250+00 LFC942 -2.8515-02 7.5400+00 LFH939 
24 4.1494-03 6.8650+0e LFC936 -1.9837-02 6.9490+00 LFC935 
25 1.6269-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 -1.7637-03 7.5459+00 LFH940 
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TABLE LAN SF 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUM"ARV 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLE' 
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TABL~ LAN 9F (CONTINUED) 
CO~POSITE MAX-~l~ SUMMARY 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEI 
LB5370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM MINII'IUPI ROY 
---------------------------
---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIrlE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUN NO 
25 4.8112-04 6.4000-01 LB5371 
-3.1202-03 2.6000-01 LB5371 26 5.0380-03 2.6500-01 LB5371 
-9.3532-04 6.3500-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LTF SA 
OO"POSITE RAH-"IH SU""ARV UIT GRIDPOINT FOROES (LBS & L8S-IH.) AFT BAV 
Ii THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NURBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEl LAC933 LAC93 .. LAC935 LACS36 LAC937 LAC938 LAC939 LAC9 .. 8 LAC9 .. 1 LAC9 .. 2 LAC9 .. 3 LAH933 LAH934 LAHIiI35 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH9 .. 0 LAH9 .. 1 LAH9 .. 2 LAH9 .. 3 
ItAHlltUIt It IN IltUIt ROY 
---------------------------
~ . 
---------------------------tfUltBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TIlliE RUNNO 
1 8.9622+02 6.8658+00 LAC9 .. 2 -3.8389+83 6.7988+88 LAC935 2 ".1289+02 7.9158+88 LAH938 -8.5069+02 8."658+00 LAH936 3 6.3498+82 ~,?288+88 LAH9 .. 3 
-6.66"8+82 6.9088+08 LA09 .. 8 .. 5.155t-~:i 7.2558+80 LAH939 -2.6983-03 7.5"50+0e LAC9 .. 8 5 1.3453+03 6.78ee+e0 LAC9 .. 2 -8.e015+02 6.8700+0e LAH936 00 Ei 1.3316+03 6.ge00+8e LA0939 
-1.1299+03 6.858e+8e LAC939 "';0 
-
7 ... 3850-03 7.620e+08 LA0939 -7.3993-e3 7.5"0e+00 LAC939 "DC') 0-8 7.6688+82 6.9858+88 LACS39 
-7."695+02 6.8"50+00 LAC939 o~ 9 ..... 9 .. 3-83 7.S"80+e8 LAC9 .. 8 -1.1403-02 7.2558+00 LAH939 AJ 1·-18 2.1353-02 7.6250+00 LAC939 -3.3838-02 7.5~80+e0 LAC939 <OiJ C;t> 11 2.5580-02 7.5"00+00 LA0939 
-1.9"72-82 7.6250+80 LA0939 PQ 12 7.5783-04 6.8608+00 LAC936 -3.9995-03 6.9"00+00 LAC935 !:n 13 1.66"8-03 7.5"00+00 LAC9 .. 0 -1.8844-83 7.6300+00 LAC939 -; .. ~.~ -..d 14 2.9993-04 6.7858+80 LA09 .. 8 
-5.0118-8" 6.8"50+00 LAC939 15 2.3937-03 6.9"80+00 LAH935 
-3.8"92-8" 6.8600+08 LAC936 16 2.3766-04 7.6258+08 LAC939 -2.6222-04 7.5408+88 LAC940 17 1.5245-84 6.7858+00 LAH942 
-4.9896-85 7.1608+80 LAC940 18 3.1713-84 6.77S0+e8 LAC948 -1.7471-83 6.8580+08 LAC939 19 7.1985-85 7.5488+00 LAC940 -8.7494-85 7.6200+00 LAC939 28 3.2728-03 6.8S80+e0 LAC939 -7.7331-04 7.1688+88 LAC948 21 2.1122-02 6.9480+80 LAH93S -3.8758-03 6.8608+88 LAC936 22 2.18"8-02 7.S4S0+8e LA0940 -1.8760-02 7.2608+80 LAH937 
- ,~ ~ ___ ..... --.":> ~t: .,~ ... " 
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TABLE LTF gA (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE nAX-nIN SUnnARY UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 




NUnBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE 1I"E RUNNO 
23 1.8408-02 ?6280+00 LAC940 -2.7871-82 7.5488+08 LAC939 24 3.6738-03 6.8680+08 LAC936 -1.9832-02 6.9358+80 LAH935 25 1.6555-03 7.2600+80 LAH9J7 -1.7107-03 7.5450+00 LAC940 26 2.5575-83 7.54ee+8e LAC939 -1.7252-03 7.6250+88 LAC939 
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TABLE LAN SA 
COMPOSliE MA~-MIN SUMMARV UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) AFT DAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NURDERS HAVE BEEN SEAR~HED IN FORMING THI~ TABLEs LBS370 LBS371 LBS372 LIS373 LBS3?'" 
MAXIMUM 
.a N I !'lUI'! ROLl -----~--------------~------ ----------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME RUfiNO VALUE TIlliE RUNNO 
1 1.3388+03 7. 15ee-It! LBli3?a -1.5236+03 6.seee-01 LB5372 2 ... 7093+02 of.55CHHU U5373 -3.56:1.5+02 G.50e0-~1 LBS372 3 5.6113+02 6.0000-01 LB5372 -1.315<1+93 2.9000-01 LB5371 4 1.4639-03 6.5000-CU LB5371 -6.6643-03 2.2000-01 LB537i 5 8. 991CH02 5.1004HH U5373 -8.6358+02 6.4400+00 LB5370 6 2.7718+03 2.900EHU LBS371 -8.1210+02 5.9500-01 LBS37a 7 2.1031-03 5.8000-01 LE5372 -1.2715-02 2.2000-01 L~5371 8 1.6647+03 2.2000-01 LIS3?! -3.3788+0;:; 5.8500-01 LB5372 9 1.2826-02 2.2000-01 LB5371 -a.G~04-03 6.5000-01 LB5371 10 1.0109-02 5.6500-01 LB5372 -5.6329-02 2.2000-01 LB53?1 11 4.8679-02 2.2500-01 LIS371 -8.ge6S-0J 1.0550+00 LBS37! 12 1.6437-03 7.2500-01 LB5372 -9.3748-04 7.8000-01 LB5372 13 3.1693-03 2.a000-01 l1S37! -6.0855-04 6.5000-01 LB5371 14 5.4204-04 2.8500-01 LBS37! -1.6539-04 6,4000-01 LIS3?! 15 6.1323-0-4 1.8000-01 LB537! -7.5710-04 5.7000-01 LB5372 16 7.9693-05 6.5000-01 LB5371 --4.9031-04 2.20e0-01 LI5371 17 6.8616-05 6.4000-01 LB5371 -1.8848-04 2.9500-01 LBS3?1 18 7.7615-04 7.2000-01 LBS372 -3.5015-(b4 7.8500-01 LB5372 19 1.3625-04 2.2500,,01 L1537! 
-3.7718-05 5.5500-01 LB5372 20 6.5626-04 7.8500-01 LB5372 -1.9501-03 -4.55S0-01 LB5372 21 1.1071-02 2.2500-01 LB5372 -7.6916-03 5.708(HU LBS372 22 3.92-43-02 2.2500-01 LB5371 -6.0100-03 5.6000-01 LB5372 23 9.3000-03 1.0550+00 LB537! -5.1356-02 2.3500-01 LB5371 24 7.2979-03 5.7000-01 LB5372 -1.0738-02 2.2500-01 LB5372 
._ ~tl._. __ .. """,,~.::_ t'>;"", .• ~_A 
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TABLE LAN SA (CONTINUED) 
CONPOSITE MAX-MIN SUM"ARY 
UIT GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYIHG RUN NU~~ERS HAVE BEEN ~~ARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEl 
LI5310 LIS311 1.15312 1.85313 I.B5314 
MA l<I I'lUft MINIMUM 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUHBER VALUE TIME RUNHO VALUE TInE RUN NO 
25 5. C1l150-04 1.3050+00 LB5311 -3.1916-03 2.2500-01 lB5371 
26 4.1598-03 2.2500-01 lB5371 -8.2882-04 1.0550+00 lB5311 
'/ 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
YUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FOR~ARD/AFT BAY 
FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 
LACS43 LAH933 tAH934 tAHS35 










































VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TIrlE RUN NO 
2.2466-04 6.8600+00 tFH936 -4.2205-04 6.9450+00 LAC942 
4.7706-05 6.8050+00 tFH940 -1.3566-04 6.8550+00 LAH939 
9.3153-05 6.8650+00 tFC936 -1.6523-04 6.9450+00 tAC942 
3.9824-03 6.9400+00 LAH935 -9.0764-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
1.0189-03 7.7750+00 LAH935 -5.1168-04 7.6800+00 LAH936 
2.0785-04 7.1500+00 tFC938 -4.1090-04 6.7950+00 LFH942 
9.5910-04 6.8600+00 tAH936 -3.5287-03 6.9400+00 LAC935 
8.9172-04 6.8800+00 tAH942 -2.3627-03 7.7700+00 lAH935 
6.7837-04 6.9450+00 tAC942 -3.5263-04 6.8850+00 tAH942 
1.0662-03 6.9500+00 lFH942 -5.1923-04 6.8750+00 LAH942 
1.4774-03 7.6350+00 tAH937 -1.2104-03 4.1250+00 LAC937 
4.5881-04 6.8950+00 tFC942 -~.S540-04 6.8400+00 LFH942 
7.6065-05 6.8600+00 LFC936 -3.9348-04 6.9400+00 LFH935 
1.6331+03 5.2050+00 tFH937 -1.6199+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 
1.2693+03 6.8500+00 tFC942 -2.0199+03 6.8550+00 LFH937 
2.8843+03 5.1950+00 LFH937 -4.3275+03 6.9300+09 LFH935 
1.6053+03 6.6700+00 LFH939 -1.0990+03 5.1650+00 LFH940 
1.4951+03 6.8500+00 LFH937 -9.3436+02 6.9006+00 LFC934 
4.7101-04 6.8000+00 LFC942 -1.2480-04.6.8700+00 LFC936 
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TABLE LTF10C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
YUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS & LBS-IN.) FORUARD/AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC93S LAC939 LAC940 'LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH93" LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 
LAH940 LAH94l LAH942 LAH943 
(1 A )( HI UI'I I'IINIMUM 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TII'IE RUN NO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
20 6.9160-04 7.6850+00 LAH936 -1.2429-03 7.7750+00 LAH935 
21 1.3996+03 6.8500+00 LFC942 -1.2116+03 6.7700+00 LAH942 
22 3.6937-04 6.9250+00 LFC942 -5.8093-04 6.7950+00 LFH942 
23 1.3087-04 6.8~50+00 LFC942 -1.2796-0" 6.7950+00 LFH942 
24 1.6205-04 7.6950+00 LAC93" -2.7717-0" 6.8000+00 LFH942 
25 3.5750-04 6.8700+00 LAC942 -5.2767-04 6.8300+00 LFH9"2 
26 2.8545-04 7.7150+00 LFC935 -2.3260-04 7.5400+00 LFH940 
27 8.5773-05 6.8850+00 LFC942 -1.4099-0"1 6.8300+00 LFH942 
28 6.7769-05 6.8800+00 LFC942 -4.3229-04 6.9450+00 LFH935 
29 2.2341-03 7.7650+00 LAC935 -1.3266-03 7.6200+00 LAC938 
30 7.8161-04 7.5"0"1+00 LFH940 -1.4855-03 7.7150+00 LFH935 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
WUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FWD ~ AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
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TABLE LAN10C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
YUPPE GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FUD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOUING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR~ING THIS TABLE: 




NUMBER VALUE TIME RUN NO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
24 1.8982-04 6.3500-01 LF5371 -3.6676-04 2.7000-01 LF5371 
25 4.4269-04 5.8500-01 LF5371 -6.7394-04 2.6500-01 LF5372 
26 1.7945-04 6.3000-01 LF5371 -4.5935-04 2.2500-01 LA5371 
27 1.3579-04 5.8500-01 LF5371 -2.4702-04 2.6500-01 LF5372 
28 2.a417-04 8.2000-01 LF5371 -2.5149-04 2.3000-01 LF5373 
29 1.7212-03 4.7000-01 LA5371 -8.6642-04 5.6000-01 LA5372 
30 a.0159-03 2.2000-01 LA5371 -3.9001-04 6.4500-01 LA5372 
"L I ~ __ . __ . ~~-- c ~ • l.;_ _t,.rul<,.;e:'.:.~:;\,: • ._. .• __ r;- . _._ _ _ _ _ 
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COAPOSITE PlAX-PlIH SUPlPlARY 
WUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LIS' LIS-IH.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN HunBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLEI 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 




---------------------------VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
PlIHIPlUPI 
---------------------------VALUE Tl"E RUNNO 
1 2.2466-84 6.8600+00 LFH938 -3.4486-04 6.9508+00 LFH942 
2 4.7706-05 6.0850+00 LFH940 -1.1415-84 7.1880+08 LFH933 
3 9.3153-0S 6.8650+80 lFC936 -1.2049-64 6.9580+00 LFH942 
4 3.9785-03 6.9400+90 LFC935 -9.0764-04 6.8600+00 LFC936 
5 6.6220-04 6.8050+08 LFH933 -2.8850-04 8.29S9+0e LFH938 
6 2.0185-04 7.1500+80 LFC938 -4.1090-04 6.7950+00 LFH942 
7 6.3788-04 6.8650+00 LFC936 -3.2810-03 6.9550+09 LFC942 
S 5.6866-04 6.7659+00 LFC948 -1.9259-83 6.8058+00 LFH943 
9 6.S888-84 6.9458+80 L~H942 -2.605S-84 6.7608+08 LFC940 
1e 1.0662-83 6.9500+00 LFH942 -3.8550-04 6.9080+00 LFC942 
11 1.0667-93 6.9350+00 LFH942 -9.8472-04 7.2350+00 LFC942 
12 4.5881-04 6.8950+00 LFC942 -~.6540-84 G.8488+08 LFH942 
13 7. 6855-0S 6.8see+ee LFC936 -3.9348-84 6.9480+80 LFH935 
14 1.6331+03 5.2850+88 LFH937 -1.6199+03 6.9350+00 LFH935 
15 1.2693+03 S.8se0+0e LFC942 -2.8199+03 6.8550+88 LFH937 
i6 2.8843+03 5.1959+08 LFH93? -4.3275+03 6.9380+80 LFH935 
17 1.6053+03 6.6780+80 LFH939 -1.0998+83 5.1658+00 LFH940 
18 t.4951+83 6.8500+89 LFH937 -9.3436+82 6.9080+68 LFC934 
19 4.7101-04 6.8800+80 LFC942 -1.2488-84 6.8780+88 LFC936 
20 4.4952-84 7.1558+80 LFH93S -8.8898-84 7.3488+80 LFC942 
21 1.3996+83 6.8588+08 LFC942 -1.8798+83 6.8508+88 LFH937 
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TABLE LTFleF (CONTINUED) 
COAPOSITE "AX-I'IIH SU""ARY 
YUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU~BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"IHG THIS TABLE' 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFC941 LFC9~2 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH931 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH948 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
"AXII'IUf'I "INUIUI'I 
ROW --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUPIBER VALUE TI"E RUHNO VALUE TI"E RUNHO 
23 1.3887-84 6.8458+08 LFC942 -1.2196-84 6.1958+88 LFH942 
24 1.519fiHi4 6.92eS+8e LFC942 -2.1111-84 6.8e8e+88 LFH942 
25 3.1879-84 6.8858+00 LFC942 -5.2'767-84 6.8388+88 LFH942 
as 2.854!H~4 7.1158+88 LFC935 -2. 3266Ht4 1.5408+8e LFH94e 
27 8.5773-05 6.8850+80 tFC942 -1.4099-84 6.8308+80 tFH942 
2S 6.7169-85 6.8888+88 LFC942 -4.3229-84 6.9458+88 LFH935 
29 1.1813-03 7.5400+08 LFC9::i9 -7.9808-84 6.8988+88 LFC934 
38 7.8161-04 1.54ee+e8 LFH948 -1.4855-83 7.1158+88 LFH935 
,'~' 
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COMPOSITE MAX-nIN SUAMARY 
YUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FOR"ING THIS TABLE' 
LBS370 LB5371 LB5372 LB5373 LB5374 
MAXIMUM "INI~UM 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------I, I NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
I ' 1 5.9791-04 2.7000-01 LBS371 -2.-1977-04 6.4000+00 U5370 
;: 2 8.3343-05 3.9000-01 LB5371 -1.7952-04 2.6500-01 LB53?1 i~ 3 2.4661-04 6.5100+00 L053?0 -1.9543-04 6.4000+00 LBS370 
:; .. 1.7125-03 2.3000-01 LBS372 -1.5096-03 1.5500-01 LB53?2 
;' 5 4.9435-04 3.4500-01 LB5373 -2.5030-04 5.8000-01 LB53?2 
:\ S 5.0963-04 2.7000-01 LB53?2 -1.6845-04 5.8500-01 L05371 
11 7 1.2652-03 5.8000-01 LB53?2 -1.5378-03 2.3000-01 LB5373 i- 8 7.6967-04 5.8000-01 LB5372 -1.2935-03 3.4500-01 LB5373 00 i'~ 9 4.2862-04 2.7000-01 U5372 -3.8316-04 6.3100+06 LB5370 "TI :!! 
it" 10 1.0775-03 2.8000-01 LOG371 -7.6103-04 3.9000-01 LBS371 ~e 
'I" 11 1.0478-03 2.7500-01 LB5373 -1.9130-03 3.3000-01 LB5373 o~ 
12 3.3219-04 5.8500-01 LB5371 -8.7838-04 2.7000-01 LB5372 ~r 
'L~ 13 1.6097-04 5.8000-01 LB5372 -2.6553-04 2.3500-01 LB5372 .0 'tI 
r': 14 6.5347+02 3.9000-01 LB53?! -5.9036+02 6.6250+00 LB5370 ~ ~ I'~' 15 2.0342+03 2.7000-01 LB5372 -8.3272+02 5.9000-01 US371 C i"i 
I~ 16 2.1908+03 3.9500-01 LOS371 -1.6901+03 3.5500-01 LB5371 ~~ I· 17 7.6103+02 3.4000-01 LB5373 -9.5856+02 3.9500-01 LB5371 
',I 18 1.0250+03 4.3000-01 LB5371 -1.1994+03 3.9500-01 LB5371 
!" 19 4.3922-04 2.7000-01 L153?1 -2.3039-04 6.3500-01 US371 :~ 20 7.4072-04 2.6500-01 L153?1 -3.6119-04 3.4000-01 LB5373 
" 21 2.1009+03 2.6500-01 LB5372 -5.4032+02 5.9000-01 LB5371 
Iff:: 22 5.9057-04 6. 31l'00-01 LB5371 -5.6428-0" 5.9000-01 '1.85371 
" 23 2.6996-04 2.3500-01 LB5371 -1.2473-04 5.9000-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LAN10F (CONTINUED) 
COP'lPOSITE "AX-MIN SUPlI'tARV 
WUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORYARD BAV 
THE FOLLO~ING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORP'lING THIS TABLEI 
LB5379 tB5371 LBS372 LBS373 tB5374 
P'lAXIMUI'J IUNII'IUI't 
ROt.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE 111"1£ RUNNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
85 4. 48S9-04 5.85010-91 LB5371 -S.7394-94 8.6599-91 LB5378 
8S 1.7945-04 6.3999-01 LB5371 -4,2449-94 2.6500-91 LB5371 
27 1.3579-104 5.115910-01 LB5371 -2.4798-94 8.6500-01 LB5378 
28 2.2417-04 8.2009-01 LB5371 -2.5149-04 2.3099-01 LB5373 
29 1.6771-03 2.2590-91 LB5372 -6.5725-0-1 8.2009-91 LB5371 
39 1.5808-103 2.6000-101 LB5371 -3.1469-104 6.2500-101 LB5371 
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! I 0 TABLE LTF10A ~ 'I , 
'''' l , 
'" CO"POSITE "AX-AIH SUI'I"ARY ! I '" I ! WUPPE GRIDPOIHT FORCES (LBS , LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
i , THE FOLLOYING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED Itl FORMING THIS TABLE1 I LAC933 LACD34 LAC935 LAe93e LACS37 LAC938 LACD3S LACD40 , 
I LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAN934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 
I I.AH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAM9 .. 1 LAH942 LANDO PlAXIPIIJ" PlIHII'IUIII It RO,lo! --------~------------------ ---------------------------I . 
~ I 
NU~BER VALUE TII'IE RUHHO VALUE TII'IE RUHHO 
, , 
1 1.9645-84 6.7358+89 LAC942 -4.2205-04 6.9450+99 ~At942 1'1 f ~ I 2 4.3812-95 4.2859+80 LAM940 -1.3566-94 6.8559+09 LAH939 : -I 
. , 3 8.5954-85 7.0000+09 LAC942 -1.6523-04 6.9450+00 LAC942 
, , 4 3.9824-93 6.9488+00 LAH935 -8.9711-04 6.8600+00 LAC936 i ~' 
lA 5 1.0189-03 1.7759+99 LAH935 -5.1168-04 7.68e9+99 LAH936 :'~ 6 1.5283-94 7.1480+99 LACS40 -3.8969-04 6.7800+00 LAH942 00 .. 7 9.5910-94 6.8600+88 LAH936 -3.5287-83 6.9409+08 LAC935 'TI::O I 8 8.9172-04 6.8800+08 LAH942 -2. 3627-G3 7.1708+08 LAH935 
"i5 : I, Ii 9 6.7837-184 6.9450+0e LAC942 -3.5263-84 6.88se+8e LAH942 0-0 2 19 1.018lHt3 6.9580+09 LAC935 -6.1923-94 6.8750+08 LAH942 ::oF! 11 1.4774-93 7.6350+ge LAH93? -1.2104-03 4.1250+00 LAC937 cO"t! I,. 12 2.9731-04 6.8890+80 LAC942 -3.6662-84 6.9450+18 LAC942 C::P , 
J:>G3 !4 13 6.8472-95 6.?700+ge LACD40 -3.9174-04 6.9359+08 LAH935 1'\ .M 14 5.1096+02 6.889~+e9 LAH942 -1.2959+03 6.8509+00 LAC939 ~m I:' 15 7.8706+02 6.?950+90 LAC948 -1.6816+93 6.8488+88 LAC939 
I 16 1.6536+83 6.8750+98 LAH942 -3.1618+03 6.8458+98 LAC939 ! 17 1.5928+83 6.9450+09 LAH936 -7.9850+82 6.8708+80 LAH935 
i i 18 1.lS·}5+83 6.9498+88 LAH936 -8.'471+82 6.7958+88 LACS48 
19 4.3582-84 6.9480+88 LAC935 -1.16U-04 6.7se8+88 LAC948 
~I ae 6.9168-84 7.6858+80 LAH936 -1.2429-03 7.?758+08 LAH935 j £11 1.1344+83 7.1580+08 LAC948 -1.2116+83 6.7708+8& LAH942 
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TAILE LTF18A (CONTINUED) 
COtlPOS!TE tlAX-tlIN SU"MARY 
WUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS , LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUH NU"BERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE' 
L~C933 LAC934 LAC93S LACD36 LAe937 LACS38 LAC939 LAC948 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 












---------------------------VALUE TInE RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
8.2364-85 7.5358+88 LAC948 -1.8912-84 7.228e+88 LAC939 
1.6285-84 7.6958+88 LAC934 -2.6538-04 7.5458+88 LAC937 
3.5750-84 6.8788+88 LAC942 -4.3425-04 6.8188+88 LAC942 
2.7299-84 7.6288+88 LAC939 -2.1587-84 7.548e+ee LAC948 
7.2842-85 6.8708+88 LAC942 -1.1553-84 6.7888+88 LAC939 
6.4485-85 6.8788+88 LAe936 -4.1519-04 6.8608+88 LAC939 
2.2341-83 7.7650+88 LAC93S -1.3266-83 7.6288+80 LAC938 
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TABLE LAN10A 
COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SU"MARY 
UUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS l LBS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLEI 




























VALUE TIME RUNNO 
".0663-04 2.200&-01 LB5372 
7.1161-05 5.6500-01 LB5372 
1.1250-84 3.1000-01 LB5372 
1.0936-03 5.0500-01 LB5373 
3.2706-04 3.3000-01 LB5373 
5.2424-04 2.1000-01 LB537~ 
1.1199-03 5.7500-81 LB5372 
7.863"-84 5.9000-01 LB5372 
3.8477-0~ 6.5000-01 LB5372 
9.6019-04 1.7500-01 LB537! 
7.2222-04 4.0500-01 LB5371 
3.7313-0" 6.0500-01 LB5372 
1."599-0" 5.8000-01 LB5372 
5.2133+82 4.2000-01 LB5373 
2.0773+03 2.8500-01 LIS37! 
1.1152+03 6.8500-01 LB5371 
6.5115+02 2.3000-01 LB5372 
7.8460+02 2.2508-01 LB5372 
3.4"83-04 3.2500-01 L1537! 
8.0301-04 2.2000-01 LI5371 
1.8718+03 2.2000-01 LBS31! 
3.9222-04 6.8000-01 LBS371 
1.9602-04 2.9000-01 LB5371 
1.2031-04 1.3050+00 LBS37! 
_. 
PlINII'IUM 
---------------------~-----VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
-1.3648-0" 6.5500-01 LB5372 
-1.7006-04 2.2000-01 LB5372 
--g,0166-05 6.S000-01 LB5372 
-1.23"7-03 5.7000-01 LB5372 
-2.5530-04 5.9000-01 LB5372 
-1.5057-04 6."500-01 LB5371 
-1."646-03 3.1500-01 LB5371 
-1.1627-03 3.1000-01 LBS3?1 
-3.5620-04 6.0000-01 LB5~72 
-5.9515-04 6.0000-01 LB53?2 
-1.6892-03 ".6000-01 LI5373 
-7.6792-04 3.0000-01 LI5371 
-2.1369-04 2.2500-01 LB5312 
- ..... 276+02 1.8000-01 tB5371 
-6.0875+02 6.0000-01 LB5372 
-1."145+03 2.3000-01 LBS372 
-5.9840+02 6.8500-01 LB53?1 
-8.6511+92 6.8500-01 LBS3?1 
-1.9085-0" 5.7000-01 L85372 
-1.5328-04 7.8508-01 LB53? .. 
-4.9302+02 6.e~00-e1 LB5372 
-4.7716-04 1.2500-01 LBS3?1 
-7.0181-05 6."000-01 LBS3?! 
-2.7420-04 3.2590-01 LB5371 
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TABLE LANteA (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE ~AK-"IN SUMMARY 
YUPPE GRIDPOINT FORCES (LBS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
TI-·;~ FOLLOWING RUN NUI'IBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORfUflG THIS TABLEa 
LB5370 LIS371 lB5372 LB5373 LB~374 
MAX II'IU" MINUtuit 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE 1UIE RUNNO VALUE TIME ~UNMO 
25 3.1668-94 6.0000-01 LBS372 -5.4379-94 3.00@6-01 LIS3?! 
26 1.3946-04 6.5000-01 LB5372 -4.5935-104 2.2500-01 LB5371 
27 8.1397-05 6.0000-01 LB5372 -1.8452-04 3.0000-01 LB5371 
28 1.5312-94 13.5000-(U LB53?2 -1.7619-04 3.5500-01 L153?1 
29 1.7212-03 4.71009-01 U53?1 -8. 664a-e4 5.6000-01 LB5372 
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TABLE LTF11C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ORBITER/PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD/AFT B 
~\ 
, THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 LFC941 LFC9 A 2 LFCS43 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH93? LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH94i LFH942 tFH943 tAC933 LAC934 LAC93S LAC936 LACS3? LACS3e LAC939 tAC940 lAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 LAH939 LAH940 LAH941 LAH948 LAH943 
I"'lAXI I1Uf1 MINH'IU!'I ROI.! 
NUPiDER VALUE TIME RUtiNO VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 1.9808+03 6.8650+00 ~AH936 -2.4963+04 6.8500+00 LAC939 2 1.1742+04 1.5450+00 LAC939 -6.60?~+03 7.3400+00 LFC942 3 3.3142+03 6.8600+00 LFC936 -2.6954+04 6.9400+60 LFH935 4 1.0607+04 7.2350+00 LFH942 -6.6653+03 7.S200+ee tFHS40 5 5.3349+03 7.1550+00 LFH938 -9.6516+03 7.3400+00 LFC942 6 1.3221+04 8.5050+00 LAH937 -1.3594+04 ?8800+00 LAH935 7 5.5723+03 7.5350+00 LFH940 -8.6509+03 6.9400+0e LFC935 
00 
"I'1:t1 
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COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMr.ARY 
ORBITER/PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LBS ~ LBS-IN.) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROW 
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COFlPOSI'l'E FlAK-MIN SU"FlARY 
ORBITER/PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.~ FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FO~nING THIS TRILEs 
L~C933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFCD36 tFeSS? L~C938 LFC939 LFC9~e 
tFCD4! LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH93S LFH936 LFH931 






---------------------------VALUE TII'1E RUNNO 
1 1.8451+93 6.1750+0' LFC938 -2.4e63+94 8.8se9+G8 LFC939 
2 1.1142+04 1.S45e+ee LFC939 -8.6810+83 1.3400+0& LFC942 
3 3.3142+83 6.8S8e+ee LFC936 -2.S954+04 6.9408+00 LFH935 
... 1.0601+84 1.2350+00 LFH942 -6.6653+83 1.6200+08 LFH948 
5 5.3349+93 1.1550+00 LFH938 -9.6516+03 1.3400+08 LFC942 
6 7.3984+03 8.2S00+e0 LFH942 -6.3539+83 8.3750+00 LFH942 
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TABLE LAN11F 
CO~POSITE MAX-AIN SU""ARY 
ORBITER/PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LBS & LBS-IN.) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEM SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 











--------------------------- ---------------------------VALUE TIME RUI'tNO 
8.4013+03 5.9500-01 LB5372 
c.0aa4+04 2.451010-01 LB5371 
8.7607+03 5.8000-01 LB5372 
1.8619+04 2.4500-01 LBS3?1 
1.41211+04 2.7000-01 LD537c 
7.3132+03 3.4500-01 LBS373 
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. COMPOSITE AAX-"IH SUI'I"ARV 
ORBITER'PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LIS l LIS-IN.) AFT B~Y 
THE FOLLOWING RUM NUHBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORAIHG r.iIS TABLE: 
LAC933 LAe934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC~39 LAC84e 
LAC941 LAC942 LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH93S LAH~36 L~~937 





UAWE 'l'!I'lE RIJHHG 
PlItt!FlU" 
UALUE TIRE RUNtto 
1 1.9818+03 6.8659+09 LAH936 -2.4eS3+0~ 6.8see+00 LAC939 
2 1.1142+04 ?54S0+ee LAC939 -6.5551+63 7.6380+00 LAC939 
3 1.2234+03 7.1?0e+ge LAH946 -2.3267+14 6.8550+19 LAC939 
4 1.0285+04 7.5489+00 LAC939 -6.6378+93 7.6200+60 LAC940 
5 4.7941+03 7.1S80+ee LACD40 -9.6135+93 6.1900+00 LAC942 
6 1.3221+84 8.sese+0e LAH937 -1.3594+04 7.820e+00 LAH935 
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COMPOSITE MAX-"IN SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET BOUNDARY FORCES (LIS & LIS-IN.) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BE~S HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEs 
1.85370 LB5371 US::!7!! LB5373 LB5374 
"AXU'IUI'I I'IINII'IUPI 
ROI.! -------.... _------------------ ---------------------------NUi'lBER VALUE TII'1E RUNNO VALUE TINE RI.lNNO 
i 7.0278+03 5.Seee-91 LB5372 -8.1171+03 3.4000-01 LI5371 
:! 1.9685+94 i! • i!0100-0 i LB5371 -3.8832+03 5.6500-01 LB5371 
:3 7.9639+03 7.1000-91 LBS372 -9.7228+03 3.4000-01 LBS:3'd 
dIj 1.8544+84 2.2009-01 LB53'?1 -4.0812+03 5.6S00-01 LB5372 
S 1.0748+04 3.0009-01 L8S3?1 -2.6139+013 6.0000-01 LBS372 
Ii 7.1010+03 3.0S00-01 LBS3?3 -3.2967+013 5.8500-01 LBS371 
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RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT ROW NUMBER DESCRIPTION.................... D-2 
LIFTOFF COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS................ D-3 
LANDING COMPOSITE PAYLOAD RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS............... D-6 
LIFTOFF FORWARD PAYLOAD RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS.................. D-8 
LANDING FORWARD PAYLOAD RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS................. D-lO 
LIFTOFF AFT PAYLOAD RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS....................... D-12 























































RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT DOFS 
GRID POINT # DOF DESCRIPTION 
200 X 
200 Z 
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COMPOSITE MAX-nIN SUM~ARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. & RADS) FORWARD/AFT BAY 
THE FC~LOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE; 
LFC933 LFC93~ LFC935 LFC936 tFCIlIS? LFC938 LFC939 LFC940 
LFC94! LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH93? 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LAC933 LAC934 
LAC935 LAC93S LAeS3? LAC938 tAC939 LAC940 LAC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAHSII33 LAHSII34 LAH935 LAH936 LAH93? LAH938 LAH939 
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TABLE LTF13C (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE "AX-MIN SU~nARV 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. l RADS) FORWARD/AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN S£ARCHED 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 L~H942 
LAC935 LAC936 LAC93? LAC938 LAC939 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 
LAH940 LAH941 LAH942 LAH943 














NUMBER VALUE TI"E RUNNO VALUE TII'IE RUNNO 
20 1.1710-02 8.2800+00 LAH935 -1.1277-02 8.5050+00 LAh~17 
lH 2.6582-03 6.7900+00 LFC942 -1.3779-03 6.7900+00 LAH9~~ 2') I. -4.67"1-02 2.0300+00 LFH943 -5.6159-01 8.1950+00 LFH939 
E3 2.2667-01 6.9850+00 LFC942 -4.1722-01 6.9300+00 LFH942 
24 8.1461-03 6.8450+00 LFH942 -1.3109-02 6.9850+00 LFC94£ 
25 2.5073-03 7.0600+00 LAH935 -2.7459-03 7.5700+00 LAC94B 
26 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH94:1 
27 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH94:~ 
28 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 
29 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 
30 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 
31 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 
32 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 0.0000 0.0000 LAH943 
33 3.10S9-01 6.7850+00 LAC942 -1.2718-01 6.8700+00 LAH942 
34 9.4575-02 7.6550+00 LFH93" -2.7027-01 6.9400+00 LFH935 
35 8.6994-02 6.8750+00 LFH936 -3.4913-01 6.9400+00 LAC935 
36 4.7503-02 6.9100+00 LFC937 -5.2673-02 6.9900+00 LFC942 
37 7.7580-02 ~.8750+00 LAH942 -2.2S09-01 6.9400+00 LAC935 
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TABLE LTF13C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-~IM SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. & RADS) FORWARD/~FT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROY 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC93? LFC938 LFC939 LFC9~0 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH937 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH940 LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 LACg33 LAe934 
LAC935 LAC936 LAe937 LAC93S LAC939 LAC940 ~AC941 LAC942 
LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 LAH936 LAH937 LAH938 tAH939 
LAH940 LAM941 LAH942 LAH943 
I'IAXIPIUM MINIMUPI 
--------------------------- ---------------------------
N!JMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TII'lE RUNNO 
39 4.0785-02 6.8650~00 LFC936 -2.0464-01 6.9300+00 LFH935 
40 2.5412-01 7.7760+00 LAH936 -2.2010-01 7.6850+00 LAH935 
00 
."11 :u 
is "D-0::: ~je 
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"" TABLE LAN13C 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARV 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. ~ RADS) FWD & AFT BAV 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE: 
ROId 
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TABLE LAN13C (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. & RADS) FWD & AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLEt 
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TABLE LTF13F 
COMPOSITE MAX-MIN SUMMARY ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. & RADS) FORWARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUnDERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEs tFeS33 tFCS34 LFC935 LFC936 LFC937 LFC938 LFC9:319 LFC94e LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 tFH935 LFH936 LFH937 LFH938 LFH939 lFH94e LFH941 LFH942 LFH943 
ftAXIPiUf'I I'IINIAUFI ROY 
--------------------------- ---------------------------NUI"l8ER VALUE TIllE RUNNG VALUE TIME RUNNO 
1 8.0e9' 0.eee8 LFH943 G).eeee 8.eeee tFH943 2 a.eeee e.eeee LFH943 e.0800 i.ieee LFH943 :31 G.alee G.eeee LFH943 llI.eeee e.®e~8 LFH943 4 e.eeee e.eeee LFH943 0.08e0 !iI.ieee LFH943 5 G.Geee e.eeee LFH943 9.0000 0.0e00 LFH943 6 e.eeee 0.e900 LFH943 e.08e6 9.0a00 LFH943 7 0.eeee i.oeee LIFH9"3 0.eee0 0.0e09 LFH943 8 1.9993-01 6.8450+0e LFH936 -\5.21e9-01 G.93ee+ee LFH935 9 1.8486-02 7.5459+00 LFH939 -8.194&)-03 7.3350+00 LFC942 10 1.6652-02 6.8600+00 LFC937 -2.2469-03 6.780'+06 LFH938 11 5.9431'HU 8.2500+00 LFH942 -1. cnss-el 6.7250+09 LFC942 iii! 8.6753-93 7.3258+00 LFC942 -1.6812-02 1.5450+00 LFH937 ~~ 13 2.2964-93 6.8650+00 LFH936 -1.8140-12 6.9459+08 LFC93S 
'17-14 -4.7702-02 1.8550+00 LFC943 -S.878EHU 6.9350+00 LFH935 o~ 15 3.7717-01 7.96se+0e lFH935 -2.7212-01 6.9800+00 LFC942 o~ 16 :1..1841-02 6.8600+00 LFC937 -8.2748-03 7.1550+00 LFH938 =<:1,.. 17 1.58UH~3 6.9750+00 LFH940 
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TABLE LTF13F (CONTINUED) 
COI'1POSITE I'1AX-"IN SU"~ARV 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. , HADS) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NU"BF~S HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE I 
LFC933 LFC934 LFC935 LFC936 LFC931 LFC938 LFC939 LFC948 
LFC941 LFC942 LFC943 LFH933 LFH934 LFH935 LFH936 LFH931 
LFH938 LFH939 LFH94e LFHD41 LFH942 LFH943 
fIIAXIi'lUFI I'IIHII'1UI't 
ROY --------------------------- -------~-------------------tlUnDER VALUE TUIE RIJNtlO VALUE TIRE RUtlHG 
23 2.2661-01 6.985@+00 LFC942 -~ .1122-81 6.9388+81 LFH942 
24 8.1461-03 6.8451+89 LFH942 -1.:3189-62 6.9858+08 LFC942 
25 2.022t.-83 1.3350+00 LFH933 -2.0886-83 6.8458+00 LFH935 
26 I.eeee 1.0eee LFH9Jj3 0.00100 0.0GEl0 LFH943 
21 0.0eee 0.0000 LFH943 0.0000 0.00ee LFH943 
28 0.9000 I.eeee LFH!)43 0.0eee 0.0009 LFH943 
29 0.0000 8.80e0 LFH943 e.0~ee i.eese LFH943 
30 9.000e 0.800e ['FH943 0. GeIBel 0.0eG/j LFH943 
31 0.00100 0.0000 LFH943 0.eeee 0.ilDfJee LFH943 
32 0.0090 0.080e LFH943 8.fJe00 e.e~00 LFH943 
33 2.9413-81 is.9400+ee LFH935 -1.246EHI1 6.8610+00 LFC936 
34 9.4575-02 7.6550+00 LFH934 -2.7eS?-tU 6.9400+00 LFH93S 
35 8.6994-12 6.8750+00 LFH936 -3.35UHU 6.88&e+00 LFC942 
36 4.1503-02 6.9100+00 LFC937 -5.267'3-02 6.9900+00 LFC942 
31 4.2741-02 6.8180+80 LFH936 -2.0371-IIU 6.9409+ee LFC93S 
38 1.821!,HH. 1.6250+00 LFH936 -1 .... 348-61 6.geeO+00 LFH942 
39 4.0i'85-02 6.8650+00 LFC936 -2. 0464-ElI1 6.9360+00 LFH935 
48 1.829S-CU 1.2450+8e LFH939 -:l..:Tl3e?-0:1. 7.7450+00 LFC938 
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COMPOSITE P1AX-"IN SUMMARV 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. , RADS) FORYARD BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TABLE3 
LB53?0 LBS:3?1 LB5372 LB53?3 LBS374 
MAXli'IUN 1'1 I NII'IUI'I 
ROI.! --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIME RUNNO VALUE TUIE RUliNO 
1 0.0000 0.e000 LBS37 ... 0.0000 0.0090 US37 .. 
2 0.9000 0.0800 LiS37 ... 0.10000 0.0000 UlS3?" 
:3 0.0060 0.18£100 US374 0.000e 0.0000 LBS374 
4 0.0000 0.00180 US3? ... 0.0600 0.0008 US374 
5 0.0000 0.0000 US374 0.0000 0.ee00 U5374 
6 0.0000 0.00913 U5374 0.eeee 0.0008 LBS37"! 
? 0.0000 0.0000 US374 0.0000 10.0000 U5374 
8 3.2645-01 3.4000-01 LB5372 -3.4658-01 4.7500-01 LBS371 
9 3.0115-02 2.4590-01 LB5371 -5.7756-03 6.1000-01 LB5372 
10 9.9684-03 2.2500-01 LBS372 -4.9291-03 6.2800+00 lB5370 
11 2.9750-01 1.1850+00 US3'?1 -3.2373-01 8.6509-01 U53'?2 
12 6.3782-03 6.0500-01 LB53?2 -2.8933-02 2.5000-01 lB5371 
13 5.0188-03 8.1500-01 LB53f1 -1.0241-02 2.3000-01 LB5372 
14 3.9347-01 3.3500-01 US372 -1.4533-01 4.7000-01 LB5371 
15 2.8635-01 4.2500-01 LB5371 -3.62S9-01 5.8500-01 LBS371 
16 8.9999-03 S.85@0-01 LIS3?1 -2.1748-02 2.7000-101 LB5372 
17 2.7639-03 7.3500-01 LBS371 -1.4438-03 1.8000-91 lB5311 
18 1.2593-01 8.10e0-01 1.85371 -6.0635-01 2.2506-0:1. US3?!:! 
19 3.2508-01 6.9500-01 lBS3?1 -1.7037-01 5.8500-01 LBS37!. 
210 1.8043-03 4.7000-01 LB5371 -7.2107-03 3.4500-01 LB5373 
21 3.7055-03 3.8500-01 LIS371 -2.1927-03 6.3500+60 LB5370 
22 3.8772-101 3.5500-01 L153?1 -1.3772-01 4.6560-61 LB5371 
23 3.7988-01 3.8500-01 LOS37! -8. 7662-C1I1 4.2600-01 LIS3?! 
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TABLE LAN13F (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE MAx-nIH SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. , RADS) FOR~ARD BAY 
THE FOLLOYXNG RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEA~eHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LBS370 LBS3?:!. LB5312 LB5373 LB5~74 
I'IAXII'lUrt i'lINIMUi'I 
ROId --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUi'lBER VALlIE TIAE RUNNO VALUE TInE RUNNO 
e5 1.6588-03 1.8500-01 LB53?1 -2.5537-03 4.3500-01 LBS3?1 
26 0.0000 0.000e LBS374 0.0000 0.0000 US3? .. 
27 9.0000 6.0000 U53?4 11).0000 0.0000 US37 .. 
28 0.0000 0.0000 US3? .. 0.0000 0.0600 LBS3? .. 
Cl9 0.0000 10.0900 LB5374 0.00013 0.0000 LBS374 
30 9.0000 0.0000 US3?.!! 0.0000 10.0000 LB5374 
31 0.00130 0.0009 LB5374 0.0000 10.0000 U5374 
32 0.00010 0.00100 LB53?4 0.0900 0.0'100 U53? .. 
33 3.3313-02 7 • 5500-01 US3?! -2.1854-01 2.6500-01 LB53?! 
34 2.3264-01 Cl.7000-01 1.15371 -4.eCl73-02 5.9500-01 LI53?! 
35 2.713?-01 3.9000-01 US371 -2.4489-01- 3.5500-01 L85371 
36 B.2984-0Cl Cl.7000-01 LB537Cl -4.0371-0Cl 5.9000-01 LB53?1 
37 1.2307-01 3.9000-01 LB5371 -9.3299-02 ?5500-01 LB5371 
38 2.0628-01 :3.300EH'l! LB5373 -7.9975-0Cl 1.0700+00 LBS3?! 
39 1 ... 095-01 3.9500-01 LB53?! -1.016S-0i 3.5500-01 LB537! 
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CO~POSITE MAX-I'tIH SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IH. , RADS) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUI'tIERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORMING THIS TAILEs 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LAC937 LAC938 LAC93g LAC94e 
LACS41 LACS"! LAC943 LAH933 LAH934 LAH935 tAM936 LAH937 











































































---------------------------Uil\LUE 'fIFiE RUNNO 
I.eeee I.eel. LAH943 
e.eaee EI.eeee 1.AH943 
e.ee01 9.8"8 LAH943 
'.tlIeel I.0eee LAH943 
e.eeee 8.0868 LAH943 
e.0elO e.eeee LAH943 
10.818" i.eeee LAH943 
-3.9111-11 7.1286+el LAC939 
-1.3152-12 7.2608+98 tAHSl37 
-1.82aS-83 6.7706+08 LAC948 
-4.e112-I1 1.2sse+a8 LAH93B 
-1.5481-82 7.5489+18 LAC939 
-1.6635-82 6.8688+08 tAC939 
-5.3?8SHII1 6.8588+80 LRCgaS 
-2.3341-81 7.8116+88 tAC931 
-7.1327-03 1.1500+01 LAC940 
-3.1804-11)3 1.3451+08 tAN937 
-5.2186-01 6.8se0+ee LAH937 
-2.'7313-91 7.2558+09 LAH931 
-1.1277-02 8.5850+08 tAHSl37 
-1.377IHb3 6.7980+le LAH94e 
-5.4526-81 S.1gee+ee tACB3e 
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TABLE LTF13A (CONTINUED) 
COMPOSITE "AX-HIH SUPI"ARY 
OR8ITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. , RADS) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOWING RUN NUnBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORnING THIS TABLEs 
LAC933 LAC934 LAC935 LAC936 LACD3? LAC938 LAC939 LAC940 
tACD41 LAC942 LACD43 LAH933 LAH934 LAH93S LAH936 LAHU3? 
LAH938 tAHD39 LAHS4. tAHD41 tAH942 LAMS43 
PlAXlPiUI'I ftIHlftUPI 
ROU --------------------------- ---------------------------NUPilBER VALUE TIPIE !lYNNO VALUE TIRE RUNHO 
23 2. eS88-IU 8.?8Se+ee LAC942 -2.9414-11 6.8e8e+0e LACD4' 
24 6.1148-83 7.5358+88 tACS4e -1.2627-102 5.8sse+ee LAC939 
25 2.5173-03 1.0608+08 tAH935 -2. 745!H~3 7.S70e+ee LAC942 
a6 e.eeee 0.0ee0 lAHS43 e.eeee I.eeee LAHS43 
27 0.900e i.a0ee UH9"'3 l.e000 e.90ee LAH9"'3 
28 9.le8e 0.1000 LAH9-43 0.6e90 18.0800 L6%H943 
29 0.00ee 0.13008 LAH943 s.eeee llI.eeeo LI\H943 
39 I.!!lell e.8eee UH943 I.eeee e.eeee LAH943 
31 Ii.aeee e.eeee LAH943 a.eeee e.eeee LAH943 
:ill:! e.eeee e.eeee LAH943 e.eeee i.eele LAH943 
33 3.1089-81 6.1859+e0 LAC942 -1.2718-01 6.8190+00 LAH942 
34 8.8792-02 1.5400+118 LAC948 -2.5446-01 6.8S50+el LRCgaS 
35 6.692S-02 6.B?I.+ee LAC942 -3. 4913-eu. 6.9400+01 LAC935 
36 4. 13Ell5-ea 6.98el+60 LACS .. 0 -4.5115-92 6.8451+le LAC939 
31 7.7581-e2 6.8750+0e LAH942 -2. 26eSHU. 6.9418+00 LAC935 
38 2.5354-01 ?sesl+ee LAH935 -8. 4332-e1 ?E~ee+ee LAH936 
39 3.4404-12 6.S7ee+.e LAC94a -1.S2ilil-G!. 6.9458+80 LAC935 
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COMPOSITE "AX-MIN SUMMARY 
ORBITER~PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. ~ RADS) AFT BAY 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAUE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE' 
LDS3?0 LB53?1 LBS312 LBS3?3 LBS3?" 
I'lAXI I'IUI'I 1'1 IN II'lUI'I 
ROLl --------------------------- ---------------------------NUMBER VALUE TIME FlUtiNO VALUE TI"E RUNNO 
1 0.0000 0.0000 LBS3?4 0.13000 0.0000 LlS3?4 
2 9.0000 0.0006 LlS3?4 10.0000 0.0000 LlS3? ... 
3 0.9000 0.0000 LSS3?4 1$.0000 0.0000 US3? ... 
.. 0.0009 0.01000 LB53?4 0.10000 0.13000 US3? ... 
5 0.0900 0.0080 LB53?4 0.00100 0.00010 US3? ... 
6 0.0000 0.0000 LIl53? ... 0.10000 10.0800 LB53? ... 
7 0.0000 0.0000 LB5374 0.01300 0.0000 1.853?4 
8 1S.8116-02 7.95013-01 L053n -7.1190-01 2.2000-91 L05371 
9 3.2623-02 2.2500-01 LB53?1 -5.7940-03 3.9500-01 LBS37! 
113 ?0408-03 2.2000-01 LIS37! -4.9?3EHiI3 8 .... 000-61 LBS3?2 
11 5.8038-01 2.2500-01 L85371 -3.1940-91 3.9500-01 LBS3?1 
12 S.839iH1l3 4.0000-01 LB53?! -3. 13?6-02 2.2900-01 LIS3?1 
13 IS. 14 i!:H113 8.456""-01 LBS3?2 -6.1126-03 3.4000-01 LIS3?! 
14 2.4377-01 1.5000-01 LB5372 -7.3525-02 5.0500-01 LB5372 
15 3.9555-01 2.9500-01 LIS37! -6.4038-02 6.0500-61 LBS3?2 
Hi 3.8974-03 6.0500-01 LB5372 -1.7180-02 2.9500-01 L153?1 
17 2.0337-03 4.8500-01 LB537! -2.523?-03 6.5050+00 LB53?0 
18 2.8990-01 3.9500-01 LB5371 -2. 288EHU 4.9500-01 LBS3?2 
19 4.5200-01 2.3000-01 LBS3?1 -?7026-02 6.50130-01 LB53?i 
20 2.9n6-0:31 5.8500-01 LB53?1 -5.84"'9-03 3.0500-01 LB53?3 
21 3.655S-03 2.2000-01 LBS371 -1.3982-133 7.9000-01 LBS371 
22 2.2659-01 1.5e00-01 LB53?2 -6.8517-02 5.0500-01 LB53?2 
23 6.2890-02 5.0000-01 LB53?2 -3.8757-91 3.0000-01 tB5371 
24 1.6246-02 2.9500-01 LB53?1 -6.2?f.!3-03 6.0500-01 LB5372 
.-.:' . .. ",IRiI 
~g 
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TABLE LAN13A (CONTINUED) 
CO"POSITE ~AX-"IN SUMMARY 
ORBITER/PALLET REL. DISPL. (IN. & RADS) AFT BA¥ 
THE FOLLOYING RUN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SEARCHED IN FORI'IING THIS TABLE: 
US::!?G LB5311 LBS372 U53?::! LB5374 
I'lAXIMUI'I fJl IN UIUI'! 
ROY --------------------------- ---------------------------
NUMBER VALUE TIi"IE RUNNO VALUE TIME RUfiNO 
25 3.1554-03 3.5009-1\)1 LB5311 -2.1465-83 4.9000-01 LB53?1 
218 e.eeee 0.9000 Li53?4 0.~00e 0.0000 LB53?4 
27 0.0000 0.000e U53?4 9.0000 0.0000 U53?4 
28· 0.00e0 0.0000 tB5374 e.00~0 0.0000 U53? .. 
29 0.0060 0.0090 L85374 0.0000 0.000e U53? .. 
30 0.0ee0 0.0000 Ll53?4 0.0000 9.0e00 U53?4 
31 0.0000 0.0000 U5374 0.0000 0.0000 l85374 32 . 0.0099 0.0000 US374 0.0000 0.0000 LB5374 
33 6.9635-02 6.3500-91 LIS3?! -2.3902-101 2.2500-01 LB53?1 
34 2.3447-01 2.2500-01 U5371 -4.0748-02 6.2500-01 LB5372 
35 i .5715-91 6.8000-01 1.B5371 -2.0119-01 2.2500-01 lB5372 
36 9.0119- 02 2.8500-01 U5371 -3.2061-02 5.9500-01 lB53?2 
37 7.0863-02 7.3000-01 1.85312 -9.7036-102 1.8000-91 l85311 
38 2.8799-01 4.6999-01 L85373 -5.0814-02 5.6000-01 lB5311 
39 9.2789-02 6.8500-EU LB5371 -7.0?42-02 3.2000-61 tB5371 
49 7.4431-02 5.6500-01 lB53?4 -2.3989-01 2.2500-01 lB5371 
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FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-3 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-9 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-15 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-21 
LOH935 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-27 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-33 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-39 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-45 
LOH936 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAYLO";D ............................... E-51 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-57 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-63 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-59 
LOC937 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-75 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy....................... ......... E-81 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..... ..................... ........... E-87 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................ ..................... E-93 
LOH937 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ... .,.......................... E-99 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy ................................ E-105 
A~··T BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ...... ,.............................. E-U1 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-117 
LOC938 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-123 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy ............................. ,.. E-129 
AF'f BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-l35 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..... ....................... ......... E-14I 
LOH938 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-147 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-153 
AF'f BAY INTEGRATED PAYLOAD.. .............. ............. ........ E-159 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-165 
LOH940 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ........................ " •••••• 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy ............................... . 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD .................................... . 
























FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-197 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-203 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD ................. ,................... E-209 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-215 
LOC942 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-221 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-227 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-233 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-245 
LOH942 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-251 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-257 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-263 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-269 
LB5371 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-275 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-281 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-287 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-293 
LB5372 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-299 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-305 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-311 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy............................ ......... E-317 
LB5373 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD .................... ,.......... E-323 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-329 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-335 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-341 
LB5374 
E-2 
FORWARD BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD............................... E-347 
FORWARD BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy................................ E-353 
AFT BAY INTEGRATED PAyLOAD..................................... E-359 
AFT BAY CRUCIFORM ASSEMBLy..................................... E-365 
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LOC935 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - F~D BAY - Y-DIR 
"lea II ~JI 
v - 0IV 
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LOC935 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Z-DIR 
2-r-------,------~r_------._------~------~------~ 
'" p • At,,'" ">10' ~ A"WI\n "AI" "" V n-v;'''';'' tr" 1 ¥- I. u'li 
INPUT SPONSE 
-2-+1--~--~--_,-----r_--r_--+_--~--+_--,_--~--~--~ o 2 4 6 8 10 12 TIME-SEC 
20 
- SHOCK SPECTRA - TS .. 
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lOC93S - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUD BAV - RZ-DIR 
0.00S-r------~------~r-------r-------.--------~------~ 
INPUT 
G' 5/1, .. °130 
-.005-r--.---t--'r--+---r--1---.-~r-~--~--'-~ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
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LFC935 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FWD BAV - X-DIR 
2~-------r------'-------.-------r------'-------, 
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LFC935 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FWD BAV - RX-DIR 
0.02-r-------.-------,r-------r-------.-------.-------~ 
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LFC93S - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FUD BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.01-.-------.-------,,-------,-------,-------,-------, 
"'/5 1",0.00 I "";"rg\M Q / n -ihJgQ~1f J"l
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LOH93? - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUD BAY - RY-DIR 
0.0a I ·--------~-------,--------,-------ir __ _=--, 
INPUT 
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SHOCK SPECTRA Q .. ae 
"111 
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LOH93? - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.0e5~------~~------T-------~-------r------~-------' 
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LFH937 - CRUCIFORn NET C.G. - FYD BAY - X-DIR 
2-T------~~------r_------~------_r------~------~ 
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LFH93? - CRUCIFOR" NET c.G. - FWD BAV - V-DIR 
e.s-r------~--------r_------,_----_r_r------_T------~ 
INPUT 
G'S 0.0 I I"~ 
G'S 
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TS .. .0 
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LFH937 - CRUCIFORM HET e.G. - FWD BAV - RX-DIR 
0.02-r-------T------~------~------~------~------~ 
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LFH93? - CRUCIFOR~ NET C.G. - FYD BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.01-r------r------r------r------r·------r-----~ INPUT 
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I I I '. • I 
" 5 S ., 8910 FREQUENCY - HZ 
'. 2 
8 10 12 
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TF • 10.2 
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10 2 .. 6 
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Q .. 20 
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LOH937 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - Y-DIR 
l-T------~~------~------~------_r------~------~ INPUT 
G ' S 0 I h"J'.!'iIIllIlJl\fII1 
Ii -1 L-.--Jh. -+--r-+--'--T-~:----,~ p i 
~ ~ o a 6 
TUIE-SEC 
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G'S 
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LOH9~7 - PAVLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAV - Z-DIR 
l-T------~r-------~------,_------_r------~------_, 
-1 I I 
-2 1-= 
o a .. 6 
TII"IE-SEC 
5 
· SHOCK SPECTRA 
· Q .. 20 
· 
· trI' IJ.! III 
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lOH93? - PAVLOAD NET e.G. - AFT BAV - RX-DIR 
0.01-r-------,------------r---------,-----------r----------.----------, 
INPUT 
G' 51' It?· 00 -r----I-~I4lL4.1a . ?r~~
-.01-+--~--~--~~---~---~---~--~--~----r----+--~---~ 
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LOH931 - PAYLOAD NET e.G. - AFT BAY - RY-DIR 
e.e1-r------~---------~-------~-------_,-------_,--------~ 
GI S/IN0. 00 
INPUT 
SPONS 


























I a -' -'- ' I I ~ I 3 <4 S 6 7 a 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
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LOH93? - PAYLtiAD NET e.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.005-r------~-------~-------~-------~-------~------~ 
G'S/1t.·eeeJI---~~~ _ ..... V!lIItn 
INPUT 
!;POMS 
-.00S-JI--,---t--,r--iJ--r--1---~--~_.--~--,-~ o 2 
.. 6 8 10 12 TII'IE-5EC 0.050 
- SHOCK SPECTRA TS • 
.0 
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LAH93? - CRUCIFOR~ NET C.G. - ArT BAY - X-DIR 
2-r-------T------~----
e I I I 











TS .. .0 
TF .. 10.2 
12 
0 I II .'IfIffIl'I.'ffI i II 111111111111111111111111 Fffflflll II R 11111111 Ii Iii Ii Ii Ii Ii i Ii Ii" II 
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2 3 .. S 6 ? 8910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS .. .0 
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LAH93? - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - AFT DAY - Z-DIR 
2~------~--------r-------'-------~------~------~ INPUT 


















Q • 20 
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LAH937 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
I e.02-r----~------r-----~------r-----~----~ INPUT SPONSE 
G' SI'IN0 • 00 
,I 
-.02-+----~---4---~--~~--~--~--~----+---~---+--~~~ 
! ~ 4 
~ A-.. 
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LAH93? - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RY-DIR 
0.02-r-------,--------r-------~----~_.------~------_, 
INPUT 



















4 5 S ? 8, 916 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 i2 
TS • .6 
TF .. 10.2 
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LAH93? - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
e.e2~------~--------r-------~------~-------T-------' 




o 2 4 1& 8 10 12 
nAE-SEC 
0.2 
SHOCK SPECTRA 15 .. .0 Q • 20 TF D le.a 
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1 2 3 4 5 S ? 8 910 2 3 4 5 1& ? 8 qec FREQUENCY - HZ 
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LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FYD BAY - X-DIR 
e-r------~--------r-------~-------_r-------_r-------~ INPUT 
e I I 
-2 I 1M II 'III'·.... T --
-4 
I 
e 2 .. IS 8 .te 12 
TUIE-SEC 
10 
~ SHOCK SPECTRA ~ 15 .. .0 Q .. 20 TF .. 10.5 
0 rrrr_, , , ,,!'fill!!!!!! 11I111I1I1Fi filiI! m IIIIffi I Fill fA fii i Ii Ii Ii Ii Ii Ii i Iii iii d 
i 'lll II II IAHlY 
-10 \II 
-20-+------~--~~~T_~-r~------~---_r--r_~~~~ 
1 2 3 .. 5 IS 7 8 919 2 3 "I S 6 ? 8 !lea 
FREQUENCV - HZ 
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o 2 .; 6 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
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SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 
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LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - ~WD BAY - Z-DIR 
2~------~r-------r-------.--------r------~------~ INPUT 
~pnN~ 
G'S e ~ • 'II .... A "~.,,, AAA~"fi AM' II IiJ' 4ihh .. P...... • V Y ,jfT#IJ~A Iii 
-2~1--~--+-~r-~--~--~--~--r--,---+--~~ 
o 2 
" IS 8 1e 12 
T Il'iE -SEC 
20 
· SHOCK SPECTRA TS " .0 · 
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LOC938 - PAYLOAD HET C.G. - F~D BAV - RX-DIR 
e.01~------~~------r-------~-------r-------.------~ 
G/S/IN0. ee 1+---~~~~ _ h J
-.01 I -, 
o e 4 6 
TIME-SEC 
0.050 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
-















-.050 , I • • • • ~ • I '. 
:1 2 :3 .. 5 S '1 89i0 2 
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12 
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LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET e.G. - F~D BAY - RY-DIR 
e.0a-r--------~--------~------~-------_,--------_,---------_. 
INPUT 






























s 18 12 
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.0 
TF • 10.5 
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FREQUENCY - HZ 
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LOC938 - PAVLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.ges-'r------r------~-----.-------.------ri----~ INPUT 
SPONS 
























SHOCK SPECTRA Q B 20 
At 
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TUIE-SEC 
i iii i 
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8 10 12 
T5 .. .0 
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...... 
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1111 i III r 
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FREQUENCY - HZ 
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TS .. .8 
TF • 18.5 
11111111 I IILUHIW II 11111 II 
I I I I I I I 


































""_" .. ', .,_"" '''"'''''''m.,'' ,.".,.",:! .. "1Jl'~.,.:..c~'. Pc." ••... ,.". \,~  
LFC938 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FYD BAV - Z-DIR 
2-.------~--------r_------,_-------r_------~------~ INPUT 
.til ~r ~A"'_ t' t.,IAI1I ••• '" a..naftA.A~JII , v ~ .. ,"vSi wi ,,,,,<IF lTv' 
-2-+1---T---+---T---4--~---4--~--~--~--~~~~~ 





SHOCK SPECTRA TS • 
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LFC938 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FUn BAY - RX-DIR 
0.02 ~--------~-------r------~---------
G/s/IN°·e0-i!--------~~~ is., '.A 
INPUT 
SPONS 
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FREQUENCY - HZ 
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111111111111111111 
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lFC938 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FYD BAY - R2-DIR 
e.01-r----------,----------r--------,---------,--------r--------, 
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LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - ~-DIR 
2~-------,--------r-------'--------r-------?------~ INPUT 
Ii) I • 
-2~1------~------4-------+-~ 
-4 
Ii) 2 .. 6 8 10 12 
TII'1E-SEC 
10 
SHOCK SPECTRA T5 • .0 00 ."11 ::tJ 
Q • 20 TF .. U~.5 "VG; 0-
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FREQUENCY - HZ 
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LOC938 - PAVLOAD NET e.G. - AFT BAY - Y-DIR 
1-T------~--------~------,_------_r------~-------~ INPUT 




































• • ~ I , I ~ 
:3 4 5 S 78910 a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • • ill 
TF • 119.5 
~ , . ~.'" 










""- :£ - -_ .... " -'.- .. ....'"'.m~ ...  ...... __ ______ __. 




























LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET c.G. - AFT BAY - Z-DIR 
1 
































Ii 10 12 
TS .. .0 
TF .. 19.5 
IIIIUL : tWllll" 111111111111111111111111111111' 
-
• I I i i ii' I i i i I i j i r 
2 :3 .. 56? 8 fle2 :3 .. 5 6 '1 B 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
_ - _. - ,.~. ._. "'- ____ ".,it.~,_~~~ .... _ ~ - C' ... :1\ .. -
~,gS LM;;a;;Qij,L22 tr! t ::;;=1 1M ZMiAtRMWfIm i£9Wi.4LJL ;4% 


































t:r:f :. I 
, i-' 
• 
,--~~---.~~~~~--~.~,....-,-".,.~~,..".~~--- p-' .~~-.~ ' •• -'~"" 
LOC938 - PAYLOAD NET e.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
e.0i-T------~--------r-------,--------r------~------~ 
INPUT 
G'S/INe•ee --r1----i~~JJJ . ~"M
-.01-4+---r-~--~---+---r--~--~--+---r-~--~---i 




SHOCK SPECTRA TS .. .0 










• I • I I -'- ~ I I ~ , , I ~ -'- ~ I -.05 
1 2 3 .. 5 IS ? 8910 2 :3 4 S 6 "I 8 !lea 










.' . :g ~~--:--:--:.. = -.. -, ':;;;;.::;:--,> -- --,-- - < -'- ~-:.:--.::.~  W!bittiEiiliiiL JE i!!62iia& 
r,~ 
I , 



























. "',-::'7('-' ~ -2~: ,:;''''f'( 






















G " 20 
Al11l1l'n1'T. 
I.U II J IIII~ 








I ~ I • • I 
3 "I 5 S 7 8 910 2 FREQUENCY - HZ 
10 12 
TS .. .1 








• • I I , • • 

















. "C7"~~ _:- __ .. ~ ,__ _~_ __. _ _ ... t;.">.:~~ ..... _ -tzz; ___ . "."", , .. -_.-. -.- - Z 

































fa 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TInE-SEC 
0.050 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
-
TS • .0 
-































1 2 3 4 5 B 78910 2 3 "' 5 6 7 8 ~02 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
~ 
, ~r'<-.~~ 






























LAC938 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - AFT BAY - X-DIR 
2~-------~-------T------~-------'-------'------~ INPUT 
o I I A .' 
-2 I II sn 8',"· • 
-4 
I I 
13 2 4 S 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
10 
SHOCK SPECTRA 15 • .0 
Q .. 20 1F • 10.5 00 
":\l 










2 :3 4 5 G ? a !leE! 1 5 S ? 8910 , 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
I ~ L ,~ = r- --k -- nr biG. di •• _'"""-'";!l.\;.(,'::'.ll....-..:.._ ... _~ .-__ .____ c= _--" __ ~_ ~~=- _--: ~ -.... aI_~ _"_ 




LAC938 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - Y-DIR 
2~------~~------~------~-------r------~------~ 




























































I I I I I I 
3 .. 5 6 78910 2 FREGUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 16.5 
~ • I • ~ ~ • 













. ... _._ ___ .- .;. ~"'.. . ~-<~~ "i»::1 ~_. _,__ .0 ~_ " • 
..-
_., -Ow a:iii~~"-'--'-~- -EM:' 
... 
@caA X _ 4i i 2.==::2& "iil lZUUGAn:UWi_ 
r~ I i I i:'J I 

















i'a I.~' G'S 









LAC938 - CRUCIFORA NET C.G. - AFT BAY - Z-DXR 
l-r-------r-------r-------~-------_.------_.------~ 
INPUT 























2 3 4 5 6 78910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 10.5 
, 
3 4 5 6 7 8 ~02 
",,-. -- .... ::.._,,""<..... Z 
__ - baa it e :I =- """:~ 











, P ,"_.Il~ 
-'-,". -


















LAC938 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
0.ea_r-------,--------r-------~------_r------_r------_, 








SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 










I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -.1 
1 a 3 .. 5 6 7 8 !lea 3 .. 5 6 7 8 91'0 a 







0 2 ::oF: 
to"ti 
C:l:> 
):D " rm 
:l~ 
.. '~ .:...:'....F.tA 
~ .-"'- ••. .4- _.§~~ , .. ,~ ~ ..... ~"~":-.~'!:.,,-~.,, ,._. -~ 
c'- Ii: = 
!,1 
, I' 
































" 6 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
01.2 
SHOCK 5PECTR!ll T5 • .0 




,u, 111111111111111111111 11111 
-
-9.2 , , , , , '-
' I , , , , , , , , 
1 2 ::I .. 5 6 7 a 910 2 3 .. 5 6 78 \i2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
_. _~~.\:l\~·\t.'I;o= ......... _ _. 
















'_ ,~' __ "i1I' 
--=---, 




!' II il 
, . 
r" , ~ 
\, 
• 




I . W. G I S/ nt~· 00 -,--...4,.,.Jt..I. "'11'1
-.02-+1---.--~r_--r_--+_--._--~--_r--_r--_.--~--_,--~ 
, ! 
o 2 .. 6 10 8 00 12 "r1 ::tl 





























SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 
Q a 20 TF .. H~.S 
A IlillnTI '-11111 
""''\i 





i i iii I , I, 
" ' '" I I 
, I 
i3 :3 <4 5 6 7 8910 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 'lea 
FREQUENCV - HZ 
I~"",.=-" , 
'" If' " _ ,_ , .' , ___ .~_ ... _ ~:Qt':-_-I. _ ... d!l.t;oL.lt.'J'~", ...... ~ __ ~.•. L_ J&&&aaL 
"DB 0-

















.... t .... 
"" I', I 




e I ~ ~ 
G'S 
-2 I un VHyv nu •• ,,".. I \1 
I 
! I i, 
~ ~ -4 I 
: . (if 2 
" 
6 8 10 12 
~ nnE-SEC i~ 
'~ 
I, 
10 ~ SHOtK SPECTRA 
.ALA TS· .0 I Q .. 20 TI=" • HL5 
:1 




1 J 3 " 5 S 78919 2 :.:I 04 5 6 7 S qe2 FREQUENCV - HZ 
'--
_.'--- - C 
-: ... -
"'"-~ 






"tiC; 0-0;;;:: :a~ 
.0-.:; C"" f!~ 





::-~~ __ M"~ 








































lOH93S - PAVLOAD NET e.G. - FYD BAY - Y-DIR 
0.5 i 
INPUT 







































a :3 4 S 6 ., 8 9l~ a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
10 12 
T5 • .0 




I i I 
:3 .. S 6 ? 8 ~ea 
00 








.' ~~~". ,_ .. - ., -. -- .. 


































ORIGINAL PAG~ IS! 






























~ I; ~ f; i= ~ ~ F 
E § ;::! 
~ ~ 





















































































o 2 ~ 6 B 10 1~ 
TIME-SEC 
0.050 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
-
TS D .0 
-







1m - rn1 11111111111111111 
-










• i I I i i j I I i i i i iii i 
1 a :3 .. 56? B 910 a 3 4 56? B $J.e2 















'(!.t ".'"""'-- '- .. ~ 






'-','-"'" :':J!o-'- '''.4r 



























a ~'-'-"I ;, 4 5 6 7 8 916 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
10 12 
TS • .o 
TF .. 10.5 
rr 
Ii [IIUUW 111111111111 
I I • I I I , 
















• b ----.- " 











































ORIGiNAL PAGE IS 










:: :: ~ :::: 
---j 
3 














.... I I I I I I I I I I I I I/) $ I/) <5> $ & CD $ I!I> 
CD I/) <S> Il) IU $ (j) Gil Gil • • • $ ~ • • • $ <S> ~ , 
" 
~") 
til• , CI 
CI 





















































®j' 13 • 
! . 
t • 
i I 1>:1 I I 
I-' j 
































. ~ . r 
LFH938 - CRUCIFORA NET C.G. - FWD BAV - X-DIR 
2~------~~------T-------~-------r------~------~ INPUT 
(/I I I I I • 
























Q • 20 
.. S 
TII"IE-SEC 
8 10 te! 
T5 .. .8 
TF • 10.5 
1IIRmili 
..... 
IllIl unlll II II 1 j II 1I11111111111U1l1lUll 
W 
a :3 4 5 6 '7 8910 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 'l02 
I , 
, ""'1 , I i i iii I 
FREQUENCY - HZ 













-!-'"-"- . ...u;,o 
'! 
--,~ 
. . .i._. __ 
I" 
, ' I' !i j: 
, ~ ~ I, 
, 1 














~ I j 






























G'S 0.0 I .... _\V\ , 6 .. 
G'S 



























I I I • I I 
:3 .Ij 56? B 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
1S • .0 
1F .. 10.5 
IIIII111111 UlllllWlllJllUll 
1111111111111111111111111111111 
I I I I I , I 











~ ___ ..,. __ .~ ___ ~ __ ::..~,-:, ___ ~l';;~""'. .. _- ~~ ..... , 
---- j c ~ -~.- ,.""-'" "'''''"'~ 
.. _' ~~ ____ e.~_ -- ;-- -~ 
! j 1/ 
t<J I 
I : I ...... ! j 
"" 
: I 
..,. ; l! 
I, 











LFM93S - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Z-DIR 
a~------~r-------.-------'--------'------~------~ 




o 2 S 
TIME-SEC 
8 4 18 
a0 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
-
TS .. .8 
-









..rt11 Ilml Iii !llnl' 









-ae I I , I i , i i iii 
12 














I I I I I I 
3 .. 56? 81le2 2 3 " 56? 8 91'" 2 1 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
~ 
~ 
























I\!:I __ ' 
-..-, .,-
l10 ~ , 
--. ~~--- .. --,------..;:;.;...:~ .... ,'-" -
LFH938 - CRUCIFOR" HET c.G. - FYD BAY - RX-DIR 
0.ea-r-------r------,-------,-------~------r_----~ 


























I I , I , I 
3 4 56? 8918 a FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
T5 • .o 
TF • 1~.5 
~ '. -'-~-'-~~ 3 4 56? 8 ~02 
























LFH938 - CRUCIFORM NET e.G. - FUD BAY - RY-DIR 
0.05 T--:--,---r---y----.------.-----. INPUT 
SPONS 
lb" • .. .u..,U~ G 'S/l/i6. 00~i----t-'*.-.M""~~~lN.j"-' • , .... " •• rv:w\rt.w'a ..... .ww"i6 J-i 






































1111111 III " 1I11111l1 
I 
, I I , , I 2 
, , , ~ , I ~ 
1 3 4 5 6 78910 a 3 .. 5 S 7 8 ~e2 FREQUENCY - HZ 













,~ ___ ~""'= .... ',j e 
-- ,.. .... = 
!, 



























J ~r ~.~ 
o 
LFH938 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FYD BAY - RZ-DIR 
. 0.01 -r----,-----,-----,----,.----,..-----, 
INPUT 






















I 2 I ~.!..!. I 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 2 
FkEQUEtiCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 10.5 
I I '~-"~ 









:t> I. e t--.I 
:;t .. .'. ) 
'->-
-. :::m::J!IMS&iEEJi" -:i3""~,,:-J"'~' . w-'" :"'~_ : 11._ ... 
_":i -...:-i:3r:!8' 
.... 
. . ,~ 











; J , 
!', : 
f ; i 





































tOH93S - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - X-DIR 
INPUT 
RESPONSE 







2 .. 6 
TIME-SEC 
SHOCK SPECTRA 
Q • 20 
8 10 12 
TS· .0 
TF • U~.5 
-20-+---------~--~---~~~~rT,_--------r_---~_,---r_~~~ 
1 ;: :3 .. 5 6 78910 2 3 .. I; 6 ? 8 !le2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
"J!._. .a:" . :':'~' '!: 
00 
"'::0 
-oG> 0-o~ ;o~ 
.0"<1 
C !;.< 
". C:' C r·~ 
.,..1 r."'" 
"':'1.1}, 
I~~_- - _"-_ _ .. _ ......r. 'icc: 
• .• -. -- _"£~~''''-:;\!1=v.$o_ .- _ ~.,...-~ "&:.w - ... ~.~ _____ _ 
!lIDi :l' ZltF 1IIIIIllIl'i1WI~ I r £ 


































lOH938 - PAYLOAD ~ET e.G. - AFT BAY - Y-DIR 
1-.-------,--------,-------,--------r-------.-------. 








Q .. ae 
10 I A 
TS w .0 
TF .. 113.5 
" 3 rllIl]] I 1111 II Ilffiml1lU 11111 1111111 ! ill III II! II II 101111 1100 ! Ii Ii iill 
-10 I lJ 
, -2e-r-------r----~_r~~~~,_-------.---_.---~~._II~ 
1 2 :3 4 5 S ? 8 910 ' 2 :3 " 56? 8 qe!:! 
























































ORIGINAL PAGE ~Ii! 







• • ~ <P ~ ... ~ 
I • 1= 
(t)1A. ~ 
f-f- ~ ~ ~ f= 1= F E: 
j: E 










a= ~ f-OG;) !.!.leu 





I T rT T I I I 
I/) 
I 






































































I ;~ II' rf! 
[ 'Ij:j 












; J~c~~"" -,_ ... 
























2 3 ~ 5 S 78919 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 113 1e! 
TS .. .0 
TF • 10.5 
LlLLWilll1ill1lJ 
1IIII LLLWlllLW 









~ .. -~"'''i:; ~ ... __ d,"""~""" :::::::: ........... _ .. ~_ .. __ =~._ ._ I S. 5- -5-_ ~--1 S4! '?~ .,!-JQr .:- 4- __ ~_. :~







































I ~ I ~ II , ~ I I I I I I I I I i -.1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 2 3 <4 5 6 78lie2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
"-
.. ~~ 
:. """F'J ' or 
. 















__ ' , "p ._._ .s.S 
;.f' , .. 
----~-------.+-.~".-,~~~ .. ~ ... -~---.-- "~;C;'t~ 
• 
~ i 
!i! , ' ~ I 
IJ ~ ~ II 
\ 
~ 






















LOH938 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.005~------·~r-------~------'--------r------~------~ 
INPUT 





































-'- ' , , , I 
:; .. 5 6 78910 2 
FREGUENCY - HZ 
s 10 12 
1S • .0 




-'- ~ -'- -'- -'-























\J , , 
~ j; 
, 













. ~'i":"-- 'A"'" ':'~....:' '. '-'-2=.-:"':i,_ltll 




o I I I .I 
-a I 
.. 'I' I' '" , • 
-4 
I I I I e a 
" 
6 S 10 12 
TIPlE-SEC 
10 
SHOCK SPECTRA J1hJ1~ TS· .0 I Q • 20 TF • 10.5 
0 .• Rh'fIfIffi'rffll II II II I i 1111111111111111111 m II HfflfIll II III III iii 111111111111 iii ft 
i \11111111111 !r 
-10 , ". UI. 
____ I 
-20-+------~--~--~_r_r~rT,_------r_---,_~---r_~I""T~ 












... '~ .~ .• 
__ .,,"'""-__ ._ ~._._. __ ._ 0= ~.-,.. 
___ E - ---~~ ... HZ b 
.. 
________________ ~_=~_" .. ""i'r .. ' __ ..a.:_._~._ ''':'=~ 
r i l 

























LAH938 - CRUCIFORn NET C.G. - AFT BAV - V-DIR 
a-r--------r--------~------_,--------,_--------r_------~ INPUT 
SPONS 
G'S e I • ",.-NJ'u'/..m\6 
-2-r1--_r--1_--.---r-~._~--~--_+--_r--1_--._~ 
o a .. 6 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
- SHOCK SPECTRA TS· .0 I 
-
-






















, I ~..'.'.!. I , ..'. , , ~..'. ~ ~ I -20 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91'e 2 3 .. 5 6 78 Ilea 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
 I
I _ ..•. " . C' ." .",=-l''\itf' ~.,-,., .. <'"":',..,,, ••• 




























1;" . • 11 
I W' 














, <, .. ~.'~ "'.'.'.-, ·,·"l!: .. -,-,r·~ 




G" 5 9 
- u .... _& "dAtll OlAf..... • 
-2 I - I 




SHOCK SPECTRA T5 • 










-5 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 , , I I I , 
1 a 3 4 5 IS ? S 910 2 3 4 5 IS '1 8 !lea FREQUENCY - HZ 
00 
'TI:o 




• I I '~ .~ ~ _ .... ~.ml'O;(,.::\I"""'="_. 
___ ._ , ... -; .. ,; c= 
..=-:;0:_ ~ ~ ~--- . - roo' ii &iiit em;; U -I!£ 
~ ___ .:-.;: .. __ ..... _,::..,.:.~g:;!..~_ .,,~ .• _. _____ ~ .. _ . ~'" ',,''''f'~''-''' .. _._,_~. ':~~::~~~;r:·_. '"'' .. ~:~~ ':~ 
I ' 
L I ~ 
P 
I 




i ;' 1 ,,9 

















LAH938 - CRUCIFORn NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DI~ 
0.e2-T------~~------~------~-------r------~------~ 






















- .1 I , 1 , , , , I , I i I i I I I I 
1 2 3 .. 5 S 78910 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 ~e2 FREQUENCY - HZ 
l.~-~~""· ;p.-,~, .. - ~-- <i/lli~'.f"""'""".-'" _~_ . .,.__ 
-... r 












,!! ___ ~~-~j2~ 











o 2 .. 
0.2 
SHOCK SPECTRA 
















TS " .0 












~ I I I I I I , I"_'~ 
1 2 3 .. 5 6 78919 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 ~e2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 












































o a of 6 8 19 1a 
TUIE-SEC 
e.a 
SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 Q • a0 TF .. 10.5 
. 
G'S~IN 0.0 ..I 11 "lIIill lIT ~ ~ IIIllW 
-
-0.a I I I 
" ~" , I ~ ~ I I I I , • 1 a 3 .. 5 S 78910 a 3 .. 5 S 7 8 ~ea FREQUENCY - HZ 








r- r;f~ ~Jil 
-"~l'==~"" 
:lo:; ~ , _~;.\ .. ~~"" ........ _, ----...-. 'baa... aitiii' 
--Mi' 
fII!':. 
c= ,~ ,'-, .. " .. "'1 
"'-- "', .... '-_ ~ iB~~ 





























_________ .~_. _____ __>__, L __ -'-
LOH940 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Y-DIR 




" 6 8 10 12 
TII'IE-SEC 









-4 1 I , I I I I I I I , I I 1 I 1 I 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 "i02 3 " 5 6 7 S 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 













. :1'" __ ~~.,_" l. 'v.. _""",'J\,~-.,:::J".::. ........ ,,- .. __ 
-""_. __ . 
L. -_ c 
... "'~. ~-"u~-, • .i~:~ 
',~ ..... -u.;~~-I'-':"'.~ ~' -,'<. 
, I 
'I 
I I ; 
il 
I i ~ 




" t~ l 
I, I' 
, ' , ! ,I ! 
119 ' 
I
, }V : 
' .. 
"/., , 













,,- " 1 
LOH940 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Z-DIR 
2~---------~r---------r----------,----
















'1111 - Ilm 


















1S "' .0 
TF .. 10.5 
m 
I I 
..... -........ ' 
~g 
-Om. Oz gF! 
,o"'l.l 




1 2 3 
, I I I I I 
4 5 6 'I 8910 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
2 3 
.' ~..! I 
.. 5 6 '18 Sl02 
'- -, 
---. ~' _ ...... ~l\".~:,1"',"v~ 
_. __ .-
-,- ~ ~:;. .. - .dJ:..- ......... lj __ 
',~ 
I 
il , ' ~ J. 
! ~ 
'I' !~ : 















" :L ~ 
• ~ 
~~. '-"".~=~. , .. 
H>W"i"P r- _. ~!i ~."~ - I iIm~'--
%h. 
_......\ .,.:!;;.....,_______ c"'.'~,,'·"'.~ ___ ::"~'.:.'~ .... ...::2,~~ilF 
'.:":,. 





"71;:0 o 2 <f 6 B 
TIf'lE-SEC 
0.050 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
-
-

















~ I I I I I I I 1 I -.050 
1 2 3 <f 5 Ei 7 8 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
5="'"" --" ... , 
__ c>::ejll~,::.:;t~= ...... , .. ~ , __ '. __ ,'0,..·_ 
!0 12 
T5 os .0 










" ~, I I ~ I 
3 4 5 Ii 7 8 ~02 
_ .. ~_ I 
'" " j ,,,,-~~,,,=--"""'" "",,~ 
















~,,--- ,~--- ...... ' , , 
LOH948 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RY-DIR 
0.01 
INPUT 




',- . -~,. -... , .... ~--~·,);J:L 
I 
o a .. S 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
0.10 
-3 SHOCK SPECTRA 






G'S/IN0 • e0 ill 
- ttl 









-.10 I I I 
I ''-~~I I 
1 a 3 .. 5 6 78910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
1S .. .0 
TF .. 10.5 
urn 
lUll. 1111illill1111111 HI! I 
I I ~ , .~. 
3 .. 5 6 78 Ilea 
00 
""::tI 





- ~ i ~ L~ . 
-- - --.- .""i QiSIJOi" $- _. ~-:"Lis_&!W£ ;;::WL __ "')u':'1.~~==-·_·t J t&_-- .... -.:;;o;,r_.- ---=~-- ~_~-__ ~3 --- ,-- -
(i' 














lu t ,9 
~ }V 
I·, :11" 










LOH940 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUn BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.005~--------.-------'--------'--------'r-------___ r-------, 







Q .. 20 
G'S/IN0 • 00 -- al1!SL: 
-.05 








" 5 6 78910 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
T5 .. .0 
TF .. 10.5 
fl11" 
II 1I11lI 
2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 ste2 
00 
,.,., ;0 






=- ..,.-.., ~ !t; 
"" 
"" ~~ -~ --- - ..- ----.. . .. -~ .... , ~"l~ 
. ", ,~ ~iMi~ ~I--"~- ~ AJ __ ";il~~--. .... _ ~---iilI' ilIA ...... •· 'u,' ____ .___ z .. ~- l"jb. _~.,J",-,,-_~: 





'\' I , , . , 
r ~ , 
~ . 



















----~-.~ .~~ ''''',!'' . ", . "'.'" .. ., ". ,,'" .•••••• " .. " .. ' 'C, :.~'·;r'" " ..• ".- ,'" ::""c'ft; 
LFH940 - CRUCIFORA NET C.G. - FUD BAY - X-DIR 
a-r------~--------r-------~------_r------_T------~ INPUT 
Ii) I I I I a 
-2~1------~------~------4-~ 
-4 IT. 
o 2 .. G 8 HI 12 
TUIE-SEC 
20 
- SHOCK SPECTRA 
- 1S .. 
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Ii 
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Ii, 
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LFH948 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FUD BAV - Y-DIR 
1~------~~------~------'--------r------~------~ 
INPUT 
as 0 I -_·W C:V y4> 
-1-+--~--~~--F---+---~--4----r---+--~--~--~~-4 




SHOCK SPECTRA TS .. .0 
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I , I , i I I I I , I I I I I , , -5 
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LFH940 - CRUCIFORA NET C.G. - F~D BAY - Z-DIR 
a-r--------r------.---------.---------~-------r_--·--~ 
INPUT 
O f··~"Aq~ "·~v·wr1l 
-2-+1---~--_+--~---~---~---_;---~---~~~~ ___ ~---~~ 
o 2 .. 6 8 18 12 
TII'IE-SEC 
20 
. SHOCK SPECTRA . TS .. .0 
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I I I , I ~ I I I I , I • I , • I -20 
1 Ii! :3 of 5 6 78910 2 :3 of 5 6 7 8 lie2 
FREQUEt4CY - HZ 
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.- - ~-... '-aw_ ill ib = MiI!M j L.a: a 
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LFH940 - CRUCIFORM NET e.G. - FUD BAY - RX-DIR 
0.0a-r--------~--------~---------_.---------_,--------_,---------~ 
G'S/IN0 •00 -r----!.-~"" 1.4, A 1M 
INPUT 
-.02-r1--'---+---r-~---r---r--~--~-,---+--~~ 
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FREQUENCY - HZ 
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e e 4 6 8 19 12 
TII'IE-S[C 
10 
00 SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 ""::0 Q .. 20 TF • 10.5 '1l15 0-
0 2 ;u~ 
0 00"0 C l~ 
ll·Q !: F<1 
-t 
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SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 
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I I I , I I I I I I I I I I , , -10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 78910 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 'le2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
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-2 
I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TIME-SEC 
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SHOCK SPECTRA Jl1lJU~ 1S· .0 Q • 20 TF • 10.5 I 
0 i:u='LQffJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111 H 
1 lI1VU'WiW 
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-10-+------,---~~~~~~~------~---r--.-,-~~" 
1 a 3 4 5 8 78910 a :3 4 5 8 7 8 ~ea 
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LOH940 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
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LOH940 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.0e5~------~~------~------'--------r------~------~ 
INPUT 
G 'S/I't.· 000 -rl ---~ •.tJ·tWl&"II· 
-.005-+--~--~~--r---·~--~--;----r--~--~--~--~~~ 
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LAH940 - CRUCIFOR~ NET C.G. - AFT BAY - X-DIR 
2-T------~~------~------~------_r------~------~ INPUT 
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LAH9~0 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - Z-DIR 
a-r------~-----.------,_------r_----_r----__, 
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LAH940 - CRUCIFORn NET e.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
0.e2-r----~------~----~------r-----,-----~ INPUT 
SPONS 
G I S/IN0 • 00 -ri __ ~--1~M\f;1Sl 't~
-.02-+--~r---+---~---r--~----r---T---~---r--~--~~~ 
o 2 4 6 8 HI 12 
TIPiE-SEC 
e.l - I 
-
SHOCK 5PH"rRA T5 .. .e 
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LAH940 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RY-DIR 
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INPUT 
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TIME-SEC 
SHOCK SPECTRA 
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LAH940 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
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LOC941 - PAYLOAD NET e.G. - FWD BAY - Y-DIR 
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LFC941 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FWD BAY - X-DIR 
0-r------~--------r_------,_------_r------~------~ 
INPUT 
G ' S -2 I 'II .; '. 'I .. -
-4 
I I I I I 
0 2 4 S 8 10 12 
TUIE-SEC 
10 i TS· .0 I SHOCK SPECTRA AlAL. o • 20 TF • 10.0 
0 '·M •..• ri filii 11111 11111 11111 III 1 fill tl'fI fi , iii i i ifl IfIfYI I i, ill iii iii i II iii i I II 
G'S ~ ~I~W· 
-10 
-2e~------r---~-T~~-r~~----~---'r-~-r'-~~ 
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LFC941 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Z-DIR 
2~-------,--------r_------,_------_r------~------_, INPUT 
"" ~ ....... 'lItR"IIII+ ~"."~/lla • '0 4/ ... 9r.......... Y liP ". "'Vi V~l 
-2-+1----r---+--~--_+--~--~--~--~---_,--~~~r_~ 
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tFC941 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RX-DIR 
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LFC941 - CRUCIFOR~ NET C.G. - FWD BAV - RZ-DIR 
0.01-.-------.--------.-------,--------r-------.------~ 
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"" 0 0> 
LOC941 - PAYLO~D NET C.G. - AFT BAY - X-DIR 
e~------~~------r-------'--------r------~------~ INPUT 
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LOC941 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
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LOC941 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
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LAC9~1 - CRUCIFORM NET e.G. - AFT SAY - Y-DIR 
e.5------~--'----~~~,_----_y~~~~~~ INPUT 
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G I S/II\t~ d~0 -tl---~""~ fI$:_~ 






















1 a 3 .. 5 6 78910 2 
FREQUENCV - HZ 
j --. 
'W-' .. ... _"",,=,,~_ ••• 





TS m .0 




I , I ~ I 






"td5 0-OZ Al~ 
O'TJ C:,.., 




.. --.-... ,."" .. ~+ 
- ,-_ _ ___ .5 ___ ~ 



































LAC941 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RY-DIR 
0.02~------~------~------~-------'~----~~----~ 
G'5/1",0.00 -1-0_--1-£1&.& I ...... Jli _.JPn 
INPUT 


























Q • 20 








I , , , ". I 
4 56? 8910 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
fS .. .0 , 
TF .. 10.0 
II 11111 
U. 1111111111 
, ~ '. . . ~ . . 
:3 " 56? 8 !ie2 2 











"1~"'~-=-'~""'",'-'-'--~'"'"- .... \. I. ~ 
! I ! f 
!. I 
i ! LAC941 - CRUCIFORn NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RZ-DIR 
i 
























I t? cL~ ~ 










2 &) 6 8 10 12 
TIME -SEC 
SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 
Q .. 20 TF • 10.0 
..tfIi lilllif ~ 
"'W l!.! ill!.U lJJI 
~ • , , , , ~ , I , ~ , , ~ ~ ~ ~ a 3 4 5 /3 "18910 a 3 .. 5 6 "I 8 ~02 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
.---~-. ..... ----.--~ 
-:;=_.,.-_~.,J:!\l.!.~_t:';:~":"_ .. - ____ ... '. ~~~=_~_=~""'""'- - .... .::-'-~-;r:.-. __ "!'e_ 






























LOC942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - F~D BAY - X-DIR 
0-r------~--------r_------~--~--_r------~------_, 
INPUT 
G'S -2 -t-I ----+---+---.+--'-
-20-r-------r--~--~-r-r~rT~------~--~~~~~~~ 
1 2 :3 .. Sis? 11 910 2 :3 .. Sis? S ~02 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
i ~ , 
" 
I _ 
I,' \!:1 .. ']~ ~ _ --, ,- -- _~"c,".~"' .-- m, ~"'~ __ .b- _ JL _":1 Wi b ~ 1l Xi AMtWWL41I Nil bU" _ 
r~ 
































---'-'n.'_'--""-""-'-'~L,~!: ... .:.~·:;-:: __ ,,,,,;a;-<""I>-_-:'.;;'·· ,~_,"""-;'~:,",:':~~ 
~ .. 
LOC942 - FAYLOAD HET e.G. - FWD BAY - V-DIR 
e.5~------~r-------~-------~-----
0.0 I ~",~llHnIIl!1lI1nI'\11 
-0.5 
I 
0 iii of 6 
'l'II"IE-SEC 
5 
SHOCK SPECTRA Q • as 
0 
-5 I I I I I i I " I 
1 a :3 4 5 S 7 8910 FREQUENCY - HZ 
Ii 
mTlTlTIT'. 1111111 
I I I 






TF .. U~.2 
i i I I I 
12 




0 2 ::o~ 
.o"lll 
C;llo 






































LOC942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUD BAY - Z-DIR 
a 
INPUT 































s 10 12 
TS " .0 
iF .. HiI.2 
.1111111111 
"'I. Lllli 1I1II11 U I i iUlJ.llUll.llllUilllllllUw.u. 
I , I II. I I ~ • • ~ ~ .!. ' 2 :3 " 5 6 '18910 a 3 .. 5 6 7 8 ~02 













. - . :~~-- ,~~~ 
, , ~ 
. ~-- . --'" - -:r; _"'6::.\;;:.'%"'J''-="=-.... a__ -.-. ,----.--~- = ,,;;._ .=-~=- __ *,- .. __ 8 ___ ... 
.. sn~_ -'tag = !& &l! ,," 2m mt777 
n 







ii, !j1: , 


















,_ .... _ c·, ... .r • ":,.,"Jt::.III; 
LOC942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUn BAY - RV-DIR 
l1I.e2-r------r------r--------r------r-------r------~ INPUT 
!;PON!-': 
G's/nlli • 00 rl"'-""U VA ...  ...... tn' ""/,-,.19&. 1:1 ... 1I..t"AA.~ i9u"Gitw 
-.e2-r1--,---t--,---t--,---t--,--~--,---~-,--~ 








G'S/IN 0.0 1'I"rt 1111111 LUIIIIIIII 11111 








I. I , I I , , 
.' 
I I • I , 1 
1 2 3 .. S 6 78 !le2 3 4 S is 78910 2 













!"L,i .... \ , i ~ , 
~ : ~.,.,~...,;,~"-
.--.. - - - ~--'-.~-- ....... '.""~~ ~ " __ ._ -:,' __ "''''''U\'''~'~ ... ,..... ~:IBaI''''-' s: *"SIo~ 
-_~ ... __ ......... JJ __ , __ ,..~.~ iri5fl iiaat;;;ii&i'" •. :z:i H _ QQ bE ZL s: 
_6 z::um1!' iii 


















SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 
-








.A ill' 1111111 
-









-.050 • I I ~I i I I I I I , , , , ! , r 
1 f!l 3 4 S Ei "7 a 910 a 3 4 56? 8 $J.e2 








l ~ .- .- ~--' g .s ............ b&li;;;Si'i;I\iIiLEGU =-..,$.Il~;t=,~·""-·-- _. -_.---- c ~iG&:AMJ!# • !\i;§llj ... _ "'~~:::..' .-••• ___ • ~u~ ...... 
r.~ 
!' \1 




























. --------~-~ ....... --.--~-"'--.. -..;~.::.:...:~~-. , ....... -.', .... ." .. ,~"" .• ).,.~ I: ":".~:," 
LFC942 - CRUCIFORM NET e.G. - FWD BAY - X-DIR 
B-r-------r------~------,_------~------r_----_, 
INPUT 
e I I 
-2 -+- 1111' V' • 
-4-+1--~--~~~~--+---~--~--~--~--~--~--~~~ 
10 2 
" S 8 10 12 TIFIE-SEC 
ie 
SHOCK SPECTRA TS .. 


















I ~ ~-.. , •  __ :l:""!.t;:~'~",,,.",-~_~ i 
.,'\lOr 














LFC94S - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FYD BAY - Y-DIR 
l-r-------r------.-------,-------~------r_----_. 
INPUT 




























2 '. "'.~'I :3 ... 5 IS 7 8 916 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS .. .0 





I I I , • 
















"'"- ,- _. _6 _.... _ - .. "il'~d~" ... -.. .... _ ~_ ... ,. __ ~ _ _ _ . -= iii 2 J &izuuac wt £LiJCls 
.. _ .L. 
"."''''-.. ~ __ ~'T. 




r • I 
I ~ 












































SHOCK SPECTRA Q • 20 
1'1111 
....... 





I I I I I 
8 
I 
2 3 ~ 5 6 "I g 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
18 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 10.2 
I I I I iii 











































... liD ... liD CS> CS> 






UKIGINAL PAGiE i5'l 
OF POOR QUALITY 
liDeu ~ 
•• E & 
... E ~ 
• • ~ 
enLL t::: E 
t-t- ~ [:::~ I:::: 
i:E1 
(.) 
"" en I 













, , , , , I , I I I I I 
(£I In <9 
... liD <9 












































































LFC9-12 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RY-DIR 
0;05~------~--------r--------~-------r------~------~ 
























8 10 12 
T5 • .0 
TF • 10.2 
....... IllImllmllill 
II 11lI 1JJ..u.tJ 1111 IIi 
-...-
I I I I I I • I 
2 
I I I , I I 
3 .. 5 6 78910 2 3 .. 56? 81102 










. "="'-"(t' ., .' . 
. ~ . 
.... _ .. - - sJ1.-~~-~. ~--'- -""- ~ ~ .-- .. ~--- .- - ___ . - -:. _ __ , .. 1i_~\\~~',~""",,... _~ __ ~tiJ ZJHlUZ ] LW Z;;;U;; .Klilm; :dttiAJbJibWGi:;;kICtiD "'&JOi""" ----~ ---------~- -
"II " 
", ; I 
.. ! 
I 
r ! 1 
i ~ I) 
q 
~~ 





















;:nu"-U--- . 4 "Wi!QS m(' .-~Rt.Q4jZiema citci-
'~.,."" . .,,~. --;::.-:-;' -~;:-'-,~-~'~:"'" 
LFC942 - CRUCIFORM MET C.G. - FWD BAY - RZ-DIR 
0.01-r------~--------r_------,_------_r------~------~ 
INPUT 
G' S/ IN"" Oil! -r-----I.t,wT.II\.a ...........  .... \Jt¥IufM 
-.01-r1---r---~--~---~--'---~---~--+---~--+----r-~ 




SHOCK SPECTRA M, TS .. .0 









-.05 I I • 
'-''-"- I '-
, I , I I I " 
1 2 3 '" 5 6 ? 8 910 2 :3 4 56? 8 'le2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
/liNi4ii :" .... '1.:.,~"f_' h:. .. ~" 
- - --




0 2 ::o1! 
.0-0 Ctl') f!M 
~iA 
~. . ' '*-.....-8~ 
-, --
!,',. I , 
t I 
: I 



















.________ ~"',_~ ; l 
LOC942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAV - X-DIR 
0-.-------r-------r------,-------,-------r------. 
INPUT 
GIS -C! -I--.---t---+----I-.-llill '9H 
GIS 

































, , I I I I 
:3 " 5 6 7 B 910 2 FREGUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS .. .0 
TF .. 10.2 
II 111111111 
• • I I -'- I I 
3 " 5 IS 78 !ie2 
·r· .. , • "":Q 
~ 
~~ 




r- IF • 
. ~ it;' 
'!-' 
j 
----.-- - .-.-.. -~. ~ .. .o.J"",' ""0.' .• \"_'-
_ 
_ . ..t:':~s.:~:.-- db-
i' 





































2 .. 6 
TIPIE-SEC 
8 ill! 
SHOCK SPECTRA 1S· .8 
Q • 20 1F • le.2 
12 
2 :3 .. S 6 7 8 91'0 2 :3 ... S 6 ? 8 !iea 
FREIlIUENCY - HZ 
b . ___ .. _._ ~ . ~ ..... ~~u~';!:",t= ........ ,.. 
'lit sat iGSiU52 til aa t-;, s ,ii&iiiiiiiz wnw ~ -!'~ 























'l ' . 
1\ 















LOC94a - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - Z-DIR 
1-r---------r-------~------,_------~------r_----_, 




















• , • • , • I , I , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -5 
1 2 3 <4 is 6 7 g 9:1.0 2 :3 "' 5 6 7 8 ~ea 











,-'" ,£'. ""' .. - -",.~",,' .. ' ... ~ 
>-=0 lu£4it>klllKSim _ m5E .......... ,. -p- . -.i.--~-.- -.-= a,:rl.._~ ~ ,j-_-__ ~_:_~' 
f ~ I " I t~ " t "I 
CO 11 ., ~~ ~ 
'I il ., ~ ! 
N li • 1 
" 
II L ~ 
.. : 
\ 
" ~ , 
'I' 
"!:!' , .. , "", ;,,'_' _,i' .~'," ;;:'''.7g 
LOC942 - PAYLOAn NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
9.01-r------~------~--------_,-------_,-------~r_------~ 
INPUT 




























TF • 10.2 
1111111111 
Ullllllil 
• I I I I I • 








rPil ~ m. 
.~ ~ ~ "-~ ~ • __ .• _ .' _ _."'''.~I'', .. _ .__ ---'"-, 




















LOC942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RY-DIR 
0.01 ~ 




o a .. 6 8 10 12 
TINE-SEC 
0.10 
I - SHOCK SPECTRA T5 • .0 I -
1 
-















-.10 , , 
" I I • , , , 









r IVJ ~~ 







FREQUENCY - HZ 
~ _...:.':~~~J'~=,.......... _. 
-
- $--
-..- -. ~ -" -- - ;, !!R& iiiMllil'&S L U iii: IEJ ill 2£. oW'"' --






I ' I ~ 
, ' , . 
i 
I 









'I v' ',9 
IV' 
I' ' 
I>, ; [-11.)1 
: il 













LAC942 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - AFT BAY - X-DIR 
a.slr-----r-----r-----r----.-----,---~ INPUT 
SPONS 
0.0 I. I 








a .. 6 8 10 12 
TINE-SEC 
SHOCK SPECTRA 1S a .0 
Q .. 2& iF .. 10.2 
2 :3 4 5 IS 7 8910 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
2 3 4 5 6 78 'lea 
~ I 
i ! " - II" .. "._, .. , __ .. ''''''"""'-' I \!I ..... 0""""=, •••• _ --;0-,., __ ~=2[ _ _.r_, - __ .. _ -~:~ZJZ!l ::&\&iiil&Sh!i4!l _ 2 - --. rii.ilt ..." R Gig L ............... --_ ..... =-"" •. -










.- - ~ =----"-;"'''''''''~. ~---",-" ~',"' -~ 
II. I .f 




























, " • 
LAC94e - CRUCIFORM NET C. G. - AF1' BAY - V-DIR 
l~------~~----'---T-------'---------r-------~------~ 
INPUT 
G ' 5 0 F 6 '" ~II"I 























II IUIWlliI IIIIUl 
f' 
I -, I I t I - I 
5 6 1 8 91@ 2 





TF • 10.2 
5 6 ~ 8 de 
00 
"11:::0 










"!'"'\ ,.~~~,.",--- -:~ 
l-.:. ,,_ _. _"'_". _ .. _..t;...":ic.::" .. ~_ .. __ ~ _._ ...... -_ _:= "'~r-;lb..- -- ~",-._",~", 
amr.e:J i~'&& I I £1& :U:Z:UU&E __ 
! :, 
i I 
lOj ! . I • I 
"" 
!. i 
'" i I '" I I 




































































I I I , I I 
3 .. 5 S 78910 a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 10.a 
1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIlilli 
11111111 illID 11111 ! 
I I I I • ~ • 











:;;. [- & 15tti:i - ',;;;i= stri7c if«&ll&Z£::wu:iizWQk.i2i:ii: _ .. l').lI.'.,.-:;-.l"'~ .... ~ O_r ;;;;-- w-
'-. -.- - c: _-
.... ,~ _ ' ,;,.,. 
__ . b- __ j~
-. _. 











































LAC942 - CRUCIFOR~ NET C.G. - AFT BAY - RX-DIR 
0.e2-r------~r_------~------,_------_r------_,------_, 


























Q • 210 










I ~ I -'- ~ I 
:3 " 5 S 7 8 910 2 
FRECIIUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 
TF • 10.2 
.... 
,,11111.111 
I I I I ~ I I 












,., ••. >. .;.""..,.., 
~. J ;g <J AU., -:;.., __ ... ::; • .uI;."f,.'J'~:,,3.' .. _. __ - -.----. -.- = __ -






.... J !!Pm! 














SHOCK SPECTRA Q • 28 








, • ~ • • I .~ :3 4 5 6 78910 Ii! 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
18 12 
TS • .13 
TF II 18.2 
1111 II 11111111 
1111 111111111 
I I • • • • • 
:3 4 5 6 7 8 ~e2 












,"-- ~. --~ 
-=- ~.1I. 
---" -="-_ ..... 
.'1: --
_ .. ~~~'--·It.,.::::::.w.... a&Jj~""'"""-




























"" to:> to 
,f" 
'. 





o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TIlliE-SEC 
0.2 
SHOCK SPECTRA TS • .0 Q • 20 TF .. 10.2 
-
GIS/IN 0.0 
.,.({ tr I\. I IlIlIlTIi 






-0.2 I I I I I I I I II I 




"US 0-OZ ::o~ 
.o"{J 
Cl» j::> to; 
I E':i~ 
:!~ 
-'- ~ -'- I I I 
1 a :3 4 5 6 78 qe2 :3 4 5 6 78910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
-'1..,'" .".. + .'~ ._-"",-. __ ., .. )J"~"1_".'1::=."... -,"__ 



























" " "''""''Q .-. ~''''' .. , ,', . ,-''''''-'', ··-·· .. i' " ,~ ~ ~ '_: "- ... ~ 




0 2 .. 6 8 
TINE-SEC 
10 











.0 TF • 10.2 
12 
5 6 78 !lea 
00 
"":0 
"ffi 0-0:2 ;of! 
.0"" C:~ l> r;; 

























!\ ~ It 












.~-- - ",_., 
-r 
, . ~ 







o 2 4 6 
TII'tE-SEC 
8 10 12 
5~-----------------------------------------------------------------~ SHOCK SPECTRA 
Q • 80 
TS· .0 
TF • 19.2 
0] Ii EB1U[{JJ 11111ll! 111111" I I llllIHl HIIBm II III II 1111 II 1111 III 11111111 II 111111111 
-5 I I Iii iii iii I f iii iii 
2 3 'ISS 7 8 910 2 3 'ISS 7 Bilee 1 










-Dll- "'''''''"1''~~'"'~-- __ ~ ... --.----
- ." . "-... ' ----~: - ~ - . -'!.~- ... ~. ~ ~- .. - .... 
" 









































LOH942 - PAYLOAD NET c.G. - FUD BAY - Z-DIR 
a 





II rllln 1\ 
INPUT 
SPONSE 
8 10 H! 
15 .. 
.0 
'I'F .. 10.2 
~ IlW II 1I1I1l!1 1111111 UlUIi 
~ , I " I , I I ! • , , , , , . ~ 2 3 4 5 G ., S flea :3 4 5 6 ., 8910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
_..... s= ;.- ... :'R.._ 
-~ 
--_ _.ae~\'t,.""~"'.__ ziT - - ....... ' 
--
-Jute 
It-- t. __ . 








r r'~ :::>.~ , -~,' to •• 
-
..... 




























LOH942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FWD BAY - RX-DIR 
0.01~------~------~------~------~------~~----~ INPUT 




























I I , I 1 I 










• • I I I I I 





0 2 ::oj!:! 







-. ".... ~' --~~ ::::: ...., ...,..,.~"=' .""',' .,.-'" ~ --~'!!'~-'""~~- ---.. ~- -"-< ~- .•. --. ~~J" ... h_''''''' _ . - ," .... ,,:1"::0= .... ~ __ _ - . -- -",,,,-... 'u •. -to'· '-"'" -~ .... --. §lIP t iiiiR\!l2 & -- '" c6J:&lub..,.N!lDAiZ 
!',' i '( 
i t : . ; , ' 
i rl 




































LOH942 - PAYLOAD NET C.G. - FUD BAY - RY-DIR 
e.0a-r-------,--------r-------~------_r------~------~ 



















Q .. 20 
.....'I'! 
"I.lJ, 







I Itt I I 
:3 4 5 G "18910 a 
FRUUENCY - HZ 
10 12 
1S .. .0 























_ ~_ .. _ ..1..1 
=;; __ ~,,=.~ __ . t _ t:"""j &Wi i= r;: _M ;..- .. :a.._ ,cr!. -__ ~ .i_,,-~ 
I, ',1 
/ I 
I I ! 'j 




























, ~ . 
."r 
• 
LOH942 - PAVLOAD NET C.G. - FYD BAV - RZ-DIR 
0.0e5-r--~--~--------.---------'--------'--------,-------, 
INPUT 
G' S/1'" 000 
-.005 --t----r--t-----,--+-r-+-:-+--,--L~ 
o 2 4 S 
TIME-SEC 
10 12 8 
0.05 
-
SHOCK SPECTRA 15 • ,I'll 





..I IT!' n UlliJlJJmll 






-.05 i , , 
'. ~ , ~ ~ • I ~ ~ • ~ .... , 
1 2 3 -4 5 6 78910 2 3 '" 5 6 7 Bilei:'! 
FREQUENCY - HZ 











~ ~s ~i 
-.- -"'"--
r· ill l>J 
! r I "" 
"" ! . Ii O'l 





















" \Y , 
'ii:, 
" 
, I • .1 •• 
it!) ~ 
LFH942 - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FWD BAY - X-DIR 
a-r-------~-------~------,_-------~------r_----~ INPUT 
o I I 





















Q .. 20 








I I I , I I I 
3 4 S 6 ? Iii 910 2 
FREGUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
T5 • .0 
TF D le.2 ' 
ill Jill UUlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
~ I I I I ~.~..!. 
3 4 S S ? S ilea 
LJU1L2Yi ~~, ..... ~~-. -----











'1"" "" if'",l 
'! 
.~ 
:J!; _ _ ~_.s~ 
-- -,..., ~ 




LFH942 - CRUCIFOR" NET C.G. - FWD BAY - Y-DIR 
1~------~~------~------~-------r------~------~ 





• ; -1-r---'--r~'--r~'-~~'-~~'-~-'~ 












































I I I I I 1 
3 ~ 5 6 7 B 910 a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS .. .0 
fF • 10.2 
III 1111111111111111111111111111 
W 
, I ~ I • I 
3 .. 5 IS 7 B !lea 















.," ..•. -.~''',,''''', .. 





























LFH9"C! - CRUCIFORM NET C.G. - FLID B,ilIY - Z-DIR 
2-.---------r----------.---------,----------~--------~------_, 
INPUT 
G'S 0AL~ •.•. ~ 





























2 , " ' ~ ~ I ~ :3 .. 5 6 "I S 91'0 a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS .. .0 
TF .. 10.2 
~ , ~ ~ ~ .:. ~ 
3 .. 5 6 "I 8 £lea 











I . . C' ., _"-~~~, __ , _*-~ _~J~t;.,,-r.:..:~""""' .• _ _____. 
- -J-- d 
. ~~ 



























LFH942 - CRUCIFORM NET e.G. - FYD BAY - RX-DIR 
e.el-r-------~------_.-------~--------_.--------_.r_----_, 



























."._4"_'_·~>' "' __ ••. _._. 
2 
SHOCK SPECTRA Q .. 20 
.-
-







I iii' i 
2 3 4 56? 8 Sl1e e 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
1S • 
.0 




i I i I II I 





















_ __ .1=,., •. 
-.-.;., .. -_ .... ;:. u_-" __ '_ • 
• MIl JlUUL _. 5 -- ~-' -- t naca 



























LFH9.fa - CRUCIFORI'I tlET C.G. - FWD BAY - RY-DIR 
e.e5-r----~r-----~----~------r-----~----~ INPUT 















Q os 20 






8 10 12 
TS • .0 





, 1 .' ' , I ~ 
:3 .. 5 6 78910 C 1 , '. ' :3 4 5 S "1 aliaS 
FREQUENCY - HZ 




































































-'- II .'. I 3 4 5 S 78910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
B 10 12 
TS • .0 I TF • 10.2 
I 
I I I I I I I 
3 .. 5 6 7 8 !lea 
•. ,,,.0:--,-,-; __ ,. ,_", ... ~ __ • __ .w..-",,-· 












.. ~.. \ _-"~\t 
--~ -~. ~=~=-~ 
! ,~ 
, 
: , i 
















" I II·, : 
,. 
b ~ 








































1 , I 1 1 I 
3 4 5 6 7 8 910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
10 1e 
T5 • .0 
TF .. 10.e 
11111 
'-. ,- , ,"" , 3 4 5 6 7 8 !ie2 
















































































2 '- ' ~ ~ • I ~ 3 4 5 6 78910 2 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 




'- ~ ~ I I 
3 4 5 6 78 !le2 
00 
"'I1;u 










,'~,r'~~" " ~. t~ 
'iiill ... .- - ..... :~"."~."'.~ .... ~ ._; - --- '. -.. , - - . ~ 
- --. - - ,!"cQ_- ~ ....- j-:.::.--=--~ 
!, ti 























































, , , I , I 
3 ~ 5 6 78910 a 
FREQUENCY - HZ 
8 10 12 
TS • .0 ! 
TF • 10.2 
I I I I I I I 
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